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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in a single box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madrigal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction"'
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value con co-exist in one remarkable component.
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full details

on the No.39 or any Mark Levinson components please contact-Path Premier

Unit 2, Desborough Inaustrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
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SPECIAL
SHOW ISSUE
Hi -Fi Show update
• Latest exhibitor listing •
• New launches promised • Special events •
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ADMITS ONE
This is your FREE ticket which admits ONE person to
The Hi Fi Show 1997 at the Ramada and Excelsior Hotels,
Heathrow, London, on Saturday 13th and Sunday 14th September.
Doors open between: 10am — 6pm.
On presentation of this ticket at either the Ramada or the Excelsior hotel, you will be provided with afree pass
giving you unlimited access to both venues. You will also receive aMR copy of the official HiFi Show Guide.
Admission without this ticket is £4.00. Photocopies
this ticket will not be accepted. Please note that there
is no public admission on the special trade-only days, Thursday 11th and Friday 12th September.
The mganisers reserve the right to refuse admission. The HiFi Show is organised by Link House Exhibitions and
is ,ponsored by
& Record Revien. maguzine

Partington's
revolutionary
A7-60 speaker
stands in this
special £ 1000+
competition

ét

DIY SPECIAL
FEATURE
Build the
DBS7, David
Berriman's
high-quality
slim new
floorstanding
speaker design
This ticket entitles you to FREE admission
(saving you the ( 4.00 admission charge) and you will be given
a FREE copy of the complete HiFi Show Guide.
Please fill in this coupon and hand it in on arrival at the show.

Name
Address

Postcode
If you do not want to receive direct mail please tick this box 0
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brackets): TEAC
P30 CD transport
(EUR30013);
Chord Electronics
DSC1500 DAC
aF2144),
CPA 2200 pm-amp
(Y1989) and
SMP600 power amp
(IF2090). The three
Chord items were in
silver with special
trager legs and thus
unusual in the UK.

Stoppers
on 01800 555111.
Call Crime

s far as '
Japan Inc' is
concerned, the decision has
already been taken: MiniDisc
will replace the audio compact
cassette, and Japanese manufacturers
are now hastening to offer MiniDisc
recorders in their higher-quality
package systems.
At the moment, only Sony and
Sharp are actually making MiniDisc
mechanisms, so other companies
(who have to buy from them) are not
yet able to bring out low-cost MD
units. However, this will change as
more factories gear up, and MD will
soon become the expected norm for
package system buyers. It's against
this background that Philips has
announced its launch of Re-Writable
CD recording. [The salient points are
discussed
by
Barry
Fox
in
'Technology', on page 15.]
Philips' new audio CD Recorder,
promised for the end of this year ' or
the start of 1998', is to be a dualfunction machine which can be used
to copy music either on to a 'write
once' CD-R disc or on to the new
CD-RW (ReWritable) disc, which can
be erased and re-recorded up to 1000
times. (MiniDisc claims lm times!)
Although the recently-announced
introduction of CD-RW for computer
applications is supported by many PC
hardware and media vendors, Philips
is so far alone in supporting CD-RW
audio recording. CD-RW discs will
not play back on current CD players,
but Philips says it will make its audio
CD players CD-RW-compatible
`from 1998'.
The recorder should retail at
around £600 in the UK, compared
with the £699 price-tag announced
by Pioneer for its latest CD-R model,
already on sale in Japan and the USA
and due here later this year.
Philips expects the price of blank
CD-R discs ( currently selling at
around £7.99) to drop in the next
few months. CD-RW audio discs
become are expected initially to cost
at least $ 20-$25.
Like Pioneer's CD-R recorders,
and like all MiniDisc recorders, the
Philips model will embody SCMS
(Serial Copy Management System) to

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(a
comptarroacom
Please specify
'HiFi News' di
the subject field
of your message

prevent users making adigital ' copy
of acopy'. SCMS operates in both
CD-R and CD-RW recording modes.
Philips' UK press office suggested
that the new machine should be seen
as a CD-R machine with the added
feature of CD-RW. But in reality,
surely, Philips has made this early
announcement in an attempt to head
off world domination by MiniDisc.
The tragedy is that, with the
imminent arrival of DVD already
causing consumers to hesitate, Philips

could be unwittingly giving them just
one more reason not to buy a
conventional CD player this season.

OK, SO WHY NOT?
Music copyright and recording seem
simple by comparison with the
tangled complexities of the motion
picture industry. Barry Fox suggested
long ago that regional coding would
be the death of DVD; this month,
Ken Kessler suggests in no uncertain
terms that Region 2 ( that's us) is
going to get a raw deal compared
with Region 1 (the USA). Turn to
page 65 and read KK's diatribe first.
Then turn back to this page for a
voice of caution.
This magazine does not advise or
recommend anyone to import their
own Region 1 DVD players or
software. Those who might be
tempted to do so should at least be
aware of the legal implications and
some other pitfalls.
It is not illegal to purchase your
own Region 1DVD player abroad
and import it into the UK for your
own use. And it will work, provided
you have a suitable 240V- 120V
mains voltage converter. However,
you will be liable for customs duty
on entry to the UK. Also, remember
that the manufacturer's UK sales
division is not obliged to service or
repair units purchased outside its
territory, so servicing may be
difficult, slow and expensive. It is
illegal for anyone to sell any Region
1machine in the UK, because, apart
from any other consideration, it will
not be CE approved. And, if and
when Region 2 software becomes
available, you'll have to buy another
machine anyway.
On the other hand, it may be
illegal to import Region 1 DVD
video discs even for your own use,
because these will not have been
approved for viewing in the UK by
the
British
Board
of
Film
Classification. Any video material
which does not carry BBFC approval
is liable to confiscation by Customs.
Theoretically, this doesn't just apply
to movies which haven't been
granted aUK certificate by the UK
censors; it applies to any disc (or
tape) which doesn't carry the mark,
even if the content is identical to the
approved UK release.
Of course, Laserdisc enthusiasts
have
been
carrying
similarly
unlicensed
NTSC
Laserdiscs
through customs for years. It's
impossible to say how Custom
officials will react in practice. Even
so, selling an imported disc here
would be a criminal breach of
copyright.
Steve Harris
3
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24 MONITOR AUDIO
STUDIO 60

biggest and best show yet

the metal-cone
speaker specialist's
£6000 flagship
Peter J Comeau

42 Tannoy .,
M3, floorstanding
follow-up to the

26 KRELL
KAV-300cd

successful M2

a CD player to match
Krell's highly successful
integrated amplifier
Martin Colloms

t=

26 Krell's KA V- 300cd,
new baby brother to
(arguably) the world's best

11 THE HI-FI SHOW
UPDATE

31 CREEK 4330
listening test and full lab report
on Creek's new all-British
budget integrated amplifier
Eric Braithwaite
and Paul Miller

the story so far: awhat's in store
at this year's Show along with an
up-to-date list of exhibitors

22 COMPETITION

35 LINN LINTO
Linn's new ultra-low-noise
moving-coil phono stage
Paul Messenger

38 ROKSAN CASPIAN

I
I

22 Win
these space-age
speaker stands
from Partington

listening test and lab report
on Roksan's
Alvin Gold and Paul Miller

a chance to win Partington's
revolutionary A7-60 speaker
stands, or a complete AV rack

49 FRANKFURT
SHOW REPORT
highlights of the High End
Society's 16th annual event
Steve Harris

54 BUILD THE DBS7

40 SONY SDP-EP9ES

a high-quality floorstanding
speaker for home constructors
David Berriman

a high-level digital pre-amplifier
at a surprisingly Low price
Paul Miller

65 DIVIDED BY DVD?
will UK buyers of DVD movies
always get abad deal?
Ken Kessler

31 Creek is back with
the new 4330 amp

42 TANNOY M3
floorstanding big brother to the
well-received M2 speaker
Alvin Gold

47 OMNISONO

71 SAN FRANCISCO
SHOW Part 2
more coverage of new
products launched
at the American
HiFi 97 show
Ken Kessler

a multi-way omnidirectional
design from Germany
Peter J Comeau

24 the
Studio 60
33 Ltnn's new phono stage
47 omnidirectional:
afour-way design from
Omnisono

flagship .fivni
Monitor Audio
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54 DBS7:
David
Berriman's

part 2 rt

high-quality
home-build
speaker
design
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Philips' CD recorder, and more
on the sound of digital TV
Barry Fox

17 NEWS
new products, innovations and
forthcoming events
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an Italian academic creates a
new kind of surround sound
Ken Kessler

69 BLACK BOX
the vexed question of loud
music: legal and other issues
Ben Duncan

309 REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
the products our reviewers
recommend — and the systems
they actually use at home
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the 5th edition of an essential
book by Martin Colloms...
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more readers' letters...
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county-by-county guide to
specialist hi-fi retailers
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find the best hi-fi bargains here
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remembering abrush with the
late Harold JLeak
John Crabbe
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save on CDs by post
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in-car reception problems
John Nelson
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Del Amitri's 'Some Other Sucker's Parade'
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Friend & Fellow's
Home offers sexy
ultraEuro mood
music, whilst John
Bon jovi cranks it up
in New Orleans.
Find them both on
page 102
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Aerius — Best Loudspeaker Valu
AAHEA Goldeelote .4ierd 1991
MARTIN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfully combine the 'slam' of moving
coil bass with the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic ma Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that incorporates the classic CIS Hz full-range, full-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular SES and Aerius ihybrids
?a,The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of advances in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade 'Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA beards for 1996 eb• Reviewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' ?a
,Alvin Gold (
Hi- h1hojee January 1996) also wrote
of the SL3: `more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. ?a,Ken Kessler (
HiFi News August 1995)founci the SL3 to be: 'one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: The SIB can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' ?a,Contact Absolute Sounds for adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers be And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers ?a
,Stylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid ?a
,Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics
Absolute Sounds
311 Durham Road
I
mmlon SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax
Email

01111-9475047
01111 879 7962
73116 I. I
TI 11@compuserve.com
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Horns have their purpose. Sound
reinforcement — yes. Loud rock
concerts — yes please! Hi-fi? Well,
before enthusiast DIYers start
steaming sheets of plywood, they at
least need to know what they are up
against. Paraphrasing Detroit (in the
1960s, `Aerodynamics are for people
who can't build engines'), horns are
for people who can't build amplifiers.
D JMate, Warwickshire
[We await the horn specialists' response.
Meanwhile, an amp maker replies - Ed.]

`If we are
going to
attempt to
make
abass horn
it will be
physically
large.
Any serious
attempt
will need to
be as large
as the
average
person's
house'

DILEMMAS OF AHORN
Dear Sir, When will someone publish
the truth about horns?
Horns have two purposes. They
can control the angle of radiation
(important for large venue sound
reinforcement), and they can improve
efficiency. In order to do this they
must be physically large, compared to
the wavelengths at which they work.
Therefore there is no point in putting
horn-loaded midrange and tweeters
on top of an ordinary woofer.
The woofer will be limited by the
usual Thiele-Small equations to
efficiencies in the region of 90 dB/W.
Of course, the treble will be much
more efficient, but this will need to
be lost in the crossover for — at the
end of the day — the efficiency of the
tweeter must match that of the
woofer if they are to be driven from a
mmon amp, as almost all
loudspeakers are. So, what's the big
deal, Bob?
If we are going to attempt to make
abass horn it will be physically large.
Any serious attempt will need to be
as large as the average person's
house. It would be interesting to
anyone owning amanor house or
larger, and who didn't mind building
the horn structure into their house.
People with large houses probably do
not wish to do this, so we might be
writing for an audience of one.
Did Ihear you say you could fold
up the horn? Great! So: as long as I
don't care about phase and timing, as
long as Idon't care that the midrange
and treble, emanating from the lineof-sight tweeter-assembly, reaches me
at least 20 milliseconds before the
lower midrange and bass do (having
had to negotiate the folded up horn),
then everything is all right. This
timing problem with folded horns is
serious! Who wants loud
disembodied music?
Lastly, why no mention of thrcsit
distortion? It's an absolutely
fundamental problem. The air at the
throat of the horn is operating at
sufficiently high pressure-levels to,
become significantly non-linear. The
effect is not subtle.
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The technical points above are well
taken, but in our opinion (contrary to
our own best interests as amplifier
manufacturers) highly efficient
loudspeakers are the correct
direction. We believe areal hi-fi
system should be able to
accommodate wide dynamic range
material. Working backwards from
the peak system level via loudspeaker
efficiency (average 89dB) to the
amplifier power required to give such
peaks, you arrive at areasonable
amplifier power rating requirement of
200-300W per channel.
It is extremely expensive to
manufacture reliable, good-sounding
amplifiers in this power range. Even if
it were possible economically, it is
doubtful that most commerciallyavailable speakers could handle that
sort of power.
Even at lower levels, efficient
loudspeakers obviously sound much
more dynamic, realistic and punchy.
Clearly, the large dynamics which
would normally take an amplifier into
clipping are produced more easily,
but more intriguing are the small
micro dynamics and micro details
which are much more obvious on
efficient loudspeakers.
We strongly suspect that this is
closely related to the power/weight
ratio of the loudspeaker cone to its
driver assembly. It seems reasonable
that heavier cones take more time,
and require more energy, to start and
stop, with the easily anticipated result
of loss of detail. Generally,
electrostatics are regarded as the best
sounding of all loudspeakers and
their `cone mass' is extremely low.
However, it is now possible to
build alow-coloration non-horn
transducer with an efficiency of
95dB. This would hold promise that
system peaks of 112dB might be
accessible whilst micro details/
dynamics should be reproduced
properly. We believe in high
efficiency loudspeakers with relatively
low powered high quality amplifiers.
The advent of speakers with 95dB+
efficiency could herald anew era for
quality reproduction.
Antony Michaelson, Musical
Fidelity Ltd

STAY IN TUNE
Dear Sir, Isearched in vain for
`Radio' in the July HFNIRR. For over
25 years, apart from the break after
Angus McKenzie gave up writing his
wonderful radio column, ` Radio' has
always been the page Ifirst turn to.
Please say it was just amistake it was
missing that month, and that all will
be well again in the future!
Somebody has to keep up the
pressure on the BBC to abandon that
`Bloody Optimod compression on
Radio 3'.
Arthur Morley, Devon
We regret the publication of aRadio'-less
issue, which was due to aproduction mixup. It won't happen again. - Ed.
DECLARED INTERESTS
Dear So-, Isupport Wakelin and
Piezvviski [`Views,' May/July]. Your
belief that reviewers are not affected
by personal relationships and the like
is touching but naive. Iam not saying
it is wrong, but we need to be told.
Perhaps aregister of reviewers'
interests is the solution? And just so
we are clear: did KK receive special
treatment over his car hi-fi
[`Headroom', July]? Any discount or
accelerated service, or `you have them
on trial but we don't want them
back'? Because if he did, then his
praise is invalidated. Surely you can
see this?
Richard Morris, e-mail
Ken Kessler replies:
If, after 14 years working for HFNIRR,
my integrity is still in question and my
track record not sufficient evidence of my
ability to assess hi-ft components, then I
fear Ishall never be able to satisfy Mr
Morris. As for 'personal relationships',
nearly all reviewers are human [nearly?
KK has one or two exceptions in mind
here, but I'd better not name them - Ed]
and will develop likes and dislikes. But, to
the best of my knowledge, only one
magazine has ever insisted that its staff
never even speak to manufacturers for fear
of being `influenced'; and that magazine
has recently departed this planet.
Every career has its perks. Most
manufacturers are willing to sell review
samples or demonstrators (which can't be
sold as new anyway) to journalists at
accommodation prices. But this does not in
fact affect the validity of reviews, because
no reviewer is going to buy equipment
which he doesn't feel is worth using.
Which leads to the system in question,
the Mission in-car products. If the stuff
didn't sound as good as Isaid it did, it
wouldn't be in my car any longer and I'd
have written to that effect. It's staying in
my car because Ilike it, and Iexpect to be
invoiced. For the purposes of the review,
Mission wanted its products to befitted
according to its own specification, and
therefore carried out the work at its own
7

B&W's patented method
of using Keylar's unique
woven fibres for loudspeaker (ones has been
major factor in reducing
unwanted standing waves

" . the (DM! gives
excellent sound, not
only in terms of correct
imagery and transparency,
but also in precision,
extended response and
dynamic low- frequency
performance"

For more information
please contact
B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd
on -+ 44 (0)1903 750 750
httpl/www.bwspeakers.ram
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Mngle
SPECTRA
Dynamic,

cost. Finally, please note that Ipurchased
my discontinued-model Panasonic head
unit as a '13 stock' item, just as any other
consumer could have done.
READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Contributions
sent by e-mail
should carry a
postal address.
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

QUAD SERVICE...
Dear Sir, Despite the plethora of
Japanese and American audio
products available here in Hong
Kong, Ichose to set up aQuad FM4
/306/34 combination, and found that
the elegant Quad rack was very
effective in hiding the usual spaghetti
of connections at the rear of the
units. Recently, Idecided to add the
purpose-designed pedestal which the
company offered as an accessory. I
was very pleasantly surprised to find
that, even though my system is nearly
ten years old, the simple pedestal
accessory is still available at
reasonable cost. In the age of planned
obsolescence, and inventory
clearances, Ithink it is remarkable
that such customer-orientated service
is still available.
Further — the saga continues —
due to aclerical error on my part, the
wrong parcel was dispatched from
Huntingdon. When Icontacted Quad
to explain my mistake, the immediate
reaction was that the required part
would be sent out immediately, free
of charge (apart from the freight
cost). Now that's what Icall service.
Iam therefore now able to enjoy
the excellent quality of my faithful
Quad combination, and have
supplemented this with its 77 CD
player, as recently highly
recommended by your reviewers.
This has proved enormously
satisfying. Equally satisfying is the
knowledge that the company still
offers acomparably excellent
standard of customer service. Long
may this last, in the light of the new
ownership by Verity. Political parties
may come and go, but 60 years of
leadership in quality hi-fi has not lead
to complacency on any part by the
management.
Dr John Low, Hong Kong
...AND MODIFICATIONS
Dear Sir, With reference to the letter
from Dr Harvey regarding his Quad
33/303 [
HFNIRR, July]: some years
ago Ibought asecondhand set to

VIEWS TOO...

More readers
letters appear
on page 113
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and crisp: exactly what Iwould be
listening for.
My loudspeakers are the Quad
ESL63s, fed by various Quad set-ups,
my current being a66 pre-amp and
new 306 with aMagnum Dynalab
tuner. Ican also use the Quad 22
pre-amp and valve amps, or aQuad
44 pre-amp driving aQuad 22. The
sound quality from all of these is very
good indeed.
So my advice to Dr Harvey: have
the conversion done, as it is certainly
good. Ishudder to think what his
Quad 67 CD player sounds like if he
is driving a100mV input from the 2V
output of the CD player! Incidentally,
Academy Sound rearrange the input
sensitivities to suit present-day
requirements: no problem there. My
33/303 dates from around 1974 but
you would never guess that now from
the present sound quality! Good
listening for the future.
R JSmith, Worthing
...AND ANOTHER KIND OF QUAD
Dear Sir, Imust praise the report
about the DTS CDs for Surround
Sound [
HFNIRR, June, page 30],
which will be arebirth of
quadraphony with digital
technologies. Ithink that not only we
`conspiring' fans of quadraphony will
welcome this, but also some musiclovers, who have wanted for along
time abetter and more interesting
sound than the usual stereo can make
possible — stimulated by the matrixsurround for video and now by the
quadraphonic-working AC-3and
DTS.
In the report there is only one
mistake, and that was the reference to
the available software in the 1970s.
Apart from the four-channel tapes
there have been, of course, fourchannel LP records. The fourchannel matrix techniques of SQ or
QS have also been aforerunner of the
Dolby Surround and CD4 records,
with afrequency range up to 50kHz
will be the large-scale technique for
LPs. Reproduced with amodern
moving-coil pickup with, for
example, avan den Hul tip, they will
now sound awhole lot better than in

keep as aspare set-up. Isent it to
Quad to be overhauled; when it came
back Iwas pleased with the sound.
Time went on and Isaw the
advertisement from Academy Sound

the 1970s. But — of course —
surpassed by the digital DTS CDs.
Dietrich Rüseh, QuadroAction,
Initiative Rix die Reaktivierung
der Quadrophonie, Postfach
610411, 22424 Hamburg,
Germany. Tel: +49(0)40 552 2671

and also the review by Chris
Beeching. Itook the plunge and had
the conversion done. Iwas absolutely
delighted, the workmanship was very
good indeed — those lovely phonos
instead of the awful DINs... The best
was to come when Ilistened to them.
Wow! The sound quality was quite
something: superbly clear, detailed

jVC's CD-4system did not reproduce
audio signals above 20kHz; the 50kHz
bandwidth was needed on LP because
the rear channels were encoded using a
38kHz carrier frequency. So we do have
CD-4to thank for the development of
the fine-line styli which, as aspin-off,
improved the stereo listener's lot - Ed.
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of email bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Deflex
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound. and far less
distortion when
played loud

What the experts have to say...
"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-F1 News 8 Riscord Review - Merch1994
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness ancLcontrol, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audlopier / But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work...''
Addle Video - December 1994
"..Ahe result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore natural sound..."
Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Duality

11111.1.111111

Value for money

Baimici

Standard Panel

£7.95 (28cm x 21cm)

Medium Panel

£6.95 (28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£5.95 (24cm x 13cm)

Sub- Woofer Panel £14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make a range of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG STRIP, GASKETS, etc.

For a 'EE information pack &
details of other products from
,iPECTF lYNAMICS
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al Pirdold Ind. Est., Ffordd Denman,
Me, Denbighshire LL18 2YR

ACCESS • VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)

01111110.1.170a1 100111111•101
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BEAST
Looks are deceiving. There's simply no mistaking the pure elegance on the outside, yet underneath all the beauty
lies an absolutely brutal beast - ano cost compromise powerhouse ! Listen once and you'll never turn back.
Please prepare yourself, as your views are about to be changed, once and for all.
Prime Design brings you the most seductively powerful sound. HiFi, as you knew it will never be the same.
A-100 Integrated Amplifier

The A-100 can be Configured for Pre-Amp, Power Amp, NV & 2 Line Outputs.

100
WPC

into 8 ohms
Features
• 100 WPC into 8 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 200 WPC into 4 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz *
• 0.005 % Distortion at 1Khz
• 500W High Current Power Supply
• Full 6 Way Input/ Output Selection
• Configurations for Pre-Amp, Power Amp, A \V, 2 Line Outputs
• Full Electrical & Electronic Protection
• Audiophile Grade Components, Gold Plated Isolation Feet
• Fully Symmetrical Design
• Optional Very High Quality Phono Stage Available £ 70

200
WPC

into 4 ohms
•integrated progranunt• material

R.R.P. £65 O

A-100 Internal View From Above - Designed for Overkill
Absolutely no expense spared, see what we mean!

In order to accurately convey the music in a lucid flowing manner, the A-100 had to be designed with one goal in mind - that was to be the new benchmark at its
price. It needed to deliver a lot of power with absolute control, without lagging, complimented by ultra low distortion. To start with, it employs a massive power
supply with an enormous reserve. This allows the amplifier to deliver power with utter abandon, and a suitable heat sinking arrangement, facilitates increases in power
with respect to difficult speaker loads. This is all well and good, but you need an excellent pre-amp in order to maximise overall performance. The A-100 utilises a
specially designed Audiophile Pre-Amp, again with no expense spared. With the future in mind, you are able to use the amp in a number of ways, allowing you a
logical upgrade path limited only by your imagination. The results are truly breathtaking and spectacular, HiFi as you knew it has just changed dramatically. Audition
the A- I00 today and prepare yourself for the demo of a lifetime
There'll be no turning back !

If absolute overkill wasn' tenough there's more

Warning - \ Vhen using tus(. P-13l)s i : ridged -node plea-. e

P-150 Stereo Power Amplifier

that

cur , peakers ( an Fi mi Ile upI(' 450

into 8 ohms
Features
• 150 WPC into 8 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 300 WPC into 4 Ohms from 20-20,000 Hz
• 0.005 % Distortion at 1Khz
• Bridging Produces 450 WPC into 8 Ohms
• 625W High Current Power Supply
• Truly Expandable Stages - Modular Approach
• Full Electrical & Electronic Protection
• Fully Symmetrical Design
• Audiophile Grade Components, Gold Plated Isolation Feet

300
WPC

into 4 ohms
P-150 Internal View From Above - Designed for Overkill

R.R.P. £650

Absolutely no expense spared - see what we mean!

The P-150 has been designed for the truly discerning audiophile. It has a 625 watt power supply (with even grater reserves than the A-100). Double the output devices,
and a suitable heat sinking arrangement, allows a delivery of instantaneous power that will convince you forever. This gives rise to the next level of sonic improvement,
which can be achieved by using the A-100 as a pre-amplifier (or any other very high quality pre-amp), and connecting the P-150 Stereo power amplifier. Your system
will just sound better and better, as the equipment becomes transparent. Adding a second P-150 will allow Bi-amping your speakers, which will bring about a sonic
presentation to be believed. Questions about control, accuracy and impact seem to vanish, as you are totally absorbed in a new found level of musical reality. For the
ultimate audio experience on more elaborate systems, you can use the P-150 as a monoblock, and connect four/ six of them onto your speakers. There is simply no
substitute for raw power, which when utilised correctly, will produce a sonic presentation distinguished by exceptional transparency and grace, along with extraordinary
powerful deep bass and sparkling highs. Audition the P-150 today to change your views forever
Available from the following quality dealers now, or if you don't see adealer in your area please call Prime Design for more details
Bill Hutchinson HI-FI

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

E.&O.E

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Bill Hutchinson Hi Fi

Basically Sound

The Card Company

Cleartone

Glasgow

Empire

Empire

Edinburgh

Newcastle

Leeds

Manchester

Norwich, Norfolk

London

Bolton

Birmingham

Bradford

Tel 0141 248 2857

Tel 0131 220 0909

Tel 0191 230 3600

Tel 0113 242 7777

Tel 0161 832 1600

Tel 01508 570829

Tel 0181 906 2119

Te 01204 531 423

rd l0121 643 0972

Tel 01274 309 266

Empire

Frank Harvey

The Hi Fi Company

The Hi Fi Company

Hi Fi U.K.

The Hi Fi Rooms

Infidelity

Jeffries

Jeffries

Jeffries

Leeds

Coventry

Peterborough

Leamington Spa

Edinburgh

Manchester

Surrey

Brighton

Eastbourne

Portsmouth

Tel 0800 454 980

Tel 01203 525 200

Tel 01733 341 755

Tel 01926 888 644

Tel 0131 667 2877

Tel 0161 832 0888

Tel 0181 943 3530

Tel 01273 609 431

Tel 01323 731 336

Tel 01705 663 604

Manders

Music Matters

Music Matters

Music Matters

Northwood Hi Fi

Paul Roberts Hi- Fi

Paul Roberts Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Grimsby

Birmingham

Solihull

Stourbridge

Northwood

Taunton

Weston Super Mare

Manchester

Prestor

Warrington

Tel 01472 351 391

Tel 0121 429 2811

Tel 0121 742 0254

Tel 0138 444 184

Tel 01923 820 877

Tel 01823 270 000

Tel 01934 620 500

Tel 0161 839 8869

Tel 01772 883 958

Tel 01925 632 179

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Practical Hi Fi

Richards Audio

Rogers Hi- Fi

Blackpool

Worthing Audio

Bolton

Carlisle

Bedford

Guildford, Surrey

Blczovich, W/Mids

The Sound Gallery
High Wycombe

VAudio

Lancaster

Bristol

Worthing

Tel 01253 300 599

Tel 01524 39657

Tel 01204 395 789

Tel 01228 44792

Tel 01234 365 165

Tel 01483 561 049

Tel 01922 493 499

Tel 01494 531 682

Tel 0'17 968 6005

Tel 01903 212 133

PRIME-M

DESIGN

There can be only one

•

Designed Er'
Manufactued by:

Sound Academy

PRIME DESIGN,

Designed 6,

UNITS 2/6, 170 DEANS LANE, EDGWARE, MIDDX, HA8 9NT.
TEL 0181 906 0181

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME - CONTACT PRIME DESIGN •

•

FAX 0181 959 5008

PRIME DESIGN

Manufactued by:

PRIME-DEIGN

There can be only one

IS AVAILABLE FROM ALL DUALITY HI-FI DEALERS NOW •

HI-FI SHOW 97 UPDATE
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There will be plenty of surprises at the HiFi Show '97 — at the
time of writing, many new products are still at the planning stage, or are being
kept under wraps, and so we can't tell you exactly what you're going to see
unveiled in September. But we can tell you that there will be more brands and
more new hi-fi than ever before. As this issue goes to press, we have
signed up more than 110 exhibitors representing twice as many brands,
so there'll be enough new products to overwhelm trade, press and public alike.
This two-page update details many new products that exhibitors have already told
us about. Here are some of the highlights:
Absolute Sounds will be taking
more space than ever in both the
Excelsior and Ramada Hotels to
demonstrate its unrivalled range of
high end audio and home cinema
brands. Not to be missed!
ATD of Italy will be showing its
new Ode, Ariacell and Hypergraph
series drive units, 3D laboratory CD
players and 'Link Monitor' cables,
plus the Audio Carpet, Audio Table
and Audio Melody speakers. Also
shown will be ATD's existing XP
and HX series drive units.
High-end importer Audiofrealcs
will have new loudspeakers from
Avalon, class A single-end valve
amps from Bel Canto, plus
turntables and tonearms from
Clearaudio. Audiofreaks will be
celebrating the 20th anniversary of
Conrad-Johnson Design Inc, with a
special exhibit, while products from
Kuzma, Wheaton, Benz-Micro,
Sound Lab, Power Wedge, Cardas,
Muse Electronics, Cabasse, Hales
Design Group, Expressive
Technologies, Sonographe and
Shun Mook will also be on show.
Audio Illusion announces the
European premiere of Omnipolar
sound, demonstrated with the
Mirage 0M-6 speaker plus M-1295
semi-active bi-polar speakers fed via
the Enlightened Audio Designs
Theatermaster with DTS. Also new
are the Euphonia resonance isolation
devices from France. Existing
products on show will include the
EAD Theatervision universal disc
transport, Classe CA-300 power
amp and CAV-150 6-channel
switchable amplifier, Mirage BPSS210 active servo subwoofers and
Mirage MC-S1 centre channel.
There will also be products frm
Acurus and Kora, as well as the rest
of the Classe and Mirage ranges.
Audiovector of Germany will
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present its new M-Series, described
as the first upgradable loudspeakers
in the world, with prices ranging
from £700 to £3000.
Avantgarde Acoustic of Germany
will be at the Show with its full
range of horn speakers, including
the Trio, Trio Compact,. Duo and
Uno models.

The Real Sound
Company's turntable

AVS is providing show visitors with
the first-ever demonstrations of its
new four-channel system to be
heard outside of Italy.
BHC Aerovox will show the new
Denis Morecroft-designed Tnetwork capacitor, specially
designed for audio applications,
along with the established slit-foil
electrolytics.

there'll be
enough new
products to
overwhelm
trade, press
and public
alike

Bravura is set to demonstrate 'the
only all-British true horn
loudspeaker design', the new Gold
version of the Virtuoso model, which
according to one early press report
has 'the finesse of an electrostatic
and the timing of aRehdeko'.
Valve amp maker Gamma
Acoustics will introduce its new
Rhythm Reference silver-wired 211based single-ended stereo
integrated (£3499) and Aeon
Reference monoblocks (£ 1499) as
well as the Gemini Mk II integrated
(£1499). Existing models on show

include the Era Reference, Era
phono stage, Epoch Reference Five
and Wow Balanced silver
intercennect (£799/m terminated).
HNE will be showing the new FINE
loudspeaker and new modular
racks, which are all manufactured
from Inc polished granite. Also
shown will be the established HNE
granite stands and bases, as well as
FINE isolation plinths for turntables
and CD players.
ISL will be featuring the Nexus range
of comparators, built in Australia
using ultra-heavy-duty, high quality
relays and said to overcome all the
traditional audiophile objections to
comparator switching.
Krell has responded to the success of
the KAV-300i integrated amp with a
bunch of new models in the nearlyaffordable sector. The Show will be
your first chance to see the partnering
CD player and apre-amp/power-amp
combination to match.

Shea rue Audio's
amplifiers

Linn's LP1 2turntable is now 25
years old — how will the company
mark the occasion? Showgoers will
find out.
Marantz has added anumber of
new models to its range, but the star
is going to be the PM17 low-profile
integrated amplifier in the
company's Reference series. We
can't say too much about this
treasure, but it sports atemperature
gauge on the front panel!
The Musical Design Company
will be at the Show with astatic
display featuring its impressive
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Audiolab 8000DAC
Audiolab 8000CDM
Audiolab 8000C
Audiolab 8000P
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 8000T

THE
BRITISI I
111-F1 AWARDS
1996

Audiolab 8000Q
Audiolab 8000M

The Audiolab 8000A Integrated Amplifier, 8000C

Audiolab 8000T

Pre-amplifier and 8000P Power Amplifier have earned an
unrivalled international reputation for outstanding sound
quality, engineering excellence and flexibility.

/e--- •%•%.
EISA

They are the basis of many fine Hi-Fi and AV Systems
and they also play your LPs - that's real flexibility.

fUROPIAll AMPUMR
Atedoolair 8000 5

'

For more information and details
of your Audiolab dealer call or write.

Audiolab 8000S

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Combs PE18 6XY
Telephone 01480 415600
Fax 01480 52159

=AUDIOLAB

HI-FI SI ION\ 97 t PDATE
SPECIAL EVENTS
Additional events running through
the public days will include
demonstrations and seminars as well
as question and answer sessions.
Paul Miller will be demonstrating the
awesome computer programmes with
which he conjures up measurements
of CD player jitter performance, and
Barry Fox will be on hand to give the
answers no-one else can on the
difficult questions surrounding new
audio/video formats and
technologies. Visiting the Show From
the USA will be David Delgrosso of
DIS, and it is hoped that he'll be
persuaded to hold public-day
seminars on the new surround-sound
system which just might challenge the
might of Dolby Labs as ahigh-quality
alternative surround-sound startegy.
Hi Fi News & Record Review's
reviewing contributors will be on
hand during the show and can be
contacted through the central
HFN/RR stand in the foyer - where,
incidentally, you'll be able to see the
DBS7 speakers featured in this issue.

catalogue of distributed lines, which
include both European and US
products. Brands now represented
by The Musical Design Company
are Chario (Italy), Genesis (USA),
Jeff Rowland (USA), Micromega
(France), Revox (Germany) and
Primare (Sweden).
Musical Fidelity has spawned a
new brand in conjunction with one
of the greatest designers in hi-fi
history, Stanley Kelly. The world
Launch of Kelly Transducers will
take place at the HiFi Show, while
MF will be launching the
replacement for the acclaimed A1000 amplifier and the longawaited X-Series power amps.
New Audio Frontiers of Italy will
be showing new 845, and 300B
single-ended valve amplifiers, the
6C33 amplifier, Disanaiake
Resurrection pre-amplifier and
speakers.
Partington is celebrating its
quarter-century with alimited
edition version of anew speaker
stand system - and may even be
granted apatent for this one. Words
can't quite describe this radical
departure from conventional
speaker support systems, but you
can see it - and try to win apair on page 22 of this issue. Winners
will be announced at the show.
Path Premier has been hinthinting about anew speaker line: could the company be importing
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the new Revel line from the USA?
Confirmation will have to wait
until Show time...
Pioneer will again be
demonstrating its
commitment to the
future of high-quality
sound and will be
unveiling more leadingedge digital technology.

Conrad Johnson
ART pre-amplifier

The Real Sound Company asks
'is the future of vinyl hanging by a
thread?' and claims that it is now
possible to hear clearly the silence
that Beethoven described as
'the greatest moment in
music'. RSC will unveil some
'eagerly awaited' upgrades to
the RSC2 record player which
was seen at last year's Show,
to create ' the ultimate silence
machine', the RSC3
turntable. Most significant of
the changes is the RSC3's use
of athread suspension, lifting
the arm slightly off the
unipivot bearing. Existing
customers are being offered a
free upgrade service. But for
those not quite able to run to
the £ 6200 RSC3, there will
be an exciting new model.

received Phase 2Reference and
other models which make up this
distinctive amplifier range.

Bravura Virtuoso
loudspeaker

Shearne Audio will have a
strong presence at the show
this year, showing its new
flagship pre-/power
combination, the Phase 1
Reference, as well as the well-

Sony makes avery welcome return
to The HiFi Show this year, with
some very exciting digital audio
demonstrations promised.
Technics, committed to audio
quality as ever, will be showing its
latest hi-fi separates range,
including amplifiers, CD players
nd other products to be
nnounced.
nison Research will arrive
from Italy with anumber of
surprises, including — we hope awild, single-ended triode
integrated amplifier.
Wilson Benesch has been
threatening to release an affordable
turntable for those who can't quite
stretch to their award-winning
agship system. So far seen only in
prototype form, this exciting new
development will be officially
launched at The Hi -Fi Show.

AMONG THE EXHIBITORS
no means comprehensive, this list indicates
Byexhibitors
with firm bookings at the Show as

we went to press in early July. Note that many
are distributors who will each be showing a
range of different brands (not listed here), and
that many have booked more than one room or
stand. All visitors to the show will find details of
the thousands of new products to be seen at the
Ramada and Excelesior hotels in the official Hi Fi
Show Guide, available ONLY at the show.
Aanvil Audio, A&R Cambridge Ltd (Arcam),
Absolute Sounds Ltd, Acoustic Energy Ltd, Alema
UK Ltd, ALR Akustik, Ash Design, ATC
Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, ATD, Audiofreaks,
Audio Illusion, Audiokits Precision Components
Ltd, Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Audiophile
International Ltd, Audio Synthesis, Audusa & Co,
Aura Systems Europe, Avantgarde Acoustic
GmbH, AV International Ltd, AVS ( Italy), Beam Echo Ltd, BHC Aerovox Ltd, Bravura , B&W
Loudspeakers ( UK) Ltd, Cabosse, Cable Talk,
Castle Acoustics, Celef Audio
International/ProAc, Celestion International Ltd,
Chantry Audio/Hi-Go Sound, Chelmer Valve
Company, China National Electronics
Import/Export, Chord Electronics Ltd, CR
Developments Ltd, DNA Marketing, DPA Digital
Ltd, Elemental Audio, Expolinear Elektroakustik,
Exposure Electronics, F3/Audiovector, FTM,

Gamma Acoustics, GLL, Goldring Products,
Hailey Audio Ltd, Harbeth Acoustics, Heart ( Rik
Stoet Holland), Henley Designs Ltd, HNE,Ikon
Audio in Store Logistics, ISO- FRAME, Jenving,
JPW Loudspeakers Ltd, KEF Audio UK Ltd,
Kenwood Electronics UK Ltd, Keswick Audio
Research, KLH Audio Systems/Soundbites, Linn
Products Ltd, Living Voice, Loricraft Audio,
Marantz, May, Meridian Audio Ltd, Michell,
Monitor Audio Ltd, Mordaunt Short Ltd, Moth
Group, Music Labs (Australia), Myryad Systems
Ltd, Musical Design Co, Neat Acoustics , New
Audio Frontiers, Niche Electronics, Nottingham
Analogue Engineering, Optimum 2000, Orelle,
Panasonic/Technics, Partington & Co, Past
Audio, Path Premier, Pioneer High Fidelity (GB)
Ltd, Prime Design, Prism, QLN UK Ltd, RATA,
REL, Rogers International Ltd, Ratel Hi Fi, RI
Service, Ruark Acoustics Ltd, Sambell
Engineei ing, Sennheiser UK Ltd, SG Acoustics
Ltd, Shearne Audio Ltd, Siemel ( France), Simetel
(Italy), Stands Unique, System Audio ( Denmark),
Talk Electronics Ltd, Target Audio Products plc,
TDL Electronics Ltd, TEAC UK Ltd, The Chord
Compary, The Real Sound Co Ltd, Trilogy Audio
Systems Tube Technology, UK Distribution, van
den Hul, Vinyl Demand, Virtual Reality, Wilson
Benesch, Wollaton Audio, Yoshino Ltd, Zenith
Crown.
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Offer starts on
19th July for
Musical Images'

Musical Image
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Get down to Musical Images and
bask in the warmth of hundreds o
genuine price reductions!
Authorised dealer for over
100 leading manufacturers
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
Alchemist
Alphason
Apollo
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Aura
AVI
B & W
Barco Projectors
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Carver
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Citation
Cyrus
Dali
Definitive
Denon
DPA
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harbeth
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Jamo
JBL
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
M&K
Maranta
Meridian
Michell
Micromega
Mission
MIT
Mitsubishi

Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Naim
NHT
Onkyo
Ortolan
Orelle
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
Proac
Project Turntables
QED
Quad
Quadraspire
RCF Projectors
REL
Rogers
Roksan
Ratel
Royd
Ruark
Samsung
Seleco Projectors
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Spender
Stands Unique
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDL
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Tube Technology
Van den Hut
Wadia
Wharfedale
XL0
XTC
Yamaha
and Many More

From 26th July - 30th August
we're going slightly mad,
offering aselection from our vast
range of leading Audio Visual
and Hifi equipment at prices that
will keep you warm all winter.

18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB

• Tel: 0171 497 1346

With up to 50% off the prices
of ex demo and display models,
4stores within the M25 and
12 luxurious demonstration
suites, insanity is just ' round
the corner at Musical Images.

126 High Street,Beckenham,
Kent BR31ED

Tel: 0181 663 3777

45 High Street,Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0181 569 5802

The Powerhouse of Choice
email: sales@musical images.co.uk

OPEN SEVEN DAYS AWEEK* •

173 Station Road.Edgware,
Middlesex HA3 7JX

Tel: 0181 952 5535

*Closed Sure:lays during August. Not valid with any other promotions or offers and whilst stocks last. E&OE

technology

Re-Writable
home CD
recording,
announced
by Philips,
comes as a
bombshell
to the music
industry

I

n late June, Philips sent shock
waves through the record industry
by promising what it calls the
'Holy Grail' in time for Christmas —
a sub-£ 500 recorder that copies
music onto eraseable CD-ReWritable
discs. The first public showing will
be at IFA in Berlin at the end of
August. Maranrz will show asimilar
recorder, made alongside the Philips
machines at Philips' factory in
Hasselt, Belgium.
Pioneer may also show aCD-RW
recorder, but most of the other
Japanese companies look likely to skip
CD-RW and jump straight into
DVD-RAM recording. This could
happen, perhaps in 1998.
The IFPI (International Federation
of the Phonographic Industry)
complains that `There have been no
discussions between the hardware and
software industries', and 'The piracy
implications are immense'. The
RIAA,
Recording
Industry
Association of America, says the new
recorder 'will facilitate a cottage
industry' and warns that Philips'
publicity encourages people to break
copyright laws. The IFPI and RIAA
had previously agreed a set of
copyright controls for CD recorders
that use write-once CD- R discs.
Philips plans to use the same
measures for CD-RW disc but the
record industry is still worried.
Philips says the new CD recorder
will be 'fully compatible' with the 500
million Audio CD players already in
use. But this is true only for
recordings made on CD-R blanks
that do not erase. Recordings made
on eraseable CD-RWs will play only
on next year's CD players. These will
have an automatic gain control for
the laser reader and cope with the
different reflectivity of CD-R and RW
discs. The confusion which this will
cause could provide its own informal
copy control. People may not buy
into
CD-RW because of its
incompatibility with existing CD
players. DVD players will, however,
be able to play CD-RW discs, which
Marantz looks likely to promote as a
side benefit of DVD.
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may make Dolby's system the de facto
The formal copy control measures
world standard for DVD. This may
are as follows: CD-R and CD-RW
create a new standards battle for
blanks come in two forms, consumer
digital TV sound, with some sectors
and professional. They look the same
of the industry clamouring for AC-3
but have a subtle difference in the
instead of MPEG-2 for multichannel
wobbly groove pressed into the blank
transmission.
to guide the laser during recording
Digital TV broadcasts should begin
and playback. The disc makers charge
by next spring, by which time the first
an artificially high price for consumer
receivers will be in the shops. One
blanks, to discourage consumers from
thing is already clear: the British
-dubbing CDs instead of buying them.
government's hopes of curbing
In the real commercial world, this
Rupert Murdoch's stranglehold on
differential cannot last.
When
Pioneer
launched
a digital TV have failed. All digital TV
in the UK, both from satellites and
-consumer write-once recorder in late
terrestrial transmitters, will now rely
1995, only 60-minute consumer
on technology owned by his News
blanks were available. The 74-minute
Corporation. Two recent deals leave
blanks then available would work only
Murdoch free to earn royalties,
on professional recorders. But now,
without heavy start-up costs or risk.
74m consumer blanks are available.
In May, Murdoch's BS1cyB joined
The recorder will not copy acopy,
with British Telecom, the Midland
to make a second-generation dub.
Bank and Matsushita Electric to form
But there is nothing to stop the user
British Interactive Broadcasting. BIB
making a series of first-generation
copies from an original CD to a will transmit entertainment and
interactive services — such as home
succession of blanks. So Serial
shopping — from digital satellites.
Copyright Management System
Panasonic's involvement may start
control is largely illusory.
the push for AC-3.
Each CD recorder will have its
Satellite viewers will get interaction
own identification code, burned into
its internal microchips. This code
number (inaudible but detectable by
adecoder) is automatically copied to
any blank disc used on the machine.
So if aCD recorder is used to make
multiple copies, each one will carry
the same hidden code.
In theory, adealer who sells aCD
recorder should keep the name and
address of the customer, to help
piracy detectives. But anyone intent
on using it for piracy will give afalse
name. In any case, it will cheaper and
easier for apirate to employ asuspect
plant to make acopy master and then
press discs.
DVD recorders, and the solid-state
microchip sound recorders which are
waiting in the wings, will also use
SCMS and Recorder ID, probably
with some form of 'watermarking',
which puts an inaudible marker inside
the sound so that its copyright source
can be positively identified even after
distribution on the Internet.

DIGITAL TV SOUND FORMATS
Do HFNIRR readers need to bother
about digital TV? I'd say yes. The
system used for terrestrial, satellite
and cable transmission follows
Europe's DVB standard, which
specifies 1ViPEG-1 stereo, usually with
Dolby matrix surround buried for Pro
Logic decoding. But MPEG-1 can
be extended to MPEG-2, to give 5.1
or 7.1 digital multichannel. DAB
works to the same standard.
This is why it makes sense to use
MPEG-2 audio for DVD in Europe.
But commercial pressures, eg,
Panasonic's early launch of a DVD
player which works only with AC-3,

free, but only if they subscribe to
BSkyB's entertainment channels. To
encourage viewers to buy the new
receivers and dish aerials needed,
BSkyB's partners will spend £ 265
million on subsidising their cost.
BIB will control pay viewing with
conditional-access circuitry developed
by a research company bought by
Murdoch after the UK's Independent
Broadcasting Authority was privatised
as NTL. All satellite receivers will
need this circuitry.
In
June,
the
Independent
Television Commission awarded the
licence to broadcast terrestrial digital
TV to British Digital Broadcasting.
BDB won on condition that the
Carlton and Granada TV companies
buy BSkyB's share of their venture.
BS1cyB can supply programmes but
no longer has to help pay to start the
service. BDB says it will use News
Corporation's conditional access
technology to control pay viewing,
and rely on ' BSkyB's expertise' for
the management service which
switches on viewers' receivers in
return for their money.
The only receivers which will not
need Murdoch's technology will be
those which can only pick up
whatever free broadcasts come from
the BBC, ITV and Channel 4. ITC
Chairman Sir Robin Biggam confirms
all this is acceptable.
Both BIB and BDB say there will
soon be dual-standard receivers which
use Murdoch's conditional-access
technology to work with either
terrestrial or satellite broadcasts. So
if digital satellite goes AC-3, so will
terrestrial.
Barry Fox
15
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innovative design, bristling with advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has
critical acclaim.
"...KEF's best yet, showing that musicality and neutral

met

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

balance can result from the high-tech and deeply

dynamic range associated with the best at

researched designs that KEF is famous for..."

two or three times the price..."

"...It'll play loud throughout the range, holding onto

with such

its

Martin Colloms, Hi- F1 News

fundamental inner balance, one which is recognisably
truthful to the

Sponsors of

programme input..."

VII-1
Take It to the bridge

KEF Reference Series Authorised Dealers
Holburr Hr- F,, ABERDEEN

01224 585713

Congieron11,-F CONGLETON

0126b 297544

KJLesuresound LONDON W1

0171 486 8262

Barnsle.J Hr- F, Centre BARNSLEY

0122, 205549

Frank Haney Hi- Fr. COVENTRY

012C3 525200

Auch° Concept, LONDON W5

0181 567 8703

Paul

0122.316197

Mus tc Maltera EORBASTON

0121 4292811

Speakers Corner MAIDSTONE

3162267777.3

01279 506576

Muslcal Image ('. 44 offre) EDGWARE

31818 8777

The WEI Roc,- MANCHESTER

0161 835 1366

0192 ! 473499

Surrey Hr- Fr GODSTONE

018EZ. 744755

Robert Rtch,e MONTROSE

0167 467 3765

014kl 1504801

Untlet Aue,, NEW MALDEN

0181 942 9567

01 ,U: 355081

JG Windows NEWCASTLE

0191 7321356

MartInsH,F, NORWICH

01602 627010

Rive•stde HI- P TWICKENHAM

Notungnam 1-4,F

01/59 786919

SeudnoaKs 1-1,F

31625582704

Phaue 3Hi-F, WORTHING

Auch° I •
Sound
Suttons tt.

BATH
BISHOP STORTFORD
BLOXWICH
BOURNEMOUTH

012112 555512

PJ

Radlofd HI- Fr (
head office). BRISTOL

0117, 428247

EnglIsh A •

Sudo Excellence (
head ofhde: CARDIFF

0122: 228565

Hudders' • r

Hampsn,re Aude, CHANDLER'S FORD

01701 252827

MartIns H t-

Seyencsaks HI- Fr, CHELTENHAM

01242 241171

Audlo Excellence CHESTER

GUILDFORD
HEREFORD
HUDDERSFIELD
KIWIS LYNN

Expelenc,

LONDON W1

D146 544668
015U1 761683
9171 580 3535

NOTTINGHAM

Aston Audto. OTLEY

024t 345576

KEF AND UNI O ARE FEGISTERED TRADEMARKS

UNI 0 : S . R3TECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929

KEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED, DEPT HEN11, ECCLESTON ROAD

WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING

TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT ME 15 60P TELEPHONE ( 01622) 672261.

Auc.o Tihead.-- •

OXFORD

Comp,, ,. PETERI3OROUGF.
JefIr es Ht- Fr. PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
Sound

SHEFFIELD

Cre.ttwe AuCc SHREWSBURY
Musc Matters SOLIHULL

WORCESTER

.1865 742044
01733 341755
01705 6636[4
01722 32299
01142 737893
01743 241924
0121 742 0254
0181 892 7613
01905 612923
01903 245577
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B&W CELEBRATES 30th

B

&W has marked its 30th
birthday with the introduction
of an exotic floor-standing
loudspeaker, which, like the longestablished stand-mounting, Silver
Signature, is internally wired with
custom silver cablie. The new
Signature 30 (£6995/pair) features
amultiple- sized-cell refinement of
B&W's Matrix damping system, a
ceramic- coated aluminium bass
driver, a Kevlar main driver and
an aluminium dome tweeter
housed in its own chrome/steel
ellipsoidal enclosure, free- space
mounted on top of the cabinet.
According to designer John Dibb,
the new Signature 30 floorstander

XTC TACKLES 'CD FATIGUE'

A

iming for ' fatigue-free' sound, by optimising
transparency, detail and rhythm, XTC has
introduced anew single-ended CD player, the CDP-1
(£1250). Featuring fast rise-time, low-jitter master
clocking, class A single ended analogue circuitry and a
direct-coupled output for wide frequency response, the
CDP-1 has aconstant-current multi-bit DIA converter
and is supplied with infra-red remote control.Contact
Analogue & Digital Audio Ltd, 1,1181 810 9388.

DVD SHOWCASE BY DELOS

D

lby and Delos have
teamed up to release
the first 5.1 channel Dolby
Digital, audio-only DVD
title, called the ` DVD
Spectacular'. It includes
Tchaikovsky's
1812
Overture, Richard Rodney
Bennett's Barcarolle, a
variety of audio and video
test signals and bonus
tracks trailing forthcoming
Dolby Digital releases.
Further
details
are
avaialble from Dolby Labs

UK,. 01793 842100
• By the end of the year
PC owners will be able to
add Intel's 3D RSX
surround sound software
(enhanced for MMX), the
first product on the market
to meet Dolby Labs'
requirements for Dolby
Virtual Surround playback
('surround sound' effect
from two channel audio).
Further details from Intel
Corporation (UK) Ltd,
01793 403000.

ARK LAUNCHED WITH NEW
HAND-MADE LOUDSPEAKER

F

has a wider frequency response,
even better stereo imagery and the
ability to go some 3-4dB louder
than the original Silver Signature.
Sensitivity rating is 89dB/1W/lm.
Finish is a choice of grey Tiger's
Eye or red Bird's Eye larch
veneer, by the Italian firm Alpi.
For those seeking a more

B&W's CDM-7
(above) and
Signature 30. left

affordable B&W floor stander, the
new CDM-7 (£ 1000/pair) mixes a
Cobex bass driver and Kevlar main
driver with a metal dome tweeter,
the latter time-aligned on its own
small 45° angled baffle. 18mm MDF
bracing helps reduce resonances from
the enclosure. B&W Loudspeakers
Ud, 01903 750750.

JBL HORNS FOR
THE HOME
J BL has harnessed its professional division's
horn speaker technology for the new SVA
Series of JBL domestic hi-fi loudspeakers. Each
model sandwiches a Bi radial horn- loaded
mid/treble driver between two heavy-duty castframe bass drivers, to give what the company
calls a 'single waveband sound'. The 60° x40°
horn dispersion pattern is designed to minimise
room reflection difficulties. For the basic SVA 1500 model, twin 5.25in
drivers are used either side of the horn, while the top-of-the-range SVA
2100 uses 10in units. Sensitivity ratings range from 88dB/1W/lm for the
SVA 1500 (j700/pair) to 92dB for the SVA 1800 (£ 1000/pair) and SVA
2100 (£ 1250/pair). Compreting the series are an SVA centre dialogue
speaker (£ 350) and aTHX-certified powered sub-woofer, HTPS3000
(C000), containing a200W power amplifier and two 12 in drivers. JBL's
UK distribution is by Gamepath Ltd, 01908 317707.

MYRYAD LAUNCHES PRE-AMP

M

yryad's new MP100 pre-amplifier,
which made its debut in otriamped system at the Frankfurt High End
97 show in May, reached UK retailers
this summer. Low-noise, class A circuitry
and the complete absence of coupling
capacitors are two key features of the
MP100 (£600). Any of its four 'rine
inputs may be converted to aphono
stage by fitting the Myryad Phono
Module, and two tape inputs are fitted
as standard. Two paralleled sets of RCA
phono jacks and apair of XLR sockets

provide the outputs, enabling bi-amping
and balanced power amp operation.
Myryod has also made evolutionary
changes to the MI 120 since its 1995
launch, and added ablack finish option
to its entire range. The MI 120's mains
transformer, power rectifiers, signal
wiring and capacitors ( for input
coupling, decoupling and RF filtering)
have all been upgraded, and extra
filtering has been added to the power
supplies. Further details From Myriad
Systems Ltd, 01705 265508.

irst in arange of new hand-made loudspeakers, the
two-way Ark Model One (£900) owes its genesis
to abespoke furniture customer seeking a
EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS 0 EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
matching speaker. In a26mm veneered
Booking information from Janet
28-31 AUGUST Singapore International
MDF cabinet with -a40mm-thick solid
Belton, 0181 686 2599.
Audio Video Exhibition, incorporating the
Cherry or Mahogany front baffle, the Ark
25-28 SEPTEMBER TOP
High End Exhibition ' 97 ( SAVE/HEX), Le
design features a internal fibreglass brace
Audio, Quark Hotel, Milan,
Meridien Hotel, Singapore. Contact +65
for both stiffening and damping. The lin
Italy. Contact organisers APAF,
344 3866
Aluminium dome tweeter and 8in
+39 ( 0) 935 65250.
30 AUGUST-7 SEPTEMBER IF A
michbass drivers are fed via the hand26 OCTOBER The National Vintage
(Internationale Funkausstellung) exhibition,
assembled bi-wirable crossover, which is
Communications Fair, NEC, Birmingham.
Berlin. Contact 01714 861951.
connected to Speakon socket in the
Contact 01392 411565.
11-14 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 97,
cabinet base. A matching granite speaker
13-15 NOVEMBER Top Audio, Praha
Ramada and Excelsior Hotels, Hecrhrow,
stand, manufactured by HNE, has atop97, Panorama Hotel, Prague, Czech
London ( 11th- 12th, trade only; public
plate hole for speaker cable routing. Ark
Republic. Contact + 42 ( 0) 602 374 222.
days,13th and 14th ). Sponsored by HFN/kR.
Loudspeakers, 0115 920 5611.
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The
Sorcerer s
Apprentice

The Conqueror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 3008 per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

"True, they're rated at only
18W each, but they act like
50 wafters. Iwas astonished
by the levels they allowed
the Watt/Puppies to deliver

The ) tiust at £2,750
is a ¡Win monoblock
amplifier utilising one 303B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 watts.

The legendary ' Ongalzu

amplifier is capable of extracting the very

best from recoroed works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1091 Jonathan Kettle. wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"
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lte Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per charriel, giving
an output of 2x 18 watts.

la

With his he•itage in mind, Audio Note
are proud lo introduce our new Compact Ronge'.
The Conqueror, Quest 8( Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic, and all feature the
'renowred' 3003 direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A canfiguation. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct sigral pcths, and of course, all are hand- wired.
to.-

with no sign of clipping, no
trace of susceptability te the
System V's weird impedence
characteristics. And witn tr.e
old ESL's, whew.., it was a
match made in, well,
Canterbury"
"...the mid-band is somethina
truly special..."
"...yes,

really am sorry to

see them go."
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi Mews 8( Record Review

PURE MAGIC, PLRE MUSIC. PURE AUDIO NOTE

Music's Finest Conductor
Aucro Note :UK) Ltd, Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel +44 (
0)?273 220511
Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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BIGGER BEAT FROM DENSEN

D

Beat B-300 is said ' to drive virtually

power amplifier (£ 800), a bigger

been carefully designed to deliver
'a fast, transparent and musical

ensen apparently has the
solution to ` difficult speaker

syndrome', judging by the
specification for its new Beat B-300
version of the well-known Beat 100.
Rated at 100W (8 ohms), its power

any load'. Described as a zero
feedback design, built using surface
mount technology, the B-300 has

presentation',

whether

driving

output is claimed to double to
200W into 4 ohms, and with a

passive loudspeakers or adapted to
accomodate electronic crossovers

500VA transformer and six custom

for active loudspeakers. Contact
Densen
Audio
Technologies,
Denmark, + 45 751 81214.

reservoir capacitors giving a total
of 60,000e storage capacity, the

B&O's ANODISED ALMOND

HADCOCK TONEARM REVIVAL

5

A

s noted last month
['Briefing'], Hadcock

haped rather like an
aalmond,
the
new
compact, fm-backed Bang &
Olufsen

BeoLab

tonearms are once again in
production, after more
than a decade off the

4000

(£1100) has been designed

market. Majoring on the

to be the antithesis of the
conventional
black
box
speaker.
It
stands
just
320mm high, yet B&O
promises its users a ' big
sound'. Containing dedicated
bass/mid and mid/treble
power
amplifiers,
the

GH 228 unipivot design,
which sells for £ 354,
George Hadcock also has limited
stocks of the GH220 gimbal arm
(£376). Production is now based at

Hadcock, Langley House,
11
Highwood
Road,
Uttoxeter,
Staffordshire ST14 8BQ. Telephone

the

or fax 01889 569166.

following

address:

G

F C

RINGMAT FOR ROKSAN AND GARRARD

anodised aluminium BeoLab
4000 cabinets may be wallmounted horizontally or
vertically, placed on a shelf

Ami

te:am inner ring has been added to the underside of the
• grnat 330 LP record mat, the new Midi or MkII XLR record

or floor, or even hung from
a ceiling. In silver, black or
green with colour co-ordinated cloth front grilles, it is
intended for use with PCs, for B&O music systems, for
Dolby surround systems or even as main front speakers.
Bang & Olufsen (UK), 0118 969 2288.

CERWIN
EGA
FORA
GRAND

ee-

I t's loud, it's big and it comes
with a health warning. You
guessed — it's the latest monolith
From Cerwin Vega. The AL1000
loudspeaker (£ 1099/pair) weighs
42kg, stands more than 1m tall

support being said to result in ' significant improvements in sound
quality', according to the manufacturer. Platter inserts are also
now available to ensure the revised mat is compatible with Roksan
Xerxes and Garrard 401 turntables, which have a central recess
in the platter. Ringrnat products start at £4.50 and are available
direct from Ftingmat Developments, 01277 200 210.

and can deliver blood-curdling
sound levels. Fitted with a 15in
woofer and 8in midrange, both
with diecast aluminium frames,
plus a 1in soft- dome tweeter, the
AL1000 has a rated sensitivity of

95dB/1W/lm. Feed it with
1000W, its maximum power
handling, and it will produce
123dB peaks; as the maker says,
'insanely loud'! Contact CerwinVega UK, 01423 359 054.

• BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING • BRIEFING •
AIWA, recently awarded ISO 14001

loudspeaker aimed at the project studio

available by phone

accreditation for its Wales Manufacturing
Centre, has relocated its manufacturing

market. Call 01444 440955.

on 0181 892 7613

JAMO UK has appointed Vic Sarin as

RUAR( Templar II

operation to Newbridge, near Newport.

Managing Director.

and Prologue One

THE AUDIO FILE has joined forces with

REF is sponsoring VH-1, the adult rock

C&S Installations to create a new
company, The Connection Specialists,

TV programme shown thrice weekly
across Europe. KEF, 01622 672261.

speakers now come
finished in choice of

specialising in supply and installation of
multi- room,
home
cinema,
home

MUSICAL FIDELITY has appointed
Richer Sounds as exclusive UK dealer for

automation, security and aerial-satellite

its 30W per channel El integrated
amplifier, priced at £ 200.
PURESONIC has repackaged its audio

equipment. Call 01279 465445.
OLL (Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd) has
reduced the prices of its Imagio iSeries
speaker models, which now range from
£260/pair for the IC110i, to £500/pair for
the IC130i. Call 01705 492777.

accessories range in bubble packs
(pictured) for freestanding or pegboard
display. More details from 0181 771 8388

RIVERSIDE HI -Fi in Richmond, Surrey,

Cherry, Rosewood•
and Walnut veneer.
Retail prices are
unchanged at £ 559 and £ 799/pair. More
information from Ruark, 01702 601410
SEVENOAKS Sound & Vision has
expanded its home entertainment retail
chain, opening new stores in Carlisle,
Leeds and Peterborough. For more details
call Sevenoaks head office, 01732 740583.

THIEL loudspeakers are now available in

DPM1, described by the company as an

claims it is the first British-based hi-fi
dealer to start selling home entertainment
products direct via the Internet, from

affordable, high spec, near- field monitor

http://www.riversidehifi.co.uk./. Details are

£1200 to £ 12,000. Call 01903 872288.

HARDEN' ACOUSTICS has created the
Xpression!

brandname for the
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new

England ' exclusively' through retailer
Heatherdale Audio. Prices range from

19
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Prophet & Genesis Signature
Pre-Power Combination

•
•
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The finest of British valve amplification is now on permanent demonstration - just astones
throw from Covent Garden Tube.
Acclaimed by audiophiles the world over, British Tube Technology amplifiers and
preamplifiers simply have to be seen and heard to be believed.
-

The Synergy PPS - Single
Chassis Pre Power System
"...pure Vistavision, wide
and deep and stretching out
as if the room had
no boundaries."

0%
ApR

"This amp makes
music with body,
with mass, with
foundation,
and yet it's never
overbearing...
aperfect example
of Why We Love Valves."

Cash Price £6900
Deposit £2400
Balance £4500
36 months

@£125

p/m

HiFi News , June 1995

Experience Tube Technology in the relaxed surroundings of Musical Images' award winning
Covent Garden store, where our professional team can guide you through every aspect of this
remarkable tube equipment. If you want to discover Britain's hottest tubes, you owe it to
yourself to visit the nation's coolest A / V retailer.
18 Monmouth Street Covent Garden London WC2H 9HB

Tel: 0171 497 1346

OPEN SUNDAY'S
Other Stores

— Edgware 0181 952 5535

Hounslow 0181 569 5802

hoe credit subject to status. Written Quotation on request. E&OE.

CEDIA
Beckmham 0181 663 3777
sales@musical images.co.uk

news

MICROMEGA'S
HIGH- END DVD

S

cheduled to be shown at The HiFi Show,
Micromega's first DVD player is due to arrive on
the UK market in late 1997, provisionally priced

at about £ 1500. A DVD transport is promised for next
year as part of the second wave of DVD products from
Micromega. UK distributor is The Musical Design
Company Ltd, 0181 502 1439.

r

CYMBOL STRIKES UP

ROGERS GOES FOR GOLD

ri ogers

A n HDCD-equipped CD player
eland an integrated 40W per
channel amplifier are the first two
hi-fi products from new UK
company
Cymbol
Electronics.
Designed by Tony Brady, formerly
of Onix Electronics, the CDP12 CD
player retails at £ 1299 and the CAI
amplifier at £499. Cymbol also
hopes to have a non-HDCD CD
player ready for The Hi-Fi Show,
September, and work is under way
on a pre-/power amplifier, due out
in October, as well as a third CD
player, scheduled for alater launch.
Further details from Cymbol
Electronics, 01273 517358.

has finalised details of its new Gold
RSenes loudspeaker range, which will

effectively replaces the LS line, with prices
from £ 179/pair to £5791pair. A new 19nmi
textile-dome tweeter features in all six models,
these ranging from two stand-mounted
designs, GS1 and GS3, lo more widebarid floor
standing 'balanced bass reflex' models. A
210mm polypropylene drive unit and bi-wiring
facility distinguish the GS8, while the flagship
GS9 features a pair of 210mm units for greater
dynamic range through the bass frequency
range. Further details from Rogers
International (UK) Ltd, 0181 640 2172.
The Cymbol team: left to right, director
Joseph Missri, David King/tam (seated:, and
Ben Missri, with designer Tony Brady

NAIM LAUNCHES 18- BIT PLAYER

N

aim has based its new £ 1000 CD3-5 CD player on the latest
Philips CD7 component set, including a Hall-motor CDM12
disc drive. Digital filtering and18-bit DIA conversion is carried out
by a Philips TDA 1305, a separate master clock governing all digital
functions and a seven- pole
analogue filter used to remove
spurious noise. A separate
servo control power supply and
14 regulated low- noise main
power
supplies
can
be
supplemented by external
Flatcap, Hi- Cap or SuperCap
power
supplies
for
the
analogue stages. All the mainfunction software for the 3.5
has been written by Naim,
including ' display off' for
improved sound and ' program
cancel' to discard unwanted
tracks from a sequence. Naim
Audio, 01722 332266.

TUBE/TRANSISTOR
MIX FROM SIEMEL

V

alve and transistor amplifiers from
Siemel join the expanding roster
of brands represented by Kronos
Distribution. Siemel is a French
electronics supplier whose clients
include Thomson, General Electric and
Aerospatiale. Siemel offers two preamps, the TR20 transistor design and
the TU10 valve model; a phono stage
and power amplifier, the TA20. UK
prices start at £650. More details from
Kronos Distribution, 01868 748632.

TWEAK DEAL FROM PROAC

D

rive unit and cabinet updates made to the
ProAc One S model have led to a new-

specification loudspeaker, the ProAc One SC.
The revised loudspeaker has a new copper
magnet assembly and new phase plug for the
bass driver, a modified crossover network and
different cabinet damping. ProAc says that the
One SC, priced at £ 1199, offers benefits
including reduced distortion, a more even
frequency balance, more open midrange and
cleaner bass. ProAc dealers can supply an
upgrade kit for ProAc One S owners, at £250.
Further details from ProAc, 01280 700147.
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HIGHER-POWER CELESTION

W

ide
dynamic
range and high
power handling are
the chief distinctions
Celestion ascribes to
its new 23i floor
standing loudspeaker
(£299). The two-way
design has a new
fully braced cabinet,
designed with the use
of computer aided
techniques and handfinished for aprecise
fit of tweeter, cone and magnet assembly. Drive units
are aferrofluid-cooled neodymium-magnet treble dome
and natural fibre bass unit. More details from
Celestion International Ltd, 01473 322222.

YBA BUILDS UP TO TEN
GRAND PASSION

A

string of new YBA amplifiers has recently been
released, ranging up to the mighty 1000W
Passion monoblock priced at £ 10,000. More
affordable models include the Integre DT, a dual
mono version of the existing Integre, available as
a line- only model (£ 1650) or phono inclusive
integrated amplifier (£ 1750). The YBA 2 and 3
power amplifiers are now available as dual mono
(DT) designs. High current versions of the YBA 1
and 2 power amplifiers have also been made
available. At the same time, YBA has also
announced the arrival of a new CD player, the
Integre, priced at £ 1250, and three upmarket
upgradable CD players, Models 1, 2and 3. Further
information on all YBA models from UK agent
Kronos Distribution, 01868 748632.
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Partington stands worth over

1000

'A revolution in speaker stand design for the millennium'

C

elebrating 25 successful years in the hi-fi
business, Partington has come up with a anew
concept in speaker stands. The space-age A7-60

41

4114,

,plaque, clued and decorated by the
,well-known London silversmith, David
'Waller. These Silver Arniversary stands
le
will also be completely and permanently
filled using Partington's special
high-tech filler, which
combines aspecial
_ _.
resin with siliconiron material —
shown to give better
damping than the use
of lead shot or other fillers.
The Silver Anniversary stands
are valued at over £600, but will
not be repeated. However, Partington will supply A7-60s in
chrome to special order. Standard
\7-6fès in black retail at .£169/pair.

doesn't just look great — it also overcomes abasic
design problem inherent in almást all other stands.
Partington believes that the conventional top-plate
construction causes energy to be stored and reflected
back and forth before it eventually reaches the floor,
causing coloured sound. The solution? In the A7-60,
Partington has dispensed with top and bottom plates
altogether, to come up with a design that not only
looks stunning, but sounds stunning too. Energy
from the speaker is transmitted instantly through be
legs to the lower spikes. All tubes are downward-facing
and fillable with suitable damping material, while the
outer.. tubes at the foot can be filled with lead shot or
Sound Bytes for ultimate stability with large speakers.
For this model only, an adjustable version of the
Partington Topper provides level adjustment. ( Steel
cups are supplied for tho.e who wish to avoid
scratching the bottoms of their speaker cabinets.)
So the new A7-60 stand can be expected to give
outstanding results with awide range of speakers. But
for this free-entry contest, we've persuaded Partington

SECOND PRIZE
ond Prize winner will receive a
e(in,:ina Installation rack
un
ng essentially of two
Partington Quadrack three-tier hi-fi racks
united by a Home Cinema Bridge Unit,
which accommodates any widescreen TV and
has a special lower shelf for your
dialogue centre speaker. This cambination has
aretail value of £380. Alternative combinations
can be built up with the Bridge Unit by
substituting simple leg units for either of the
Quadrack units if required. And further shelves

.
to

come up with an over- the- top special version, a
unique, specially-customised Silver Anniversary edition.

FIRST PRIZE

each carry asolid silver cammemorative

.

Our winner's stands will be specially finished in heavy chrome plate and will

THE QUESTION
1.Which resonance-prone feature is absent from
Partington's A7-60 stands?
a) spikes
b) top plate
c) legs
d) filling

can be added on top of the Quadrack units,
thanks to Partington's easytouse system
of pushfit nylon bushes. All shelves in
these units are toughened, smoked glass.

2. Which material is used in Partington 'shigh-tech filler?
a) silicon- iron chips
b) lead shot
c) iron filings
d) ceramic beads

THIRD PRIZE
Partington's superb quality Quadrack
unit, plus one extra shelf to give a four- ter
system, makes up our Third Prize, retail value £ 200.

3. What is special about the Toppers used on the A7-60?
a) resin technology
c) ultra- high mass
b) adjustable for evelling
d) chrome plated

HOW TO ENTER: Don't miss your chance to win this space-age prize. Simply answer the three questions, add your name and address and
post to: Partington Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA. to arrive by
the closing date of Friday, 5 September 1997. The winners will be announced at The Hi Fi Show on Sunday, Id September.
RULES

Name

Partington Competition

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entn -Rum. 2) There

Address

will be nn cash or other alternatium to the prizes offered. "Irhe winner,
situ lbe tie first correct entries op • cod. 1.1 Employees of Link HMISC

THE ANSWERS
1.

I1

2.

I1

I; This competition is ..pen to UK readers only. Photoeopie, of

entry form arc acceptable, but may one form per reader is allowed. No

Magazines and Partington and th ir agents will not be eligible to enter. 4)
Entries must be received by first post un Friday, 5Septemoer laq7,

3.

1f you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please trek this box

Postcode
j

Daytime tel no:

when inemng will be carried out. The Editor's decision wil he final and
binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding rho
competir on. 5) The prizewinner>. will be notified by post, and the results
will he pahlished in the Novemb, 1W97 HiFi News & Renee,Retie, 6)
Entry forms receded become the reopen). of Link House Magazines Ltd.
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WHAT NM?

Déjà vu.
Last year we became the first ever manufacturer to gain five stars for five separates. This year we've done it again.
We're speechless. We'll leave it to "
WHAT HiFi" to say afew words.

TA-F448E AMPLIFIER. "... sounds clean and totally in control. This amp is good — very good':

(JULY'96 )

MDS-NUES MINIDISC SYSTEM. " The Sony makes recordings virtually indistinguishable from

(
DEC'95)

the originar

CDP-XE 900E CD PLAYER. "... feels built to last, looks smart and sounds very classy: it deserves

(
AUG'96)

to do well

TC-KA6ES TAPE DECK. "... avery superior piece of machinery. Superbly built, this deck mixes

(
JUNE'96)

luxury and functionality."

SSI76EB SPEAKERS. "... their space, presence and rich
authority make for awholly satisfying listed

(
SEPT'96)

SONY'Sony .is atrademark el the Sony Corporation. Japan.

M

onitor Audio's expertise in
metal-cone drive-units is
well documented, and the
classic Studio 20SE in particular
exemplifies the progress MA has
made in realising the sometimes
elusive promise of this technology.
Latest in this metal-cone model line
is the Studio 60 which tops the tree
in more than just price.
Creating the impression of a tall
tower, the Studio 60 is 108 cm high,
only just wide enough to encompass
the alloy chassis of the three

From the
midrange
upwards, the
Studio 60 cuts
through studio
pop mixes with
the accuracy
of asurgeon's
scalpel, &dog
each panpotted image
in space and
revealing its

haze of
outwardly- identical 170mm main electronic
drive units. The uppermost of these reverb to one's
covers midrange frequencies, the astonished
other two the bass. At the top is aural gaze
Monitor Audio's familiar, goldanodised dome treble unit, and at
this point, the cabinet is tapered in
what Monitor Audio's leaflet calls a
`Cathedral Roof' style. The idea is
to
improve
the
diffraction
performance of the treble, though

area. The twin midrange cavities
operate as a double chamber, a
sheet of polyurethane foam between
them providing resistive damping to
help control the low frequency
behaviour of the midrange driver,
which is allowed to operate down to
80Hz by means of a6dB/octave rolloff from lkHz. In the upper bass
unit enclosure, BAF wadding
supplements polyurethane foam for
extra acoustic absorbence.
Lying in the bottom part of the
enclosure, a hard-wired crossover
uses high-power ferrite and air-core
coils with extra- low loss ICW
polypropylene capacitors. There is a
large overlap between mid unit and
the bass units below the nominal
crossover frequency of 375Hz.
Combined output through this
region helps dynamic bass handling,
the combined radiating area of the
three metal cones helping to achieve
ahigh 90dB/W sensitivity. Bass-to-

Monitor Audio's flagship Studio 60 speaker is an imposing
tower design, which showcases the company's latest metal- cone
technology. But at £5999, it faces stiff competition
by PETER 1 COMEAU

1PRECIOUS
11
surely it would have been better
carried out with rounded rather than
sharp edges, and angles?
Even so, the enclosure lives up to
the highly polished domestic veneer
class of furniture, the black grilles
not quite hiding the shiny cones of
the drive units, so one is in no doubt
of the tower's purpose. Internally
the cabinet is well braced, and the
addition of heavy, bituminous pads
keeps panel vibration to alow level,
which together with the legendary
precision of MA's ceramic- coated
alloy drive units promises good
transparency.
The enclosure volume is divided
into four modules, two for the bass

midrange crossover is an acoustic
12dB/octave, sharpening to
18dB/octav; mid- to- treble
(-)
crossover is 18dB/octave, e G
while the treble highpass filter has a smooth
acoustic 24dB/octave. 11-1-1
Thick OFC wiring is
soldered to crossover and "p
drive units, and (naturally)
the crossover has two sets of
terminals to allow bi-wiring.

e,

SOUND QUALITY

units with a split cavity for the
midrange. The bass units ( though

SUPPLIER

receiving the same signal from the
crossover) work into dissimilar
volumes, reflex-tuned to a different

Audio Ltd,
34 aeon Road,
Cambridge
CBI 4Z11"
Tel: 0223
242898.

frequencies
to
spread
the
reinforcement of bass over a wide

24

Designed to be placed away from
walls, the Studio 60 delivers such a
strong low-frequency output that a
fairly large room is required if bass
performance
is
not
to
be
compromised. At least 30cm
clearance from a rear wall is
required, and the speakers should
be placed well clear of side walls
and corners. With enough free
space surrounding them, the

Studio 60s give solid and tuneful
bass, tight in the upper bass but freebreathing
lower
down
with
impressive extension down to 30Hz.
For the most part the metal cones
and
dome
give
excellent
transparency. Musical detail shines
out with good separation between
voices, whether naturally presented
or as in Adiemus's Songs of Sanctuary
[Virgin CDVE 925], studio-mixed.
Just occasionally the treble output is
a little ' obvious', especially if overemphasised or equalised in the mix.
Take the opening of ` Kayama' from
Songs of Sanctuary, where each
overdub is revealed in a semi-circle
of chorus stretching between the
speakers. Thankfully, there's no
edginess or hardness here, but the
studio stretched sibilance is fired
directly from the treble unit to
disturb the otherwise good coherence
from the other drive units.
One could say, ' Oh yes, this is
only an effect of transparency to the
source', but only if it did not occur
on other discs in exactly the same
fashion. And in fact, even the
perfection of John Rutter's ' There
is sweet music' [ Collegium
COLCD104] is marred slightly by
this inconsistency. Another niggle
concerns an area of plumminess
in the lower midrange. Again
this makes itself heard across
avariety of music if you have
keen ears, and adds a
'thrum' to bass strings and
timpani
in
a mild
departure from accuracy.
An example is the
Allegro moho from
Elgar's
First
Symphony,
LSO/Tate [ EMI
CDC 754 4142]
where the opening
bars are clouded,
and
the

S/-‘

LOUDSPEAKERS
differentiation between kettle-drums
and orchestral strings is lost. Even
allowing for the ambient extension
of the Kilburn church acoustic, the
bass ' thrum' goes on for too long
after the initial transient.
These niggles aside, the Studio 60
does offer a clear window into the
recording, uncovering vocals and
instrumentation
with
an
electrostatic- like precision. From
the midrange upwards, the Studio
60 cuts through studio pop mixes
with the accuracy of a surgeon's
scalpel, fixing each panpotted image in

space and
revealing its
haze
of
electronic reverb
to
one's
astonished
aural
gaze. Classical music is
equally well served, and
opera masterpieces like the
Cotrubas/Domingo/Kleiber
La Traviata [
DG 415 132-2]
are
stunningly
portrayed,
Violetta's passionate vulnerability
revealed in Cotrubas's gasping
breathiness while Alfredo's voice drifts
in, oh so naturally, from the far
distance in ` Sempre libera'.
Lower frequencies do not fare quite
so well, having less impact and solidity
than the midrange presence and force.
But the depth and power of bass guitar
are well portrayed, while organ
enthusiasts may be alittle disappointed
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that the sound from the 32ft organ
pedal stop is diminished compared
to that of the 16ft.
The Studio 60 presents a fairly
comfortable load for amplifiers to
drive, due partly to the high
sensitivity for its speaker class.
While it should easily match many
valve-based amplifiers, the Studio
60s are likely to respond to different
source components in dramatic
ways. Unduly sensitive to amplifier
and cable changes, these speakers
do not flatter CD players.
Eventually Ifound — after much
chopping and changing — that
good results came from the
unlikely combination of
TEAC Tl/D-T1 CD
transport and DAC,
Meridian
502
Analogue Controller
and
a pair
of
Shearne Phase 5
monoblock power
amplifiers.
No
doubt
your
retailer can find
his own interpretation of system to
suit the MAs, and
you should prepare
for a long listening
session when setting off
for an audition of the
Studio 60s.

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60

LAB REPORT
Overall responses
show good
linearity within
+3dB limits and
are coupled to
good consistency
over awide range
of listening angles.
Fig 1. Monitor Audio Studio 60: response
The smoothest
family at Imetre, onaxis (
top trace); 15*
response, from the
above vertical axis (2nd trace down); 15°
direct horizontal
below vertical axis (3rd trace); 30* horizontal
(bottom trace)
axis, concurs with
the listening tests,
which showed the
best performance
was attained with
the speakers
angled inwards
only slightly. The
treble response is
subject to a
bumpiness,
Fig 2. Monitor Audio Studio 60: MLSSA
waterfall of delayed resonance
possibly due to
interference effects
caused by
diffraction from
the angled cabinet
edges close to the
treble drive unit.
Despite good
crossover
integration
between treble and
Fig 3. Monitor Audio Studio 60: Room
midrange units
Averaged Response (top trace); impedance, 4
there is asharp
CONCLUSION
ohms per division (bottom trace)
What one has to wonder,
dip at 5kHz on
producing an
however, is whether the high
the treble axis,
betraying the
overall tuning of
cost of the Studio 60 can be
mixture of
ported output at
justified.
40Hz. Some
crossover slopes.
On the plus side the cabinet is
Mild loss of energy efficiency appears
beautifully veneered, and the escape
around 2kHz is
to be lost in the
from a purely rectangular profile
lower bass,
confirmed by the
undoubtedly incurs acost penalty in
Room Averaged
however, giving a
production. Acoustically the cabinet
-6dB point in
is to a high grade too, though I Response where it
can be seen more
room at 66Hz
suspect some of the more exotic
clearly. The
without
acoustic absorbents like long- hair
reinforcement from
problems
wool might make a useful
associated with
arear wall. Fairly
difference. Finally, metal cones of
easy to drive, these
resolving the
the consistency and performance of
speakers vary from
overlapping low
the units in the Studio 60 are not
an 8ohms
frequency output
easy to make.
from midrange
impedance with
On the other hand, there are no
only one peak
and twin bass
ultra-large magnet systems or exotic
through the treble
units and its
crossover inductors, for instance.
interaction with
crossover region
Nor are the 60s fitted with active
disturbing a
the room are
amplification. These relatively
smooth result.
indicated by a
unadorned passive transducers are
peaky nature
in direct competition with several
Test results
Monitor Audio Studio BO
between 100 and
active speaker systems and panels.
Dimensions
(
hwd,
mm)
1080x200x300
300Hz. The
Monitor Audio clearly hopes the
Recommended amplifier power
narrow cabinet
combination of high efficiency and
per channel
30-250W
Recommended placement
free standing
profile does not
commensurate wide dynamic range,
Response consistency
good
help here. The
Bass frequency rolloff
precision and clarity, a slim profile
(-6dB point in room)
66Hz
and classily-veneered woodwork will
impedance trace
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V, or 1W/8ohms, at 1m)
90dB/W
shows alow Q
be sufficient to win you over to the
Approximate maximum sound level
reflex porting of
Studio 60s. And, if you really can
(pair at 2m)
103dBA
Impedance minimum/typical
6.4/8 ohms
both LF bass
find the right system to put them in,
Ease of drive
good
units; the
they could still be your idea of audio
Typical price/pair ( Inc VAT)
£5999
combination
nirvana.
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Effectively replacing
Krell's KPS-30i, the
front-loading KAV-300cd
is a completely new
integrated player based
on a high-grade TEAC
transport and packed
with Krell electronics.
How close is it to the
exotic, expensive and
illustrious KPS-20?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

W

hile Krell remains a
strong, healthy, high-end
manufacturer, its most
recent runaway success in Europe
and the UK has been with the KAV300i, a modestly priced — modest,
that is, for Krell — remote controlled
integrated amplifier. KAV-300i sales
in Europe and the UK have broken
records in its price sector.
Krell's leading high end designs
include the FPB-300 and 600 stereo
power amps and the KPS 20 series
of CD players, and the performance
of the KPS-20 series is practically
irreproachable. Clearly, the challenge
for Krell was to produce a much
more affordable integrated player. It
had been hoped that the KPS 30i
[HFNIRR, May 1996] would fill this
niche. In the event Ifelt this player
didn't do full justice to the brand.
Moreover, it was still too expensive
to partner the KAV amplifier.
Subsequent supply difficulties with
Philips CD mechanisms have
prompted Krell to develop a new

MERRY

This player
demonstrated
arefinement
beyond its
price point.
Transients
sounded very
fast and
unconstrained,
resulting in
explicit and
tightly focused
sound superbly
defined into
the highest
treble reaches

player for this category, the KAV300cd. Priced at £3500, it undercuts
the outgoing KPS-30. As its legend
suggests, the ' 300cd is allied to the
KAV series, though there are
sufficient styling and finish details to
align both these designs with the K
and FP products if so desired.
A new front- loading drawer
mechanism reflects the revised
transport technology. Reliable supply
of CD mechanisms is a continuing
problem for specialist audio
manufacturers, so the TEAC source,
seen in various guises on many
machines from Wadia to Copland,
will be welcome. A feature of the
digital
audio
stage
is
the
incorporation of HDCD decoding in
asingle signal path.
Minimal controls are provided on
the front panel of this machine, the
drawer Open/Close, Stop, Play,
Pause and Track Skip, each operated
by means of astainless-steel button.
A moulded plastic remote control
handset carries the familiar CD
functions
such
as
track
programming, A/B phrase repeat, a
10-key pad for rapid track entry and
access to a display ' off' facility plus
programmed Play and Repeat, single
Repeat and time display mode. This
handset has additional functionality
for Krell pre- and power amplifiers,
offering volume and balance,
analogue and digital input selection,
gain and absolute phase. Naturally,
operation of the matching KAV-300i

min1111
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amplifier is also included. A
generous guarantee covers the
electrical circuitry for five years and
the mechanical/moving parts for
three years. As is usual for Krell, it is
readily transferable from first to
subsequent owners.
A special table is not mandatory
for the ' 300cd which is presented in
a full-size case, on firm compound
feet. Nevertheless, some sound
improvements can be expected; so
why not treat the player like agood
turntable and spend £ 100 or more
on amatching support?
Analogue audio outputs are
provided for balanced XLR and
single-ended RCA connection, setting
the KAV-300cd apart from other
lower cost products. The two digital
outputs — coaxial ( RCA) and
Toslink — can be deselected by
means of arear panel ' off' switch.

Its combination
of weight
and poise at
.the low
frequency
axtreme
proved
valuable.
Here was Krell
bass at a
high level of
expression,
noticeably
extended,
taut, dynamic
and powerful

TECHNOLOGY
Built in an all-alloy case/chassis with
grained black panels and dark silver
anodised fascia elements, the solidly
built ' 300cd weighs around 10kg.
Mains input is via adetachable IEC
cord into an EMC filter unit.
Although no power on/off is
provided, there is a logic-controlled
standby/on button on the fascia.
The TEAC CMK-4 transport has
its own suspension system. In this
design a clamp platter engages the
disc, mounted on aprecision bearing
located on areinforced, mechanically
damped overhead gantry. Behind the
centrally located transport lies the
power supply energised via alow loss
ring core transformer carrying

SOUND QUALITY

multiple
to secondary
feed the various
windings "/
4Air
regulator „ ill
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sections. On the right of the case is
the TEAC printed circuit servo
board incorporating Sony transport
system ICs and acustom controller.
The digital outputs are generated
together here and the digital on/off
switch is local. Parallel interface
wiring, (audio data on coax) runs right
across the case to the digital- toanalogue board on the left hand side.
Digital filtering and processing
including HDCD is by a Pacific
Microsonics PMD100, which feeds
Burr Brown PCM 1702 20- bit
'Colinear' D/A converters. This multibit player operates at 8- times
resampling. An impressive array of
discrete, high-speed, analogue
electronics performs current to voltage
conversion, filtering and differential
audio output generation. Having
identified 270 transistors, Igave up
counting! These circuits are Krell's
new generation of current feedback
amplifiers, first seen in the FPB power
amplifiers. DC servo control is via
precision OPA97 op amps.

y

For this review, the main system
comprised Krell KPS20i/l, FPB-300
and FPB-600 power amplifiers with
a balanced Passion Controller by
Audio Synthesis. Speakers were
Wilson
WITT
and
CUB,
complemented by a Quad ELS63.
Active controllers included the
Conrad-Johnson ART and XTC
PRE. Cables were by Siltech, van
den Hul and Transparent. Useful
support was provided in a system
context by the KAV-300i. Reference
CD sources included the KPS 20i/l,
Audio Synthesis DAX 2a, Naim
CD- 2and Exposure CD.
Having pushed the importer for an
early review sample, unfortunately we
found a mild ' ticking' from the first
machine tried. Early samples of this
player, taken from the first
production batch, exhibited a
mysterious low level, semi-random
ticking in the audio output, present
on both channels. The first sample
was replaced at short notice by a
second, unchecked sample which
sounded significantly worse, with an
even
louder
ticking
noise.
Fortunately for us (and them!) Krell
USA had a solution in hand,
involving a tiny component change.
With this successful solution in place,
our fault-free third sample produced
consistently improved sound quality.
Attributed to aspare component
near the servo microprocessor, the
problem had been an unwanted
breakthrough onto the digital audio
lines. I understand that the
manufacturer has recalled the faulty
batch. But you can't help wondering
how it had crept through Krell's QC
net in the first place? Once

satisfactorily installed the current
spec
player
underwent
the
mandatory running in period —
several days on repeat. Having
settled in it was put through its
paces. If you were hoping that it
would be a ' 20i on the cheap you can
forget it. The high ranking of the top
level player remains intact. Yet the
'300i certainly showed signs of
promise in its price category.
The player was tried with and
without the display muted and the
digital output switched off. With
both off, the sound showed
moderately improved dynamics and
still greater air and image depth.
HDCD
provides
its
own
framework for sound quality, the
available HDCD discs tried
sounding fine, and the high
mastering quality clearly revealed.
HDCD operation was reliable with
trouble-free switching, familiar tracks
exhibiting the fine stage depth and
low level detail characteristic of the
HDCD system.
This player demonstrated a
refinement beyond its price point.
Transients sounded very fast and
unconstrained, resulting in explicit
and tightly-focused sound, superbly
defined into the highest treble
reaches.
Natural,
highly
differentiated
tonal
colours
throughout the treble seemed almost
purer than the sound from the ' 20i
reference. Sibilants were also very
pure and focused.
The combination of weight and
poise at the low frequency extreme
proved valuable. Here was Krell bass
at a high level of expression,
noticeably extended, taut, dynamic
and powerful.
Tonally slightly lean, and erring
marginally to the cold side of
neutrality, the ' 300cd did not
introduce
false
hardness
or
forwardness to the sound. Indeed the
excellent focus was here allied to a
fine sense of perspective, plus evenly
layered depth and really good
transparency. Stage width was
impressive; big spacious sound stages
were recreated without any loss of
focus precision. Most convincing.
The wealth of detail revealed was
not too far removed from that of the
20i at about three times the price.
The final review sample delivered
good large scale dynamics and well
resolved micro-dynamics.
Turning to that area where
personal taste and the kind of system
you run exert more influence, I
found that the rhythm and timing of
the 300cd was only a little above
average, in marked contrast to the
good result obtained by the ' 20i.
Making an obvious comparison
with the broadly equivalent Naim
[HFNIRR October1996], the CD-2
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CD PLAYERS
If you were
hoping that it
wou dbe a ' 20i
on tie cheap
you can forget
it. Tie high
ranking of the
top evel player
remains intact

clearly has the edge over the KAV300cd in terms of rhythm and timing
as well as the ability to convey

LAB REPORT

syncopation and complex rhythmic

Delivering an

At the - 70dB
dithered tone level,

lines. On the other hand, in my view
the Naim CD-2 does not deliver the
wide, deep and highly resolved

almost perfect 2V

the distortion for

(actually
1.99810 for peak

both channels was

neutral sound stage which is the
certain provenance of the KAV-

modulation, the

recorded, with the
worst channel

KA V-300cd
achieves atruly

reaching just
-44dB of third

excellent channel

harmonic and
nothing else of

300cd.
It's down to the individual
purchaser to weigh up the importance
of these differences, with a view to
sensitivity, musical taste and his or
her preferred audio system.
Balancing all the subjective
parameters, I felt that the KAV300cd bettered the sound quality of
the KPS-30i [
HFNIRR, May 1996]
at a substantially lower price. It
scored 28 points for sound quality
on my usual subjective points
scaling. But this figure is flexible,
depending on your preferences — a
lower score would apply if you're
fussy about rhythm and timing, and
a higher figure would apply if

balance at better
than +0.05dB,
the wide frequency
range allied to
very good channel
separation, better
than 95dB over
the whole range.

bandwidth,
spuriae were held
to low levels, better
than ¡ 10dB
relative to peak

was noted between

modulation. Radio
frequency signals

output is absolute
phase correct —
essentially linear

taken the CE

overall), with
negligible change

recommendations
seriously.

standard while the overall results

in distortion even

indicate low distortion, a linear,

when loaded by

Level error at
-90dB was only

extended dynamic range, low noise
and accurate frequency responses.

300 ohms; this is

0.3dB for left

avery load
tolerant output

channel, but a

indeed. DC
coupled the
frequency response

dB on the right

was wide, flat,
decremented by
just 0.15dB at the

left and 1.4dB

aconclusion is possible for the KAV300cd. The lab performance shows
only very mild variations from the

Balanced and single ended audio
outputs provide excellent load drive
capability; DC offset is held low.
On sound quality it may not be a
rhythm champion, but it achieves a
high standard, proving particularly
strong on traditional audiophile
values. Sound stages are wide and
IE R

Absolute
Sounds Ltd,
58 Durham
Road,
London SW20
ODE.
Tec: 0181 947
5047

deep, audible distortion is very low,
detail resolution very fine, and
transparency exceptionally good for

6Hz and 20kHz
extremes [Fig I].
With de-emphasis
active the response

virtually nothing
above 150 MHz.
[Fig 3]. Krell has

Fig 3. Krell KAV-300cd: distortion spectrum
(to 88kHz) from ¡ kHz dithered tone, - 70dB

little higher at 1.3
(the second sample
measured 0.33 dB

Fig 4. Krell KAV-300cd: linearity
(resolution), below -60dB

Mechanical noise

was excellent
showing 2.5mm

right with
corresponding full
level distortion
results of -83dB

gap concealment
when in play, but

and -86dB
respectively.)

starting from
Pause on the error

Unweighted the

was very low,
showing good
shock Ivibration
resistance. Track
access was quite

track, a I.5mm

rapid, at atimed

figure applies.

2.8 seconds.

its class. It also has the hallmark

remained

Krell bass. While personal audition
before purchase is mandatory, Ican

accurate, to

signal to noise

within +0.05dB.

ratio was 96dB

recommend this new integrated

The first sample

(-98dB excluding

Test results

player.

gave afine

hum) and 92dB
CCIR ARM

IkHz
201(Hz
2011z
0.018
Channel balance(dB) 0.016
0.016
Stereo separation(dB)98/99 98/99 99/101
Channel phase
o
o
o
difference (degrees)
Distortion (
dB):
THD at OdB -82/-89 -81/-87 -80/-84
-76/-79
THD at -10dB
-44
THD at -70dB
-82/-99
intenned 19/20kHz. OdB
-82/-84
intermod 19/20kHz, - 10dB
Frequency response
-0.138
Left (dB)
-0.009
-0.135
Right (dB)
-0.009
Signal to noise (
dB)
96
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
92
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
De-emphasis
51diz
16kHz
(error in dB) at 11diz
0.006
0.07
0.001
1.998V, correct
Output level at OdB
25ohms
Output impedance
-110
Spurlae to 100kHz dB)
Track access (to track 99)
2.8 secs
Digital outputs
optical (Toslink); coax ( RCA)
Linearity, error at 90dB L/R (
dB)
0.3/1.3
Dimensions (whd, mm)
480 x 120 x 370
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£3500

distortion
performance
though with a
moderate
imbalance in
readings between
the two channels,
eg -89dB right at
20Hz full level,
-82dB left,
or better than
0.01%; more
than satisfactory.
At - 10dB
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(1kHz); when `A'
weighted, the
101dB noted was
more than
satisfactory.
High frequency
modulation tests
revealed -82dB
left and -99dB
right, at full level.
At - 10dB
modulation the
difference was

modulation,

rather less, though

1kHz, distortion

neither result gave
cause for concern.

averaged - 77dB,
par for the course.
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(to 10kHz) from IkHz dithered tone, - 70dB

controlled, at
typically -58 dB

measured

With production now up to scratch,

Fig 2. Krell KAV-300cd: distortion spectrum

were also very well

over the 250MHz
measurement
bandwidth with

CONCLUSION

response

[Fig 2]. Analysed
to an 88kHz

No significant
phase difference
channels and the

F g I. Krell KAV-300cd: frequency

significance, a
notably clean result

phase. Source
impedance was
low at 25 ohms
approximately
(unbalanced
RCA outputs

classical audiophile strengths are
more to your taste.

SIP PP

KRELL KAV-300CD

Error correction

Krell KAV-300cd CD player
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AMPLIFIERS

A

part from speakers, British
hi-fi manufacturers have
virtually deserted the budget
sector. With the home market all but
moribund, who can blame them?
Even with sterling at the rate it's
been, they're relying on exports
for their profits. It was all so
different back in 1982, when
Mike Creek burst into the
British budget amp market
with the Creek 4040. At the
time, it was one of the few
serious rivals
dominance.
AndtoCreek
NAD's
still
hasn't abandoned the cause.
Whether this is brave or
foolhardy is a moot point.
The fact is the brand is
back with a brace of
integrated amplifiers: the
truly-budget 30W 4330
(a replacement for the
4240), reviewed here, and
the slightly higher priced
50W 5250. We had hoped to review
the 5250 as well, but the early sample
supplied turned out to be rather far
from production standard.
Amazingly, at £ 279, the 4330 is
less expensive than its predecessor; it
is available ( as reviewed here) with
remote control at a still- reasonable
£355 ( the 5250 will cost £450, or
£575 with remote). A dinky, shiny
and proficient- looking little handset

You might have thought that
British budget amplifiers were a thing
of the past. But Creek is back, with
the remote- controllable 4330
by ERIC BRAITHWAITE

offers source selection, volume
up/down and mute. Instead of
activating relays, the remote control
rotates the source selector and
motorised volume pot: encouraging
for those hi-fi buffs who have nervous
fits if they can't see the knobs
actually going round. A disadvantage
is that the remote has to be in direct
line- of- sight, otherwise nothing
happens. The response is also
perhaps alittle slow, while the 4330's
pot is a trifle tricky to shift into
exactly the spot you want, as the
microprocessor overruns by a
fraction of asecond. If the remote is
activating anything, the LED on the
fascia flashes to green from its
dormant orange. If the amplifier is
muted, the same light turns red.
Rather irritatingly, if the amp is
muted then switched off, it has to be
un -muted via the remote. If the
remote happens to have been stolen
by apassing spaniel between-times,
hard luck... the rest is silence.
The amplifier is reasonably wellequipped. There are four line inputs,
and an optional plug-in phono stage
can be fitted to any of these. The
tape sockets could also function as a
pre-out or power-amp-in, facilitating
bi-amping, for example.
Creek's use of an extra- slim
toroidal transformer allows a
surprisingly shallow case; there's a
mere whisper of air between the
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SEPIERIZER 1117

toroid and the top of the case, and
the heatsinks actually touch it
beneath the ventilation slots. The
casework runs warm but not
unreasonably so. What this does
mean is that the amplifier should be
placed uppermost if stacked.

SOUND QUALITY
Whatever tests were applied, this
amplifier sounded like agood budget
buy. Perhaps it didn't achieve the
realistic dynamics in Ravel's Le
Tombeau de Couperin attained by the
exceptional Rotel RA931 [ reviewed
in August]. Yet, unlike the Rotel
amp, the 4330 could be pushed very
hard without showing any sign of
wasting musculature. What's more, it
set up a well- detailed, deep and
broad soundstage, stretching
properly fore-and-aft of the
plane of the loudspeakers.
Reinforcing the crisp and

The remote
rotates the
source selector
and volume Igbt:
encouraging tor
hi-fi buffs win
have nervous
fits if they can't
see the knobs
actually
going round..„

firm midrange, plucked strings were
strong in attack, if inevitably short on
body and resonance ( a weakness
common to all budget amplifiers).
Certainly the guitars in TDF's
Angelica's Dream (
really no more than
afew repeated clock-chime chords on
acoustic guitar, a sweet little twominute piece of pop ephemera)
sounded crisp and attractive.
While treble seemed
quite
sweet
and
etailed, bass, though
ell extended, was a
ouch ' grumbly', this
articularly
apparent
istening when listening to
cellos and double- basses.
espite these minor grumbles the
4330 gave agood account of itself,
capturing the fine rasping raucous
'70s electric lead guitar and strong,
rhythmical, on-the-ball bass- lines of
rock pieces like John Fogarty's
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AMPLIFIERS
In purely sonic
terms, I'm
confident
the 4330 is
substantially
more
accomplished
than the
4240 which it
supersedes.
It is designed
so that in most
circumstances
Ris
unnecessary
to turn the
volume control
much beyond
half-way
to achieve
normal
listening levels

SUPPLIER
Creek
Audio Ltd.,
2Bellevue Road,
Frier,: Barnet,
London
N11 3ER
Tel: 0181 361
4133

Walking in a Hurricane. The 4330
gave a good impression of K D
Lang's bluesy, husky, jazzy vocals on
the track 'Don't Smoke in Bed' from
Drag.
There was
something
altogether very attractive about the
4330's overall balance. Partnered by
one of the current run of British
budget or mid-price loudspeakers it
is capable of fatigue- free sound
resulting in lasting pleasure.

CONCLUSION
In purely sonic terms, I'm confident
the 4330 is substantially more
accomplished than the 4240 which it
supersedes. It is designed so that in
most circumstances it is unnecessary
to turn the volume control much
beyond half-way to achieve normal
listening levels. This psychological
factor will, in itself, help appeal to
budget and mid-price buyers, who
seem averse to amplifiers fitted with
volume controls that have to be
turned to three o'clock to achieve
realistic levels.
With adetailed, dry sound in the
midrange, the clean treble is tinged
with alittle warmth at the lower end.
The 5250's breadth of sound-staging
is just that bit more extended than
the 4330's. The dynamics of the
4330 are very good for an amplifier at
this price level. (On the basis of the
preliminary sample, the 5250's are
superior, suggesting that it could well
be astrong contender at its price.)
Not over-stressed by sources of
seriously high quality such as the
Eikos ( a Pioneer-based but heavily
restructured CD player) or aDenon
DCD-1015, the 4330 is probably
more wisely partnered by either a
mid- or high-priced CD source than
the £ 150-ish players buyers may be
tempted to use.
On the other hand, the 4330's
overall balance suggests it is bettersuited to budget and mid- price
`bookshelf speakers which enhance
the bass atouch and present asoftish
or slightly laid-back midrange.
Sales of the original Creek 4040, in
its three varieties, topped 30,000. It
isn't Creek's fault budget hi-fi is no
longer as popular apurchase today as
it once was in the 1980s. Whether
Creek's new entry-level 4330
amplifier can hope to repeat its
forerunner's sales success is not the
issue here. For now, the
bottom line is that it
represents even
better value.

CREEK 4330
LAB REPORT
At first sight, the
4330 looks
representative of
the relatively
under-powered
budget amplifiers
produced by
Creek throughout
its long history.
Its 40W18ohm
specification also
seems entirely
typical. But in
fact, the 4330 is
now the second
generation of
Creek amplifiers
to employ a
substantially
improved and
exceedingly loadtolerant output
topology. (An
early 5250SE
was also tested
but, due to
inadequate QC
on Creek's part,
was deemed
unsuitable for
review.)
Like the 4240
before it, the 4330
utilises ahighcurrent
MOSFET-based
power amp that
combines a
moderate +33dB
gain with
particularly low
levels of noise: just
—89.6dB (re.
1W18ohm, Awtd). Distortion
is also low at
typically
0.0045%
throughout the
midband and
remains consistent
with power
output, though
both 2nd and 3rd

harmonics do
increase to 0.06%
at higher
frequencies.
Nevertheless, it's
the 'real-world'
load-tolerance of
the 4330 that
ensures its success.
This is clearly
demonstrated by
monitoring the
amplifier's
dynamic voltage
output into
reducing 8, 4, 2
and 1ohm loads
(black, red, blue
and green traces
respectively on
bright blue
background),
where adrop of
just 0.82V is
evident. Note,
however, that for a
given voltage
output, distortion
increases with
decreasing load
impedance, and
particularly into 1
ohm (1). As a
consequence,
though the 4330
may achieve a
continuous output
of only some
43W18ohm, its
prodigious 19.6A
current reserve
ensures that some
56W, 99W,
195W and 373W
is available under
dynamic conditions
(<1% THD) into
8, 4, 2, ¡ ohm
loads (black, red,
blue and green
traces respectively
on yellow
background).
Difficult speakers,
therefore, hold no
fear for the 4330.
The only
remaining issue
concerns the

Fig I. Creek 4330: dynamic voltage output
(load tolerance) into 8 ohms (black), 4 ohms
(red), 2 ohms (blue) and Iohm (green)

Fig 2. Creek 4330: dynamic power

ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue) and 1ohm (gtren)

Fig 3. Creek 4330:

susceptibility

to RF

interference

4330's residual
susceptibility to
RFI, visible as
relatively sharp
bands breaking
through between
200-500MHz.
Few CD players

output energy in
this region, though
environmental
factors will vary in
significance from
area to area. All in
all, agood egg.
Paul Miller

Test results

Creek 4336-

Rated Power 8 ohms

40W,16BW •

Measured power
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms for 1%THD 41W 43W
40W
Continuous 4ohms for 1%T1-1D — 67W —
Maximum current
5cre. for 3% THD
19.6A
Dynamic headroom ( IHF) + 1.2dB/56W
Frequency response ( dB) +0.1
0 -0.3
Output impedance ( show) 0.016 — —
Damping factor
515.3
Stereo separation (dB)
87
63
Channel balance (<113)
At -20d13 level
0.2d8
At 60d8 level
1.7d13
Harmonic distortion (
dB)
At 2/3 power. 8 ohms (dB) — -88 -68
At OdBW 8 ohms (dB) — -86 -67
Intermodulation distortion (
dB
At DdBW
-88
At 2/3 power
-85
Signal-to-noise A-weighted ( dB)
At DdBW
-89.6
At 2/3 power
101.7
Residual noise, unwtd ( dBV) - 75
Input sensitivity
For OdBW
62mV
For full output
409mV
Line overload (
dB)
> 16 > 16
Input sensitivity
input loading
20k ohm/100pF
DC offset. L, R
+2m4./-5mV
Typical price Inc VAT £280 (£355 with remote)

.vinere
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output

(W, RMS) into loads of 8 ohms (black), 4

0c1Bw =2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
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PHONO AMPLIFIERS

I

tfeels somehow fitting that my
return to these pages after an
absence of more than a decade
should involve the review of a
strictly analogue component. Way
back in those early days of the CD
revolution Iwas an unbeliever.
Today, while the reality of the silver
disc takeover is inescapable, Istill
much prefer to obtain my software
on vinyl whenever possible —
which, with my taste in music, is
still quite alot of the time.
An inevitable consequence of
CD's relentless rise to dominance
and the reversion of vinyl to the
enthusiast ghetto has been the
gradual disappearance of vinyl
replay facilities from amplifiers. The
concomitant emergence of separate
phono stages now meets the needs
of the vinyl enthusiast minority.
There's logic in the trend. CD
players, tuners and cassette decks
deliver flat-response signals, often of
a volt or three, and sometimes via
buffered output stages. All the preamplifier has to do is organise the
switching ( and maybe add some
more buffering). The vinyl disc
input, however, has special
requirements which are very
different from the other source
components.
The
signal
is
measured in milli- or even microvolts, requiring much higher gain as
well as some fairly extreme
equalisation, which in turn places
something of a premium on the
noise performance.
Record players also differ from
other sources in that the transducer
is connected directly to the
amplifier, with no intervening
electronics. And the absence of a
universally agreed standard for lowoutput moving-coil levels or loading
A well-known vinyl diehard of the
creates a further frisson of
unpredictability to the whole
business of vinyl replay.
LinnINaim persuasion makes a
To do the job properly can
require as much in the way of
special guest appearance here to
resources as all the rest of the preamp section put together. Cheap
assess Linn's new 'silver anniversary'
amps will still come fitted with a
cheap phonostage-on-a-chip, but
phono stage...
products aimed at the enthusiast
require something more serious and
by PAUL MESSENGER
costly.
Increasingly,
high
performance amplifiers are made
cable ( thereby
with the phono stage as an optional connecting
eliminating its inevitably malign
extra or eliminated entirely.
Another early alternative, eg, influence on this weakest of all
B&O, Naim and Roksan, was the
audio signals). [
From the sublime to
dedicated phono stage built into a the ridiculous, in high fidelity terms,
turntable (although external power it's worth noting that a phono amp
SUPPLIIER
supplies were needed for the Nairn stage also features on the extremely
Linn
Products Ltd,
and Roksan). It's an elegant cheap'n'cheoful Bush MT- TI record
Floors Road,
approach, effectively transforming player, for use with line-level-only
Waterfooe,
mini-system
inputs
Ed.
I
the turntable, in electrical terms,
Eaglesham,
But the phono stage, traditionally
into another line level component
Glasgow
G76 OEA"
and simultaneously obviating the part of the amplifier rather than the
turntable, has also developed into a Tel: 050G 888909
need for a tonearm-to-pre-amp
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separate amp- style box format.
Although the tonearm cable is not
eliminated, this is a more flexible
approach. There's plenty of room
for all the components, including
the all-important power supply
(often critically differentiating
between a merely adequate and
thoroughly excellent performance).
Audiolab anti Rega are just two
brands to follow this route.
So it's perhaps only slightly
surprising that turntable- toelectronics maker Linn should have
opted for the separate-box approach
here. Specifically dedicated to lowoutput moving-coil cartridges, the
Linto is not the most flexible
example of the genre, but at £850
it's undoubtedly one of the more
expensive and advanced.
Linn describes the Linto as a
Silver (25th) Anniversary Upgrade,
intended to deliver adefinitive vinyl
performance. For Linn, it's a 'third
generation' design, and represents a
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Performance From AMini.

car or the fashion. And
now there's another Mini
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500 System from Teac.
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"TEAC mini sets standards"
WHAT HI*FI, Jan 97

"All three sources sound

big and confident, with an

accuracy and delicacy more
akin to separates than minis"
WHAT HI.FI,

May 97

"In terms of its good looks,
the system's asking price
could just about be doubled"
Gramophone, Jan 97
Visit your TEAC Stockist for a
demonstration or call TEAC
on 01923 819630
for more information

TEAC

You Still Can.
DUE TO TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES BEYOND THEIR CONTROL, OTHER MINI SYSTEMS
WILL NOT BE DELIVERING THIS LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
Chief Musical Officers' Warning

PHONO AMPLIFIERS
significant technical advance over
the phono stage in the Kairn preamp, adopting a radical ' directcoupled'
input
arrangement
whereby the cartridge output is fed
directly into amplifying transistors,
maximising the power transfer from
cartridge to amplification to achieve
best information retrieval alongside
minimum noise and feedback.
The ' direct coupling' approach
overcomes the need for any
cartridge loading network, although
these circuits are in any case
primarily of use for movingmagnet/iron devices, moving- coil
cartridges being virtually unaffected
by load changes. The chief benefit
lies in the absence of the network's
switches and resistors: themselves
unwelcome sources of noise.
Linto's only concession to
flexibility is the option to sever an
internal wire link in order to drop
the gain by 10dB to accommodate
higher output cartridges. The
phono amp is supplied in high-gain
form, but if musical peaks turn the
green ' on' light red, the low-gain
option should be
used.
Elsewhere in the Unto,
RF immunity has
been given a high
priority, while the
power is supplied
by one of Linn's
`Brilliant' high frequency
switch-mode power supplies.
Two shielded modules house the
power supply and surface- mount
circuitry, leaving plenty of empty
space inside one of Linn's
'standard' midi-width cases. (Unto
prototypes were produced in the
smaller Lingo-style case, but the
proximity of power supply and
audio circuitry compromised
performance.)

cheaper Musical Fidelity X-LP.
The
possible
number
of
permutations of the above doesn't
bear thinking about, so I'll stick to
the highlights. The first session,
complete with Linnperson present,
was one of those memorable
evenings which went on several
hours longer than planned as we
trawled our way through the
highlights of thirtysomething years
of record collecting. Said highlight
was also something of afalse dawn,
as the abovementioned Linnperson
had brought along apre-production
sample of a new and decidedly
awesome boron-cantilevered Arkiv
cartridge, which undoubtedly
contributed its twopennyworth to
the proceedings.
Going back to a standard Arkiv
was abit of awrench, but once the
mental adjustment had been made,
the qualities of the Unto continued
to shine through. Good timing has
always been a Linn strength, and
Linto delivers more of the same,
with
metronomic

immediacy to the
sound, with an
exceptional
midband
timecoherence which really gets
under the skin and has the goose
bumps rising.
It's in the extraordinary
coherence and focus of voices that
the Linto really scores over the
(decent enough) phono stage
SOUND QUALITY
Conducted over afour-week period, supplied as standard inside Linn's
my assessment of the Unto entailed Kairn pre- amp. Returning to the
became
a
real
use of a variety of equipment. My Kairn
main system consists of Mana - disappointment, with significant
supported Naim amplification loss of immediacy, believability, and
(including Prefix phono stage, overall dynamic tension. Control
NAC52 pre-amp, SuperCap power over those vital consonants and
supply and NAP135 power amps), sibilants was altogether less tidy.
and Rehdeko RK175 speakers, The Linto undoubtedly has
though Wilson Benesch ACT One exceptionally low background noise,
speakers were actually in use for though I'm not sure how useful this
much of the time. Turntables is in practice, given the world of
included a ` Naimed' Linn LP12 vinyl surfaces.
with ARO tonearm, a complete
Fiddling around mixing and
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Cirkus, and matching various amplifier stages
Rega Planar 9/ARO. Cartridges between the different makes to
included the Linn Arkiv and Wilson hand, I came to the inexorable
Benesch Carbon. Linn Kairn/Klout conclusion that it's nearly always
and Audiolab 8000Q/8000M better to stick with one make
amplifiers were also used, and throughout an amplifier chain. Try
reference made to Audiolab's cross-pollinating and you're likely to
800OPPA phono stage as well as end up with something rather less
Naim's Prefix and the much than the sum of the parts, each
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The 'direct
coupling'
approach
overcomes the
need for any
cartridge
loading
network... the
chief benefit
lies in the
absence of
switches and
resistors
which are,
themselves,
unwelcome
sources of
noise

The Linnperson
had brought
along a
pre-production
sample of
anew and
decidedly
awesome
boroncantilevered
Arldv
cartridge...

brand having its own distinct
character, one tending to be pretty
consistent through phono stage,
pre-amp and power amp stages.
Certainly the Linn and Naim
amp kit doesn't work happily
together, though the Audiolab
components seem rather more
tolerant
and
easy-going
in
alternative partnerships. It all boils
down to the aims implicit in
individual designer's philosophies.
There's a self-fulfilling inevitability
that the same consistent direction is
going to be pursued at each stage.
Linn and Naim also both make
speakers and other sources, each
component playing a part in total
system alignment. In general,
current Linn loudspeakers tend to
be quite full in the bass and slightly
laid back in the presence band —
ergo, the electronics like the Linto
tend to have a forward, slightly
'shiny' character, which is very dry
and controlled in the bass. Naim's
loudspeakers are characteristically
drier and more forward in balance,
while its electronics products tend
to sound fuller and more laid-back.
It's no surprise, therefore, that
the
Linto,
and
the
Linn
components on the whole, came
much more into their own
with the Wilson Benesch
speakers than the
Rehdekos. By the same
token, Linn's Arkiv
cartridge proved a
better match than the
Wilson
Benesch.
Musical
Fidelity's
relatively cheap phono
stage (£200) only really
served to show that it is
worth spending £800-£900
on a top- line performer like
the others, if you're really serious
about vinyl.
System matching can be at least
as important as the choice of a
particular component on its own
merits. The Unto is unquestionably
a top class moving- coil cartridge
pre- amplifier — the dramatic
improvement over the on- board
Kairn vinyl stage is proof positive of
that. It's also encouraging evidence
of Linn's continuing commitment
to
vinyl
replay,
and
will
undoubtedly bring a dramatic
improvement to any Linn vinyl/m-c
system.
Results in mix 'n' match systems
will be much less predictable,
depending on what the listener is
trying to achieve. The Linto's
biggest strength is its vivid midrange
projection and focus, while the
exceptional control and a tendency
to tighten up the bass and treble
could prove very beneficial in many
system contexts.
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eneath
the
innovative
metalwork of the Caspian CD
player lies a circuit linearly
derived from the old range of Roksan
CD players produced when the
company was independent. Today,
Roksan is part of the Verity group of
companies which includes Mission,
Wharfedale and Quad. The Caspian
and Roksan ranges are produced
from the factory formerly used
exclusively by Quad.
The Caspian range was ushered in
by the integrated amplifier, reviewed
by KK [
HFNIRR, March ' 97]. This
CD player, the second product in the
Caspian range, is to be followed
shortly by an FM tuner, a power
amplifier, and a compatibly priced
speaker ( the ROK One). These
products are expected to form the
nexus of a sophisticated but
attractively priced Caspian system.
For enthusiasts prepared to pay for a
no-holds-barred monster CD player,
Roksan still produces its Attessa.
By any standards, the Caspian CD
player is a neat, elegant and
distinctive-looking player, its bevelled
fascia edges, large corner bolts and
dome- shaped control buttons
reminiscent of previous Roksan
players. This design is much more
professional, with none of the rough
edges and poor detailing that marred
some of the earlier products.
Like the Caspian integrated
amplifier, the CD player marks more
of the same in one sense, but a
significant advance in another. The
internal engineering is
not dissimilar to
previous players.
The
radial
transport and

laser head, for example, is the same
Sanyo-sourced component used on
previous Roksan players, and other
building blocks are organised in a
similar way. The traditional Roksan
concern with elaborate power
supplies and mains filtering is carried
across to the newcomer. The main
input filter block is adirect transplant
from the Attessa — not only does it
protect the player from high
frequency noise on the mains input
(line, neutral and earth), but it also
prevents internally generated highfrequency garbage being imprinted
on the mains. This is one CD player
you should not have to switch off or
disconnect from the mains just
because you are being disloyal
enough to use an alternative music
source at the time.
The DIA converter and digital
clocks are powered by a dedicated
power supply fed via its own
transformer and regulation. Similarly,
the analogue circuits are powered by
an entirely independent toroidal
transformer and power supplies. The
digital clock is mounted as close as
possible to the DIA converter to help
control jitter. Roksan's favoured

SUPPLIER
Roksalt
Digital Ltd.,
Stonchill,
Fhtitringdoti
PEI8 6ED.
Tel:(01480)
4337 77

The Caspian
CD player
sounds crisp
and
authoritative,
well balanced
and fively with
more than a
hint of subtlety
and grace; on
balance it is
probably as
good a player
as you're likely
to find the
virtuous side of
£1000

pRINcE

Crystal D/A converter, used in the
Attessa and previous models, is not
used here, probably on cost grounds.
But as Roksan points out, the Philips
TDA1305 used instead has some
points of similarity with the Crystal
chip, sharing elements of 1-bit and
multi-bit operation; 18-bit precision
is claimed. Digital filtering is
performed within the DIA converter
chip, with only low-order, low-pass
filtering downstream. The suspension
system is also necessarily less
compliant than previous Roksan
players, but there is still atwo-stage
rubber block decoupling, including
unusually compliant rubber feet.
Centrepiece of the player is alarge,
'flap down' cover over the disc
loading drawer which incorporates a
display window showing track
number, time, and simple command
mnemonics. The time readout, which
defaults to show elapsed time in the
current track, can be switched to
show the time played or remaining
on the disc. The display is flanked by
two sets of three control buttons,
accessing the Play/Pause/Stop/Next
and Last track keys. So important
does Roksan consider the central role

casr a n

ROKSAN

A Roksan CD player for the less well-heeled, the
Caspian mixes meticulous power supptv and
-mains filtering design with a matching

andard of chassis engineering
by ALVIN GOLD
SEPTEMBER 1957
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CD PLAYERS
of the player (
le, to play compact
discs), that it has been endowed with
two identical Play/Pause keys,
flanking the loading drawer. Omitted
from the player fascia is acontrol for
audible cueing (or scan) — dig out
the remote control for this function
— and the mains on/off switch,
housed instead on the back panel
adjacent to the IEC mains socket.
According to Caspian, the player
benefits, in terms of its sound quality,
from being left switched on. Since it
has a very low standing- current
demand, there should be no adverse
consequences. On the other hand, it
benefited less than many players
from the usual running in/warming
up effect, the player sounding fine
from cold. Indeed, only a few
minutes after being switched on its
performance appears to plateau.
A rather blocky- looking remote
control is provided, but a somewhat
sleeker full system handset is
available at extra cost.

no more. There was also a slight
roughness, a texture or granularity
superimposed on the music, which
gave asomewhat contrary character:
bold and dynamic, with bags of
presence and life, yet sometimes
lacking in some of the subtler
qualities. It was this area of
performance that the second Caspian
sample addressed with particular
effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

As Iwrite, the original Caspian
sample is winging its way home, and
in due course we will know if its
problems simply represented sample
variation, or if it was faulty, though
the latter looks likely. We'll follow
this up in due course. The
differences between the two were
substantial, but it is worth stressing
that even the first performed very
well on test. It's also worth bearing in
mind that although the jitter
spectrum of aplayer reflects on its
auditioning performance, jitter
contributions from different sources
SOUND QUALITY
A second Caspian was auditioned within a player may have very
after it transpired that the first had different effects on the way the player
unrepresentatively high jitter. The auditions, which means that the raw
first player had emerged well from figures cannot be taken at face value.
the tests; the second, however, was a The real worry, if what we heard was
clear improvement. A Tony Childs simple sample variation, is that such
song called House of Hope was first on variations were allowed to exist. If it
the roundabout once the new player was afault, we have awhole different
had found its legs; the previously ballgame. Faults occur.
The Caspian CD straddles the
rather flat sound suddenly exploded
into real (pan-potted) stereo.
divide between the specialist highMore impressive still, the new end and the more general quality hi-fi
Kent Nagano/Orchestre De L'Opéra market. But Roksan's first instincts
National Lyon recording of Ravel's have always been linked with
Alborada Del Gracioso [
Erato 0630 audiophile, or at least musical
14331-2], which already sounded sensibilities, and few would take issue
atmospheric and lively, now gave a with the integrity of their audio
fully-fledged acoustic space around engineering. And so it is here. The
the orchestra; the playing became
Caspian CD player is a bold and
more dynamic, the string sound more outgoing design which produces a
pungent and expressive. This was big, grown up sound that works well
good stuff, and not exactly subtle.
in big, capable systems, and the
almost subliminal whiff of roughness
Even in the original incarnation,
the Caspian CD player was crisp and below decks will hopefully turn out
authoritative, well-balanced and to have been arogue finding, limited
lively with more than a hint of to the original test sample.
subtlety and grace. There was
A simple control count and clever
scarcely ahint of the ` English rolloœ, packaging, the key to which is
that subtle or not-so-subtle loss of incorporating the display on the disc
output at the frequency extremes, drawer cover, puts the final touches
especially the treble; it positively to an unusually uncluttered and
sparkled in the Barenboim recording sophisticated design.
of Beethoven's Diabelli Variations
[Erato 4509-94810-2], and crackled
with energy in the Respighi Pines of
Rome from Maazel/Pittsburgh
SO [Sony SK66843].
And yet, with subtler, low
key works as varied as Ravel's Le
Tombeau de Couperin [
Kent
Nagano, see above] and One from
the Heart by Tom Waits and Crystal
Gayle [CBS 467609-2], the player
sometimes seemed to dig out only so
much information from the disc and
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ROKSAN CASPIAN
LAB REPORT
Previous Roksan
players used a
Sanyo transport and
an elegant singlechip solution from
Crystal. The
Caspian retains this
mechanism, albeit
with afront-loading
tray, but an
alternative singlechip convener from
Philips — the hybrid

Fig I. Roksan CapsianCD player (original

review sample): total jitter spienim

TDA 1305 — brings
Roksan into line
with its comrades at
Mission. A single
NIM5532 dualchannel op-amp is
employed as part of
a4th-order analogue
filter stage. By any
standards, distortion
is low, at 0.00160.0025% (peak
output, 20Hz-

Fig 2. Roksan Capsian CD player (second review

20kHz), but
exceptionally so for a

;ample): total jitter spectrum

single TDA1305; it
increases to amere
0.007-0.014% at
—30dB with 2nd,
3rd and 4th
harmonics visible
(1). Suppression of
the characteristically
rippled stopband
images (2) is set by
the TDA1305's FIR
filter at >63dB
though the spurious

Fig 3. Roksan Capsian CI) player: spwiae
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

ultrasonic tracks (3)

spectrum [Fig II

the distinctive pattern

are more likely

comprising no less

of the first player

caused by

than 140 discrete

dropping back to

interference
circulating via the

patterns (4) totalling

r evers/familiar PSU

1180 picoseconds of

and data-induced

domestic mains.

jitter. The nature of

sidebands (5), along

this jitter is sufficient

with the component

Roksan has also
engineered awide

to explain the

at 1296Hz (6): this

107dB signal-w-

shortfall in sound

is the usual 'jitter

noise ratio, which is

quality. A second

fingerprint' of the

partially offset by a

sample [Fig 2] gave

T11.4130S.

huge + 17dB noise

a lower 646ps, with

Paul Miller

modulation (+ 10dB

Test results

is the maximum

again, the response

20Hz
Channel balance (dB) 00
Stereo separation (dB)129
Frequency response )dB-0.1
Distortion ( Th-lD vs level, dB:

is just ¡ dB down at

At
At -30dB
OdB

20kHz. Linearity

At -60dB
At -80dB
-27
At -90dB (dithered) -14
At -100dB (dithered)
At -110dB (dithered)
Ftesolutiou (
linearity, dB):
Error at -80dB
+0.3 -0.4
Error at -90dB
+0.2 -0.9
Error at - 100dB
+0.2 0.6
Peak output level L/R
2.166V/2.161V
Relative output level ref 2V
+0.68dB
Output impedance L/R
137ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, 0dB (dB)
-100Stopband Image suppression (
dB)
62.8
1Hz noise modulation : dEfi
+17.1Signal-to-nolse (
A-wtd,
VVith emphasis, OLSB
107.5
Wthout emphasis, OLSB
107.1
Wthout emphasis, 1LSB
107.3
Total correlated Jitter 1182e46.picoseconds
Digital output(s)
BNC
Crystal clock accuracy
+2ppm
Track access (to track 95)
4secs
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£895

expected from a
TDA 1305). Then

held within tight
+0.31-0.9dB limits
over afull 100dB
dynamic range.
Unfortunately, our
first sample
displayed ahighly
complex jitter

Roksan Caspian CD player

-83

lkHz
0.0
112
0.0

20kHz
0.0
82
-1.0

-92
-78
-51
-28
-18
-16
-7

-96
-77
-63
-48
-33

'second sample: see text
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TOTALLY

1
Ent

Sony launches an advanced yet low-

or bypass' mode - as, for reasons of
cost, the SDP-EP9ES is not
equipped with any analogue- to digital converters. Consequently, the
processor will neither handle
analogue RIAA, nor decode analogue
Pro-Logic feeds from VCR or LD.

-lhe

New

York

Liirls'

Club'

(Chesky). Bass is as quick and
cost digital- only multi- channel preimmediate as the upper octaves
though there's not quite the weight
and momentum to drive the
amplifier/processor
strongest of rhythm's with the
necessary authority. So though
by PAUL MILLER
there's nothing insipid about
—
SOUND QUALITY
the ' EP9ES, neither is it as
Those who consider themselves focused or grandiose as
Digital
audiophiles should not include the possible.
arket convergence between
PCs and audio, or audio decoding of
SDP-EP9ES in any (understandable)
Without prompting, Ithought
and home cinema or even conventional
prejudice against home cinema it interesting to try one of Sony's
Dolby Proall three, is still something of an
equipment. First and foremost, the SBM ( Super Bit-Mapped) CDs,
imaginary target, being shaped by the Logic and
SDP-EP9ES is adigital pre-amplifier Strauss's ` Don Quixote' to be
Dolby Digital
vested interests of all the industrial
designed to interface between precise, whereupon the analogue (AC- 3) feeds is
players. Quite out of the blue, Sony
analogue power amplifier(s) and a noise of the original recording was ,
possible in
has taken ashot at one corna of the
high quality digital source. To this
still abundantly, if unobtrusively,
target by introducing the £ 599 SDP- either ' normal'
end, the SDP-EP9ES found itself evident. Nevertheless, this Sony
or ' enhanced'
EP9ES digital processor.
sandwiched between aTheta Data processor was no less sympathetic of
This deceptively minimalist modes while an
Basic II transport and a DPA1OOS
orchestral detailing nor, conversely,
product is equipped with four digital additional 10
power amplifier, a partnership that of the thrill of strings that mark the
inputs, serving the digital output of a surround
rarely required the digital volume VlIth variation than, say, might the
CD, Laserdisc or MiniDisc player or environments
control to be advanced beyond - very best of its integrated CD players.
transport, and one RF phono socket may be
30dB with Audio Note's sensitive And as those players define the staterecreated and
to accept a Dolby Digital (AC- 3)
AN-E II loudspeakers in tow.
of-the-art in many areas, the SDPencoded signal from an LD or DVD manipulated at
Other than its unfortunate habit of EP9ES is evidently in very fine
player. Traditional two- channel will via Sony's
switching amuting relay on and off company.
audio systems are served by L/R proprietary 24- between tracks, the processor proved
bit DSP. No
analogue outputs and a motorised
as simple to use as its elegant TECHNOLOGY AND
analogue
volume control (more of which later).
appearance would suggest, affording LAB REPORT
Multi-channel systems will make use inputs are
a uniformly neutral and transparent All digital inputs are routed via
provided
of the additional centre, subwoofer
sound that was both mercifully free Sony's superior CXD8521 digital
and stereo rear channels; Sony's two
interface/receiver chip while AC- 3
'push-and-twist' rotary selectors will
RF inputs are handled by Pioneer's
then offer a surround menu which
PD4606 AC- 3 demodulator. A
will have home cinema buffs
Motorola 56009 processor lies at the
salivating at the mains socket.
heart of the machine (running 24-bit
Digital decoding of conventional
code) and caters for both AC- 3 and
Dolby Pro-Logic and Dolby Digital
Pro- Logic decoding while an
(AC- 3) feeds is possible in either
auxiliary 56007 processor provides
`normal' or ` enhanced' modes while
the multi-channel tone, balance and
an
additional
10 ' surround
surround modes.
environments' may be recreated and
Sony's volume control, actually a
Fig I. Sony SDP-I:P9ES: signal- to- muse manipulated at will via Sony's
rotary encoder, is a departure in
und) versus volume control setting
proprietary 24-bit DSP. No analogue
itself, for rather than directly truncate
inputs are provided - save in adefeat
of artifice or, indeed, of the the digital wordlength, it trims the
impression of being ` processed'.
current reference utilised by the
Quite the reverse in fact, as this CXA8042 current- linked bitSony/DPA combination, unlikely converters. Six of these, one per
though it may seem, brought back channel, are deployed after an
very fond memories of Harman's equivalent number of Sony's
prototype all-digital PWM amplifier CXD8505 ' full
feedforward'
(which, alas, has still yet to see the oversampling blocks, which create
light of day).
the necessary 64- times upsampled
The same lucid, clean and fleet- bitstream. Sony claims that this
footed sound was evident from the technique maintains a 20- bit
stark but compelling percussive resolution though, in practice, we can
quality of Tony Cox's ` Awakening' see that a 16-bit dynamic range is
(Sheer Sound) to the tremulous, only sustainable between OdB and
husky and emotive vocal presence of -10dB volume settings where the
Rebecca
Pidgeon
from
her S/N ratio decreases from 99.4dB and
recollection of verse that concludes 91.5dB respectively. Moreover, the

M
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DIGITAL PROCESSING

Fig 2. Sony SDP-EP9ES:.spurious output
from 0-22kHz sweep, -?OdE

processor's OdB output is an
extravagant 10.89V whereupon its
output stage is clipped. A volume
setting of — 3dB releases a 9.4V
output at 0.006-0.035%. THD which
would still crash most power
amplifiers into clipping. A nominal
2V output is achieved at — 16dB
which marks the beginning of a
useful ' saddle-point' ( 1) on the noise
curve where, until —30dB, the signalto-noise remains birly steady at 8886dB. So, unless Sony reduces its
peak output level, few enthusiasts
will be in a position to enjoy the
SDP-EP9ES's full dynamic range.
The combination of CXD8505
and CXA8042 establishes Sony the
same advantage as Philips' earlier
two-part
SAA7350/TDA1547
filter/DAC7 combination, although
the 49.2MHz crystal betrays the
former's elevated 48kHz sample rate.
In its CD players, for exarnpk, Sony
would employ a 45.2MHz clock
(48/44.1 x45.2 = 49.2).
This trivial foibk is clearly revealed
on the 3D plot which, though
wonderfully free of conventional
harmonic distortions 10.00-0.02%)
and enjoying a fine suppression of
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sampling images (> 105dB) and
ultrasonic noise ( 2), does betray a
faint leakage of 48kHz ( 3) and
96kHz (4) sample tones.
The jitter spectrum is perhaps
most intriguing of all. Sure enough,
Sony employs a new chip, the
CXD8517, which behaves rather like
JVC's K2 jitter-reducing interface
between the DSP and familiar audio
chips. This interface also appears to
compensate for the variable sample
rate output by the DSP, matching
the 48kHz configuration of the audio
chipset.
At first sight the jitter spectrum
proves entirely clear of any
aggressive- sounding
high- rate
phenomena ( 5), but betrays an
unusual broadening of the principal,
driving signal. In reality this is a
discrete jitter, made visible by
expanding the region shaded in grey

Multi cha inel
systems will
make use of
eadditimal
centre,
subwoofe • and
stereo rezr
channels;
Suzy's tbV)
`push- and twit' rotary
selectors will
then offer a
surround menu
which will have
home cinema
buffs salimting
a: he mains
socket

(6) by a factor of ten and then
subjecting this ± 350Hz band to ISA
(Interpretative Spectrum Analysis).
In this fashion, the jitter analyser
reveals no less than 37 discrete
patterns ( small red markers) all
linked to one of five extremely lowrate fundamentals: namely 11.2Hz
(red mkrs 1), 17.6Hz ( mkrs 2),
28.8Hz (mkrs 3), 41.0Hz (mkrs 5)
and 64.5Hz (mkrs 8).
No conventional CD player
produces such afascinating pattern
which, though totaling between
35,500 and 65,000psec (depending
on DSP mode) proves relatively
innocuous thanks to the psychoacoustical principle of masking. The
lack of bass weight and slight
softening of stereo imagery is the
likely side- effect of what is,
otherwise, a truly magnificent
example of digital engineering
achieved on avery tight budget.
itTest results

SUPPLIER
Sony UK Ltd,
The Heights,
firrokkrads,

Fig 3. Sony SDP-EP9ES: anal jitter spectrum,
normal sealing, +3500Hz (above), and
expanded scaling, +350Hz (lower)

We bridge,
5*terrey
K7I3 OXW
Te: 0932
,
616000

Sony SDP-EP9ES

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0
0
0.1
Channel separation ( 48)115
79
63
Frequency response ( dB) .0
0 0.05
Distortion ( THD .s level. dB):
At CoB
, 84
81 -69
At - 30dB
92
- 79
-74
At -60dB
55
48
-53
At -.30dB
- 31
26
-35
At -90dB (dithered)
- 19 - 19
-22
At -:".00dB (ditheed)
11
At - 110dB (ditheed)
6
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Eno' at -60dE
0
Error at -80dE
+0.5 +0.7
Error at -90dE'
+0.7 +2.7
Eror at - 100.IB
Peak output level L/R
9.42/9.43V
Relative output level ref 2V ( dB)
+13.5
Output impedance LIP
104 ohms
intermodulation, CCIR. OdB ( dB)
102
Stapband image suppression (dB) > 105
1111.c noise modulation (
dB)
+0.4
Signal-to-noise (
4-wtd. dB)
With emphase. )LSE
95.5
Without emphasis, OLS13/1LSB
95.7/95.8
Total correlated jitter
35500 picoseconds
Digital Input/output
optical and coax
Crystal clock accuracy +4ppm
Typical price ¡ Inc VAT)
£600
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CRUISING THE

This well presented, budget

piercing spikes, which are supplied,
along with metal cups for use on
polished floors. The speaker
terminal arrangements consist of a
single pair of binding posts, with a
side-entry suitable for 4mm plugs.
Sensitivity is quite high, at
90dB/watt, thanks in part to the
lightweight paper diaphragm and
the use of a dual-layer voice coil,
and impedance is abenign 8 ohms.
Power handling is given by Tannoy
as 60 watts IEC and 120 watts
programme, but one of the
fundamental laws of high fidelity is
that there are lies, dammed lies and
power handling figures, and the M3
sounds compressed and congested
if driven consistently over, say,
90-95dBA ( depending
on
programme content) in typical
rooms.

SOUND QUALITY

Here is what you don't do if you
want judge speakers like the
Tannoy M3 for the first time. You
a scaled- up cousin to the
don't use them to replace apair of
Sonus Faber Goncertos ( cost:
about one order of magnitude
M2 compact. But is necessarily
greater). If you do, you'll have an
objective idea of the M3's
a more able performer?
limitations, namely that it is a
rather boxy, restrained and narrow
bandwidth device, with some
by ALVIN GOLD
midband masking or congestion. By
Sonus Faber standards — and
we're talking here about a box
annoy's M2 was reviewed a dished profile, and a 25mm fabric
which is larger, but not by a huge
few months ago [April ' 97],
dome tweeter.
margin — the bass doesn't really
and was greeted as one of the
In contrast with the majority
happen: it's all rather dry and slow.
best, arguably the best, of the lowof volume- production budget
A better yardstick against which
cost compact speakers that seem to
speakers, there are no moulded
to measure the M3 is Tannoy's very
dominate the industry. By all
plastic baffles here. The bass unit is
own M2; but to set the scene, the
accounts, sales of the M2 have
bolted directly to the MDF baffle,
economic and technical justification
taken off nicely, and it is already
and the tweeter is rebated in.
for any speaker like the M3
one of the fastest-selling compacts,
Cosmetics have not been neglected.
deserves some consideration.
thanks to acombination of sensible,
The drive- unit surrounds are
Compare the two M series models.
straightforward engineering and a attractively shaped and finished,
The M2 costs £ 140, and the M3
low selling price, made possible by
and fixing screws are flush and
£ 90 more. This is a useful
sourcing the speakers as an entity
unobtrusive in appearance.
/ et c .>
difference in price, but
from an East European source.
Most will find this speaker A
/
not, arguably, a realistic
The M3 takes the same formula
a cosmetic asset, whether
one. Unless you're
and extends it into an area that is
the cloth and frame 1
.1
m
going to place the M2s
almost as popular as the budget
covers are fitted or
on an existing shelf or
compact: the budget floor-standing
removed.
room divider — which,
column. At £229, the M3 is avery
As before, the speaker
...14 )in acoustic terms, is not
well presented loudspeaker, and in
c• y 1t.
an option — at least half
main carcass is finished in a
purely material terms offers at least
black ash vinyl wrap, and the
of the difference will have to
the same high value for money as
baffle in acontrasting grey or bird's
be allocated to stands, reducing the
the M2.
eye maple finish — also vinyl, but
gap to, let's say, £40 or so. All of a
There are few surprises in the
of very respectable quality (at least
sudden the M3 begins to look like
way the M3 has been designed. It is
in the case of the maple finish, as
an even better bargain, as if the M2
a straight, scaled-up version of the
supplied for test). Changes from
were not one already. Stir into the
M2, in a box that is exactly the
the smaller model, apart from the
pot the floor standers' extra ldB
same width and depth, but well
woodwork, are limited to minor
sensitivity, and there is even a
over twice as tall, made from 15mm
tweaks to the crossover to suit the
theoretical possibility of buying a
chipboard with an 18mm MDF
larger box ( 12dB/octave high pass,
slightly less powerful amplifier
baffle. It's also fitted with the same
18dB/octave low pass at an
(assuming you don't already have
drive unit complement as the M2,
unusually low 2.4kHz); and the
one).
namely a 160mm paper cone bass
reflex port has moved around to the
That is perhaps a little too
unit with a treated surface and an
front.
theoretical; but other factors enter
inverted dust cap, giving asmooth,
The speaker is tapped for carpet
the equation at this point. Many

floor-standing column speaker is

There are few
surprises in
the way the
M3 has been
designed.
It is astraight,
scaled up
version of the
M2, in abox
that is exactly
the same
width and
depth, but
well over
twice as tall

T

4' ,.. ,........,

SUPPLIER
Tannoy Ltd,
Rosehall
Industrial Estate,
Coatbridge,
Strathclyde
ML5 4TF.
Tel: 01236
420 199
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LOUDSPEAKERS
would accept that a single
monolithic loudspeaker stretching
all the way down to the floor looks
more acceptable domestically than
asmaller speaker perched on top of
a mass of angle- iron; and it
certainly doesn't take up any more
space in the room. And let's not
forget the promise of that extra
half-octave or so bass extension,
Taking all these factors into
account, it is little wonder that
budget column speakers are
popular; and it is no surprise at all
that Tannoy should seek to satisfy
such a requirement with the M3.
The only surprise is that it wasn't
ready to ship immediately the
brouhaha
surrounding
the
introduction of the M2 had died
down.
But does the case for the M3
stack up? It's aclose-run thing, and
Tannoy has done an honest job in
avoiding some of the key traps; but
realistically the odds were stacked
against them from the start. You
can get away with things with small
speakers that simply won't pass
muster when the speaker is scaled
up.
There
must
be
some
exponential law linking the size of a
loudspeaker enclosure with the
audible problems that they cause,
given similar construction — call it
'Gold's First Conjecture' if it hasn't
already been credited to someone
else — and so it is here.
The bigger speaker sounds more
compressed and overhung than the
smaller M2, which, conversely, is
more agile, and palpably less
coloured on the whole ( but see
below), especially in the low- to
mid-frequency area.
The M2 doesn't have it all its
own way. The smaller speaker has a
nasal twang that the larger speaker
somehow conspires to avoid,
and the M3 also sounds rather
smoother. Midrange coloration in
the M3 is if anything reduced, but
this is not enough to place the two
speakers in what might seem a
natural ranking order. The upper
bass overhang in the M3 doesn't
just detract from the tunefulness
and perceived timing; it means that
the whole sound picture is slightly
messy and obscured.
Stereo- image wise, the M3 is
more recessed, and its reflexes are
slowed. In short, the M2 is the
better speaker here, maybe not by a
huge margin, but certainly by a
useful one. So if the M3 can't win
qualitatively, surely it can trump
the M2 quantitatively?
Well yes, of course it can. The
bass does go deeper, perhaps not by
as much as you might expect, but
there is a real extra warmth and
depth to the sound, which tells with
111f1 NEWS
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many types of music — orchestral
certainly, though the low organ
pedal entries in some larger- scale
works such as Respighi's Pines of
Rome (
in the Pittsburgh SO/Maazel
version on Sony Classical) scarcely
seemed to register. There was not a
flapping trouser pleat to be seen.
There was also a loss of high
frequency presence: not a lack of
top end, but smearing of mid/top
information that occluded some
finer detail. This is also a factor
with the M2, as it is with virtually
all budget speakers, and may be
related in part to unwanted acoustic
output from the enclosure. The
losses were, however, more
noticeable from the M3, which
sounded less dynamic, more
constrained,
and
contrasted
somewhat with the M2's sweeter,
more expressive and detailed top
end.

CONCLUSION
Before Tannoy send the hit squad
around, let's try and put things into
context. This is not intended to be
a condemnation of Tannoy's latest
baby, which is, in its own terms, a
very respectable design. Idid have
the opportunity to compare it with
one or two other relatively
inexpensive floor standers costing
£200 and above ( the nearest
comparison was with a preproduction model, so it is
inappropriate to name names), and
there is no question that price-forprice the comparisons favoured the
Tannoy on the whole.
Despite the points made above,
the M3's output is more eventempered and better controlled
than most of its closest rivals. There
is less here to offend the sensitive
listener.
Perhaps, in a way, this is the
problem: in squeezing out most of
the ills endemic with such speakers,
Tammy has also managed to squeeze
out some of the life and vitality that it
should have had. This is not to
condemn the M3 out of hand: it's a
great budget speaker, but there are
better, if size and bandwidth are not
the issue. Tannoy's very own M2 is
an excellent example of just such a
speaker. If you really want abudget
floor-stander, the M3 is as good as
they come at the price; but a good
compact remains a musically better
solution.
Manufacturer's specifications

Tannoy M3

Type
front vented, floor- standing two-way
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
60-120W
Impedance typical
8 ohms
Sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
89dB/W
Finishes
various
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
850x203x270
Typical price/pair (
inc VAT) £229.90

30 St Peters Road, Huntingdon, PE18 7DB, England. Telephone: +44 (0) 1480 433777 Fax: +44 (0) 1480 431767
Email: info@roksan.co.uk
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If you are serious
about sound, there is
just one absohuteiy
essential event: The
Hi Fi Show

It's the only hi-fi show in
Great Britain + at's
all hi-fi — the best in music
and home cinema. Dealers,
distributors and enthusiasts
from around the world ga-her
at The Hi -Fi Show to see
and hear what's really new in
the exciting world of hi-fi.
Sponsoring the Show, HiFi
News & Record Review

magazine will have astronger
presence than ever this year, with a
much fuller range of demonstration
events and seminars to attract the
enthusiast visitor. You have to be there.
It really is the h-fi event of the year.

Ramada Hotel and
Excelsior Hotel,
Heathrow, London, ENGLAND
11-14 September 1997
For further
information contact:
Janet Belton,
Exhibitions Manager,
The Hi Fi Show,
Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA ENGLAND.
Tel: +44 ( 0) 181-686 2599
Fax: +44 ( 0) 181-78
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E- Mail:
01574.223@compuserve.com
*11th- 12th (Trade Days)
13th- 14th ( Public Days)

Sponsored by:
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A Link House
Exhibition

DON'T

KEEP YOUR ORCHESTRA
CHAINED UP!

ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE
CLASSIC RECORDINGS
for

AUDIOPHILES

Sketches
of Spain

Miles Davis Sketches of Spain AA01
£17-50

Gar* Kloq Tdpnlu

fek

t
ee,

Carol King Tapestry ( original gatefold sleeve) AA02
£19-50

MILES *VIS Kind ol Blia;
4.

Free yourself and your musicians! Omnisono omnidirectional speakers faithfully recreate sound in the
same way it was produced: the four-way system,
delivering up to 200 watts, allows the sound to
radiate uniformly in all directions, filling your room
in the same way that live- music fills a concert hall,
thus providing a natural listening experience.

••••

Miles Davis Kind of Blue AA03
£17-50

Don't condemn your speakers to life in the corner!
Omnisono speakers are designed to stand free: to
fully appreciate the all-round sound, position them
asymetrically in your room - then position yourself
wherever you like: the sound remains consistently
good.
Bob Dylan Blood on the Tracks AA0-1

Omnisono speakers combine refined technology
with high- quality workmanship to reproduce the
natural feeling in recorded music.
To appreciate Omnisono there's no need to stay
glued to your seat .... but we think you will be.

f17 50

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! Any 2 for f30
These records are all Premium Grade 180g
pressings produced from short run stampers and
strictly limited to an edition of 2000 for each title.
Cut by Ray Staff, they
represent the best available vinyl records of these
seminal works by great musicians.

For more information:

Available from

Lyn Taylor
Wolf Werbebüro
Hopfenstrasse 49 1/
4
D-87700 Memmingen
Germany
Tel: 0044 8331 61730
Fax: 0044 8331 61793

Vinyl Demand PO BOX 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B
Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400
and selected specialist record shops.
European Distributors please contact

0M1110
KLANG 0STR AHLER

@A Absolute Analogue

Fax 0181 459 8113

LOUDSPEAKERS

L

avoids the often abrupt change of
radiation pattern caused by the
combination of a number of
conventional forward-facing units.
The approach Omnisono has
adopted is to mount four drive units
in the horizontal plane. Bass, lower
mid and upper mid drivers all point
upwards, while the treble unit points
downwards from the top of the tier of
units, with its sound being dispersed
centre, between the speakers.
However, due to the directional by acone. A plastic cage surrounds
the top three drive units, allowing
properties of speakers, good stereo
definition is often restricted to them to radiate sound in a
e iir
listeners lucky enough to be sitting in circular pattern, while the
the ` best' position. Over the years, bass unit sits on acylindrical /
reflex enclosure. Slots in 4
designers have tried to overcome this,
by developing wide dispersion the cage are covered with
speakers capable of producing a black foam grilles so that
spacious sound for listeners anywhere the overall appearance is of
in the room. The Omnisono speakers two fat, black cylinders
follow this path, and are designed to sitting in the room. The
disperse all frequencies equally cylindrical radiation pattern of the
throughout the listening room. The Omnisonos requires the speakers to
Omnisono is built to order, the UK be kept well away from walls and
corners so that reflections do not
price £4000.

et me put my cards on the table:
Ibelieve that the best recordings
are made with no more than a
couple of well- placed stereo
microphones, but Ialso recognise
that modern, multi-miked recordings
do capture some of the ambience of a
recording venue. And Ialso like
recordings where performers are
placed solidly and precisely in the

In a ' normal', directional speaker,
low frequencies tend to be
propagated in a roughly spherical
manner, but high frequencies are
shone in atorch-like beam towards
the listener. In the Omnisono, the
mid and treble frequencies are
reflected outwards in a circular
fashion to overcome the torch-beam
effect, and to match the dispersion of
the bass sounds. The idea is to create
a more coherent sound source that

Omnidirectional speakers try to give
apleasing stereo effect over a broad
listening area. Here Omnisono's fourway design is put to the test
by PETER 1 COMEAU

like the Beatles ' Strawberry Fields' is
replaced by amore natural spread.
For classical listeners used to the
direct-radiator speaker sound, the
Omnisono stereo image can be
disturbing. Depending on the
weliness of the listening room, the
ecording acoustics appear to be
odified,
an extra level of
verberation apparently added. The
fect is a deeper perspective to
hestras or choirs. One of the byducts here is a loss of precision
h that solo singers or small
ber groups appear to be placed
swimmy ambience, instead of
g locked into place between the
akers. ( Plymouth Guildhall
generates the same effect due to its
generous reflections from walls and
high ceiling surrounding the stage,
while both are at odds with the drier
ambience and focused sound of the
Royal Festival Hall, for example.)
Unfortunately, the Omnisono's
sound image is disturbed by many
colorations. Four drive units may
have been necessary to ensure equal
sound distribution throughout the
spectrum, but the 25cm bass unit,
12cm paper midrange cone, and
50mm mid and 25mm metal treble
domes surely create crossover design
difficulties. There is some indication
that these have not been entirely
overcome: a ' cupped hands' sound to
vocals is allied to a honk in the
French horn range, adding atube-like
hollowness on choral and orchestral
works. Slight wiriness and ametallic
sheen to orchestral strings are also
occasionally apparent, degenerating
to bright, shrieky tones in alive room
with plaster walls and minimal soft
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(For best results, they are
intended
to
be
placed
asymmetrically in relation to
the room boundaries).
The stereo image set up by
the Omnisonos amounts to a
highly spacious soundstage
for all listeners, just as
claimed. There is little
evidence that the
black cylinders
are, in fact, the
sound sources.
Listeners
perceive
the
sounds
as
though they are
coming from a
deep well behind
the plane of the
speakers. Even close
miked studio recordings gain this spacious
aspect, so the familiar
'left- right' ping-pong
stereo effect from oldies

Listeners
perceive the
sounds as
though they
are coming
from adee
well behind the
plane of he
speakers. Even
close-mited
studio
recordings
gain this
spacious
aspect...

SUPPIIER
Omnisono,
WolfwerbeUra,
Hopfenstra -se
D87700
Memmingen,
Germany.
Tel +49
(0)8331 61750

furnishings.
Otherwise, the sound is well
balanced with atubby and extended
bass performance. While these
speakers are generally not guilty of
musical favouritism, their ability to
recreate an up-front presentation for
jazz or rock is open to doubt.

CONCLUSION
Recorded stereo perspectives,
listening-room reverberation characteristics and loudspeaker directivity
patterns are bound to impact on each
other. Although perceptions do vary,
and stereo imaging is always ahighly
subjective matter, there are limits; the
Omnisono's
unusual
spatial
projection, and also its general
performance in terms of tonal balance
and transparency, have little
relevance to accurate musical
recording. Therefore this speaker
cannot be recommended as ` high
fidelity' in the normal sense. But if
you really don't like the sound of
modern speakers you may just find
some relief here.
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The alphabet according to M us i
cal Fideli t
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A1000 Class A Integrated Amplifier

A2 Class A Integrated Amplifier

A2CD Compact Disc Player

A220 Class A Integrated Amplifier

MUSICAL FIDELITY
When music matters most
FOR DETAILS OF A DEALER NEAR YOU. CONTACT
MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED. 15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE, FULTON ROAD. WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HAY OTF.

TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.
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Now in its 16th year,
Germany's High
End Show was busier
than ever
by STEVE HARRIS

L

uxurious, stylish and even
snobbish,
the
Hotel
Kempinski at Gravenbruch
just outside Frankfurt provides such
a perfect, classy ambience that it's
hard to imagine Germany's
specialist hi-fi show happening
anywhere else. And for this year's
Show, the 16th, the High End
Society really made the most of the
venue, apparently filling the hotel.
It was a bigger and more bustling
event than last year's, signalling
perhaps a new optimism, if not
actually an upturn, in the German
hi-fi market.
As usual, a selection of high-end
items were on static display in the
lobby, ranging from JM Labs'
beautifully-crafted cutaway display
model Grande Utopia speaker to
the huge A Capella Triolon threehorn speaker ( at the foot of the
stairs). A giant wire cage protected
an absurdly-valuable stack of Mark
Levinson including two No 33s, a
36s, 37, 38s pre- amp and 39
processor. In the ballroom, aspecial
hsitoric display included an almost
unbelievable display of Thorens
products ( from the private
collection of Gerhard Weichler)
started with musical box pre-history
(Thorens Spieluhr, 1900) and
included all the classics. Marantz
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contributed a mouthwatering array
including original 5, 7 and 8
amplifiers and a 2600 model tuner
(1979). Quad's German agent
displayed mint examples of all the
classic Quad models, along with
one of the replacement ESL treble
panels he is now able to make
['Comment', August], thanks to his
acquisition of Quad's original jig.
Thanks to Riike-Transrotor, there
were half-a-dozen turntables most
of which, from a UK perspective,
relate to Michell's history, starting
with the original Transcriptors
Hydraulic ( 1972) and culminating
with the Transrotor Iron ( 1990).

NEW TURNTABLES?

En Vogue's massive
Quasar turntable and
(right) Bunnester's
909 high-end beltdrive CD player

Vintage delights aside, aquick walk
round this show would convince
you that however many vinyl
enthusiasts there still are in Europe,
most of them are in Germany. Here
you can see new turntables every
year, and not just variations on old
themes from the Teutonic stalwarts
like Transrotor and Audiolabor .
Amazon's separate motor unit also
neatly houses the power supply
arrangements. The basic Amazon 2
(from 3500DM) comes with a
1200mA mains power supply while

of different heights. But Icouldn't
help being reminded of a set of
saucepans... It's not surprising that
En Vogue's Blow Up speakers look
like Acapella's, because the latter
company supplies rough horns (mid
and treble units) for En Vogue to
finish and use in its own systems:
98dB/W is claimed. Alongside En
Vogue's own high-grade valve
amps (now including the Octave
integrated at 5500DM) were Tim
de Paravicini's EAR 859 integrated
834P phono and 834L line preamp, respendent in fully- chrome
'De Luxe' versions. Listeners were
kept spellbound by Elvis's ' Fever',
now on Classic Records' vinyl.
Still with a separate motor unit,
but completely different in concept,
Clearaudio's high-end turntable is
founded on an elegantly bananashaped acrylic base, whose subtle
curves are said to give exactly the
non- resonant behaviour needed.
Arm was a Souther linear-tracker.
Audio Note gave the first showing
of its upmarket two- motor TT3
turntable, but also showed anew kit
pre- amp (£ 299 in the UK),
basically an M1 without the exotic
materials. As you could have

guessed from the name, Audio
Note's AN-E SE Silver speaker is a
silver-wired special edition of the
well-known E. But possibly the
most exciting turntable news was
Wilson Benesch's unveiling of a
prototype lower-cost turntable. It's
a much simpler design than the
company's flagship model, but still

uses carbon- fibre beams in the
subchassis and looks like a ' real
engineering job'. Price was yet to be
decided, as was the model
designation: but then, WB never
the Amazon 1 ( 5600DM) has a actually managed to come up with a
sophisticated battery power systern name for the first one.
which gives 180 hours play between
charges. Both use an inverted CHROME AND STYLE
bearing with aceramic ball running Burmester offered wall-to-wall
on a Teflon mirror. The model 1 chrome under its slogan ' Art for the
sported the hottest new American ear'. Providing most of the
reflective surfaces were the latest
arm, the Immedia 5500 unipivot.
(Mk III) version of the longBy contrast, En Vogue's big
black Quasar record deck looks like running 808 pre-amplifier and the
usual massive power amplifiers. But
a classic of the high-mass genre,
with aplatter well over six inches in this year Burmester followed up its
height, and with the control existing belt-drive transport designs
unit/power supply, motor and arm with anew reference belt-drive CD
base all styled as matching cylinders player, the 969. Price is a not
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Wilmslow Audio
Specialist Hi Fi Loudspeakers
for self assembly
Wilmslow Audio have just released their newly designed
loudspeaker kit called the Elegance. This is aslim two
way tower combining simple but stylish aesthetics with
stunning tonal reproduction. The slim cabinet enables
the Elegance to be integrated in almost all living
accommodations without being obtrusive or overpowering
and yet despite its diminutive size does not compromise
on sound reproduction. This loudspeaker produces an
accurate, well balanced sound without the necessity of
exaggerated bass or accentuated treble, with areproduction
that is both smooth yet fast. A highly efficient 4ohm
loudspeaker with an overall sensitivity of 90dB should be
ideally suited to low powered valve amplifiers.
All this for less than £300

Unbelievable!!

Ex demonstration loudspeaker kits
to clear at reduced prices:KEF kit 90 (
with bare mdf cabinet)

£100 pair

SPL Satellite (
with bare mdf cabinet)

£145 pair

SPL Sub-base (
with bare mdf cabinet)
Peerless Force 6(
with red gloss cabinet)

£155 each
£245 pair

Dynaudio Aries (
no cabinet)

£313 pair

Dynaudio Sirius (
oak veneered mdf cabinet)

£370 pair

McDonald Transmission line (
bare mdf cabinet)

£375 pair

Telephone for your free catalogue

Wilmslow Audio Ltd
50 Main Street
Broughton Astley
Leicester
LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605
Email: Wilmslow.audio@dial.pipex.com

SI-10W REPORT
insubstantial 33,000DM!
Equally stylish (and much more
subtle), Barclay Digital's highlyfinished CD player was to be seen
driving an array of Vale valve
amplifiers. Most powerful is the
52B, available in monoblock or
stereo chassis form, and said to
extract 30W from the AV 52 BL
tube. The 300B and 32B stereo
power amps utilise Vaic AV 300B
SL and AV 32B SL tubes.
Meanwhile, US brand VT!.. showed
its new 2.5 and 5.5 tube preamplifiers, both featuring six line
inputs, two outputs and atape loop,
yet designed with the simplest
direct circuit path for high sound
quality. The 5.5 is a true dualmono design and also features MIT
capacitors in the signal path as well
as optional balanced operation.
Frankfurt was also the European
debut of the Primare D20 CD
player and A20 amp, already seen
in San Francisco.
Only Accuphase, the epitome of
Japanese ' mainstream high end',
could make apower supply cleaner
look like a truly desirable separate
component. The massive PS- 1200
gives ' clean AC supply based on
waveform shaping technology', with
up to 1200VA available for your hifi components. Accuphase also
showed its spectacular-looking DG28 digital equaliser, and the new
DC-300 digital pre-amplifier, which
offers digital volume control, DSP
tone controls, sampling rate
conversion for digital sources and a
host of analogue/digital interface
options based on plug-in boards.

MORE SPEAKERS
The distributor of Audiostatic, the
long-established Dutch electrostatic
speaker, responded to some rather
blatant imitators by proclaiming '
the
originale' on his door. Inside, you
could see the latest ' true line
source' full-range electrostatic, the
DCI, tall and straight (unlike the
curved hybrid models) with triplelayer MDF frames 60mm thick for
rigidity. The acronym is for Direct
Coupled Interface, meaning that
there are no filter components such
as inductors or capacitors between
the driving amplifier and the
speaker. The company says that
engineers at Philips Classics, who
have
used Audiostatics
for
monitoring since 1995, have already
embraced the DCI as ' the best
electrostatic they have ever
auditioned'. Frequency range is
quoted as 35Hz-22kHz, but a
subwoofer ( 35Hz-300Hz)
is
available for use in larger rooms.
Cabasse showed a revised Irois,
the bass now reflex-loaded, and the
'eyeball' that carries the concentric
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Mimesis

mid- and treble units cosmetically
tweaked so you really notice that it
contains more than one drive unit.
For the new Catalan floorstander,
the ' eyeball' is matched with apair
of bass units, again reflex loaded. In
a break with tradition, Cabasse
launched the little go- anywhere
Ponant, a white-finished ' lifestyle'

designed for large-scale AV
applications.
The
promised
matching subwoofer will be on the
same epic scale, no doubt.
Goldmund also showed a new

amplifier

(Ted) Jordan, who has contributed
his metal-cone expertise to these

AV speaker, based on a 170mm
concave foam cone main driver and
made as slim as possible front-toback. This marks the start of a
complete AV series from Cabasse.
Alan Shaw of
Avantgarde has improved its
Harbeth launches his
Uno horn speaker: mid and treble new Xpression!
units are now attached to the frame speaker brand.
by clamps which slide up or down powered a: this case
for height adjustment (or to make by Trigon electronics
the speaker more compact for
transport), while the bass section is
now decoupled from the frame.
Einstein believes horns for its
Odeon speakers should be made the
hard way, turning them from wood
laminations. The new Basshorn
Konzept's 220mm bass works into
aback-loaded horn with an effective
length of 2.95m, while the titanium
tweeter has a 21cm diameter wood
horn in front. Sensitivity is quoted
as 97dB/W, price 18,000DM. Also
seen in prototype was anew Odeon
three-way, with separate mid and
treble horns in wood, claiming
94dB/W and intended to sell at
around 12,000DM.
A display of historic
Inventor Joseph Manger's
norm turntables
travelling-wave drive units were
covered gramophones
seen not only his own speakers but of the inter-war
also in Quasar's in its big Cappella period, to the
Magica tower speaker, now in Mk 2
form, and yours for a mere
24950DM. ( Incidentally, the
Acustik-Lab speaker which KK saw
in Las Vegas in January uses the
Manger unit too.) If the Quasar
wasn't expensive enough, you could
always check out the Goldmund
Epilogue ( 30,000DM), a two-way
design still echoing the style of the
$40,000 Apologue, but really

400W/ch

(29,000DM).
ALR-Jordan will soon be
launching some of its smaller
models on the UK market. The
Jordan in the name is of course E J

industrial-sçvle
Symphony CD50
record changer
(1948) and the
lavish TD224
changer (1962). The
classic TD124 and
TD125 were there, as
well as the seminal
TD150. But most
amazing of all was
the 1962 TD124
Tangential (seen
here), its arm a
grasshopper-like
paralleltrackercaprion

designs: this isn't obvious, though,
because the cones are anodised
black! But there were wholly British
speakers to be seen, of course. With
magenta- coloured 8in polyprop
cone and black Nextel box finish,
the Xpression! DPM1 speaker
doesn't look as if it could possibly
be a Harbeth creation. But what's
inside is much the same as aK6 or
Compact 7, just with a bit more
bass emphasis to suit the semi-pro
musicians and recordists it's aimed
at. And it probably is amuch better
speaker than the matt-black boom
boxes they are used too. It comes
with Speakon connectors and aUK
retail price is £ 380. A matching
Xpression! MS1 subwoofer is
already available, and a three-way
(Harbeth's first) with 12in bass will
follow. More conventional, perhaps,
was Audio Gem's new Sapphire, a
floorstander
to
follow
the
established bookshelf models. UK
price will be £ 1200.

'HIGH END FOR 4000DM'
Frankfurt

show

visitors

were

stopped in their tracks by HiFi
Zirkel (HiFi Circle), whose sign
offering ' high end for 4000DM'.
HiFi Zirkel GmbH of Berlin holds
out the promise of German dealers
and press co-operating to bring the
best value hi-fi to the consumer:
`The press has to say which hi-fi is
good; the dealer has to say which is
for you,' says HiFi Zirkel. This
really boils down to a marketing
set-up in which a group of dealers
(seven so far) offer the same
selected systems, with the selection
process involving Stereo magazine
(with, apparently, other German
mags expected to come in later).
`High end for 4000DM' turns
out to be an all-British system that
would once have been described as
`budget esoterica': Cambridge Trac
1 CD player, Creek 4240SE
amplifier, Ruark Icon speakers and
Atacama stands. Also listed is a
15000DM system consisting of
SystemDeck turntable, Mission
DAD- 3Q CD player, Myryad MI120 amplifier, Audio Physic Spark
loudspeakers and Luna subwoofer.
So, although the Frankfurt High
End Show once again succeeded in
assembling one of Europe's most
glittering collection of big-bucks
exotica, it seems the Germans
agree: if you're on a budget, buy
British. Z̀en fiir Musik'.
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TITANIUM CABLE PROVES
SONIC SUCCESS STORY ....

Innovative
Interconnect
achieves What Hi-F
* * *** rating

*****
Reviews

D

cseribed by What HiFi as " fabu- aN onicLink's policy of using only the very
I
ou?' SonicLink's very distinctive
hest conductor and insulating materials in
VERMILLION Interconnect
cables irrespective of price has truly paid
Cable has won acoveted 5star rating in the
off with the recent Hi- Fi Ch oi
ce " BEST
I
I,
January 1997 issue of What HiFi. Devel- _
BUY" award to Sonic Lin kSILVER PINK
I
oped as part of alarge research prog ramm e interconnect cable. Utilizing siler plated cop'
/
¡
into the sonic qualities of different conduc- , per onduciors for the signal and screen, PTFE
I
tor and insulating materials, SonicLink nine ipsula mover the ritial signl carrycluctors. §anicLink has create acable
'VERMILLION uses alarge diameter tita- ing coh\
nium wire to carry the audio signal. Listen - of unbeatable sound quality at apric of only
'
ing tests carried out by SonicLink, showed £35.00 Ir aIm stereo pai)l/
i
titanium to offer superior quality sound over Many lower jiriced interconnects may sound
lcables made from silver plated copper or pure fme when listening to simpletmusical arragge1
silver. However as titanium cannot be sol- ments, but fail quite miserab on 93e fiklitonal
dered, innovative new cable con st
ruc ti onorc
colours of alarge sympho y

i

techniques were specially developed by
SonicLink to produce atop quality interconnect at ahighly competitive price of £ 195.00
in the UK for a 1m stereo pair.
SoncLink VERMILLION has been very
warmly welcomed by the hi-fi retail trade. It
is now available at over 20 dealers within the
UK and distributors in several countries have
stocks.
SonicLink research still continues with the
RED EARTH, BLACK EARTH and
BLUE EARTH interconnects offering further improvements in sound quality at progressive price levels via the use of rare and
more expensive metals.

Dealer list
grows.
Call Hotline
for list

higher quality materials in the Salilig..,ble
VER PINK guarantee,superioekeebereeen
t
the most demanding musical pugrene,
this
was born ou tin th ereview eie‘ ,NN
The low cost of SonicLink SILVER PINK
makes it ideal for long cable runs in home cinema applications.

Rhodium
Plated Wire
A new breakthrough in audio sound
quality is promised with the
BLACK RHODIUM interconnect.
This revolutionary cable uses
Rhodium plated wire to carry the
audio signal as well as Rhodium
plated phono plugs and is expected
to retail at under £ 1000 for a lm
stereo pair

Praise BiWire
Speaker Cable..

hat HiFi had nothing but praise for
SonicLink's latest BiWire loudspeaker cable reviewed in their February 1997 issue. SonicLink AST200x2 uses
ultra low loss Silicon Rubber insulation for
its superior sound quality.
The Leading Edge in Technology
Ihe Leading Edge and Decay in Music
anks to alow dielectric loss of 0.0003 all
nicLink AERO SPACE TECHNOLOGY
cables can accurately portray the leading edge
of each note and its decay, substantially improving listening enjoyment and appreciation
of the musical performance.
This is particularly apparent when comparing
similar priced hi-fi cables insulated with poorer
quality materials, such as PVC which has asignificantly higher dielectric loss of 0.08.
SonicLink AST200x2 BiWire Loudspeaker
cable is available from all leading SonicLink
dealers ( see What Hi- Fi Ads or write phone /
fax for dealer lists ) at £9.95 per metre in white
or blue colours.
New cables have recently been added
to the range of AFRO SPACE

'TECHNOLOGY loudspeaker cables,

1

AST50 2core 0.5 sq mm figure of 8 £1.95/m1
AST75 2core 0.75 sq mm
£2.45/ml
AST150 2core 1.5 sq mm

£3.95/m

AST200 2core 2sq mm

£5.95/m

AST75x2 BiWire 4core

£4.95/m

AST150 BiWire 4core

£7.95/m

AST200 BiWire 4core

£9.95/m

Sales Hotline 0700-00 cable
15 Derwent Business Centre, Clarke Street, Derby DE1 2UB

TEL: 01332 361390 FAX: 01332 298836

VISA

headroom
it

acoustics and the psychology of the
perception of sound. So excuse me if
I'm giving this particular individual
more leeway than I would to a
standard-issue crack-pot.
,
What Finsterle has created is best
e
described as abridge between twochannel stereo and the recentlyarrived 5.1 channel surround-sound
systems. And it has nothing to do
with the vile, imaginary room
acoustics settings beloved of the
Japanese (
eg, '
Jan Club', ' Cathedral',
'Toile). It's quite obvious that the
eli111101.1. :
listeners of the next century will be
no more enthusiastic about twoM
channel sound than those born after
1950 are about mono. (Or most of
hese days, it's with trepidation
'em, that is.) Our listening habits
that any journalist writes about
evolve alongside changes in sound
new left-field developments. So
storage, and one can appreciate how
arch and untrusting are modern
audiophiles that, after surviving a a20-year-old who has only ever lived
with CD can find the surface noise
couple of decades of both useful and
of even a pristine LP to be
useless, quasi-metaphysical ' accesunforgivable. By the same token,
sorising', they demand, prior to the
Finsterle has addressed a concern
debut of anything new or novel,
which will affect listeners who, upon
enough documentary evidence to
switching from a true 5.1 channel
satisfy even Bill Clinton's lawyers.
system to basic stereo, feel that
And this is sad, because it's banishing
something has been removed.
the eyes-wide-open, childlike glee
Even more fundamental, though,
which used to precede the arrival of
is an argument which has raged since
new tricks, tweaks and temptations.
Why the preamble? Simple: I'm
about to describe a new
multi-channel system Iheard
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With the
'enhanced
perspectives'
of Audio
Virtual
Standard
(AVS), we
could be
hearing the
bridge
between our
stereo past
and the 5.1
future

T

recently, one about which
nothing statistical, technical
or concrete has been released.
Basically, I'm pre-empting your
'V' signs, rotten tomatoes and
venomous shouts of ' Bullshit!'.
The silence on the part of the
developer is down to good oldfashioned paranoia, even though the
system has received apatent in Italy.
What the developer fears is being
ripped off by competitors, because the
system is so easily copied. The patent
covers not just hardware but also
speaker placement, equipment specs
and the like; the hem of the system
is what was described to me, in
reductio ad absurdum terms, as ' apreamp with special tone shaping'. In
other words, aqualified engineer or
designer would find copying the
device about as challenging as

SUPPLIER
L
Ihi Vincenzo,
M,sso 2,
Italy
CAP20127
Fax: 0039 2282
7773. Tel 0039
3683 383893
(NB His English
is flawless.)

emulating aHafler array.
Before my own critics remind me
that my basic gullibility and lack of
technical knowledge make me a
perfect victim (or ' sucker') for filmflammery, let me reveal just one fact,
for
those
of you
who
like
qualifications.
The
individual
responsible for creating the Audio
Virtual Standard system and its
'perspective correlator' is Dottore GL
Finsterle of the Institute of Psychology
at Milan University. The Milan
University, not amail-order doctorate
nor amotel, but the genuine article.
And he's a specialist in psycho-
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the dawn of stereo. Remember that
early systems included a centrechannel, yet we've relied on fill-in
from speakers positioned at the right
and the left. We swear by aphantom
image. Furthermore, there's always
been a segment of the audio
community that has bemoaned the
lack of sound from the rear, even if
ies only reflections, audience noises
or what we would call ' ambience'.
The AVS system addresses that too.
Before describing the system and
what it does, note that it works with
existing, unprocessed recordings, but
AVS has also created a recording
technique which exploits perspective
correlation to even greater effect.
Additionally, the company, which
hopes to license this technology, can
remaster existing recordings to create
a level of software in between full
AVS recordings and standard issues.
Ibrought along some of my own fave
discs (mono and stereo) to the demo,
to hear the effect on conventional
material.
AVS's complete system included
Claravox loudspeakers (designed for
absolute phase coherency), Volta
electronics, Shinpy cables and the
'correlator'; but the set-up seemed as

important as the actual choice of
equipment: all four speakers were
identical and fired directly at the hot
seat, creating an 'X' with the listener
seated at the centre. Amusingly, the
listening tests included sitting way off
axis, between the front and rear righthand speakers, off to the back, etc,
which in every case revealed athreedimensional soundstage as discernible
as that experienced when sitting deadcentre. But that's jumping ahead.

PERSPECTIVE CORRELATOR
What Finsterle has 'discovered' is how
to manipulate or juggle specific
frequencies so as to create, from four
speakers, much better stereo at the
front. Bear in mind that, as with
Acoustic Research's proprietary
surround system and the Hailer array,
the main left and right speakers are
untouched by the ' perspective
correlator'. They see nothing but the
unadulterated stereo signal. Switch in
the rear speakers and you get richer
bass, increased stage depth and a
wider soundstage which all but creeps
around to the sides for 180° listening.
Given this description, you will not
be surprised to learn that the system
simply adores live recordings with
'plenty of audience'. But what
strikes you as odd is that
no matter how closely
you listen, little if
anything appears to
come from the rear
channels. Then you
ask the Good Doctor to switch
off the front (
le, main) speakers, and
suddenly you hear the theme from
The Twilight Zone.
What's left after the main speakers
are switched off are full bandwidth
signals from the rear (remember:
nothing issued from them when the
main speakers were on) and a —
please, God, forgive me? — asolid,
coherent centre/front image. Iswear:
hovering in front, even though the
main speakers are off, is an actual
centre image. Needless to say, this left
me confused, though Il Dottore
reassured me that that was precisely
what Iwas supposed to hear, and that
I wasn't suffering a mescalin
flashback. And, yes, this system
worked atreat with Dolby Pro Logic
material, doing a terrific job with
GoldenEye, right down to the flyover
sequence. Perfect front/centre fill-in,
chilling surround effects — it was as
good as non-discrete surround gets.
At the time of writing, Finsterle is
planning to demonstrate the AVS
system — and
a sub-£ 1000
Perspective Correlator to add to an
existing system — at The HiFi
Show. Ipray that he does, if for no
other reason than to have some
HFNIRR readers reassure me that I'm
not nuts.
Ken Kessler
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The confident D/Y joiner
can make up a speaker cabinet in his

«.>

free time to out-perform the

a
re

manufacturer's designs, at agiven

•

price-point

by

DAVID BERRIMAN

I

twas in 1992 that HFNIRR
published the DBS6 loudspeaker kit design ( and many
more years since the original DBS4
and DBS5 appeared in the now
defunct Practical Hi Fi and Hi Fi
Today). The DBS7 is my first floorstanding, self-build design.
The philosophy behind all of
these has always been to achieve
top-quality sound at reasonable
prices, and to contruct without
needing specialist tools, eg, routers.
Another objective was that it
must not only sound well but look
the part. Commercial loudspeakers
are constrained by price limits on
components, while cabinets have to
be made in the most cost-effective
way ( often with undamped and
unbraced panels), and this is not
necessarily always the best for
sound quality.
In one's own time, far better
cabinets may be constructed.
Cabinet quality — or should Isay
lack of it — plays a surprisingly
large role in spoiling music
reproduction, especially with large
speakers, so alittle extra effort and
time spent on just this one item is
well rewarded.
Likewise, passive components
(especially
capacitors
and
inductors) and internal cabling have
a large effect — not to mention
drive units, which are the most
crucial of all. In commercial
loudspeakers, parts are often pared
down in quality to meet price points
but this is simply not necessary with
54

Cabinet quality
plays a
surprisingly
large role in
spoiling music
reproduction,
especially with
large
speakers, so
a little extra
effort and time
spent on just
this one item
is well
rewarded

a kit, which can be designed and
then priced.
The initial brief here was simple:
a slim, two-way floor- standing
loudspeaker to follow current
trends, with good sensitivity,
natural,
informative
music
reproduction, and extended, welldefined and natural bass — not
`warm', ` punchy' or ' lumpy'. The
aim was to make it not too
expensive to buy, and require few
electrical or cabinet-making skills to
build. Above all else, it had to be
good at making music. (Iknow it's
acliché, bit this is what it's all about
in the end, otherwise why bother?)

DRIVE UNITS

SUPPLIER
The D1357 kit
is available
exclusively from:
DBS Audio, PO
Box 91, Bury St
Edmunds,
Suffolk IP30
ONF.
Tel: 01284
828926
Fax: 01284
828026)
DBSaudioCM,A0
L.COM.UK

Ihave long liked the sound quality
of paper-pulp woofer diaphragms,
which tend to sound naturally
detailed yet can exhibit a colourful
warmth (which may, however, be by
no means unappealing). Plastic
cones can combat this warmth,
sometimes at the expense of lacking
detail, and often adding their own
distinctive higher- and midfrequency colorations.
The Aerogel drive units from
Audax looked as though they might
offer asolution. These utilise aform
of fibre-loaded acrylic gel sprayed
on to a convex mould to form the
cones. They are claimed to be stiffer
and lighter than paper or plastic, yet

better damped internally than
plastic. Te suit the proposed slim
floor-stander, the nominally 170mm
(6Vzin.) HM170Z0 seemed to fit
the bill. With its high-quality cast
Mazak chassis and rubber phase
plug (no nasty dust cap!), it has a
smooth response apart from a little
ripple at just under 3kHz, and
minimal energy storage.
On initial audition, mounted in
an old cabinet for test purposes, it
seemed to be just what I was
looking for, offering the detail and
openness of paper with neither
unnatural warmth nor obvious
mid/high frequency colour, and
with
excellent
dynamic
performance.
After trying some other tweeters,
Ireverted to a More/ 28rnm highpower hand- doped cloth dome
driver: the MDT 32S. Now with
extra internal damping, this is an
improved version of the MDT 30 as
used in the DBS6, but with alarger
flange. ( It is now used in the
DBS4/III upgrade.) This also has a
user-changeable dome and butterfly
assembly for ease of replacement
(though
these
tweeters
are
extremely tough and rarely break if
the crossover is designed correctly).
The Audax woofer has a slightly
rising response: partly inherent and
partly due to narrowing sound
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dispersion around the cabinet as
frequency rises. These effects are
both corrected in the crossover to
create a more or less flat response
up to its natural high-frequency,
roll- off [ Fig
1],
which
is
incorporated with the electrical rolloff to form an overall filter not too
far from 12dB/octave at around
3.2kHz.

CROSSOVER DESIGN
Though initially designed using Clio
measurements imported into the
Netcalc crossover CAD package,
much tweaking, measuring and lots
of listening were carried out to
achieve the best sound quality
(including
many
further
adjustments in the final cabinets).
While the Aerogel woofer sounds
very clean, it can seem rather
unappealing — cold and harsh — if
fed
with
the
wrong
value
components. Many fairly complex
networks sounded hard and sterile,
while acoil on its own sounded not
quite natural enough.
Finding the best crossover took a
long time. The final design is well
optimised, and, fortunately, the best
sound also measures well
though
many
of the
best
measurements sounded quite awful!
The crossover may look simple, but
this belies the effort put into it,
believe me!
Similarly, sharper filters were
tried for the tweeter but, in the end,
the old faithful 12dB/octave
network sounded the best. The
tweeter and woofer are connected
with the same polarity, so that bass
and treble are at least in phase, yet
merge correctly in the crossover
region. The final phase response is
actually not bad [Fig 2].
The crossover construction is
simplicity itself, being pre-wired and
pre- mounted directly on to 6mm
MDF, which is then simply screwed
into an acoustically isolated recess

know, in all the kits built). Even so,
thinner wire should avoid the
possibility of damage to both drive
units and finger-tips.
Idecided on two different gauges:
thick to minimise DC resistance on
the woofer; and thin, with a gentle

twist, to minimise inductance on
the tweeter network (which does
not need alow series DC resistance
for
damping
and
control).
Paradoxically, though the woofer
in the rear of the speaker base.
wire is as thick as CS12, it seems
Either ICW or Ansar polypropylene
easier to solder, and the PTFE
capacitors are used, because both
coating is quite unfazed by heat.
makes provide aclean, open soundBeing very stiff, it is easier to hold
quality.
or bend in place for soldering.
For the woofer. Ihave broken
Although a kit, and probably
with habit and gone for a good
thereby exempt from CE rules, Ifelt
ferrite- core inductor for low DC
the DBS7 must show a lead and
resistance, since this (contrary to
comply with current regulations.
my prejudices)
undoubtedly
That's why I've chosen touch-proof
provided the best sound quality
Cliff connectors for inputs. (If BFA
here. For the tweeter an air-core
loudspeaker connectors — captive
coil was the obvious choice.
male and free female 4mm — had
For internal wiring Ihave found
been available Iwould have used
some excellent silver-plated copper,
them, but they were not.)
PTFE-covered cables. The CS12
As abonus, the Cliff touchproofs
cables used in the DBS6 were very
accept bare wires or spades. Also it
difficult to solder, and on tweeter
seems, they (unofficially) will accept
tags Iworried about consequent
4mm plugs — but this can't be
damage to the tweeter unit (though
this did not happen once, so far as I recommended because these plugs
III- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The tall
cabinets look
appealing but
do have one
disadvantage:
they behave
like closed
pipes, so
if left
untreated
there is a
strong
resonance
shown by a
blip in the
impedance
curve

are not touch-proof and may not
meet CE requirements with
powerful amplifiers.
If bared cables or spades are
correctly in these
installed
connectors no-one could possibly
get an electric shock from touching
them, as all metal parts are
concealed under plastic, thus
meeting all current EC low-voltage
regulations.

BI WIRING
The crossovers are supplied
connected for normal loudspeaker
wiring, using the bottom pair only,
but can be simply converted to biwiring or bi-amping by removing
the crossover panel, unsoldering the
two thin wires (red and black) from
pins close to the top red and black
input terminals, anchoring them to
two small isolated pins nearby and
replacing the panel. Reversing the
procedure is just as simple.
The DBS7 must not be bi-wired
or bi-amped without isolating the
woofer and tweeter inputs. In the
DBS7, the woofer is placed at the
top of the cabinet, because early offaxis
tests
showed
greater
measurement consistency towards
55

the woofer than the tweeter, and
this was also true in the final design.
It's no good having a great on-axis
response if it goes haywire the
moment you get up or sit on a
higher chair!
As a happy coincidence, this
arrangement allowed me to frame
the drive unit to the top and sides
with 6 x 25mm ramin wood strips,
which form part of the woofer
rebate (see later) and contrast nicely
with the crinkle-black paint finish of
the cast woofer-chassis. My aim was
to achieve a neat and stylish
`Scandinavian' look, with the
laquared ramin smartly framing the
front panel and setting off the other
cabinet panels, which may be
veneered or painted to taste.

CABINETS
The original test cabinet was quite
flexible and resonant: Iknew the
sound would improve with stiffer,

MDF is
thought to
be a health
hazard.
According
to some
authorities,
breathing in
the fine dust
may lead to
the formation
of cancers,
so we advise
you to get
most of the
parts cut
professionally

better-damped panels. The DBS7
was designed from the start with
internal bracing and constrainedlayer damping, a technique which
worked well in the DBS6.
This involves glueing layers of
low-cost hardboard to the inside
panels with lossy Evode Impact 2
glue. Unwanted vibration is turned
to heat in these layers, draining
away coloration, without adding too
much mass. The drive units are
then able to work as designed
without unwanted additions. The
benefits are lack of clutter and
muddle in music reproduction,
clearer gaps between notes and a
wider dynamic range.
Either two or three layers of 3mm
hardboard are fixed ( as shown in
the diagrams) with Evo Stick
Impact 2 water- based contact
adhesive, and allowed to dry well
for a day or two before final
assembly.

The tall cabinets look appealing
but do have one disadvantage: they
behave like closed pipes, so if left
untreated there is a strong
resonance shown by a large blip in
the impedance curve. This was
dealt with by stuffing acoustic
wadding into the wedge-shaped
base and topping off with acoustic
foam just below the reflex ports.
Another small foam piece,
wedged side-to- side between the
two central front- to-back braces,
holds a further piece of wadding,
while still allowing air to flow down
the front of the cabinet between
woofer and reflex port. Only asmall
wiggle now remains which is so
well- damped as to be quite
undetectable on listening.
In addition to this treatment, the
top part of the cabinet — akind of
mini-enclosure in itself — is lined
with 25mm acoustic foam to deal
with reflections from the rear of the

•

me
•

With rear panel off, and foam flap' removed
from driver area. Note acoustic wadding in the
lower section; in this picture, the .central foam
pad conceals afurther acoustic wadding fill
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very inert cabinet.
When Iused the first test cabinet,
a warm coloration was quite
noticeable, but on re-assembly into
the new one the sound changed
quite dramatically. Without the
warmth introduced previously, the
Aerogel woofer sounded cold, and
required further extensive crossover
adjustments for optimum sound
quality. Once adjustments were
made, the result was remarkably unbox-like and uncannily lacking in
time-smearing — though now the
mid and top were so good the bass
needed tidying up.
The only way to bring this up to
the same standards was to go for
laminar flow ports, as in the old
DBS4. Though the result may not
sound ' impressive' on first listening,
to my ear it's music rather than hifi. The straws are areal pain in the
butt, and Ivowed I'd never use
them again, but they create further
layers of musical definition and
clarity compared to the open ports,
by cleaning up the whole low- and
upper-bass areas.
This is my first choice personally,
though constructors may wish to
remove the straws to get more bass
(by tuning the port slightly higher in
frequency and increasing the port's
output). The straws reduce
'chuffing'
around
the
port
resonance — though Ihad chosen a
very large port diameter to reduce
this to a minimum, and to provide
as ' free-sounding' bass as possible
by reducing changes in port
behaviour with volume level.
Attempts at measuring reductions
in internal air or port resonances
with the straws were inconclusive.
When all was adjusted and
optimised in the new cabinet, the
extra power, clarity and definition
compared to my first attempt
(which Ihad originally thought were
quite good) were quite stunning.
After a bit more adjustment as a
stereo pair Ifinalsied the design to
present as this new self- build
project.
The Aerogel woofer, Morel
tweeter, optimised crossover and
inert cabinet combine to give avery
open sound with rhythmic bass. As
some bard once said: ' thou can'st
tap thy feet' (broadly translated). I
must say here that the DBS7 does
not churn out large quantities of
bass, though the low 35Hz port
resonance (with straws) provides a
good, solid feel to the low notes.
Some may yearn for a little more
bass, but in my view the overall
design is close to optimum for the
Aerogel unit.
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CONSTRUCTION OVERVIEW
The DBS7 cabinet is basically
simple: an 18mm MDF carcass,
cross-braced side to side and front
to back by MDF, and with an
angled, sealed base brace to house
the crossover below, with extra
damping above. The idea of the
brace was to isolate the crossover
acoustically and allow its easy
removal.
The front panel is set back from
the side, bottom and top frontedges by 2mm, so that with the
6mm ramin front frame this creates
an 8mm rebate for the woofer
chassis. The 6mm MDF front
panel, dropped inside the frame,
will then be marginally sub-flush
when painted (less so if veneered)
and will damp the front panel
mechanically, with its Impact 2
adhesive.
Likewise,
the
two
3mm
hardboard front panels (see later)
will, when covered with leathercloth, be just sub-flush to conceal
the white edges of the leathercloth,

which is simply trimmed to fit flat
rather than folded around the
corners as in the DBS6: atricky job
to do well. Only at the bottom edge
is the leather-cloth wrapped under,
to disappear in the gap between the
top and bottom panels.
All dimensions have been chosen
carefully to achieve good cosmetics
and fit with minimum grief; but do
take care when you cut the panels in
case any gremlins have crept into

Rear panel screwed
in

position,

showing

the drinking-straws
in the resistive

port

the printing process!
First awarning: MDF is thought
to be ahealth hazard. According to
some authorities, breathing in the
fine dust ( and even vapours given
off by uncoated solid MDF) may
lead to the formation of cancers, so
we advise you to get most of the
parts cut professionally — where
they can extract the dust away from
the cutter.
Iwas able to find an excellent
local company which cut all the
MDF accurately to size. Believe me,
it's worth it just for the hard work
saved. For any parts which you cut
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0M-6 The New Shape of Sound
The Sound of the 21st Century

Sound so

natural,

you'll wonder

is it real... or is it a

Mir

AUDIO
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23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753) 542761
FAX: (01753) 772532
See and hear for yourself at the
London HiFi Show, Brabazon Suite,
Excelsior Hotel.

For your Nearest Stockist Contact

Audio ilkision

it/4
A system of superior transparency...
(1-1:FI Neu ant
i Record Revi
ew May '97)

Everything you hear through your AVI system is true. The original
recording is relayed to you in all its glory: crisply, cleanly and as it
sounded when first performed. And everything the experts say about us
is equally true. From Peter Comeau's praise in HiFi News and Record
Review to Gramophone's accolades in giving
AVI two of their prestigious hi-fi awards.
AVI systems - including the remarkable new
floor standing Positron speakers start from around £4000. To hear
true reality, Call 01453 752 656.
11. /
e
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A V INTERNATIONAL

AV International Ltd, Unit F3C3, Bath Road Trading Est, Stroud, Gloucester GL5 3QE

DIY SPEAKER
12mm x12mm
rum battens
18mm front baffle
is set back 2mm

12

25mm x6mm
ramin frame

Bottom terminals
use for normal

Pink

Re

speaker cable
wiring (or woofer
only in

2xlayers 3mm
hardboard stony
side out form
tweeter rebate

25mm x6mm
ramin frame
Drive-units: the 170mm Audax nerogel

SECTION Y-Y

damped.

CABINET ASSEMBLY
This is one way of doing it, but you
may have your own ideas: first, fix
the battens to the top, bottom and
sides with Resin W glue and panel

Crossover components mounted on the lower
paneL Note thick and thin wiring to drivers

HI-F1

NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Bloc
Red norm

Top terminals
use only for
bi-wire tweeter
connection

bass/mid and 28mm Morel tweezer

or drill yourself, you are advised to
do so in a well-ventilated area,
preferably out of doors or in a
workshop ( not on the kitchen
table). Wear adust mask, as advised
by the maker, and change the filters
as recommended by them.
Another precaution is to seal any
MDF not covered with veneer,
paint or hardboard before final
assembly with polyurethane varnish,
button polish, etc to prevent any
vapours seeping out over the long
term. As with the DBS6, the front
panel (top part only in the DBS7) is
covered with black leathercloth to
hide any irregular edges.
To avoid the use of routers and to
make avery dead front-panel, two
layers of 3trun hardboard are glued,
shiny side out, on to the MDF front
panel. The layer next to the MDF
has the smaller tweeter hole, while
the second has a 112mm dia hole to
clear the tweeter flange and allow
for the leather- cloth thickness
around it. The MDT32 flange is
about 3mm thick, so the hardboard
makes an ideal ready-made rebate,
and with two layers glued with
Impact 2 this top panel is very well

bi-wire mode)

Black

BI

*Swop internally for bi-wiring only (or biamping) unsolder from normal position (as
supplied) and re-solder to isolated copper pin
to separate woofer and tweeter inputs.
DO NOT use bi wired or bi amped without
isolating woofer from tweeter

F
ery
ee,toree

•

40

20
F*- 9DIA

0.2

DIA
Holes to grip
screw thread

pins (screws, if you prefer). Set the
battens 20mm back at the front and
19mm at the rear. Leave upper rear
side battens until the braces have
been fitted.
Use the top, bottom and sides to
make a 'frame' by assembling from
one side up, with Resin W glue in
the joints. Leave to set with the
front or back panel loosely in place
(unglued) to ensure squareness.
When set, the blank front panel can
be glued in (placing the cabinet on
its open back), and the driver holes
cut through later, with a power
coping-saw. The angled brace can
be fitted snugly using 15 x 15mm
45° ' tee-angle' battens (which avoid
having to cut the brace with 45°
angles).
This is the point at which the
lower front and top panels may be
cut and checked for size, within the
not-yet-fitted ramin frame — don't
forget the thickness of leather-cloth
between top and bottom panels.
Check also that the tweeter will
push into its rebate, that the rear
hole clears the magnet, ' cup' and
terminal tags, and the woofer
chassis will fit leaving 0.5mm to
lmm or so clearance for luck. It's
much easier to correct this before
the hardboard is glued in!
The two little triangular ' ears' of
6mm MDF may be cut now, too.

If you remove
a woofer from
its box for
this purpose,
replace it
immediately
after use:
the lack of a
dust cap
makes the
magnetic gap
vulnerable
to wood dust
or metal filings

SECTION XX

When checked for fit (they may be
slightly undersize and imprecise: the
leathercloth will cover the edges),
these ears may be glued in place
with Resin W, together with the two
hardboard front-panels (Impact 2),
using pieces of spare 25mm ramin
as a temporary guide frame. Keep
the Resin W off any ramin you want
to use later, as it will stain, even if
wiped off immediately. (Adopt the
same caution with veneers.)
If you decide on grilles — you
may prefer a grille-less look — the
grille-fixing socket holes should be
very carefully marked and drilled
with a slow-speed drill, before the
ramin frame or leather- cloth are
fitted, in case of disasters. There's
only just enough space for the top
two holes, which can break out at
the edges (you have been warned!).
After fitting the rubber sockets,
place the pegs temporarily in situ. In
turn, place four panel- ( or
hardboard-fixing) pins inside the
pegs, sharp side out. Centralise the
pins inside the pegs by first
wrapping in tape. The peg positions
in the grille frame may now be
marked accurately by aligning the
frame over the cabinet (on its back)
and pressing downwards. The pegfixing holes may then be drilled in
exactly the right positions.
You may prefer to install the
59
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Opal designs Ltd
hi-fi & home theatre consultants

lar-KTI>r
ViflSOfl®

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

It's no wonder w ly many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.
Technically...it's perfect...

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

COME ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE STUNNING NEW AUDIO RESEARCH
LS9 AND D130 COMBINATION WITH THE AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

B&W CDM1
(as shown here)
NOW JOINED BY
FLOOR STANDING
BIG BROTHER
CDM7
NOW ON DEMO.

digital

THE NEW
REFERENCE
BY KEF
ON DEMO

1

No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

few.'

£9,295.00
£15,950.00

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s pre-amplifier. £6,495.00
No.331 dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00
No.332
No.333

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00
dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

SONUS FABER GRAN PIANO

THIS OUTSTANDING

THIS ELEGANT NEW

NEW CD PLAYER

FLOOR- STANDING

FROM KRELL

SPEAKER FROM

MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE

authorised dealers for.

SONUS FABER,

Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

PARTNER FOR THE

SOUNDS JUST AS

INTEGRATED AMP

GOOD AS IT LOOKS

Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt

•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber

•MAIL ORDER FACILITY

Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite

•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones

Agencies include:

Mail order & overseas orders welcome

APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, F3&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, RS. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awide range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

for further information contact.

Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
Er711M-1

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00
No.33
Reference Monaural amplifiers.
POA

VISA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

DIY SPEAKER
MATERIALS REQUIRED
(in addition to kit)
One sheet 1200 x2400mm MDF ( see
cutting plan, right)
Ramin hardwood 12 x 12mm, approx 10m
T-angle ramin,15 x15mm,lm
Hardboard, 3mm, sufficient for hardboard
pads as follows:
pad size
qty
description:
A. 160 x270mm
12
top, sides
B. 70 x450mm
24
sides, front,
bottom, back
6
top rear
C. 140 x270
12
mid rear and
D, E. 140 x120
bottom rear
6
top
F. 160 x140mm
Miscellaneous items:
Evade Impact 2adhesive ( 210m1 cans);
Resin W adhesive; 30mm and 40mm No 6
c/s head screws; panel pins; glue sticks for
hot- melt gun; paint or veneers to taste.
Cost of materials, approx £35 plus
veneers. All parts above ( except veneers)
are available from BUD stores.
nternal bracing and damping
•
before fixing anything to the
outside, to avoid damage to ramin
edges, veneers or paintwork. The
very top, side and rear areas cannot
be braced, and so are treated with
three layers of Impact 2- glued
hardboard, rough sides inwards,
which makes them very inert
indeed.
This glue should be applied fairly
liberally and the layers brought
together immediately to set. It may
be best to glue the three layers
together first, and leave under
pressure between layers of MDF, so
that they set flat ready for glueing-in
as one composite piece.
Hardboard is also glued to the
sides: a triple thickness strip to the
front, and another to the rear, with
the side-to-side braces in between.
The same hardboard thickness is
also stuck between the braces, down
the inside back panel, allowing
plenty of clearance for the braces.
It's best to cut the side hardboard
pads exactly square and to size.
With the cabinets on their fronts,
the front side pads should be glued
in first, all the braces next (using
the hardboard for support); and

Allow for thickness of saw. mark as

Cell.- Trim Iwo edges tOmm before map, cutting
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Waste matenal

when these have set, the rearmost
side damping pads can go in.
The 18mm rear panels are best
fitted last, and held by screws to
allow entry later. (The cabinets are
so narrow that, if the back were to
be glued in, there would be no way
to reach the insides to put in that
last bit of foam you forgot!)
Seal between the rear panel and
the 12mm ( 1
/ in) square ramin
2
battens with the sealing strip
provided before final fixing.
The cabinets may be veneered or
painted to choice, and I refer
builders to books on veneering to
cover that subject. I chose ash
veneers, which provide a subtle
contrast to the ramin, all coated in
Dulux satin polyurethane. Ialso
tried painting the MDF in ' Corner
Cupboard Blue', an original Shaker
colour from New England, which
gives a tasteful contrast to the
frame.
If you wish to build the spiked
bases shown, these may be
undercoated and painted to taste.
Small rubber self-adhesive feet may
be fitted as an alternative to
upwards-facing 30mm No.6 screw
points, if you don't wish to damage

The DBS7 kit comprises two Audax Aerogel HM] 70Z0 woofers, two Morel MDT32S
tweeters, two pre- assembled hard-wired crossovers in black painted finish (which
double up as terminal panels). Crossovers feature audiophile- grade polypropylene
capacitors, silver-plated copper PTFE insulated cable and touch- proof input terminals
(bi-wirable by changing two solder connections). Also included are two flanged
plastic woofer ports, drinking straws, grille cloth, grille- fixing cups and pegs, solder,
screws for woofer and tweeter, acoustic foam, wadding and self-adhesive sealing
strip.Price of the kit is £ 269 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK. UK buyers should send
cheque with order and allow 28 days for delivery ( Visa/Access also accepted).
Overseas customers please ask DBS Audio for aquote by letter or E-mail. DBS Audio,
PO Box 91, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP30 ONF. Tel: 01284 828926/811891. Fax
01284 828026/811791. E- Mail: DBSaudio@AOL.COM.UK.
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Material 18mm NSF

All amensmns

mn,

the veneers underneath. ( The
downwards-pointing 40mm No.6
screws are adjustable within the
head clearance-size hole to prevent
wobble).
Iwould like here to express my
thanks and appreciation to HFN/RR
reader and DBS speaker- builder
Steve Turner, who built the
beautiful cabinets and stands to my
exact specifications for the final pair
shown in the photos — Ithink you
will agree he has done asuperb job.

FINAL ASSEMBLY AND TEST

Rear view with foam
in place over main
drive unit magnet

After the cabinets have been built,
final assembly will be easy, provided
you have checked parts for fit as you
go. If you remove awoofer from its
box for this purpose, replace it
immediately after use: the lack of a
dust cap makes the magnetic gap
vulnerable to wood dust or metal
filings. The cone is also slightly
sticky, which will attract any nearby
dust as surely as bread lands butterside down!
Likewise, treat the tweeter with
care, if for different reasons. Keep it
clear of dust and prodding fingers,
also steel screws and tools, which can
accelerate straight towards the dome
with alarming speed and precision!
Drill four appropriate- sized holes in
the angled base brace to take the four
wires. Feed the wires from the preassembled crossover through the
brace. Allow enough slack so that the
crossover can be swung out and laid
down flat for bi-wire conversion (as in
the photo), making sure there's also
sufficient to emerge through the driver
holes to allow for soldering here.
Feed both sets of wires up the
front of the cabinet, woofer wires to
one side and tweeter wires to the
61

Oxford Audio Consultants
r

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price,

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER !! - now joined by the 300CD/250P
PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money • just ask for adem
AUDIO RESEARCH CA50 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER - A VERY INTERESTING
ALTERNATIVE TO THE CLASSIC LS7/VT60
PROAC RESPONSE THREE FIVES - ABIG SOUND THAT IS SURPRISINGLY
ROOM-FRIENDLY
THETA CHROMA DAC - SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY
KRELL FBP600 • we now have this awesome powerhouse on permanent demonstration
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI/DONIZETTI/BELLINI AMPLIFIERS - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound
WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from this top class company !!
TEAC 500 MINI SYSTEM - for once amini system that competes with separates
NEW MINI DISC RECORDERS - at last digital recording has come of age
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO - AT LAST AFLOOR STANDER FROM ONE
OF OUR FAVOURITE COMPANIES
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - STILL VERY GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - STILL ACLASS LEADER
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS - MUST BE HEARD!!
INTEREST

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN

FREE CREDIT
LtCENSE0 CREDIT
BROKERS

design at its best with sound to match the looks

MUSICAL FIDELITY XSERIES • acomplete series of products including phono stage, headphone amplifier. preamp. DAC, Power Supply etc - all available on sale or return - ring now!

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
ATCSCM50A ACTIVE SPEAKERS

SH

MICROMEGA T DAC/ T DRIVE MK2

SH

£ 1995
£995

TDL REFERENCE SPEAKERS

SH

£ 1795

REGA ELA SPEAKERS

SH

£450

NAIM CD 2

SH

£ 1395

NAIM 82 PREAMP

SH

£ 1395

SPENDOR SP7 SPEAKERS CHERRY

XD

£ 1495

SD ACOUSTICS SD3 SPEAKERS

SH

£ 175

2 X NAIM HICAPS

£450 EA

STAX LAMBDA NOVA SIGNATURE SYSTEM

SH

MICROMEGA STAGE ONE

SH

£350

LFD MC 1 PHONO STAGE

SH

£495

B & W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM EX DEM
RCF PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN EX DEM

£950

£2750
XD

AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE

£ 3995
£3995

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION FULL VERSION
CYRUS 2AMPLIFIER

SH

£895
£ 195

CYRUS 1AMPLIFIER

SH

£ 125

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1

XD

£ 1995

KRELL KPS30 CD PLAYER

XD

£3750

B & W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands

XD

£2750

TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER

XD

£995

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2

XD

£2295

MICROMEGA TEMPO 1AMPLIFIER EX DEM

XD

£ 399

TAX-PREE EXPORT .SERVICE
MAIL-OFIOER AVAILABLE 01‘1 MANY ITEMS.

Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Alchemy, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram,
Audio Research, Aura, B&W, Bose, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon, Exposure,
GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Marantz,
Martin Logan, Michell, Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Onkyo, Orelle,
Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, RCF,
Rogers, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonos Faber, Spendor, Stax,

...there's aspecialist retailer of Hi Fi and Home Cinema equipment who
gives independent advice, excellent deals and alevel of after sales
service that keeps customers returning year after year.
Since 1981 we have selected products which offer high quality
performance and value for money whatever your budget. We back this up
with excellent demonstration facilities and staff that have the knowledge
that only comes with being a genuine enthusiast.
We are not just another dealer, why not test our claims for yourself
soon ...at atown near you!
• Systems ard separates
*
• Home cinema surround sound*
• Multi room systems
•
• Friendly expert advice
•
• Part exchange welcome
•

Comfortable demonstration rooms
Home delivery and installation
In- shop repair service
Irr.erest free credit on selected products
Free 3year warranty on HiFi separates

• We will match any deal offered by another authorised dealer

audio eXcellence
WHERE

THE

MUSIC

MATTERS

BRISTOL 65 Park Street, BS1 5PB. Tel: 0117 926 4975
CARDIFF 134/136 Crwys Road, CF2 4NR. Tel: 01222 228565
CHESTER 88/90 Bougnton, CH3 5AQ. Tel: 01244 345576
EXETER 156 Sidwell Street, EX4 6RT. Tel: 01392 491194
GLOUCESTER 58 Bristor Road, GL1 550. Tel: 01452 300046
PRESTON 131 Friargate, PR1 2EE. Tel: 01772 253057
SWANSEA 9High Street, SA1 1LE. Tel: 01792 474608
Open Tuesday - Saturday 9.00am - 5.30pm. Closed Monday
• Visit our vvebsite at http://www.audio-exceilence.co.uk/
updated weekly for more details and our latest offers or
email us on Compuserve 100631,167.
BRITISH AUDIO DEALER, ASSOCIATION

ac,
author

DEALER

HOME

CENTRE

CPY
INTEREST
ON SELECTED
PRODUCTS

Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables,
Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

OXfOra

ALial0

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
e mail: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ARCAM
AUDIOLA3
AUDIOQUEST
B&VV
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CHORD
CYRUS
DENON
DUAL
DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LOEWE
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MILLER & KREISEL
MISSION
MYRYAD
NAD
NAIM
PANASONIC
PIONEER
QED
QUAD
REL
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
TANNOY
TEAC
YAMAHA
Not all products are available at every branch - please check before travelling.

DIY SPEAKLIZ
Note: the DBS7
design is
protected by
European
copyright law.
Readers may of
course build the
loudspeakers for
their own
enjoyment, but
any manufacture
of said design is
expressly
forbidden and
would be an
infringement of
copyright.
DBS7 design
C David
Berriman, 1997

other (give only the tweeter wires a
gentle twist first). Install the top
foam, sides first, then wedge the
top/rear strip between them, to
secure. ( First trim the edges
immediately behind the woofer with
a45° angle using asharp knife.)
Place the main wadding in each
base, with a square of 25rnm foam
on top of it and the lowest cross
brace. Finally, wedge the small
piece of wadding under the short
arched strip in the centre rear (see
diagrams and photos).
Sufficient drinking straws should
be pushed into the plastic reflexport tubes until there are no loose
ones. They may be secured with
electrical tape wrapped around the
periphery of the straws and
overlapping the tube. This tape has
enough elasticity to grip them well.
If the tubes are not atight fit in the
back panel, seal around the join
inside the cabinet with hot melt.
Apply sealing strip (provided) to
the ramin all round the rear and
peel off the paper backing. Fit the
rear panel with ( 30mm) 11/4in.
countersunk screws. Turn the
cabinet onto its rear: solder the
wires to the drivers, woofer first
then tweeter. Use at least a60 watt
soldering iron ( solder provided).
Make sure the thin red tweeter wire
goes to the tweeter tag marked with
a red +ve sign, and the thin black
wire to the other one.
Both woofer wires may be the
same colour (pink), so treat the one
with ablack marker as black (-) and

solder this to the non-marked woofer
tag. The plain pink lead is therefore
taken to the +ve woofer tag, marked
with red dye.
Affix a strip of the sealer provided
around the rear of each woofer chassis
flange, peeling the stabilising paper
backing off as you go, but taking care
not to stretch the now unsupported
sealer, or it will curl up as you apply it,
Fig IDBS7 frequency response for 2.83V, 1m
on woofer axis. Woofer response is necufield
or immediately afterwards. The tweeter
in-room (hence some unevenness) autois sealed by the leather- cloth and
merged with the Im response. The woofer and
doesn't need the strip. Mount the
tweeter responses, via respective crossovers,
drivers with the appropriate screws
show the cro sayer point at around 3.2kHz
from the kit, taking care not to shave
any metal from the screw-heads (which
can end up in, or on, the drive units).
When, everything is completed, the
speakers may be checked on music or
test tones, starting off quietly and
building up to normal levels if
everything seems all right. Note: test
CDs must be used with extreme care
to avoid damage, especially at very low
Fig 2. DBS7: acoustic phase response (time
or high frequencies where the amount
offlight corrected)
of power applied can be deceptive.
Then just forget the technology and
enjoy the music. Happy building!
1
1
Specifications

DBS7 speaker

Sensitivity
see for 238V at one metre
Frequency response -6d8 at 45Hz ( see Fig 1)
Drive units
Woofer 170mm Aerogel cone Audax HM 17020:
Tweeter 28mm hand-doped cloth dome
Hexatech coil Morel MDT32S
Crossover
12dB/Octave Electroacoustic at 3.2kHz
Ansar/ICW polyprop caps; silver-plated PFTE
insulated copper internal wiring;
high- power ferrite and air-core coils
Power handling suitable for amplifiers up to approx.
100W/channel
Impedance
nominal 8 ohms/ 6ohms
Dimensions (
whd)
217x972x236mm
(excluding stands)

Fig 3DBS7 modulus of impedance,
showing 35Hz port tuning. Minor bhp at
180Hz is the damped column resonance,
the other at around 650Hz is due to the
woofer surround. The minimum is just over
4ohms at around 4.5kHz, which will
present no problems for any good amplifier

ALVIN GOLD LISTENS TO THE DBS7...

LIwas abit worried about writing about the DBS7

et's get the awkward bits out of the way. I
confess

because Dave Berriman is not only avery longstanding colleague, I
also count him as apersonal
friend, even though we only meet about once in every
blue moon. If Ihadn't liked the DBS7, I
would have
had to give athumbs down (or pretend that it had
never happened); but I
admit Ihad ashrewd idea
that this would not be necessary. DB's form is good,
as many readers will know. And for those that don't,
he has designed many of the better speakers that
appear with other people's names on the bonnet.
What do I
think of them? Iread nothing of the
information that DB has produced about the DBS7: I
had asked for acopy, but left it mouldering in adark
recess of my hard-disk and listened first. I
wired up a
Copland amplifier and aSony CDP-X3000ES CD
player, and played with the switchable digital filters,
each of which has its own subtly different way of
generating stereo imagery, harmonic overtone
structures and more. Ihad already auditioned this
player with other speakers, but none had shown so
quickly or clearly what the different filters were doing.
Then it was the turn of acouple of Roksan CD
players with different jitter figures, and again it was
night and day. Next I
wheeled out an impressivelooking £2000-plus speaker I'm currently testing, a
real flagship product and atechnological tour de
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force from, well never mind where. It sounded
wonderful, but the DB was better. Much better. My
15-year-old son thought so too.
Why? The DBS7 has two qualities in particular that
help it stand out from the crowd. The first is its
midband. It is extremely refined and detailed, but
above all it has asweetness and purity that reminded
me of aclassic BBC monitor, with much of the extra
resolving ability of agood electrostatic. Second, it
produced acoherent and complex layering of the
stereo soundstage in the depth plane. The treble is
also unusually refined, and the bass was integrated,
with avery finely judged combination of warmth and
power. But above all it is that midband that I
would
kill for.
The next game Iplayed was guess the price, not of
the kit itself (though I
didn't know that either), but of
an equivalent ready-built speaker. In the end I
came
up with £800—£900, but in truth I
can't think of a
speaker Ilike as much at that price either. If I
wasn't
broke too, and if Ihad abit of spare time on my
hands I
would seriously think of buying apair and
building my own cabinets, or at least I
would if it
wasn't that I
would probably want to try my hand at
screwing up with adesign of my own. Now that
really would be alaugh.
Now, if you'll excuse me, I'm going to see what
Dave has to say about the DBS7...
Alvin Gold
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DARE

TO

BE

DIFFERENT

Prism Acoustics Ltd has pioneered the use of Reflective Wave
Technology ( RWT) in the design of all our loudspeakers which is the
result of many years research and development into the interaction
between loudspeakers and cabinet walls to help eliminate standing
waves. Prism loudspeakers are all designed with front baffles sloping
which facilitate correct listening angle and time alignment.

Prices start at £222.00
For further Information on our range of RWT Loudspeakers call for an Information Pack:

PRISM ACOUSTICS LIMITED, Prism House, Duncan Street, Banff, Aberdeenshire. AB45 1EL).
Telephone: 01261 818444
http://www.prism-acoustics.com

Facsimile: 01261 818555

ACOUSTICS LTD

E-mail: enquiries(à)prism-acoustics.com

A

Digital

RRP

Monrio Privilage CD

Ex-dem

DPA TI transport/Kinshaw DAC

2nd Hand

Parasound DAC 1600HD

Ex-dem

Amplifiers

RRP

Tril ogy 948 stereo amplifier-50wpc mercury finish
2nd hand (£ 1695)

£1020

dio Note Quest monoblocks 3005E

l

2nd hand/mint ( E2750) £ 1650

li mma Aeons 211 SE monoblocks Ex-dem

Analogue

(£5000) £ 3500

'asound HCA2200 stereo power amp-250wpc

Project 5

2rd hand

Moth Alamo

2nd hand/4 mnths use

Manticore Mantra/RB300 ami &
mahogany finish

2rd hand

Cartridge Mains Grado -

brand new

Momo MC-250 Integrated-80wpc

Ex-dem (£ 1795) £ 1250
Ex-dem (£ 1545) £ 1050

G

Ex-dem

( 0500) £ 1750

50 stereo amplifier 50 wpc Ex-dem

( E2150) £ 1500

aRhythm 211 Integrated

G

special offer
tas 11
Pro-amps

Ex-dem

Epoch V

(£950) £ 650

Ex-dem (£3500) £ 2100
Ex-dem (£ 1850) £ 1150

Graaf WFB Two

Ex-dem

Gamma Era standard

Ex-dem

Art Audio VP- 1old style facia

2nd hand

enceilver

2nd hand/mint (£4500) £ 2750

r 10% reductions during month of August

Parasound PLD 2000-XLR in/outputs tull remote control
Ex-dem (£ 149‘,)
Trilogy 904 phonostage

Ex-dem

({ 37t1

addition, we also have our usual large selection of
uipment to choose from.

Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866 CAMDEN TOWN, NWi

FAX:0171

383 5028

E.mAit.:101650,2424@compuserve.co.

DIVIDED

by

DV.>
As the USA and other regions bask in the wonders
of DVD, Europe still awaits discs and players.
What are we missing? And what can we do about it?

by KEN KESSLER

I

and succinct that only a complete imbecile
could find them impenetrable. And these
menus are atip for the future, if interactivity
is going to be apart of DVD's future; we
already know that DVD-ROM is scheduled
to render CD-ROM extinct.
Connections are instantly recognisable if
you've ever connected a stereo VCR or a
Laserdisc player. You have digital and
analogue audio, and Dolby Digital output
for sounds, while the only video signal
'extra' beyond coaxial and S-video are the
sockets for ' component' video. This latest
three- wire set-up is said to be the
cognoscente's method of choice, but it
requires a monitor or projector ( read:
brand-new and expensive) with the requisite
trio of inputs. My friend's Mitsubishi
monitor had NTSC compatibility like nearly
every monitor now sold in the UK, so setup wasn't a problem via the RCA coaxial
connection. Iwas assured that component
video is the way to go, but what Isaw with
'normal' video didn't leave me wanting.

will prove instantly familiar even to a
t's not all bad news, guys. True, the
technophobe. Why? Because the front panel
DVD saga continues to find us — and
is so uncluttered as to lull you into thinking
by ' us' Imean those living outside the
that it only needs to be driven by a few
USA — being treated as fifth-class citizens,
commands. The fun comes courtesy of the
but audio/videophiles are acanny lot. We'll
remote controller, which lacks only a
figure out away to get around this form of
numeric access pad to make it the dream it
home entertainment apartheid. And yet,
could be. Bizarrely, you have to skip tracks
however much Hollywood's Scrooges
with alinear tap-tap-tapping because of this
conspire to deprive us of an equal footing
omission. And I thought that only
with the ' States, however insistent they are
masochistic British firms made remote
on recreating the schism which made
controllers without numeric keypads...
Laserdisc a non- universal format, DVD
Anyway, the keypad seems as if it has
overall is looking marginally better than
origins in aPlaystation or some other games
many had first feared.
BLACK IS BLACK
console. The roles of the north/south/
A dear friend who wishes to remain
Most vividly, DVD's black is truly black,
east/west cursor and computer- like
anonymous did the unpardonable/
especially in the bands above and below the
command keys soon become apparent when
unthinkable: he returned from the USA
picture when you're watching awidescreen
you access the on-screen menus for facilities
with aRegion 1 (NTSC/USA) DVD player
film on a 4:3 monitor. It's here that you
such as choice of sub- titles, choice of
and astack of discs*. This is precisely what
realise just how grey rather than black are
language for the actual soundtrack (which
Hollywood doesn't want to happen; neither
the bands created by aVHS tape or even a
will make DVD a magnificent practice
do the UK branches of Pioneer, Matsushita
Laserdisc. Next up is the absence of video
device for the languages within your region),
and other DVD vendors, who could be
`noise', those white speckles which you see
choice of widescreen or pan 'n' scan format,
losing player sales to their American
even on atop-grade Laserdisc; they simply
matching to a4:3 or 16:9 monitor and the
siblings. But the Toshiba SD-3006 DVD
other functions we've heard about for a do not appear with DVD.
player weighs afew grams shy of bugger-all,
Other goodies include perfect freeze
couple of years. Some, like the ability to
and out of its carton it will fit into your
frame and faster scanning than Laserdisc.
select different camera angles, have yet to be
hand luggage, along with a Radio Shack
The visual negatives? Well, let's just say that
seen, but they'll come soon enough. That
110V-to-240V mains transformer. ' Street
aside, the entire operational attitude of a you can see what's best described as aslight
price', the actual price you'd pay after
'shimmer' in the backgrounds, which are
DVD player is pure CD.
haggling adiscount, is around $ 550, while
Naturally, there'll be complaints about
said to be the artefacts of the data reduction
its less feature-laden sister, the SD-2006,
the menus being too complex, which they
essential to DVD. This manifests itself in a
can be had for $ 399. These are real prices
weird graininess, but it's no worse than the
aren't. But that's a natural response
quoted in Los Angeles in May 1997,
pixelation you'd see sitting too close to any
resulting from the continued ' clumbing' of
whatever anyone cares to say about
monitor. Iwould imagine that this would
the planet. The menus are so intuitive, clear
'recommended retail'.
Bear those figures in mind when the
FILMS ON DVD: A- K
industry tramples over you this Autumn.
Don't get too excited, because this 'selected' list was culled from American catalogues. But
Americans are paying (at today's rate of
here's what the Americans are getting (or will be) for around £ 12 apiece:
£1=$1.59), amere £350 or £250 for two of
the hottest DVD players available. Need we
Fly Away Home
Bram Stoker's Dracula
2001: A Space Odyssey
actually cite the expected pound-to-theFor A Few Dollars More
Casablanca
A Fish Called Wanda
dollar for Euro (or 'Region 2') models come
From Here To Eternity
A League of Their Own
Cliffhanger
the autumn? But I'll eat my hat if anyone
Get Shorty
A Streetcar Named Desire
Close Encounters of the Third
sells aDVD player in the UK for less than
Ghostbusters
An American Ir Paris
Kind
£399 in 1997.
Glory
Desperado
Anaconda
Hands-on examination revealed a
GoldenEye
Disclosure
Awakenings
machine so much like a CD player that it
In the Line of Fire
Doctor Zhivago
Bad Boys
Invasion of the Body
Dr Strangelove
Batman Returns
*Footnote: despite the views expressed here by KK,
Snatchers
Ben-Hur
Easy Rider
readers should note that HFNIRR does not
Jerry McGuire
Blade Runner
First Knight
advocate personal import of players and discs, far
JFK
Flatliners
Blown Away
legal and other reasons: see 'Comment', p3 - Ed.
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SHUN
MOOK
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FOR THE
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To have all your music (and audio system) tuned
accurately, your important accessories come from
Audiofreaks.
SHUN MOOK AUDIO INC. tuning devices will enhance the
resolution, transparency, and all three dimensions of
soundstage in a most efficient, but simply applied manner.
THE ORIGINAL KABLEJACKETenot only improves the
overall sound and degree of musicality of each and every
component of the system, but will also filter all the RF
interference and reduce the electromagnetic impurities.
Shun Mook Audio Inc. and The Original Kahle Jacket®
-for the love of music.

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT
Tel: 0181.9484153 Fax: 0181.948 4250.
email infeaudiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk

Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX- DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
921D power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
1850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
Landmark Stands ( for Elysias or Ref Silver)
750.00
Elysias(90dB mini-monitor)
3550.00
Reference Silver (90dB mini-monitor)
2995.00
Dichrono Drive (CD transport)
3950.00
corifeo power amp
2995.00
DAC/PRE (combined DAC and pre-amp)
4500.00
Profundos (stereo sub-woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
2250.00
Honeyplates ( isolation platform)
150.00
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

T88 Retro prices reduced by 20% for
all orders received before 30/9/97 NOW
ONLY £63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)

I
pi
I
pi
I
pr
1
1
1
1pr
3

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

AUDIO VISUAL
Regional coding: DVD players made
for one zone will not accept discs from
another. This map is believed to be up
to date, but changes are still possible

soon cease to annoy any but the most
fastidious viewer.
Another odd characteristic involved the
way DVD handles fast-moving subjects and
rapid panning. There's avisual ' dragging',
pretty much the video equivalent of poor
transient response in audio. Those familiar
with ' acid traces', from their days as users of
psychedelic drugs, will recognise the
phenomenon. It's not unpleasant, but it
does bring back weird memories...
At this early stage, what did we have for
our viewing sessions? Plenty! And nearly all
of the discs with the extra footage usually
restricted to extra-cost ' director's cuts'. I
watched scenes from Seven, jumanji, Blade
Runner and others, my friend having
returned with around 20 titles; he believes
that there are at least another 20 already in
the shops. And the mix was better than the
anticipated ' moron buffet' of Jim Carrey
films and little else, with a substantial
number of titles listed for future
consumption including classics dependent
neither on widescreen nor stereo for
consideration for release. Hell, the studios
are even bringing out black & white
treasures like Casablanca.
Prices? Here's something else to
remember when we're getting duffed over by
the software companies: the retail price for
the DVDs Iwas shown was $24.99 apiece.
That's just under £ 16. ' Street price'? $20, or
£12.65. Do you see Region 2 discs selling
for those prices? Neither do I.
Although aseemingly trivial concern, the
packaging also deserves comment — all
favourable — because the film industry Did
The Right Thing: it ignored CD jewel
boxes, probably the nastiest, least-userfriendly, least durable abominations ever
foisted on the music-buying public. Instead,
the DVDs Isaw in Region 1form arrived in
boxes roughly the size of aVHS cassette
box, only half the thickness. It's as if the
lone intelligent individual in the DVD
marketing department said, ' Hey,
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videophiles already have shelving systems
designed to store VHS tapes — why not
make DVDs compatible with them?' At a
stroke, we're blessed with boxes which are
easy to manage, large enough for legible
artwork and legible booklets, and which can
fit into an existing video tape library storage
system. Thank you, Mr Box Maker.

JAPAN TO THE RESCUE
But that's for America. Or, rather, Region
1, which also includes Canada. The UK is
in Region 2, along with Greenland, Iceland,
Western Europe and the Middle East. But
the one thing which might make Region 2
status better than tolerable is that, by some
miracle, we're in the same zone as Japan!
Why the glee? Because, in home
entertainment terms, only one nation takes
precedence over Americans — yes, the
Japanese. Where is the only place on earth
where you can buy the extended version of
Dune with the extra footage? Answer: Japan
It's the same story with audio CDs. The
Japanese get extra tracks denied to the rest of
us. Japan is where good disc quality is the
norm, not the exception. OK, so we'll have
to pay stupid import prices for Japanese
DVDs, but at least they'll work in our
machines; if Laserdisc is anything to go by,
there'll be precious few titles pressed here.
The industry politics surrounding DVD is

enough to drive any sane European based
audio/videophile to drink. As ateetotal, I'm
not about to succumb. What else can
anyone do? Well, short of bunking off to the
USA and buying your own NTSC player
and ahaul of NTSC discs, not alot apart
from sit, wait and whinge as loudly as you
can about the raw deal we're getting.
Zone-sharing with Japan or not, do we
really need another format which requires us
to wait ayear longer than the Americans for
film transfers? Tell the industry that you've
had your fill of their absurd political
machinations. Don't accept fifth-class status.
Isn't it about time we let Hollywood
know we're fed up with Europe subsidising
North America's giveaway prices? Of course
it is. The big question is: what can we all do
about it? Civil disobedience is my gut
instinct — well, as one born and bred in the
USA, Iwould say that, wouldn't I?
On adeeper level, Isuspect that before
very long the European offices of most
major electronics companies will get so
angry at having their hands tied behind their
backs, they'll mount some sort of almighty
challenge to the status quo. It's alongshot
to expect the regional coding nonsense to go
away. All Iknow is that ashakeup is needed
and sooner rather than later. I'll be damned
if Ihave to wait acouple of years for Beavis
& Bun-Head Do America on DVD.

FILMS ON DVD: L- Z
Legends of the Fall
Little Women
Matilda
Men In Black
Michael Collins
Midnight Cowboy
Moonstruck
Philadelphia
Pink Floyd: The Wall
Poltergeist
Raging Bull
Rob Roy

Sense and Sensibility
Seven
Singin' In the rain
Sleepless In Seattle
Some Like It Hot
Species
Speechless
Stand By Me
Taxi Driver •
That's Entertainment
The Birdcage
The Black Stallion

The Cable Guy
The Craft
The Exorcist
The Magnificent Seven
The Mirror Has Two Faces
The Net
The People vs Larry Flynt
The Wizard of Oz
Tin Cup
Unforgiven
Wolf
Woodstock

u.A Y-feavyweight in aworfd offlyweights" ....

ZOUCH AUDIO

Eric Braithwaite, Hi-fi World, Aug. 96

The Midlands Leading 9
fi- Fi Specialist
If you saw Orchid at the Manchester HiFi show, you already
know there is a serious new force in high end here in
England. We feel that this amplifier will favourably stand
comparison to any high end solid state amplifier in the world
regardless of the cost! If you are searching for serious, purist,
solid state amplification - then put us to the test. We invite
your audition against any of the usual rivals.
The Orchaidis sells for £6800 and we realise the audiophile
who purchases any equipment at this price level expects a
certain standard of experienced service and care which is
too often found lacking today. We pride ourselves on giving
such service including home demonstrations when needed.

700 Watts RMS. Dual Monoblock Reference Amp

We also have the Orchid speakers which are large 6 way
linear phase systems and we know how good they sound
with this amplifier.
We also offer equipment from:

PRECISION AUDIO

10.001%

"A heart of Swiss jewel-

!

L.A.T.,

precision and delicacy allied
with the muscfe of Big Ben"

Developments,

Creek,

Heybrook, Lumley, Magneplanar, M.I.T., Musical

Chord

Electronics,

CR

Fidelity,

Musical Technology, Neat Acoustics, Opera, Orelle, QED,
FUND

Eric Braithwaite

Audio Artistry, Audio Synthesis, AV.!., Bow Technology,

2nd

.

3rd

dth

FFT OF HARMONIC DISTORTION
200 Watts out into 4.7 ohms
4Khz Test Freq.

QLN, SD Acoustics, John Shearne, Tice, Townshend Audio,
Unison Research, Wilson Benesch, and XTC.
We are very conveniently located for the Midlands in
Ashby De La Zouch, Leicestershire near the M42.
Phone and Fax: 01530 414128.

Orchid Precision Audio
Call 01608 684 694

SUMMER SALE I
AT CRAZY!
b)N4ii)4
,
PRICES
16,61.

HI-FI
01•11 no."

AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIAUSTS & REPAIRS

Examples
CD Players

RRP

Marantz CD 57

Sale Price

£2-40-70TY

£ 189.00

Marantz CD 63 II

f..2-8•870T5

Marantz CD 63 SE

2-349.
70-6

Rotel 970 BX

5-3-ryie1-1711

NAD 512

i,...2-54371117

£ 265.00
£ 249.00
£ 249.00
£ 189.00

AMPS
Marantz PM 66SE

.E2--549-7119.

£175.00

Alchemist Maxim

1.2-2{1.70TY

£245.00

NAD 312

1.-2-enTó

£145.00

"Only shallow people do not judge

Harmon/Karden AV100 . ..E.2-90717U

£175.00

by appearances" (Oscar Wilde)

Harmon/Karden AVR10 . .

£255.00

5-38e1:70-

Harmon/Karden H 3300 . £4-Ef071:7C

£275.00
£99.00

Rotel RA 930
Rote!
920 BX

£149.00

Albarry Pre. Power

s_eee7oT5

S/H Audiolab 8000A

£500.00
£ 250.00

Plus huge savings on speakers, cassette decks, tuners etc.
All repairs undertaken.
Stockists of Alchemist, Aura,

Densen,

Denon,

Rotel, Marantz, Tannoy, KEF, B&VV, Castle, NAD,
Harmon/Kardon,

Thorens,

Ruark,

Target, Cable Talk, Nordos etc.

Heybrook,

ALCHEMIST
MICHELL

AVI

HEYBROOK

MUSICAL FIDELITY

ORIGIN LIVE
SONNETEER

PINK TRIANGLE
TOTEM

LFD
NEAT

ROKSAN

TRICHORD.

For a copy of our product guide or to
arrange a demonstration call us on:

Chester (01244) 401290
e-mail: replay@dial.pipex.com.

black box

The emotive
subject of
loudness
and antimusic
legfisllatiœc
anomalies
and
remedies

D

uring the past decade, music
in the European Union and
elsewhere — but most
particularly in Britain — has been
strongly legislated against.
The UK legislation has arrived in
three forms. One, a section of the
1994 Criminal Justice act, effectively
illegalises music at gatherings of
more than 20 people outdoors at
night; another (the Night Noise Act
of 1996) makes it illegal to play
music at any level that disturbs
anyone outside your house, at night.
The third, which has been in
force since 1990, forbids SPLs
(Sound Pressure Levels) in excess
of certain limits, in all kinds of
public venues — the same SPLs
that would be considered rather too
loud for comfort if constituting
industrial sounds.
This is applied in order to protect
not only employees from possible
cumulative hearing damage (under
the EU driven Health and Safety
legislation) but also those outside
the event from disturbance or stress.
This is reasonable for afestival in a
deeply rural area such as PiIton,
annual site of the long running

Ben Duncan gas
recently published
Vol 2of 'Audio
Quality
Investigations;
containing reprints
of 54 pages of
investigative
articles on audio,
spanning 1994-96.
Send SAE to
HFNIRR for
details

Glastonbury festival.
The limits, which are cumulative,
may also be managed creatively by
music- friendly noise-monitoring
officers ( EHOs in UK), so that
musicians can have louder passages
provided they balance them up with
quieter ones. The ramifications of
this may be positive — as and when
some rock musicians are forced to
rediscover dynamics!
But in Hong Kong, some months
back, ' noise' legislation has been
applied so zealously that Elton John
recently had to withdraw from
giving a piano concert — with
crowd applause the major factor.

EFFECTS OF LEGISLATION
The fallacy, always, is that music,
and human sounds of grouppleasure, at agiven SPL are ever as
disturbing or damaging as, say, the
16 hours-a-day overwhelming throb
of urban traffic-noise that is systemic
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outside of most music venues.
Acoustic legislators are left with
gaping holes in their authority, once
sound is deemed to be not ' noise'
but organised to bear emotional
content. No-one who likes music
could honestly say he or she had not
wanted to turn it up louder when
the music had grabbed them in
certain ways.
The relevance to hi-fi is the effect
on 'live' recordings, which, ironically,
may be improved by a ceiling on
levels in venues, since these can cut
down on bad room (and PA system)
excitation — and thereby improve
the quality of the acoustic that the
mics are picking up.
Still, the effect on music is to put
fetters on it. The legislation may not
limit much, for much of the time,
but its very presence may still prove
upsetting to artistry on some
occasions. The practical effect is not
merely to restrict the maximum
public SPLs of modem music, but
to place yet another set of
limitations on those whose purpose
is to recreate ' old' music.
For example, orchestra players at
one major British concert hall have
been ordered to play less loudly, in
order to protect themselves from
possible hearing damage. At worst,
when applied by the strict letter of
the law, the EU's H&S legislation
acts to curtail the heights of intensity
in
music that humans
may
experience in public, and prevents
the recreation of the full dynamic of
countless musical works.

CONTRARY FACTS
Over the past quarter of a century
or so, the experience of many of my
colleagues — all of them intimately
involved with music, and many of
them leading operators in concert
sound-reinforcement and recordingstudio monitoring systems (both of
which aspire to handle the highest
SPLs created for music) — has been
quite different from that scientific
orthodoxy which generates such
well-meaning but ultimately goonlike EUlegislation.
The core of the professional's
experience can be summarised as
follows:
1. Loud music (unless of the
minority genres that work hard to
be discordant and offensive, eg,
modem ' classical' music, punk rock,
indie music, etc) is, in practice,
never harmful to the ears unless it
hurts. If it hurts, then the instruments
— including any audio instruments
(je, PA system) and even the room
involved, are the likely cause. .
In effect, the EU should have set
no limit on musical performance of
any kind, but instead legislated
against distorted sound-systems and

bad acoustics: the prime causes of
ear pain. At least readers of
HFNIRR should know better than
to let their ears suffer.
2. When cleanly reproduced, most
music (containing only a small
percentage of discordant elements)
sounds surprisingly ' quiet' when it
is replayed at concert SPLs. This
effect is stronger the finer asystem
is tuned towards neutrality.
To put it into context, if you pass
abrass band in the street, the SPL
is so loud as you go by that you
cannot hear yourself talk. But brass
bands do not cause stress or ear pain
to bypassers. They uplift. It would
take 100kW to reproduce this level
in the home. When you then hear
the same SPL reproduced on a
system not made to handle the
higher live SPLs (and this much is
true of most domestic systems) the
experience is of asound louder than
the original: in practice, 100 watts
of distorted sound can sound louder,
too loud indeed, and be far more
psychologically disturbing than 1000
watts of very clean sound.
Ironically, the quality of audio
equipment needed to realise this
(since high SPLs magnify all defects)
also improves detailing, even when
the reproduced SPL is lower than
(ie below) that of the live event. This
scale-down benefit can be accrued
at home, where the level of domestic
noise can(!) be lower than that of
live venue noise.
3. In the past quarter of a century
there is little evidence of large-scale
hearing loss brought on by loud
music. A senior British ear-surgeon
attests to this. Furthermore, every
serious study both in the UK and
US has exasperated authorities
trying to prove otherwise.
It is true despite the repeated
subjection of countless ears to bad,
heavily distorted sound sources that
cause
pain,
threshold
shift
(temporary part deafness), or ringing
(tinnitus). There are, however, no
explanations as yet forthcoming on
this — yet another anomaly of
science. Individual exceptions are a
minority of unlucky individuals who
are genetically predisposed to
hearing loss.
The EU legislation also takes no
account of the ability of the human
ear to be healed and recovered by
healthy (non-processed) food intake,
extra vitamins and amino- acids,
acupuncture, homeopathic and
herbal tinctures — as well as by
psychological retraining, hypnosis,
or Alfred Tomatis's high frequency
sounds technique (from France). Or
silence. Or just some diminution by
using earplugs for afew hours — or
days — before listening.
Ben Duncan
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Owning aMAIM L
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The best can never be cheap of course, but Mark Levinson Amplifiers
start at £4495 for the No.331 Power Amp and £3995 for the No.38 pre.
Veritable bargains for such rare quality.
These wonderful products have received accolades and awards from
practically every HiFi Magazine on the Planet and with our easy terms,
aMark Levinson System could be yours before you know it.
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours Fax: 01903 872234
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Heatherdale Audio are proud to announce their
appointment as exclusive THIEL Dealers.
".,.. this (CS3.6) is one of the finest sounding
loudspeakers Ihave heard at any price, and one that advances the
state-of-the-art in the only area that counts: reproducing music."
-Anthony Cardesman, The Absolute Sound,
Vol. 17 Issue 86 March/April 1993
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There were new speakers and
valve amps galore at the
San Francisco show

by

KEN

S

urprise, surprise: HiFi ' 97 was
rich in new speakers. Like, uh,
you expected anything less?
Floor-standers, mini- monitors,
dipoles, sub-woofers — you name it.
The ultimate hoot, however, was
something which rests under the
listening chair instead of in front of it.
Clark Synthesis showed a slab
called the Tactile Sound Transducer
which is described as a ` wide
frequency, electromechanical device
designed to produce high quality
synchronous tactile and audio sound
when attached to most structures',
including floors, furniture, car seats,
hot tubs, etc. While Isuspect that
it's more fun for computer garners
and bass junkies, the TST's 5Hz to
800Hz tactile reinforcement will give
those who demand it bass they can
genuinely feel. Inside the slab, which
could easily be mistaken for any
equipment support, is a2in tall, 8in
transducer housed in a pair of
injection-moulded formed acoustic
domes which make it look like a
1950s flying saucer. It shakes your
booty for you, though purists would
argue that music should accomplish
that through your ears rather than
your tush.
Speaking of flat things, NXT's
first showing to the American public
of its
radiating
panel
was
understated, to say the least. Here
was what might be the most
important new speaker technology of
the decade, stuck in abedroom and
demonstrated with about as much
flair and fanfare as a new
haemorrhoid preparation at a
pharmaceuticals convention. The
words ` light', ` bushel' and ` hide'
spring to mind. Then again, ultraflat panels hanging from tubular
frames and bearing big NXT logos
could easily be mistaken for pointof- sale material. What the demo
proved, however, is that the
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KESSLER

technology really works.
On the truncated
pyramid front, Cello
demonstrated its new
entry-level design, an
as-yet-unnamed twoway
system.
It
contains a6in woofer
and a lin dome
tweeter
in
an
aperiodic two-way
enclosure;
impedance is 4
ohms and the frequency
response 70-22kHz, the speakers
sounding especially rich driven by the
Encore 150 power amps launched in
From we: Golden
CES. Prices for the Cello miniTube's $999 tube
monitor
will
range
from
integrated amp;
$3500-$4200 per pair depending on
going mad with
finish, giving credence to the industry
Tube Traps; and the
new Primar. 20
gossip that Cello is out to widen its
series integraud amp
appeal beyond the obscenely wealthy.
and CD player
Totem continues to plumb the
depths of odd nomenclature with the
The Shaman Is
Shaman, but the speaker transcends
an intriguing
its label. The Shaman is an
intriguing floor-stand design with a floor- stand
design with a
complex crossover system and five
complex
drivers, including a 10in sub-bass
crosscver
unit with 3in voice coil and ' super
system and
long throw' carbon fibre cone, an
five drivers,
8in bass- to- mid driver, a 2in
including a
titanium alloy dome midrange, lin
10in sub-bass
titanium dome tweeter and a 3/
4in
unit wit t 3in
textile dome super-tweeter. Price is
voice coil and
$11,000 per pair Stateside, but you
'super long
do get amaximum of 110dB SPLs
throw' carbon
3m from the speakers. Ouch.
fibre cone, an
Sensitivity is 86dB/1W, impedance is
8in bass to4 ohms and the sound is seriously
mid driver, a
sweet.
2in titar ium
Christian Limited, which should
alloy do re
go down well in Middle America, is
anew brand which kicked off with a midrange, a
lin titanium
handsome floorstander called the
dome treeter
Axis 10.5. This bi-wirable three-way
and a 3
4 ii
/
system contains a lin silk dome
textile dome
tweeter with aluminium coil former
super-tweeter
and a4in woven carbon fibre-coned

mid unit and 8in woven carbon
fibre
woofer
with
cast
aluminium chassis. A neat touch
is the ' cast acrylic Isolation
Platform', a single-pillar stand
which locks onto the speaker and
which provides the 10.5° tilt which
gives the model its name. The
company moniker, by the way, isn't
deliberately religious: the founder is
Vince Christian.
Revel, the hit of January's CES in
Las Vegas, returned with more
colour options and inspired even
more people to rave that it was the
best sound at the show. Particularly
cool are the decorative screw-on side
panels, so you can alter the look of
the Gem should you redecorate your
room. Most fetching is the raw
aluminium look of one of the
optional panels, especially when
coupled to a red cabinet, but I'm
still not too sure about the curved,
`floating' grille. Also evolving from
its '
Vegas showing were the shielded
compact systems from Apogee, so it
seems like cosmetics are a prime
issue this season.
My own fave listening and viewing
experience at the show was the
Series II version of Wilson Audio's
X-1 Grand SLAMM. [
Apologies for
the wrong caption on the WITT picture
last month - Ed.] Heard at the Show
was the latest incarnation featuring a
completely retro-fittable upgrade
which includes abrand-new tweeter,
anew upper crossover system which
mounts behind the upper modules,
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ON A ROAD NEAR YOU
USED ITEMS

LIST

USED ITEMS

LIST

Klipsh La Scala

£2000

£800

Audion Sterling preamp Cherry ex dem

£680

£290

Art Audio Quintet Chrome and Gold

£1750

£ 1000

Audion Sterling power Cherry ex dem

£680

£290

SALE

Monarchy Audio DIP ex dem

£245

Monarchy Audio MI8 DAC ex dem

£795

Audio Note ANK (SP)

£750

£ 300

Audio Note ANE (SPX)

£2200

£ 1000

£ 120
£ 350

Huygens ANK 4leg stand.

£330

Stax SR30 headphones

£180

Audio Innovations L2

£750

£450

Gyrodek armboard

£900

£250

Voyd Chapel of Rest TT support

£450

£50

Cello Etude passive control unit

£1800

£400

Audio Innovations S800 MC transformer

£2130

£90

Audio Innovations $800 Mk11

£800

£380

Various 6B4G valves new and used CS to £ 15 each

£ 125

Rogers LS2A2 loudspeakers (work required)

£60

Helius Orion II tonearm/Audio Note silver/

£1500

Arion Electra

£400

and Plat

£800

Allsorts of high end interconnect

£500

Audio Note ANB 3m bi-wire set

£248

£ 100

Audio Note ANVX/SP I/C I
m

£500

£ 200

and speaker cables S/H

£ 200

Audio NoteANVX Im

£450

Audio Note M2 line pre

£1000

Audio Note Quest 300B Monos

£2750

£900

£450

£2800

£1250

Voyd TT with Split phase PSU/Ref. Bearing

£250
£5000£1500

£ 1200

Casio Chester Yew

Impulse H6 Ash
Audio Note ANSP single wire set 2m

£20

Pink Triangle Da Capo/battery power supply £2700

Impulse H7 Mahogany
Audio Note ANSPX 3m bi wire

SALE

ring for details

Lots of equipment supports new and
second hand

ring for details

Hundreds of misc valves from ECCs to 6B4Gs ring for details

£ 165

Various Vitavox pressure and cone drivers

£600

£ 1750

ring for details

Lowther drivers ex stock
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Definitive Audio has an established worldwide reputation for achieving sound quality benchmarks. We have a holistic, system
based approach with a strict selection of products from the world's best audio designers. We serve a national and international
market and provide clear informed advice for all of your audio needs.
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Good advice and the best equipment - get
ALDIO RESEARCH
it together at The Listening Rooms. We are the
AUDIO LAB 4,AURA
London specialists for systems' building. Our
B&W
35 years of combined experience let us get the
BosE CELESTION
details right—down to the last plug and cable.
COPLAND
Our two fully equipped listening rooms
CYRUS
,E
POS e KEF
give you the chance to relax and listen to some DENON 4
KRELL
LEXICON
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We offer
LINN
MARANTZ
home installation, full export and credit
MARTIN LOGAN
facilities and can design and install quality
MERIDIAN 4. MICHELL
multi- room and home cinema surround systems.
MICROMECA

NEW AUDIO RESEARCH VALVES
We have recently taken delivery of the new
ARC LS15 fully balanced remote pre-amp and
the VT100 100W power amp. This combination
offers stunning sound at an affordable price.
Auditioning now.

IT)

listening

161 Old Brompton Road London
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NAKAMICH1
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WILSON AUDIO
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KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.P.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.
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and revisions to the time-alignment
adjusters. Quite simply, the Wilson
demo produced the most controlled,
deepest and dynamic bass I've heard
this side of a live gig. Scary, truly
scary. Like the latest Revel, the
Series 2 SLAMM exhibited even
better looks. The demo samples
wore agunmetal finish straight off a
Porsche Boxster — yummy!
Speaking of cars, that wag Carl
Marchisotto of Alm chose to name
the company's new $ 3500 highsensitivity design the Lotus SE. It's
designed expressly to work with the
latest generation of gutle..., er, lowpowered valve amps, so this threeway system's 8in woofer, 51/4in
midrange and 20mm tweeter need
only
1W for 90dB output.
Frequency response of the Lotus SE,
which uses an Alnico magnet on the
midrange, is said to extend down to
35Hz even ' when driven by low
power 300B type amplifiers'.
Those who recall the JM Lab
Grande Utopia will do adouble-take
when they see the newest model in
the range, one step down and
named, simply, Utopia. This looks
exactly like its sibling with a few
inches lopped off the top, but you
still get acres of glorious woodwork,
an enclosure which measures a
slightly less imposing/daunting
440x625x1350mm ( wdh), and a
driver complement consisting of a
12in woofer, two 61
/in mids and the
2
company's highly regarded Tioxid
11
/in inverted dome tweeter.
4
OLS's Dutch- made Kharma
range also consists of speakers which
won't be mistaken for anything else,
each representing arefreshing break
from plain boxes. The Kharma
Exquisite Reference
la and
Ceramiques 1, 2 and 3 feature
cabinets which slope back slightly à
/a Metaphor, with the upper halves
of the enclosures tapering inward.
The Exquisite Reference la is
noteworthy for its grooved baffle and
solid wood upper inserts, the cabinet
panels milled from a complex nonresonant polymer. Kharma drivers
employ
low- mass,
ultra- stiff
membrane technology, while the
Exquisite and the Audiocratique use
the same Focal tweeter found in,
yep, JM Labs' Grande Utopia. The
Audiocratique, by the way, is atower
system which features three separate
enclosures, the central module
housing two concave ceramic mids
above and below the Focal tweeter,
with the top and bottom modules
housing the bass units. 01.S should
team up with Alon, too: the
company's entry-level line is called,
you guessed it, Lotus. Colin
Chapman, where are you?
Diablo Acoustics — yet another
company with an automotive name
NM NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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— showed the impressive Model 1 Pictured, from top: latest from
Voce Divina; the solid-looking
Reference. At $ 25,000 per pair,
Mesa integrated tube amp; and
Lambo owners won't flinch. What
the Clark Synthesis Tactile Sound
they'll get is aspeaker weighing in at
Transducer, seen here ready to
4001b, because the enclosure is made
influence the listening expetience
from apolycrystal composite. Inside from the bottom up...
are two Ilin Eton Kevlar woofers, a
2in titanium midrange and a lin
ceramic tweeter. IMF demonstrated
the RDM One and RDM Two
Reference Digital Monitors, both
featuring the latest evolution of the
UniQ dual-concentric design. RDM
One contains a 61
/in polypropylene
2
mid/bass driver with centrally
positioned lin soft dome tweeter,
while the slightly large RDM Two's
61
/in woofer features aslightly larger
2
cast frame and afront-firing port.
Epos
launched
the
ES30
floorstander, which occupies aspace
of 900x233x344mm ( hwd) and
contains a 200mm PVC- coned
woofer, a 150mm polymer coned
midrange and a 25mm aluminium
dome tweeter with dual magnet
system. Driving it won't be too
difficult, as sensitivity is 88dB/1W
and the impedance is 6 ohms, but
the company recommends amplifiers
in the 40-100W category. Available
in walnut or rosewood veneers, the
ES30 weighs 27kg per speaker,
suggesting solid construction.
Another handsome, affordable
floorstander has been released by
Hales, each Revelation Three
measuring 40x1 lx14in, weighing
961b
and
bearing
a 10in
polypropylene
woofer,
41
/ in
2
polypropylene midrange and a lin
Improvements include retuning the
aluminium
dome
tweeter.
cabinet for ' more forceful, tuneful
Impedance is 4 ohms, sensitivity
bass with improved timing' (who's
86dB/1W and the enclosure is
been reading MC, then?), anew dual
sealed. This model represents Hales'
capacitor high frequency filter,
entry level at only $ 2195 per pair,
revised bi-wired crossover and
but it doesn't appear to show any
improved driver surrounds. All-new
obvious cost-cutting.
is the MS30i Classic, featuring a
PMC had a funky- looking item
200mm version of the company's
with the IBIS, noteworthy for having
Moulded Cone and Surround woofer
the company's name embossed in the
technology and a 25mm anodised
enclosure sides. Since PMC stands
aluminium gold dome tweeter. The
for The Professional Monitor
crossover is aminimalist, first-order
Company, it's unsurprising that the
Epos launched
network and the cabinet measures
IBIS looks like a studio item, the
the ES30
425x250x300mm wd).
cabinets cut by computer from
floorstander,
Joseph Audio,
a low-key
25mm and 18mm thick MDF
which
company which continues to make
panels, finished in a multi-layered
occupies a
some of the best sounds at any
coating designed to withstand the
space of
shows, unveiled two new systems.
kind of barbaric treatment meted out
900x233x344
The FtM7SI Signature version of the
by the animals who inhabit studios.
mm Ihwd) and
well-known and highly regarded
The tri-wirable driver complement
contains a
RM7SI uses the latter's 25mm silk
consists of a 250mm Nomex/carbon
200mm PVCdome tweeter but a61
2 in aluminium
/
fibre woofer, 75mm doped fabric
coned woofer,
woofer in place of the normal
midrange and 27mm silk dome
a 150mm
model's glass fibre unit, adding $400
tweeter. Sensitivity is 89dB/1W and
polymer coned
to
the
standard
model's
peak SPLs are stated as 116dB at
midrange and
$1299—$1499 per pair. The RM22SI
1m. Which should be adequate for
a 25mm
Signature is a march larger model,
all manner of headbanging.
aluminium
featuring a 36x8..5x10 1
2 in enclosure
/
Mordaunt Short continues its
dome tweeter
(hwd) to house the same drivers. All
birthday celebrations — 30 years! —
with dual
models feature the company's
with another ' Pearl' edition, this time
magnet system
the MS20I at £ 199 per pair.
patented Infinite Slope Crossover,
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UK's new award winning
high- end DAC is a. true

J
-014,newood --

world class performer.

9614le
STAR QUALITY
Why do stars such as Whoopi Goldberg and
Fabio use KRELL? The same reason as
Pinewood — they've never heard anything
better.
Why do recording studios responsible for 21

"Instantly impiessive, of refereese audiophile quality, the DAX-2 devers."
HI-Fr News & Record Review Mae 1996.

l'he DAX-2 is amilestone in digital to analogue
technology Highly acclaimed and recognised
as atrue "reference class" component, the
DAX-2 can rightly take its place among the
world's very best.
As it digs deeper into your recordings, you'll
hear more music and detail than you ever thought existed. You'll
experience afull open and uncurtailed treble with no sudden
limit or sibilant edginess. High frequencies that are so often
seriously compromised in digital reproduction benefit from
the overall transparency of the DAX-2.
Experience vocals that are so true to life with character
and emotion, and asoundstage with such precision and
focus that you'll sense there is nothing between you and the
performance. Bass textures and tonal qualities are laid out in
frcint of you and distinguishing between the many instruments
in arecording no longer requires any effort.
Like all Audio Synthesis products, the DAX-2 is hand
built using only the finest audiophile components including
high purity silver wiring with Teflon insulation, Vishay bulk-foil
resistors and WBT sockets.
As standard, the DAX-2 comes with 4inputs - AES,
SPDIF Coax, Toslink optical, and AT&T (ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD® decoding, and digital
domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
To find out more about the award winning DAX-2 and
our complete range of products, including the Desire power
amplifier, Passion passive preamps and our new Transcend CD

Grammy Awards this year ( all
music)

use TRANSPARENT

kinds of
CABLE?

The same reason as Pinewood — they've
never heard anything better.
Why do film studios, and music lovers to
whom money is no object, use WILSON
AUDIO speakers? The same reason as
Pinewood — they've never heard anything
better.
Put all these superlative creations together
and you
beyond

have something that goes far
mere

hi-fi.

You

want

proof?

Telephone Brian Rivas for a demonstration
at Pinewood Music — then you'll know what
star quality is.
And remember this: with the KAV series,
KRELL have lowered the ticket price to the
stars.

transport, write or fax us for free brochures and price list.
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with its 120dB/octave rolloff. Yes —
120dB. Metaphor's Metaphor 1
uses a French- made Raven 72mm
ribbon tweeter, topping off a
53 1
/x11.75x20 1
2
/in (hwd) backward4
sloping enclosure. Three-way and
with variable crossover slopes, the ' 1
also contains a lin multi- layer
Kevlar composite midrange and
three 8in woofers made from the
same material; both use cast alloy
frames. Impedance is 4 ohms
nominal with a minimum of 2.6
ohms, but sensitivity is high at 97dB.
Each speaker weighs aserious 3251b,
the cabinet made from what's
described
as ' layered
Metacomposite' of differing shape
and thickness with plenty of
internal bracing. The baffle alone
is 21
/in thick and it weighs 881b.
4
Price is $ 19,500 per pair.
Sundance's Model 10 is athree
way
with
an
Air
Velocity
Transformer tweeter — shades of
Heil? — isolated for the remaining
drivers: two 5in Aerogel midranges
and a 10in woofer in a 48x14x19in
(hwd) enclosure. In keeping with the
main trend among speaker designs
for the last years of the century, the
Model 10 is ahigh efficiency design,
good for 90dB/1W. Impedance is 4
ohms nominal, power handling is
200W, and the ' 10 can be bi-wired.
Price is $ 7995 per pair in either
maple burl or turtlewood, the latter
implying great sound for your copy
of ' Happy Together'.
Oddest-looking speaker display?
They weren't exactly Westlake's
speakers but the large slabs of
reticulated foam which they wrapped
around 'em. Called ' Speaker Muffs',
they simply fit over the enclosure
and serve to make the baffle, er,
larger if not quite, uh, infinite.
Amplification Tubes, trannies,
hybrids, lots of remote control preamps — every technology was
covered with some novelty or
another, but Isuppose the award for
prolificity must go to Manley

Laboratories, now under the aegis
of EveAnna Manley. Entering the
Manley room means being faced
with enough showcards shouting
'New!!!' that it's easy to be
overwhelmed. A scan down the
price-list shows that the Open Series
now includes the 50W Monoblock
Amplifier ($ 2340 pelt pair), the
100/100 Direct Input Stereo Power
Amplifier ($ 4400) and the 120W
Monoblock Amplifier ($ 4000 per
pair); there's a trio of new models
offering ` switchability' from singleended to push-pull including the
75/150W SE/PP 807

Gold Monoblock ($ 8,600 per pair),
the SE/PP 300B Monoblock ($4,200
per pair), the SE/PP 300B ' Retro'
($5,500 per pair) and a couple of
new pre-amps, The Purist ($ 1,650)
and the 300B Preamplifier with
headphone outputs ($ 5,250). Try
keeping that lot straight...
Balanced Audio Technology is
the brand which can do no wrong,
and one well-placed mole tells me

Oddest looking
spea ter
display? They
weren't exactly
Westlake's
speakers but
the large slabs
of reticulated
foam which
they wrapped
around 'em.
Called
'Speaker
Muffs', they
simply fit over
the enclosure
and serve to
make the
baffle, or,
larger if not
quite, uh,
Infinite

From top: PSB
Strauss subwoofer;
symmetrical drive
units fromKarma;
and the Westlake
speaker muffs

AUDIOPHILE RELEASES
This show was heavy with new releases, far too
many LPs and CDs launched to describe in any
detail. And Pacific Microsonics announced that
over 50 new HDCD titles were released in the
first quarter of 1997. Here's achecklist of just
some of the new stuff you can expect to pick up
over the next few months:
Alto Analogue: Nanci Griffith,Storms
(AA004/MCA-6319) 180g vinyl LP; Ahmad
Jahmal: Live At The Alhambra ( AA005/LPS685) 180g vinyl LP
Audioquest: Terry Evans, Come To the River
(AQ-CD1044); Robert Lucas, Completely Blue
(AQ-CD1045)
Chesky Records: The John Basile Quartet,
The Desmond Project ( JD156) Jazz, 96kHz
recording; Sara K, Hobo ( 1D155) 96kHz
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recording; Goid Stereo and Surround Set- Up
Disc ( CHE1511 Gold test CD, inc Dolby Pro Logic; Classical Cats, A Children's Irtroduction
to the Orchestra ( CHK148CD)
Classic Recards/Compact Discs: Sonny
Clark, Cool Struttin' ( Blue Note 1588) 180g
vinyl LP; Eastman Rochester Pops Orchestra,
Hi Fi A La Esoanol ( Mercury SR90144) 180g
vinyl LP; Billie Holiday, Songs For Distingue
Lovers ( VSCD-6021) 24k Gold, 2G- bit
mastered CD, LSO, Shostakovich, The Age of
Gold, with Symphony 1 ( LSCCD-2322) 24k
Gold, 20- bit mastered CD; Horace Parlan
Quintet, On the Spur of the Moment ( Blue
Note 4074) 180g vinyl LP; Ike Quebec, Bossa
Nova Soul Samba ( Blue Note 84114) 180g
vinyl LP.

that it's the fastest-growing high-end
tube amp maker in the USA.
Whatever the deal, they give really
good show, and they do follow up on
their promises, including those made
to analogue addicts at the Winter
CES. The VK-P3 internal phono
module for the VK-3i balanced line
pre-amplifier was launched in San
Francisco, the unit using high
quality solid state devices for lownoise performance while still
matching the VK-3i's tube Unistage
circuitry. The VK-P3 phono module
accepts low output moving coils as
well as moving-magnet cartridges,
with two gain settings for fine-tuning.
Price is $ 500 when ordered as an
option to the VK-3i line stage, or
$600 for factory or dealer installation
as an after-sale purchase. The VK-P5
balanced phono preamplifier is based
on the technology employed in the
company's reference VK-P10 phono
preamplifier, aten-tube phono stage
using the same ' Flying
RIAA' network first
introduced in the VKP10. The VK-P5 phono
pre- amplifier
also
handles both low output
moving-coil and movingmagnet cartridges, with two
gain settings and additional
internal switches to control
cartridge loading for both
capacitance and resistance.
Price is $ 1995. The company
also launched atube-based CD
player, the VK-D5. It's a fully
balanced digital and analog design
fitted with four Burr- Brown
PCM63K DACs in differential
configuration, asix-tube plate-loaded
output stage, Phillips CDMI2
mechanism with proprietary servo
board, HDCD decoding, zero global
feedback, digital output via 75ohm
BNC connector, custom oil-filled
signal capacitors and a price tag of
$4500.
Redefining the term ` gorgeous',
Audioprism finally unleashed a
monoblock, the justifiably if
unoriginally named Mana. Nine fully
regulated power supplies, eight
5881/6L6 output tubes per channel
for 100W ultralinear or 55W triode,
optional Cardas or Edison- Price
binding
posts,
balanced
or
unbalanced operation: yummy.
Allow space of 216x381x584mm
(hwd) per chassis, and expect to
hump a solid 40 kilos per. At the
other extreme, looking purely
industrial and terribly butch, was the
Messenger mic/line pre- amp,
shown in a flight case. This is a
stereo, single-ended, Class A tube
design with three inputs — low level
line stage, high level line stage,
microphone with switchable gain —
and it will drive ' 600 ohms flat to /
2
1
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-TDL Studios - UKD Callas.
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Hi Fi Choice "The EdI-1
is one of the more
important intergrated
amplifers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
England June 95

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold
Ehgland May 96

Hi Fi News & Record
Review "AW100DMB
combined with the
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FiRau offers anew dimension in audio visual racking •
from a range of standard designs to the flexibility to
custom create to your own dimensions, aunit to suit
your particular audio/visual system.
•
•
•
•

High quality aluminium construction.
Finishes available to your choice.
Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
Sound isolation on shelving/feet.

• Made to measure to suit your system.
• Free delivery throughout the UK.

RAX
Audio Visual Furniture
For further IntortuatIon or a free brochure contact:

JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street,
Ossett Wakefield WF5 OFIW.

Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759
A sound investment lot those who want the best Porn Men equipment

EC- 4 preamplifer is
recommended for
amplifer combinations

M.A.F AUDIO

over £ 2000" Alvin Gold

SPECIALIST HI-FI

MIRAGE Bipolar speakers + Subwoofer systems. Hear the new 0M6
Omnipolar with integrated active 150W subwoofer.

CLASSÉ

Cap 100 integrated Amp, remote very powerful dynamic sound.

GENESIS Digital lens, don't use atwo box CD player without one,
"Find out why"
I
DENSEN

KORA
Peces from £.500 ECP- Iphono stage through
ECI-2 Intergrated at £995 to the AW 250 DMB
£3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

Amplifiers easily the best at this price level
Find out how good valves can be without the hum and buzz

ACURUS CD players and amplifiers up to 250 WPC
M.A.F STANDS: For all your speaker and equipment support needs.
Take your Quad 63 speakers to alevel of performance you would not
think possible with the all new M.A.F Quad Ultimate Stand.
Iligh end sound at sensible prices. Other brands available.

Phone Mike on Burton-on-Trent Staffs on 01283 538882 anytime
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cycle, + 27dB output'. Doncha love
those pro sector macho men?
Minnesota Audio Labs also
prefers the unadorned look, the
MAL 6550 being as utilitarian an
amp as one can get this side of a
Maplin kit. It's amonoblock rated at
43W and with a damping factor of
25 from its Soviet and Amperex
Holland 6550 tubes; GE and
TungSol tubes are available for an
additional charge. Price is $ 2100 per
pair. The MAL 6BX7 is a $ 1050
stereo unit, good for 12W/ch from a
pair of double triodes per channel
used in push-pull configuration.
McIntosh showed a fascinating
two- chassis preamplifier offering
everything short of the culinary
basin. The remote-controlled C100's
volume control is a logarithmic
attenuator with 190 steps; the fascia
sports a display reading either
percentages or decibels; it offers
balanced and unbalanced inputs and
outputs and even contains m-m and
m-cphono stages. Two tape decks,
four other line stages, record out
facility, processor loop, individual
level calibration for each input: this
one's got the lot.
Transcendent flew the 0Th flag
with the T8. This monoblock
($6995 per pair) delivers 80W from
eight EL509s, or you can opt for a
stereo version at $ 3595, good for
25W/ch from the same set of tubes.
Transcendent's literature goes to
some lengths to distance its circuit
from Futterman; the company's
design is patented.
The deliciously, but I hope
jokingly named Rogue Audio
arrived with two gorgeous items
which should figure in any
competition for ` amazing value for
money'. The Rogue Sixty- Six preamplifier ($ 1195) includes an alltube, high-gain phono stage, activeload line stage, separate power
supply, an auto- mute function to
limit transients at turn- on, a slow

start feature to prolong tube life and
arecord button ' to isolate sonically
degenerative tape equipment when
not recording'. Components include
ultra- high tolerance resistors,
polypropylene capacitors, ceramic
tube sockets, fully regulated high
voltage supply, Noble volume and
balance controls, five inputs ( CD,
phono, tuner, aux 1, aux 2), an
aluminium chassis and machined
aluminium faceplate and knobs, and
atube complement of two 12AU7s
and four 6DJ8/6922s. The matching
Rogue Eighty-Eight power amplifier
($1395) is good for 70W/ch from

CeteSt

four matched KT88/6550 output
tubes operating in push-pull
configuration. Details include ultrawide
bandwidth
output
transformers, fully- regulated
high voltage supply, userselectable 4 and 8 ohm output
taps, user selectable triode or
ultralinear output, four 12AU7s
and two 12AX7s to complete the
valve lineup, amachined aluminium
fascia and — get this — a 3 year
limited warranty with 6 months on
the valves. Too good to be true, eh?
Golden Tube Audio laid on the
melodrama but it was worth it. Just
as Iwas about to leave the room,
one of the staff members arrived
breathless with acarrier bag. Out of
it popped the biggest bargain at the
show: the SI50 remote controlled,
integrated amplifier. All tube, it
contains five 12AU7s and four
EL34s, the latter responsible for its

From top: lates-t
pyramid-style
Gershmart spea,zer;
Minnesota Audio
Labs' MAL 6BX&
tube ampler; the
Celeste I-57, and the
baby Karma

50W/ch. The remote control selects
source, level and other functions;
there's a microprocessor to control
valve bias; tube failure automatically
shuts off the amp to prevent damage;
the pre-amp can be set to passive or
active mode; the styling is drop-dead
sexy; the parts are audiophile grade
(WIMA caps, ceramic tube bases,
gold-plating where needed), and yet
the retail is $ 980. That's £ 612 at
today's exchange rate! Even at

MORE AUDIOPHILE RELEASES
DCC: John Coltrane, Lush Life ( LPZ-2032)
180g vinyl LP; Aaron Copland, Billy the Kid &
Statements for Orchestra ( LPZ-2035) 180g
vinyl LP; Aaron Copland, Appalachian Spring
(LPZ-2034) 180g vinyl LP; Jefferson Airplane,
Surrealistic Pillow ( LPZ-2033) 180g vinyl LP;
Jefferson Starship, Red Octopus ( LPZ-2036)
180g vinyl LP; Jethro Tull, Aqualung ( LPZ2030) 180g vinyl LP; Elvis Presley, Elvis Is
Back! ( LPZ-2037) 180g vinyl LP; Bonnie Raitt,
Luck of the Draw ( LPZ-2031) 180g vinyl LP;
Maxine Sullivan & Her All- Stars, Tribute To
Andy Razaf ( LPZ-2038) 180g vinyl LP
HDS: Eric Clapton, 461 Ocean Boulevard
(710215-4419-2-4) DTS-encoded, 5.1
channel surround; The Moody Blues, Days of
Future Passed ( 710215-4418-2-4) DTSencoded, 5.1 channel surround
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M- A Recordings: Peter Epstein Quartet,
Staring At the Sun ( M041A) 96kHz singlepoint recording
Mobile Fidelity: Harry ' Sweets' Edkon &
Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis, In Copenhagen ( UDCD
696) Gold CD; Various, Ultradisc II
Anniversary Sampler ( SPCD - 17) Gold CD; 14
tracks from the MoFi catalogue
Pope Music: Gorenstein/RSO, RStraus.,
Ein Heldenleben ( PMG2012-2) Gold CD;
Gorenstein/RSO, Russian Pops ( PMG2015-2)
Gold CD
Reference Recordings: Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra, Vivaldi for diverse
instruments ( RR-77CD) 88.2kHz, 24- bit,
HDCD
Stereophile: Rhapsody, Works By Gershwin
(STPH010-2) Centenary tribute to Gershwin

$1=£1, it's still adeal like no other...
Speaking
of
integrateds,
Primare's A20 is, unsurprisingly,
another visual feast. Scandinavian to
the max, it's as minimalist as style
demands, yet it offers dual- mono
construction, 60W/ch output, four
line inputs, full remote control, a
digital display, pre- out facility and
the company's nifty ' spaced dual
fascia'. Housed in an identical
package is the matching D20 CD
player, with aPhilips 12-4 transport
mechanism.
OK, so Ishould really give any
space to this next brand, since it
wasn't at the show? But, hey — what
are brochures for if not to excite?
Viva is a new line of valve amps
from Italy (where else?) with such
groovy — literally — styling that
they're going to cause astorm when
they're shown for real. The chassis,
finished in high-gloss automotive
lacquers including blue, dark grey,
red and gold, position the
transformers to the left and right,
with the valves in a valley in the
middle. The Aurora is a singleended, zero feedback Class A
monoblock good for 17W from its
Russian- made SV 572-3 output
tubes. Each Aurora measures
16.3x10.4x20.6in ( whd), and
weighs a colossal 94.61b. The
smaller Verona delivers 13W and
the chassis is 7in shorter, for a 301b
saving. Ihate getting this worked np
over a catalogue, but, this stuff
shouts ' Gimme!' as much as does
the Nagra pre- amp. Which, if I
remember correctly, is where we
came in...
77
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MILLER AUDIO RESEARCH
Getting the measure of scund quality...

"TEST INNOVATOR OF THE YEAR"*
An independent consultant and software developer within
National Instruments' Alliance program, providing advanced
Virtual Instrument (VI) test and measurement solutions for the Audio Industry.
32- bit VI programs far WIN95/NT operating environments, supplied by MAR,
are currently in use by major companies in the UK, US and Far East.
Unique, off-the-..helf solution:. include the award-winning
Jitter Measurement Suite for the development of digital auctioproducts
and the Dynamic Output Profiling Suite for the optimisation of amplifier
output stage, protection c.rcuitry and power supplies. These are joined by the
QC Suite, auser- configurable program providing advanced diagnostics,
statistical processing and report generation on the production line.

Kent's newest dealer is proud to
present afresh approach to buying
Hi Fi. If you enjoy music please

Customised turnkey solution, also available for:

take time to audition our carefuly
selected range of both modern &

PC- based data acquisition, processing,
analysis and imaging.
GPIB instrument control and driver software.

vintage equipment.

Telephone/FAX: (0044) (0)1252 334274
E-Mail: 100576.3021@compuserve.com

Art Audio — Beam Echo — Bravura — Gamma Acoustics

•Judged by the Industry Test Forum (ITF) and awarded by Test
Magazine (The European Test Industry Journal).

Loricraft Audio/Garrard — JM Labs Speakers
Nottingham Analogue — Target — Trichord Research

Innovator
of the Year
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Moving coil cartridges

SPIRIT

01227 742928

TEMPER

A new generation of unique yokeless cartridges offering musically
natural dynamics, transients, harmonic structure, imaging, resolution and
presence. The superb Temper is regarded as aworld leader - liquid and
luxurious from the lowest to the highest frequencies.
The new

GRAHAM Mk 2.0
tonearm

The next step forward from the
award winning 1.5 with increased
dynamics, bass extension, solidity
and soundstaging.

0976 402779

Ashcroft Bishopstone Lane Herne Bay Kent CT6 6RP.
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Distributors of:
Convergent Audio Technology Amplification and Magnum Dynalab Tuners
Unit 8Enterprise Park, Slyfield Industrial

Estate, Guildford,

01483-575344

Surrey GU1 1RB

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967
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ince Professor Dinsdale related
the disheartening story of how
his and Dick Tobey's circuitry
came to be used in the Leak Stereo
30
amplifier
without
proper
recognition [
HFNIRR Oct '96, page
129], I've been meaning to mention
my own encounters with Harold
Leak. There were two, one when I
was a nonentity who managed to
grab his attention at a BSRA
exhibition in the early 1950s, the
other at apress reception a dozen
years later when the Stereo 30 was
demonstrated to technical journalists.
Although not much over 20 on
the first occasion, Ihad for some
time been making moving-coil
pickups, spanning the transition from
shellac 78rpm discs to vinyl LPs.
Within the hissy limits of the former
it was possible with my contrivances
to obtain splendid sound from the
best Decca Ifir records. But with any
given coil/stylus arrangement the
vinyl material's higher mechanical
compliance lowered the so-called tipmass resonance by something
approaching an octave, so one had
to take much greater care to keep
the peak out of harm's way. Indeed,
whatever the transducer system, one
couldn't just change the stylus
radius, reduce the playing weight,
and expect to get the same in-band
response on LPs unless the upper
resonance was well above 20kHz
when playing 78s.
The
associated
response
irregularities caused much trouble
and misunderstanding with many
pickups, and for a while my m-c
devices extracted a cleaner and
smoother upper treble from LPs
than I'd heard from any commercial
model. This included the Leak
`Dynamic' PU, which paralleled
mine in following Voigt's design
proposals but was flawed by amild
peak at around 15kHz on LPs
despite its superb performance on
78s. Iprobably wouldn't be able to
detect this now, but it was very
audible then and led me to tackle
Mr Leak.
My manner was polite and
tentative, with the intention of
suggesting how it might be possible
to reduce the effective moving mass
(thereby raising the resonant
frequency) without lowering the
output.
But he was openly
disdainful, adopting adismissive 'we
know best' and 'our pickup has no
equal' tone. As an anonymous visitor
to an audio show, Inever received
such an unfriendly response to a
query or criticism from any other
senior figure in the business, but
discovered eventually that not
everyone is a Walker, Briggs or
Rogers.
On the later occasion, facing afar
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from anonymous audience which
had to be treated with caution in the
light of rumours that Leak's first
transistor amplifier didn't fully meet
its spec, the promotional team were
polite but evasive. Mr Leak himself
wasn't present. We were told that
he'd been called away on urgent
business, but sent his apologies for
not being with us. However, it
happened that at one point in the
proceedings Iwent out to the toilet,
and as Icame out of the door there
was Harold J Leak ascending a
stairway in furtive fashion, clearly
fearful of being seen.
Ipresumed that he'd contrived his
absence in order to avoid awkward
questions, which Inow realise could
have involved the Tobey-Dinsdale
affair. Ididn't let on, except to afew
immediate colleagues, as this would
probably have turned the whole
event into a farce, but every time
I've told this story to friends they've
urged me to go public. So there it
is, with apologies for the 34-year
delay.
Having ventured into personal
memoirs and amateur pickup design,
I'm reminded of akey event during
my very first job, at Decca's Brixton
factory in 1946/47. My work
involved RF circuitry, but Isoon got
to know people engaged on various
audio projects in the research
laboratory. One of these had been
the
development
of Decca's
pioneering
wide-range
pickup
employing a small removable Tshaped armature equipped with
integral sapphire stylus. This was
designed to complement the
company's ffrr records, while being
robust enough for use in massproduced players.
It had been tested at an early stage
with the bare transducer mechanism
mounted on a crude aluminium
frame attached to amakeshift arm,
and this skeletal prototype sat
tantalisingly on a shelf in the lab.
Knowing my interest, a friendly
boffin arranged for me to have it,
plus some spare magnets, T-pieces,
and styli with various profiles. This
proved to be a seminal act,
launching me into a succession of
pickup experiments which led after
several years to those superior
moving-coils that Mr Leak didn't
want to know about.
Decca's mono pickup with the
rounded plug-in head eventually
became a notable audio artefact,
worthy forerunner to the famous fils,
and its pre-production lab mock-up
should perhaps be gracing some hifi museum. But, alas, Ithrew it out
long ago, together with all those rare
early LPs and valve equipment
which are now worth afortune.
John Crabbe

COYIPACT DISC SERVICE
Can't find the disc you want? The 11FN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
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British Music Society POA, PopeMusir £ 12.95
Jazz - Duke Ellington £5.25;
(Roundup) ' Blink Of An Eye' £20.95
Rock/pop - Del Amitri, Jon Bon Jovi, Hanson, Radiohead,
Yello £ 12.95
Box sets - EMI label £37110; Sequel £17.45;
Capitol £ 18.45;
Rock reissues- The Buzzrocks £9.95

iORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed For £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex' Card
Number
" Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mt/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: FifN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject lo availability. Nn-UK soles VAT- Free but where
applicabe subject to additional carriage charges.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB F to B 33 7LIB L 74

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

For the
Astral Voyager
who came
home.
Transport
yourself.

LINN the only sound
DISCOVER THE MEANING OF LINN ON 0800
http://www.linn.co.uk/linn
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Why is that
car radio
antennae
invariably
seem to be
mounted in
the worst
possible
positions?

A

large and varied postbag last
month brought agood deal
of agreement with the
suggestion that rotating a Band II
Yagi antenna away from the expected
appropriate polarisation (and indeed
away from what might be taken to he
the ` right' direction) may improve
performance on certain paths. It also
brought a couple of letters from
satisfied discone users.
At the risk of further irritating

enthusiast is likely to go to the lengths
of drilling ahole in the car roof to
mount a100MHz quarter-wave whip.

DIVERSITY RECEPTION

There is actually avery strong case
for saying that the benefits of antenna
diversity for vehicle reception are out
of all proportion to the expense
those readers who consider the
involved in providing it, but
content of this column too much like
that of an amateur radio magazine, I lamentably few manufacturers seem
to agree. Some Sony and Blaupunkt
reiterate that the antenna is easily the
most important part of any radio
receiving system. It doesn't matter
whether your radio receivers are of
the calibre of those possessed by the
likes of the BBC Monitoring Service
or GCHQ (Watkins.-Johnson fully
digital items whose prices start at
about £24,000 each) or mere
domestic tuners and car radios — all
are entirely useless and pointless
unless they are fed from an antenna
whose characteristics and perforrnance
are appropriate. There is absolutely
no logic in spending a lot of money
on a Band II tuner and then
expecting it to work properly with the
conceptual equivalent of pink string
and sealing-wax for an antenna.
Exactly the same goes for acar radio.
In passing, it is very curious how
modern vehicle design almost
invariably seems to dictate that the
antenna is mounted in the worst
possible position. I recently had
occasion to examine an RDS radio
for a professional client who was
concerned by what seemed to be
erratic performance.
The unit was mounted in a
Vauxhall Vectra, where the antenna
is located alittle way up the C-pillar.

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail 'ohn_nelsong
compuserve.com

nulls in its E-plane polar response
over some 160° in the direction away
from the car. One of several tiresome
consequences was that the radio's
conclusions about best alternative
frequencies were not always valid
when the time came to re-tune.
Ideally, of course, a car radio
antenna would be placed in the exact
centre of the roof. This would allow
it to display a more or less
omnidirectional E-plane pattern, to
the great benefit of Band II reception
in particular. Even more ideally, one
could combine it with the antenna for
your cellular telephone — which
would dramatically improve its
performance and, incidentally, spare
you the EMC problems which are
almost inevitable with portable GSM
telephones. Alas, only avery dedicated

In the course
of a lengthy
investigation, the radio's performance
was indeed found to be inconsistent
but not in any way which could
rationally be related to its internal
circuitry or software. It turned out
that amajor part of the problem was
due to the fact that the antenna
exhibited avariety of exceedingly deep
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is hardly conducive to good results.
Heaven knows there are too many of
both.

BBC IMAGE REDESIGN
A belated comment on the recent
decision by John Birt to spend a
reported £ 5.25m on are-design of
the BBC's corporate image. Ireally
can't help thinking that amajor redesign of Mr Birt's job description is
along-overdue move on the part of
Mr Tony Blair; one might also be
forgiven for the uncharitable thought
that Sir Christopher Bland might be
asked to spend more time with his
family as well.
Someone, somewhere in government, needs to realise that the BBC
is amajor British cultural institution
worthy of proper leadership, and take
the appropriate action.
And for three in a row and the
proverbial bonus point, Icould wish
they would rid us of Bill Giles as
well. His vocabulary becomes more
stilted and cliché-ridden by the day;
we had high pressure ' dominating the
scene' for four successive days last

radios offer the facility, but give little
information on how best to make use
of it; no vehicle manufacturer that I
know of offers diversity antennas on
an OEM basis.
But having trialled several receivers
capable of diversity reception, Ican
testify from personal experience that
even decidedly sub-standard antennas
used in multiple can give an
astonishing level of improvement. If
experience with mobile GSM
telephones is anything to go by, one
imagines that something similar will
be the case when DAB radios arrive.
However, since Ido not happen to
live underneath the porcine equivalent
of aVOR radial, it's not yet possible
to say when practical tests will prove
this one way or the other.
All in all, one gets the feeling that
that antenna technology is rather
trailing behind that of radios and
communications systems, especially
for mobile use. Ford's attempt to use
rear-screen hearing elements for radio
reception seems to have foundered on
the basis of indifferent performance,
and one gathers that the covert VHF
and UHF antennas used by various
mobile elements of the police and
security services perform rather badly.
And as far as domestic Band II
reception is concerned, there is really
no alternative to an external Yagi
antenna mounted as high as possible,
coupled with good-quality low-loss
coaxial cable. Unfortunately, a
combination of poorly designed
antennas and ignorant antenna riggers

Very few cars have their aerials in the best
position

June, and about 463 instances of the
'western side' in the same period.
I gather
that
our
weather
broadcasters
belong
to
the
Meteorological Office and hence
ultimately the Ministry of Defence
rather than the BBC. Perhaps aposting
to RAF Saxa Vord or Ascension, or a
long-term detachment to Pitcairn
Island, could be arranged for Mr Giles
before he bores us all to death.
Lastly, my apologies for the lack
of a column in HFNIRR July. This
appears to have been due to the
vagaries of Messrs CompuServe's
messaging system, which also
managed to mislay several other items
sent to and from the wilds of the
Welsh borders. If you have e-mailed
me in the past few months and not
had areply, please try again.
John Nelson
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Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of
each review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price
coding:
full price;
midprice;
special price - see ' Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown 0, with First UK publication date.

Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

A : 1
B: 2
C : 3
D: 4
H : H

Performance
Vey Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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urray Perahia is athinker:
while perhaps not wishing
to be portrayed as an
intellectual, he would probably agree
that his approach can justifiably be
described as both objective with
regard to structure, and subjective
when it comes to the emotional
aspects of performance.
Dating back to his early interest in
composition, as astudent at the
Mannes School in New York, his
greatest joy lies in methodically
dissecting and then reconstructing
the music he plays.
'How is it composed? Yes, that
fascinates me! Ispend alot of time
playing Beethoven, Mozart, Bach
and Chopin. You know, if one
studies their musical education,
there's alot of fugues and
counterpoint in all of them.
'It's ascandal that the Beethoven
Studies, are not available in English.
They're his studies of work with
Albrechtsberger and Haydn in
counterpoint, going on to canons
and fugue-writing.
'When Mozart was seven years old
he went to Bologna for acourse in
counterpoint with Padre Martini.
And he himself later taught Thomas
Attwood, the English composer and
organist. His letters to Attwood
provide an interesting idea of the
way Mozart thought. It's all based
on counterpoint — the same is true
of Chopin, strangely enough.'
The great composers, Perahia
argues, though they wrote
harmonically, achieved their effects
largely by the interweaving of
separate voices — as in the old
church music, which led to formal
counterpoint.
'Chords are created, yes, but it all
comes from voice-leading. Iactually
think of many voices. The bass line
is avery important factor as well,
right after the main voice and how
that moves. And then there are the
inner voices. Of course, being aware
of quite so many voices you can't
take as much liberty as if you were
only aware of one.'
This is borne out by Perahia's
playing. Listening, you are intensely
aware of an aesthetic discipline and,
simultaneously, of agloriously free,
singing line. Indeed, his attraction as
apianist lies precisely in this mix of
purity and indulgence. Perhaps only
Perahia could make such an
apparent contradiction work.
A pianist's rubato can do so much
to colour aperformance (or ruin it,
according to your view).
'While Ibelieve in rubato,' says
Perahia carefully, ' the music has to
dictate it. There could be a
dissonant flourish or even a
dissonant note that needs alonger
time. Each note needs its own time
to breathe, and strictly metronomic
playing violates this natural freedom.
It's all got to be living and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A pianist intent on realising his vision

of the music, through a just balance of
analysis and emotional responses
by Bill Newman

'The truths
these
composers
spoke about
are something
we feel as
keenly now
as they did
then, and the
language is
as keenly
alive as it
was then'

breathing. Mechanical playing and
mechanical thinking: that's the one
thing I'm always fighting.
Mechanical thinking says that there
is this thing called sonata form and
everything has to relate to it.
'But Ithink that great composers
made their own forms, and that no
two pieces are alike Isaw that with
the Mozart Concertos when Idid
the whole lot — ne two concertos
alike! You couldn't speak of how
they fitted into aconventional
mould, because there was no mould
for them to fit into.'

The challenge of recording
There's afundamental difference in
Perahia's attitude to making
recordings and giving live
performances.
Tor what it's worth, one does try
when recording to centre one's
impressions, thoughts and feelings
and say whatever one can about the
piece. It's achallenge, and it doesn't
always work. A far cry from just
simply trying to communicate
something to an audience.
'In the studio Iwork in long

takes. Idon't do so many
corrections, but Ido listen to the
playbacks with the score and try to
see the things Ihad seen before in
the score and think ' am Ibringing
them out? Am Ibeing true to my
vision of it?".'
For all his painstaking
preparation, Perahia's performances
sound far from studied; on the
contrary, they have an excitingly
improvisatory quality, full of vitality
and freshness. For this, he is
indebted to his teacher, Horszowski.
'I was very inspired by him, and
also by Horowitz, whom Igot to
know well during the last few years
of his life. If there was ever a
spontaneous artist, it was Horowitz.'
Obviously Perahia has adeep
respect for the composer's
intentions, but is every scoremarking sacred? And if so, where
does the spontaneity came in?
`To follow score markings
slavishly, without understanding why
they are there, is not going to do
anything. Besides, you may not even
accept them. Ithink, for example.
that rigidly accepting acomposer's
83

The Star is shining brightly...
The new SiriuS amplifiers from Denmark are proving
just as exciting as we first hoped: in aDanish review
they achieved equal ranking with one of the top American
amplifiers - at afraction of the price. Here the reputation
is spreading faster than almost any other product we can
remember! You have probably never heard the "walk-in"
sound-stage we achieve from asystem with Audio
Synthesis or Wadia CD. SiriuS and the sensational Audio
Physic speakers, with Tice cables and mains conditioners.
Customers say we make some of the best sound they have
ever heard. Whether it's acomplete system or an upgrade we
try to give along-term view, not aquick sale.This avoids
perpetual upgrades, gives you musical satisfaction along the
way and saves you money in the long run. We are so
confident in the products we have chosen that we will gladly
do A/B home demonstrations against the competition anywhere. Just listen and you'll know.
CD. Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé, Enlightened Audio
Design, Meracus, Orelle, Wadia, XTC.
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, Graham, Michell, Stratosphere,
Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé, DNM,
Kora, Lumley, Michell, Orelle, Sirius, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, Dunlavy,
Harbeth, Magneplanar, Lumley, Mirage, NEAT, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum, Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink, Lumley Silver, Tice

The Right Note - Bath

AUDIO ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
"The Little Mead" is aunique mains conditioner, developed
for audio equipment to give an improvement in stereo image,
added depth and asuperior placement, as well as adding
protection from damaging mains voltage spikes.
Additionally "The Little Mead" is well matched for audio
visual systems and gives astunning improvement to the
picture of televisions and projector systems.
AES also produce interconnect cables of unsurpassable
quality. "The Blue Moon" is pure silver while "The Yellow
Crystal" is aSilver plated cable. Both cables unlock the
hidden qualities of asystem most cables seem to "veil".
All of our products are hand crafted in the UK using only
the highest quality British and European components.
For more details on these and our other recently launched
products please contact
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100 Wood Lane, Sonning Common, Reading, Berks. RG4 9SL
International Tel/Fax +44 (0) 118 9721006
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metronome markings without
finding your own speed for things is
dangerous, because you miss
identifying with the music. Ioften
find that composers write very fast
metronome markings, probably too
fast for performance — certainly in
the case of Beethoven and the
Hammerklavier.'
You think of apiece faster than
you play it, says Perahia. And when
composers unify whole sections with
long phrasing, the natural tendency,
again, is to speed up these
paragraphs — to think faster.
`That's why almost all composers
have fast metronome markings!
They are more idealistic than
anything else. But then in Chopin,
say, sometimes the metronome
markings are just right.'

For the future
Isuggest he should put all this into
abook. Perahia shakes his head.
'Writing is the one thing Ihaven't
done.' He reads alot about music
but on the whole finds verbal
description lacking. ' It's very hard to
state what you feel. You've got to
show it: you've got to do it in music,
you know.'
And what music is he going to do
in the future?
`Well, Ishall be doing more Bach.
And perhaps recording it. Iam
going to do the English Suites. And
Baroque. I've had this love of
Handel for some time now, and I
try to listen to everything. I've done
three of the Suites and Ifind them

41,1
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the Vienna years
by Christopher Breunig
acollection of metal

rmasters for the EMI recordings
made immediately after the War by
Karajan and the Vienna
Philharmonic, transfer engineer
Andrew Walter first had to decide at
what pitch the orchestra then
played. He couldn't trust the speeds
of the masters themselves, since the
fluctuations of generator supplies at
the time had introduced vagaries
from side to side, and so enquiries
were made of some of the surviving
VP0 players. When (with reference
to the scores) relative pitches were
established, what struck Walter was
We NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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wonderful. Ilove playing the Fifth
Suite which has the ' Harmonious
Blacksmith' Variations, and Ijust
adore listening to Israel in Egypt.'
Apart from his current fascination
with the Baroque, Beethoven
remains acontinuing interest and
he'd also like to play more
Mendelssohn, whom he sees as a
great composer who, nevertheless, is
linked in people's minds as
`Victorian'.
'I don't see him as that. He was a
great contrapuntal master —
Schumann certainly thought so.'
As for Schumann himself: 'No
two people play his music exactly
alike. You have to find the poetry
and the passions for yourself, while
in Beethoven alot is given to you.
It's true you have to meet the
challenge of Beethoven, but
Schumann's is such an individual
world. You have to enter it alone.
Introverted, disturbed, passionate —
neurotic even — but he was agenius
nevertheless.'

Music on period instruments
More and more pianists are now
becoming involved in the ' authentic'
movement. Perahia feels it's useful
to hear what the original
instruments sound like, ' But it's not
the be-all and end-all. The answer
has to lie in what the composition
itself says, regardless of
instruments.'
A violinist once complained to
Beethoven that some of the notes he
had written for him lay virtually

the sheer consistency of musical
tension Karajan had maintained,
even at that stage in his career,
whether in short pieces by the
Strauss family or in the symphonies
by Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms
and Tchaikovsky undertaken with
Walter Legge as his producer.
For these freshly mastered reissues
— and some of the material is
released for the very first time — a
couple of transfers had to be made
from shellacs, with consequent extra
measures taken to reduce noise.
Walter has two boxes of varying
profile styli (he prefers to use
elliptical rather than spherical tips)
and, when working on historic
originals, he may make an edited
digital copy from as many as four
traverses of parts of 78rpm sides
using these different tips for
maximum signal quality. A stereo
pickup is used, and the noisier
channel is automatically rejected
electronically during playback.
At this stage, acareful use of the
Cedar processor allows acomplete
de-clicking and lowering of general
background noise. Walter has been
working with Cedar for some years
and he's appalled at the blanket

outside the scope of his instrument.
`I don't care for your instrument'
said Beethoven.
'He might just as well have said
"I don't care for your piano". The
limits of instruments did not interest
him', says Perahia. ` He went beyond
that. There is alogic in his music.
The same with Bach's writing for
voices. That is not typical vocal
music — it goes beyond, into the
very sphere of music itself.
'Music has to be taken on its own
terms, not in terms of how it relates
to another art. A lot of these periodinstrument people are now relating
Bach's music to rhetoric, simply
because he was amember of a
rhetorical society. Now, Idon't
know much about that, but Iknow
Bach studied music alot; and if you
can understand the laws of music,
you can understand Bach.
'Bach should be open to
everybody — to period-instrument
people, people playing pianos and
people playing kazoos!' The
instrument, he says, is not as
important as the understanding,
whilst aperformance is successful
only in as far as it has got into the
spirit of the piece itself.
'A great piece of music transcends
ages. It's not of the 17th-century or
the 18th-century. It's for all time.
People may disagree on that, but I
feel almost religious about it. The
truths these composers spoke about
are something we feel as keenly now
as they did then, and the language is
as keenly alive as it was then.'

misuse by some transfer engineers
which cuts into the realism possible
from 78s. HFNIRR reviewers have
also commented on aloss of musical
values if there's too much filtering
and processing. Yet it is possible to
achieve asubjective enhancement
without degrading the subtle layers
of signal-information which give a
necessary sense of presence.
For the benefit of journalists, two
tracks were cut onto aCD: with
processing, and absolutely ' flat'. It's
apity that space for this convincing
demonstration hasn't been found
somewhere in the finished set of
reissues. As Walter says (with
justifiable pride) it's even possible to
appreciate the bloom of the
Musikvereinsaal's acoustic, whilst
the orchestral sound is full in body
and range.
The privations in war-torn Vienna
are touched upon in Legge's own
memoir On and Off the Record
[Faber & Faber] but were described
more vividly in Karl Liibl's essay
with EMI's 1983 LP set. It's a
further matter for regret that none of
the background history has been
included with these latest (and
finest) transfers onto CD.

Murray
Perahia's
new Sony
recital
includes
Handel
keyboard
suites: see
'Reviews'

'Karajan
Edition The Viennm
Years' is
on EMI CMS
566 4832
(9CDs,
mono wit,
bonus disc)
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The DAC 1d/a converter is 20bit/8times oversampling
with avalve output stage.
All this for under athousand pounds has to be heard to be believed!
The Audio Note range is from well under £ 1000
to well over £200,000.00!
Yes two hundred thousand pounds!
Call now for more details
on this and other Audio Note products.
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This is avital piece of any audiophiles hi-fi system.
It is also the very latest technology from one of the UK's most innovative hi-fi manufacturers.
Connected between your CD player and amplifier, the X1OD gives you that warm but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve CD player. How? Ihear you say. It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap X1OD contains the very latest in valve technology.
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Loricraft Audio is pleased to announce that it has
acquired the exclusive licence to manufacture the
new Garrard 501 transcription turntable but owners
of existing 301's and 401's will be pleased to know

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contact
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that all of the major components of the new deck
will be available as upgrade components to their
decks. As virtually no original tooling survives we
have had to seek out new suppliers for every piece.
In each case we have sought as high astandard as
possible and never set aprice. Needless to say this
places the 501 in the upper price range level.
The original was exhibited at the 1996 Ramada
Show. This year the first production 501 will be
exhibited with other restored Garrard 301's and
401's at the 1997 Ramada Show in room 1045.
Other Garrard products will include new improved
plinths, power supplies and other accessories.
ALL ENQUIRIES CONTACT LORICRAFT
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME
4 BIG LANE, GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,
BERKSHIRE, BG17 81Q
01488 - 72267
Telephone enquiries - 8.30-4pm Mon-Fri
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Record of
the month

JS BACH:
The Six Partitas BWV825-30
Angela Hewitt (pno)
Hyperion CDA67191/2

(
2CDs, 143m 22s)

Partitas 1-4
Sergey Schepkin (pno)
Onr,aku Records 024-108

BARTOK:
Sonata 1for violin & piano
Violin Sonata ( 1944)
Isabelle Faust (v1n)1Ewa Kupiec (pno)
Harmonia Mundi HMN 911623

(
68m 45s)

Only 26, Isabelle Faust gives an account of Bartok's 1944 Sonata, his last
chamber work, of indelible authority, as total n its technical command as in
its profundity. She has taken this music to he heart, mind and fingers no
less completely than Menuhin himself. ` Melodia' in particular has an
astonishing perfection of sound and line, and shows utter subservience to
the hauntingly expressive, indeed sublime nature of the piece.
Faust leaves you wondering what
she could do in other music, when
she sounds so at one with Bartok's:
so able to become atransparent
medium for his thoughts. Indeed, so
completely is her own ego concealed
that the work takes on anew clarity
and greatness.
The first of the two sonatas
written for European concert tours
with Jelly d'Arányi (to whom Ravel
consequently dedicated Tzigane)
must surely have confounded
audiences at the London premiere in
1922: along and complex work, it is
probably best approached via its
Debussy-like Adagio, or the ` motoperpetuo' Magyar finale —
suggestive of Miraculous Mandarin at
the start, the close ` amaelstrom of
sound' [Halsey Stevens]. Bartok
later suggested (i) might be omitted
altogether. You have to go back to
André Gertler and his wife Diane
Andersen [Supraphon 1965] for a
comparably understanding musical
partnership. (David Oisrrakh's 1972
recording has just been reissued on
BMG/Melodiya: fine though the
playing is, Oistrakh doesn't sound as
convincingly idiomatic as his
-t partner, Sviatoslav Richter.)
g Paradoxically though, piano and
c4
3 violin interchange hardly any
r4 material, either in Sonatas 1or 2.
ki But Kupiec provides the necessary
rhythmic markers to the wilder
demands Bartok places on Faust in
(iii), and there's amagnificent
feeling of both airborne spontaneity
and decisiveness here. The Adagio
brings some exquisitely controlled
playing from this young violinist:
pure and refined, rock-steady in
intonation, eloquent in her remote
pianissimi. (
Does one hear the
introduction to Beethoven's Op.131
string quartet at the start of this
movt?) The intensity (and Icertainly
don't mean loudness) of Faust's
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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performance is actually rather
unsettlingly direct.
The sound in this work, aRadio
France co-production, is superb. But
Ihave acriticism of the engineering
of the solo sonata: to alesser degree
you can hear it with room speakers,
but on headphones the image shift
back and forth from L-R is as
disconcerting as bees swarming
around one's head! This is abudget
price disc, of the highest musical
quality, in HM's ` New Interpreters'
series.
Christépher Breunig

Belo Barlok
in 1916

(66m 08s)

How does one play the keyboard
music of JS Bach? The question was
put to me years back when the great
specialist Joerg Demus was in
London performing the WellTempered Klavier, with critics busy
voicing opinions that Bach should
no longer be performed on the
concert grand but on the
harpsichord — ideally by Helmut
Walcha, who had at that time
created something of asensation.
Demus stressed that there were 25
or so possible ways, and that the
composer would have approved of
the Model ' C' Steinway, with its
range of sonorities. Now we have
reached akind of impasse. When
Richard Goode performed the
Fourth Partita recently, Ioverheard
the comment: `Very original, but I
would have liked amore cool
approach.'!
Angela Hewitt is, indeed, a ' cool'
performer. She knows exactly how
to approach Bach's music, but the
emotional message is allowed to
come through directly to the listener
in aheightened sense. Her playing
springs naturally from the printed
notes, has the right feeling for
rhythmic impulse, phrase structure
and poetic values. The start of
Partita 1reminds me of Lipatti —
everywhere, throughout, there is that
feeling of compactness surrounding
spontaneity, all perfectly graded into
one consistent unity. One particular
passage in the Giga finale where
Lipatti produced aperfectly timed
tonal diminution in the downward
progression has Hewitt doing
likewise.
The contrast of C-minor in
Partita 2could not be greater. This
performance looks forward to
Mozart's superb Fantasia and
Beethoven's Opp.13/111 sonatas,
while the Courante, Sarabande,
Menuet and Gigue from the Fourth
Partita have been carefully studied
for their contrasting dance motives.
The tragic intensity of Partita 3 (Aminor) is again music that most
influenced Mozart, and then perhaps
Grieg and Schumann, great admirers
of both composers: witness the same
choice of key for their respective
piano concertos.
One can view her performance as
aturning-point during Bach's
keyboard development, for the
added complexities of both Partitas
5and 6introduce new dimensions
to his music demanding the fullest
concentration from the performer. In
all, this is awonderful two-disc set,
superbly recorded at the
Beethovensaal, Hannover, on the
87

piano used by Wilhelm Kempff for
his last recordings.

[Sony Edition]. There, Stern speaks
for Stern, and he makes you listen
to every quaver.

Turning to the young St
Petersburg-born Sergey Schepkin is
a somewhat different experience.
He's afine player, yet Icannot agree
with the New York Times's
`unquestionably a major Bach pianist
whose lofty perspective [holds] one
mesmerized'. To my ears it is all
very clear but lightweight in
conception: almost feminine in its
appeal. Schepkin tends to slow
down at various phrase-turns and at
certain slow-movement endings,
though his lightness of touch is
delightful. Yet much of it is overfast, or too contemplative (as if he
were communing with himself

Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN:
Diabelli Variations _I32 Variations
in c
Ian Fountain (pno)
CRD CRD3506

A .:1* 8:3

BARBER:
Violin Concerto/BLOCH: Baal
Shem/WALTON: Violin Concerto
Joshua Bell (v1n)1Baltimore SOI
Zinman
Decca 452 851-2

(68m)

Not a CD for any time-conscious
critic: begin listening to either the
Walton or Barber and you simply
want to re-hear those opening
movements before moving on. On
what is surely Joshua Bell's best
concerto disc so far, the orchestral
support is excellent — notably in the
Walton, whose idiom seems
better grasped than Bemstein's
(to judge from the companion
Baltimore/Decca programme this
month).
It is Bell's wholesome sincerity
which makes these performances
so likeable, even if he has strong
competition in both concertos.
Apart from the fact that both
Heifetz recordings of the Walton
are now separately available in
RCA's Edition, Tasmin Little on
Decca proves an interpreter with
powerful individuality. And, with
cleaner-focused orchestral playing
and recording, there's Slatkin's St
Louis/RCA of the Barber, with
Takezawa a more calculating player
than Bell; in that version the ultraRomantic Andante yields perhaps to
the pin-point sharpness of responses
in (iii).
Calum MacDonald, in his
exemplary booklet note, points out
that all three works were being
written in 1939, Bloch's 'Three
Pictures of Chassidic Life' an
elaboration of a 1923 violin and
piano original, and were premiered
in the United States. Baal Shem is a
sort of Schelomo for violinists. Its
weak movt is ` Nigun', where the
orchestral dress and Bell's way of
letting the music speak for itself (it
has very little to say in 61
/ m) leads
2
me to prefer instead Stern/Zakin
88

(
69m 14s)

Since winning the coveted 1989
Rubinstein Competition in Tel Aviv,
this pianist has been polishing his
interpretations and quietly
presenting his programmes to critical
acclaim. This CRD recording should
do him apower of good.
From the outset one is listening to
areal musical thinker's grasp of
what Beethoven intended in the
Diabelli, where the character of each
variation complements what follows
next — a natural progression that
gives the sense of architecture to the

instead of communicating Bach's
message). The recording, likewise, is
below par: shallow, and low in
transfer-level.
Bill Newman .

A:1 D

Joshua Bell
Violin
Concertos by
Walton and
Barber, with
David

e

Zinman
(right) and

the Baltimore
Symphony
Orchestra

whole. Throughout there is acanny
projection of the music's inner
substance, through successions of
calmer stretches and mysterious halfvisions of the unknown, which
suddenly break out into a blaze of
bright sunlight. (Thus, for example,
the Presto Varn.10 outburst marks a
turning point, setting in motion a
further series of mood/motion
utterances that builds up afresh.)
Fountain balances the constituent
parts, correctly judging the
contemplative mood before plunging
into the fugal development to
emerge all-set for the visionary coda.
Iwas impressed with the music once
again, in a totally new way.
The 32 Variations that follow
entirely completed my enjoyment of
this disc. Here the pianist gives
emphasis to another Beethoven style:
a flowing, persuasive drama with
sudden outbreaks of vehemence that
startled his pretenders into admiring
his genius, and afacility which led
them into hitherto uncharted
territories.
The recording, from St George's,
Brandon Hill, Bristol, is exemplary.
•

BERNSTEIN:
Candide Overture "...1West Side
Story - Symphonic Dances j
Facsimile J Fancy Free
Baltimore SO/Zinman
Decca 452 916-240s)

(
72m

A potentially attractive programme,
one which incorporates the original
Billie Holliday recording of ' Blue
Stuff', which sets the scene for the
1944 ballet Fancy Free (
and where it
was the composer's conceit to croon
his own studio 'cover' version to add
to a ' live' Israel PO recording on
DG). The trouble is that Zinman's
carefully conducted but cautioussounding performances continually
fall short of the careering rhythmic
impetus, snap and swing of
Bemstein's own recordings,
especially those on Sony with the
New York Philharmonic. Zinman's
`Mambo' (West Side Story) just
sounds tepid by comparison, whilst
much at the start of the
'Choregraphic Essay' Facsimile
stagnates. Bernstein's later DG
version, a crudely compelling
recording, again with the Israel PO,
itself yields to abeautifully realised
Slatkin EMI alternative with the St
Louis Orchestra ( 1986 — now on
'Eminence').
Bemstein's first, NY, Candide
Overture is the most flowing and has
awonderful
but the later, more
measured/episodic versions for DG,
with the LAPO and LSO ( 1983/89),
offer fascinating complementary
perspectives. Back in 1973, Seiji
Ozawa and the San Francisco
Orchestra near-rivalled the
composer's ` Symphonic Dances': a
memorable DG production. Tilson
Thomas's very recent LSO recording
(again, DG) proved a letdown after
his best Barbican concert
performances.
Iam afraid the string sound in
these Baltimore recordings is not
Decca ' top drawer'; and a lot of the
time the playing here put me in
mind of some obedient German
orchestra more accustomed to
Haydn symphonies!
Christopher Breunig

B:2

BERWALD:
Symphonies 1-4 J Konzertstúck
for Bassoon
Christian Davidsson (bsn)IMalmei
SOIEhrling
BIS CD 795/6

(2CDs, 131m 20$)

Polygram, Chandos, EMI and now
BIS have turned to the convenient
packaging of two CDs in a one-CDthick box. The difference is that BIS
offers new recordings, not reissues.
Collectors, their shelves bowing
down with lasting-forever CDs, must
be delighted at the saving of space.
Ehrling's long familiarity with
Berwald's music cannot be gainsaid,
but judged by the high standards his
reputation demands, these
SEPTEMBER 1997
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performances lack that last ounce of
flair and sparkle one might expect.
For a start, the Malmö SO does not
match the pointed accuracy of the
Gothenburg SO under Jârvi (a
somewhat under-rated set, Ifeel —
DG 445 581-2, 2CDs at mid-price)
and, although Ehrling adopts just
tempi for much of the time,
occasionally he lets the impetus
slacken. The music lacks inevitability
as a result. The Scherzo section of
3(ii) for example, and Sinfonie
Serieuse (i) seem intermittently to
want commitment. But, measured
against less exacting standards,
Ehrling's set will still give much
pleasure, particularly if you find Jârvi
too intense.
BIS includes the early bassoon
Konzertstück as a substantial
makeweight. Christian Davidsson
gives a sympathetic performance,
capturing the jokey Weberian spirit
with light abandon. The orchestra
plays up to him, accompanying the
quote of ` Home, Sweet Home' with
hushed tones, as if thinking ' Can he
really be playing that?'.
My preference for the symphonies
remains with Járvi, whose recording

CHANDOS

DYSON

Ci,\Ter:Buin PiLcou\u

DYSON:
The Canterbury Pilgrims J Overture
- At the Tabard Inn J In Honour of
the City
Kenny (sop)/Tear (ten)IRoberts
(bar) /LSO & Ch Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9531(2)

(
2CDs, 118m)

Chandos's rehabilitation of George
Dyson continues apace with this
near-ideal new realization of what
remains perhaps the composer's
single most enduring creation, The
Canterbury Pilgrims ( 1930).
Described by Dyson as acantata for
chorus, soloists and orchestra, it
comprises 13 movements (of 90m
duration in all), each one avivid
portrayal of assorted characters from
the prologue of Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales. The music, if not
earth-shatteringly original, always
speaks from the heart, and its
tuneful, unpretentious charm and
exquisite craftsmanship carry the
day.
As to highlights, I'd recommend
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is brighter and more immediate than
Ehrling's atmospheric sound on BIS;
but some may prefer Ehrling's
generally more relaxed, Romantic
approach.
•

'Walter Goehr had probably
the finest string ensemble of
the day at his disposal, but the
English Sinfonia are their

BRITTEN:
Simple Symphony Li Lachrymae
Prelude & Fugue/TIPPETT: Concerto
for Double String Orchestra
IRELAND:
Concertino Pastorale j A Downland
Suite J The Holy Boy/VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: Partita for Double String
Orchestra J Five Variants of ' Dives
& Lazarus' J Fantasia on
Greensleeves
English StnfornalFan -cr
Carlton Classics 30366 00542 & 00602
(63m 37s/66m 04s)
Here are two quite gorgeous discs of
music for string orchestra under
John Farrer, Califonia-born and
already represented on Carlton with
American music, but proving
equally at home in British works. It
is immediately apparent that he
understands the idiom and shows

sampling the gorgeous, unexpectedly
sensuous portrait of 'The Nun', the
roguish bluster of 'The Shipman' or
wittily bogus quackery of 'The
Doctor of Physic'. The alluring
portrayal of 'The Wife of Bath'
(truly the life and soul of the party)
is another treat. Towards the close,
especially in the memorable 'The
Poor Parson of aTown', Dyson's
inspiration plumbs genuine depths,
and there's an infinitely tender
compassion and dignity here that
many will rightly find very moving
indeed.
Richard Hickox has long been
crazy about The Canterbury Pilgrims
and his direction positively glows
with affectionate ardour.
Fortunately, he encourages a
similarly enthusiastic response from
his assembled LSO forces and three
highly experienced soloists (though
Robert Tear, singing with his
customary intelligence, now shows
occasional signs of strain). With
lustrous, beguilingly warm and
wide-ranging sonics from the fatherand-son team of Brian and Ralph
Couzens, the whole enterprise was
set down over four days at the
Blackheath Concert Halls.
Throw in equally committed
accounts of the adorable 1943
overture At the Tabard Inn (based on
themes from the main work) and the
splendid Dunbar-setting In Honour
of the City (1928), and you have a
very desirable package indeed.
Lovely artwork too. Most enjoyable.
•

equals, and have the
advartage of modern
recording at its best'

the same kind of affinity as did
Boult or Barbirolli. These are
spontaneous re-creations that spring
straight from the printed scores with
a naturalness of expression and
precise regard for musical dynamics
and poetic phrasing.
The first disc begins with
Britten's Simple Symphony, a
performance which would have
delighted the composer with its
youthful zest and magnificent
attack, while John Glickman's
poignant realization of Lachrymae
merges quite beautifully into the
surrounding string textures. Usually,
the Prelude and Fugue for 18-part
strings comes unstuck during the
final section, but this time the
strictest attention is given to
ensemble and weight of tone.
Igo back to Walter Goehr's
Philharmonia performance of
Tippett's Concerto for Double String
Orchestra for comparisons. Goehr
had probably the finest string
ensemble of the day at his disposal,
but the English Sinfonia, led by
Janice Graham, are their equals, and
have the advantage of modern
recording at its best, with a
magnificently clear separation
throughout.
Most people agree that Ireland's
Concertino Pastorale is a major
composition. It encompasses what is
inspired in string writing —
prophetic feelings that embrace a
philosophy of life's tragedies in the
early war years ( 1939) and a hope
for a return to normality. It sounds
se here, and the charm of A
Downland Suite and loveliness of The
Holy Boy in its string version make
wonderful foils. Vaughan Williams's
Five Variants on Dives and Lazarus
and Fantasia on Greensleeves are
more often played than his Partita
for Double String Orchestra — still
comparatively rare. All come up as
fresh as paint.
Bill Newman
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FRANKEL:
Symphonies 4 & 6 J
Mephistopheles' Serenade & Dance
Queensland SO/Albert
CPO 999 242-2

(60m 03s)

All three works are featured here in
their premiere recordings.
Mephistopheles' Serenade & Dance
89

(1952), subtitled a ' Caricature for
Orchestra', is an ironic tonal work
— Frankel imagined Mephistopheles
serenading alady and failing to
inject an ounce of believablity into
his protestations of love, whereas his
rage at being rejected is all too
sincere. The two symphonies are
impressive examples of the
composer's late, quasi-tonal 12-note
idiom: the Fourth ( 1966), in
memory of the violinist Olive
Zorian, with its deeply elegaic finale,
contains some of Frankel's finest
music and has been perhaps the
most often performed. Equally
important is his five-movt Sixth
(1969), atroubled and complex
work, ranging from serenity through
anger to touches of Mahlerian
grotesque, which can only benefit
from the repeated hearings CD
allows.
The shortcomings of these
performances are those which, with
some exceptions, seem to
characterise the CPO series
generally. They are well-played,
nicely balanced, above all careful
accounts, of no great distinction.
The content of the scores, so far as
the notes are concerned, is faithfully
rendered; but behind those notes is
a symphonic impulse both
passionate and sombre which
deserves greater intensity and
commitment than Werner Andreas
Albert seems capable of summoning
from his Queensland players. I'd
have welcomed livelier rhythmic
pointing, too, for Frankel's later
music can seem foursquare if not
shepherded along with sympathy and
flexibility. These considerations aside
(and Ipartially except Symphony 6,
which is quite powerfully projected),
this is an important issue of
immensely worthwhile music.
ern MacDonald

Handel
o n d
Scarlatti

HANDEL:
Suite 2 in F, HWV427 0 3 in d,
HWV428 _I5 in E, HWV430 J
Chaconne in G, HWV435/
SCARLATTI: 7 Keyboard Sonatas
(K27, 29, 206, 212, 247, 491 &
537)
Murray Perahia (pno)
Sony Classical CD 62785

(68m 59s)

These July/Nov ' 96 recordings
(Neumarkt Germany and three
Scarlatti sonatas done at the
Sofiensaal Vienna) mark the pianist's
recovery after a career-threatening
thumb infection and unhelpful
surgery, and it's surely not fanciful
to find in them anew depth of
expression. Perahia plays with the
customary beauty of sound, yet with

njamin Frankel
ete String Quartets
-QuoctelY

11.1.101

FRANKEL:
String Quartets 1-5
Norms Qt
CPO 999 420-2

(2CDs, 90m ¡ Ss)

Benjamin Frankel's five quartets are
less significant an addition to their
genre than his eight symphonies are
to theirs. But they're fine music
nonetheless, and it is ridiculous that
this should be the first recording of
all but No.5. Five is also the only
quartet from Frankel's late period
(1965), and it shows his highly
personal application of serial
technique.
There is less stylistic distinction
than you might expect with the first
four: works of Frankel's early
maturity, composed in quick
succession in the years 1944-49.
Their language is firmly tonal, their
quartet-technique deft and assured
— if the expression is sometimes
eanest, no movement outstays its
welcome. Indeed, the music's
concision and lack of self90

New in CPO's
Benjamin
Frankel series:
the five string
quartets,
played by
the Nomos
Quartet

importance are among its most
impressive features. (The First takes
just over 12m, yet each of the four
movts is a fully-realised structure.)
Any enthusiast for the contemporary
quartets of Rawsthorne, Maconchy
or Tippett will find much to admire
in these works: Iparticularly enjoyed
2 (with its beautiful slow movt) and
4 (in which vigour and elegy are
sensitively combined).
Frankel seems to have favoured
five-movt forms (2, 3, 5), perhaps
under the influence of Bartok, whose
impress is strongest on 3. He also
paid attention to Britten's quartet
style, to judge from the eldritch little

greater warmth — there's inner calm
but it's tempered by strong
resolution.
We don't hear much Handel on
the modern piano — the
Richter/Gavrilov EMI reissues, of
course — but still plenty of Bach.
For me, the richness and humanity
in Handel's music brings much
relief (!), whilst Perahia's wonderful
playing of the variation movts
(Suites 3, 5) would alone make this
adisc to cherish. Listen, for
example, to the whirling fantasy at
the end of the ` Harmonious
Blacksmith' set.
Perhaps inspired by Horowitz's
celebrated example, Perahia embarks
with an entirely different swatch of
dramatic colours, nervy accents and
rhythms which evoke the pictorial,
upon his first Scarlatti selection. In
Handel his echo effects (through
dynamic contrasts) are lovely but in
keeping with that composer's
formality; in Scarlatti the imitations
of guitar or harpsichord —
something Horowitz eschewed, I
would suggest — are subtle, and the
phrasing fastidious yet never fussily
so or small-scaled. Murray Perahia
joins the small, select band whose
concert-grand Scarlatti is irresistible.
Beautiful recorded sound too.
-Christopher Breunig

%*: 1111:1

Allegro misterioso of 2. But perhaps
influence flowed in the other
direction too: there are curious
similarities between the layout of 5
and the unusual form of Britten's
Third (and both works were
dedicated to Hans Keller!).
The young musicians of the
Nomos Quartet do Frankel's works
proud, in assured and sympathetic
performances of rather more
commitment and passion than is
always evident in CPO's parallel
cycle of the symphonies. The sound,
if occasionally abit hard, is very
clear and lively. CD2 is
uncomfortably short measure at 37m
53s: surely a suitable makeweight
(the Piano Quartet? the Op.32
songs?) could 11.1\ cbeen found.
11111aWDonald

A(B): 141

GLINICA:
Ruskin and Lyudmila
OgnovienkolNetrebkolDiadkoval
BezzubenkovIGorchakovalKirov
OperalGergiev
Philips 446 746-2

(3CDs, 202m 26s)

Il Trovatore calls for four of the
greatest voices in the world, Ruslan
for six and abit — if not of the
same calibre then at least of the
front rank. Gergiev told me dolefully
that he couldn't do it because he
was waiting for the right singers;
bafflingly, this issue appeared less
SEPTEMBER
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than ayear later. It puts us
enormously in the Kirov's debt,
since the progenitor of all Russian
fantasy operas, exotic effects and all,
has had only one other recording in
recent years (from the Bolshoi,
recently reissued on BMG/
Melodiya). Yet, for all its native
earthiness, Ruslan is at least onequarter Italian bel canto; and none of
these much-respected Kirov singers
caught (unfairly, Ithink) in live
performance is ideally at ease with
the more decorative elements.
Netrebko's Ludmila boasts fulsome
top-Cs, but her coloratura is
approximate; Ognovienko and
Diadkova possess fine Slavic voices
of great distinction, and yet neither
is entirely flexible, or even confident,
in longer phrases. Pitching problems,
slightly noticeable in Diadkova's
delivery of Ratmir's second aria,
bedevil Gorchakova's line in the
quartet at the end of Act Three
(though her aria has the right kind
of energy). A further ungainliness
comes from Gergiev's willingness to
indulge held top-notes at the ends of
the big arias — not in accord with
the style of the 1840s. Two Kirov
character artists fare better:
Pluzhnikov enlivens Finn's
enormously long narration — a
Finnish folksong subjected to
seemingly endless variations in the
changing-background technique
Glinka is supposed to have invented
— and Bezzubenkov carries off the
Rossinian patter of Farlaf in broad
comic style.
The most rounded singer, though,
is the Kirov Orchestra under
Gergiev's direction: how it makes
the lament of the Act Five Prelude
soar, and how vigorously it
characterises Russian music's first
string of exotic dances in Act 4 (the
divertissement of seductive maidens of
Act 3, however, can't help but be
boring).
Idon't know whether Philips have
taken John Steane's Gramophone plea

Cecilia Bartoli
and Uwe
Heilman in
Haydn's
L'anima del
filosofo ( or
Orfeo ed
Euridice),
recorded by
Oiseau Lyre
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for alarger-than-life vocal profile to
heart, but Idon't like the artificial
bloom it now gives to the voices; at
least the orchestra doesn't suffer as a
result (though the timpani are now
too boomy). The video which
accompanies the present format
gives us achance to be bewitched by
the revival of imperial style, and
especially by Golovin's vibrant
designs for the garden of the wicked
dwarf Chernomor. True, nothing
really happens within these gorgeous
tableaux; but at least the video
director gives us as much chance as
possible to enjoy the full picture. An
accomplished effort, then, but it
could have been honed still more
over time to the high standard that
Glinka so often demands.

DavinelnaMMICI
GODOWSKY:
Piano Music, Vo1.1
Konstantin Scherbakov (pno)
Marco Polo 8.223793

(
68m 27s)

At last we are promised afull
appraisal of the great virtuoso
pianist/composer's works for piano.
Scherbakov is one in aline of
distinguished interpreters that
number, of course, Godowsky
himself, his son-in-law David
Saperton, Abbey Simon and MarcAndré Hamelin, and he offers
fastidiously prepared accounts of
works which must have graced the
salon recitals of the late 19th-/early
20th-century. It is also interesting to
note that the Lithuanian-born
musician taught Jan Smeterlin, Issay
Dobrowen and Heinrich Neuhaus,
who also gave their eminent services
to the world's concert halls and
teaching faculties but left
surprisingly few recordings.
It is not surprising that the suave,
masterly performer wrote music full
of grace and high-level pastiche
which demands much concentration
from the performer. Scherbakov is

the perfect advocate to bring to life
the Four Poems (
Devotion, Avowal,
Adoration, Yearning), and bring a
skilful dexterity to bear on Toccata
(subtitled ` Perpetual Motion').
Dance forms (as in Three Pieces) take
their place beside movements
bearing pictorial titles, while for
sheer brilliance, numbers like
Capriccio and Polonaise bring vivid
contrast to the overall programme.
Two Waltz Poems remind us of
Glazunov, while centrally comes the
seven-movt Airs of the Eighteenth
Century — somewhere between
Tchaikovsky and the realm of light
music. Exquisite miniatures, they
convey awealth of subtle meanings
and memories of childhood.
A splendid beginning to avaluable
project, beautifully recorded by
Andrew Walton and Andrew Groves
at St Martin's Church, East
Woodhay, Hampshire.
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HAYDN:
L'anima del filosofo
BartolilHeilmannID'ArcangelolAAM
& ChlHogwood
Oiseau-Lyre 452-668-2

(
2CDs, 124m 26s)

Despite some wonderful music in
this opera, HC Robbins Landon
uses the phrase ' amagnificent
failure' during a31-page analysis in
his Haydn:
Chronicle &
Works
'Although the eroine dies
[Thames
halfway through the
and
Hudson].
second of the four acts,
Composed
Cecilia Bartoli has
during
the opportunity to fashion , much of
1791,
Euridice's character with 11 shortly after
the
sensitivity and beauty
composer
of tone before singing the
arrived for
his first
central gem of the work'
London
visit, it
commences with the well-known
Overture to an English Opera which
was written for Salomon's opera
Windsor Castle. Haydn was pressed
to complete the music for a
performance at the King's Theatre
(which never took place), and maybe
this is why it seems loosely
constructed and sometimes leans
towards oratorio style. At the start of
Act 3 there is adelightful men's
chorus which is for all the world like
the finale to Symphony 89.
The opera relates the story of
Orpheus and Euridice and this was
the alternative title used when
Breitkopf & Hanel published
isolated arias from it in 1806.
OiseauLyre features this alternative
title in larger lettering, and on the
front of the booklet ignores the
proper title altogether.
Although the heroine dies halfway
through the second of the four acts,
91

Cecilia Bartoli has the opportunity
to fashion Euridice's character with
sensitivity and beauty of tone before
singing the central gem of the work
— her farewell aria ` Del mio core il
voto estremo'. Here her hushed
mezza-voce is stunning. A shame to
lose Bartoli so early perhaps, but she
does return in Act 3 to take the part
of the Sybil after Euridice's death: a
convincingly contrasting use of her
voice. Ifeel that Ildebrando
D'Arcangelo has a more demanding
part as Creonte (Euridice's father)
than does Uwe Heilmann as
Orpheus himself, but all the soloists
give world-class performances.
Balancing is excellent. There are
no noticeable representations of
stage movement (Ithink this went
out of fashion some time ago) and
there is not much breathing space
between scenes. In particular, the
entry of Creonte at the start of Act
1 Scene 2 is unnervingly abrupt, so
soon after the splendid chorus
before. There is realistic detail in
both chorus and orchestra;
fortepiano continuo is used and,
unusually, it is clearly audible.
Excellent period style too: fe, quasi1790s. It would have been of no use
to represent the first performance
because that was 160 years after the
opera's composition, when Erich
Kleiber conducted it in 1951 with
Tvgizuon, Callas and Christoffl
Antony Hodgson

A:1*- 1 Oe

HINDEMITH:
Symphonic Dances _IRagtime J
Pittsburgh Symphony
BBC POITortelier
Chandos CHAN9530

Tortelier:
a new
recording in
the Chandos
Hindemith
series
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HOLST

THE PLANETS

ST PAUL'S SUITE
ON ORIGINAL INSTRUMENTS
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NEW QUEENS HALL ORCHESTRA
ROY GOODMAN
V
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HOLST:
The Planets _ISt Paul's Suite
New Queen's Hall Orch & Ladies'
Ch/Goodman
Carlton Classics 30366 00432

(
56m 42s)

Sir Adrian Boult conducted asemiprivate first performance of the The
Planets in 1918; on record we have
from that early period the few odd
movements that Albert Coates did
commercially for HMV with the
LSO, and both the acoustic and
electrical recordings that Hoist
himself made with the same
orchestra for British Columbia
(1923/26). They have been
transferred to CD, so comparisons
can be made with this new release
by the 'period instruments' New
Queen's Hall Orchestra under Roy
Goodman [Abbey Road Studios,
John Boyden/Michael Sheady].
Listen to the wind brass chording
in ' Saturn' — Hoist's favourite
movement — and you will

immediately hear in modern sound
the timbres the composer had in
mind: a kind of dry fruitiness that
suggests decadence, the picture of
the hour-glass with sand drifting
through so slowly that it reflects life
itself ebbing away. Compare the gutsounding repeated strings with
staccato brass punctuations in
'Mars' — the hint of menace is
apparent right at the start, growing
to something monstrous, awful when
it breaks through with downward
wind cascades before the coda —
then the open purity of 'Venus' with
its stepping-stone tonal descents
against a celeste background.
'Mercury', 'Jupiter' and ` Uranus' all
exploit instrumental timbres to the
fullest extent.
With today's symphony orchestra,
many details become merged into
the whole, with orchestral players
balancing their individual
contributions to the conductor's
taste. With original instruments the
process is harder but ultimately
more rewarding, because tone-colour
is aforemost requirement. Perhaps,
for this reason, Ifind the
harp/celeste balance with other
instrumental/choral forces in
`Neptune' clearer than in any other
recorded version. Goodman lets
each movement speak for itself, with
ideal choices of tempi and correct
dynamics.
The St Paul's Suite is beautifully
done, too, with alert, springy tempi
and a delicious lilt throughout.
•

(55m 45s)

Completed in 1937, the Symphonic
Dances are, quite simply, top-notch
Hindemith and it's amazing they are
so seldom essayed. The work grew
out of an aborted ballet score for
Leonid Massine and the Ballets
russes de Monte Carlo, but as
Calum McDonald points out in his
exemplary booklet-essay, abracing
symphonic rigour takes precedence

Yan Pascal

CARSON

over any choreographic elements one
might perceive in the score. Indeed,
the formal elegance and decidedly
superior invention of each of its four
movements seem to point the way
forward to Hindemith's first purely
abstract creation, the Symphony in
E-flat ( 1940).
The Pittsburgh Symphony of 1958
(the composer's final symphonic
effort, written in celebration of that
steel town's bicentennial) isn't quite
in the same league, though it does
contain more than its fair share of
striking ideas. The middle
movement of the three strikes me as
the most compelling, an eventful
and fertile conjugation of slow-movt
and scherzo. There are also surprises
in store elsewhere, not least during
the coda with its brassy declamation
of the folk song ' Pittsburgh is a
Great Old Town'.
Sandwiched between the two
main offerings comes Ragtime, a
supremely entertaining
dance—fantasy from 1921 (based on
the C-minor Fugue from Book 1of
Bach's '48') in the youthful
Hindemith's most outrageous,
anti—establishment manner.
These are lucid, clean-limbed

performances, accorded most natural
engineering, although the overall
perspective is a little too 'set back'
for my own tastes. Followers of
Tortelier's Hindemith series needn't
tarry.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1

MAHLER:
Symphony 9
Cincinnati SOICobos
Telarc 80426

(2CDs, 85m 44s)

Idon't know where the Cincinnati
SO stands in the American
orchestral league table, but on the
strength of this new Mahler 9 under
Jesus Lopez-Cobos they have little
to fear from Boston, Chicago,
Cleveland, New York or
Philadelphia. Superbly controlled,
scrupulously prepared and flawlessly
executed, this is a reading that
emphasises the work's architecture.
Mahler 9 is not a comfortable score,
yet in this performance it emerges in
avery approachable light. Passion is
not absent but is held in check —
the overriding impression is one of
almost classical purity and restraint,
despite the many powerful climaxes.
SEPTEMBER 1997
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Cobos doesn't exactly gloss over the
work's darker truths, yét by not
exaggerating the anger and bile he
reveals the symphony as a superblycrafted piece of absolute music.
Telarc's recording is good too. In
a score that teems with detail,
conductor and engineers have
achieved asound of great clarity and
spaciousness that allows much to be
heard, but with no sense of
microphone spotlighting. Dynamic
range is wide, but quiet passages
have sufficient body and presence to
ensure everything remains audible.
At the cost of a single disc, the price
is right too!

JamesNigh ughe7
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PAASSENET:
Piano Concerto in E-flat/HAHN:
Piano Concerto in E
Stephen Coombs (pno)IBBC Scottish
SOlOssonce
Hyperion CDA 66897

(
59m 45s)

Bernard Shaw once recounted a
diverting tale about Massenet. When
he had to give a reading of his
Werther at the Imperial Opera House
in Vienna, ' Massenet, with a
frankness entirely honourable to
him, promptly sat down and cried
away to his heart's content, whereby
throwing his audience into the most
sympathetic condition'. You needn't
cry about his piano concerto, and
you could certainly be sympathetic
to (i). But (ii) is abit of abore, and
(iii) just sinks into empty bluster.
No such strictures apply to Hahn's
concerto, which is afiner piece with
a strikingly good ' Reverie' to open
(iii). But could you agree with
Coombs that the work is ' ajewel'?
One thing's for sure: he believes
implicitly in both compositions, and
his restrained brand of pearly
virtuosity (right for the music) allied
to a considerable musical sensibility
puts forward a persuasive case.
Sensibly, Hahn's concerto gets the
superior recording. It is still not
amongst the best that Tony
Faulkner has given us, but it has a
degree of spaciousness and
dynamism that is not replicated in
the Massenet, where the balance
sounds contrived — the piano tends
to wander and the orchestral tone in
the first two movts is blanketed and
mildly synthetic.
Nalen Anthoni

A-C:1
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MOZART:
Piano & Violin Sonatas - in e, 11304
CI in F, K377 CI in E- flat, K481 U
in F, K547
Yefim Bronfman (pno)lIsaac Stern
(yin)
Sony Classical Cl) 61962

(
78m 22s)

He is 77 and his technical fallibility
would probably horrify the brat-pack
from Juilliard. But Stern could show
them all a thing or two about
MEI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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creative abundance. Take (ii) of
K377, a set of variations mostly in
D-minor. Stern's tone in Varn.4,
marked sempre forte, is rough and
uncomfortable, but he does not
allow his own shortcomings to
devalue the force of the music.
Varn.5 is in D; the dynamic moves
to the opposite extreme of sempre
piano emoho dolce. Now Stern rises
to the occasion with sound and
phrasing of melting loveliness.
Bronfman isn't caught short
either; his pianissimo figurations are
perfectly judged. In fact, it is his
contribution throughout that gives
the most cause for pleasure. Gone is
the reticence that created abarrier
to total communication. Bronfman is
now a fully-fledged partner and he
has achieved his position without
sacrificing either his innate good
taste or pellucid technique.
There is no better illustration of
those qualities than the piano-only
variation in K547(iii). And there is
no better illustration of excellent
teamwork than K481(ii). In short,
this is amost rewarding disc — if
you are willing to ignore the flaws,
concentrate on the strengths and
succumb to the often enchanting
eloquence of these interpretations.

PLEYEL:
Symphonies, 6147, 154, 156
LNIPIBamert
Chandos CHAN 9525

(70m 27s)

This valuable ' Contemporaries of
Mozart' series continues with three
world premiere recordings of the
Austrian Ignace Joseph Pleyel
(1757-1831), apupil of Haydn
and how it shows! — active in Pans,
where he founded the famous
publishing house in 1795, and
earlier in London where his
popularity as a composer is said to
have rivalled Haydn's. As pupil of
Vanhal and Richter as well as
Haydn, Pleyel's symphonic
credentials are sound, yet few of his
41 symphonies have been recorded.
This disc is awelcome introduction.
Although he was born only one
year after Mozart, and is therefore
indisputably his contemporary, two
of these works are more accurately
contemporary with Beethoven's; the
other, composed in 1791, only just
scrapes into the Mozart period.
To some extent they are what one
would expect: Pleyel was more
epigone than leader. The
Symphonies in C and G (Benton
154 and 156) date from 1803-4, a
time of the musical upheaval led by
Beethoven. Perhaps this accounts for
Pleyel's comparative obscurity now
— listeners prefer the remarkable to
the merely excellent. That's their
loss.
The earliest work here, B147 of
1791, is quoted as being ` in Dminor', but only the slow

'Coombes
believes
implicitly
in both
compositions,
and his
restrained
brand of
pearly
virtuosity
(right for
the music)
allied to a
considerable
musical
sensibility
puts
forward a
persuasive
case'

introduction and Adagio are thus:
the rest is in D-major. That
introduction so strongly recalls the
Don Giovanni overture that Pleyel
was obliged, or urged, to replace it
with amild major-keyed Andante;
the 'son-of-Mozart' version is played
here. Several symphonies show
similar, or more extensive, second
thoughts, for Pleyel was not above
closely imitating others (particularly
Haydn) and may have had
conscience problems. But his robust
writing is refreshing, neatly scored
for full orchestra, and often witty,
while the Adagio — marked ' con
sordino' but not so played here —
starts with the same mood and
rhythm, indeed even the same three
opening notes, as Haydn 70(ii) but
then follows a quite different course.
The wind parts are delightfully
played, but Iwish full value had
been allowed the grace-notes in the
trio of the Haydnesque minuet. The
finale also owes much to Haydn but
lacks his lightness of touch.
Benton 154 in C of 1803 suggests
by its dense scoring and frequency
of musical incident that Pleyel had
heard Beethoven's Second
Symphony, but it cannot be accused
of being over-derivative. A beautiful
flute waltz occupies the minuet's trio
section (there is a similar waltz in

Matthias
Bamert:
Pleyel
Symphonies
with the
London
Mozart
Players,
on Chandos

B156), and the rondo finale is a
joyful folk dance.
A year later B156 continued to
concentrate upon entertainment
rather than Beethovenian angst, its
light scoring made lighter by the
omission of the timpani Pleyel
specified. Doubtless Bamert
considered drums would have been
out of place, and Itend to agree
with him. This is a deliciously
melodious work, keenly scored, full
of easy fun, the burden of Pleyel's
predecessors now almost entirely
absent.
Throughout, Bamert chooses apt
tempi and secures mainly stylish
playing, though short grace-notes are
a frequent annoyance. My
impression is that the L/v1P welcome
the chance to play such rare and
rewarding music, so at-home do
they sound. Ican find no fault with
the lucid, unobtrusive, recording.
•
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'Opus 87

were

event of vital significance. On the
down side is 011i's intonation, which
is not always as well focused as it
might be, and his habit of scooping
upward from underneath the odd
note, which over long stretches
becomes distracting. Even so, these
are moving, sensitively accompanied
accounts — captured in clean, well
balanced sound — whose insights
compensate for any mild technical
shortcomings.

composed.

M

was written
for Tatiana
Nikolayeva,
and she
was shown
each of the
24 pieces
as they
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Whose
recordings,
RACHMANINOV:
15 Songs, Op. 26 LI 12
'posthumous' songs
Kalevili (bar)IUlrich Konefike
(pno)IPirkko Drnqvist (sop)
Finlandia 4509 98992-2

(70m 20s)

Completed in 1906, the Op.26
Songs were composed shortly after
Rachmaninov's two major operas
(Francesca da Rimini and The Miserly
Knight) had received their decidedly
lukewarm receptions at the Bolshoi
— the glories of the Second
Symphony, Third Piano Concerto
and The Isle of the Dead lay just
around the corner. In January that
year, the militia had mown down
some 500 men, women and children
outside the Winter Palace on
'Bloody Sunday', and awave of
strikes was affecting all levels of
society. Under the circumstances,
the moving final setting — Rathaus's
'All Things Depart' — is stunningly
prophetic: 'All things must pass and
there is no return to anything./Life
flies into the distance quicker than a
moment./Where are the sounds of
the words we once heard?/Where is
the light of the dawn which once lit
our days?'. As anice touch, the
implied dialogue of KoPtsoves ' Two
Partings', Op.26:4, is shared here
between 01fi and the pure-toned
soprano, Pirkko Teernqvist.
With characteristic dryness,
Rachmaninov referred to his Op.26
— full of glorious invention with a
tendency towards the ' dark side' —
as 'mere trifles'. The great majority
of the other songs in this recital date
from the 1890s, chips off the
creative block, which at the time
Rachmaninov didn't pass for
publication.
Following years of unaccountable
neglect in this area of the repertoire
collectors can now happily choose
between the celebrated Soderstrom/
Ashkenazy analogue cycle [Decca]
and Chandos's fine new series
accompanied by that doyen of
Rachmaninovians, Howard Shelley.
Not so long ago Iwould have
welcomed 011i's heartfelt
interpretations with open aims: such
intensity, such acute sensitivity to
the atmosphere of each section is
not to be passed over lightly. Each
and every song emerges as amusical
WI NEWS àMORO REVIEW
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the more
authentic?'
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SHOSTAKOVICH:
Preludes & Fugues Op.87:1-8,
12-14
Dinitly Shostakovich (pno)
Revelation RV 70001
(61m ¡ Ss) mono recordings 1952
Revelation aims to make available all
of Shostakovich's own archived
performances, starting with two CDs
of the 17 Preludes and Fugues he
recorded from his Op.87 — works
commenced on his return from
judging and playing at the 1950
Leipzig events marking the
bicentenary of JS Bach's death.
Tatiana Nikolayeva had been a
prizewinner there; the opus was
written for her, and she was shown

STRAVINSKY:
Firebird Suite 119451 _IScherzo a
la russe 0 Symphony in E- flat, Op.1
Li Canon on a Russian Popular Tune
Russian National Orchestra/Pletnev
DO 453 434-2
'Claimed as a
'first recording',
there's a
Philharmonial
Craft version of
the Canon just
issued on
Music Masters
MM 67177,
with the Urtext
1910 scoring to
the complete
Firebird (never
before recorded)
and other works

(71m 04s)

Well recorded in the generous
acoustic of the Great Hall, Moscow
Conservatory, these performances
nicely complement those in Sony's
Stravinsky Edition — the Canon
excepted. Premiered by Robert
Craft' in 1965, this 54s fortissimo
'Concert Introduction or Encore'
(serving as the latter here) is based
on the same khorovod (
ceremonial
song) quoted in the Firebird finale.
Stravinsky, acomposer of many
guises, allows Pletnev to conceal'
himself behind four masks: the
traditionalist (the student
Symphony); quasi-Romantic
(Firebird); the humorist (the jaunty

each of the 24 pieces as they were
composed (in astrict sequence of
seven-semitone steps, alternately in
major/minor keys).Whose recordings, then, a re the
more authentic? Shostakovich,
whose recordings predate the public
premiere, is consistently faster than
Nikolayeva (taking as basis for
comparision her 1987 complete
recording for Melodiya: preferable
on grounds of suitability of hall
acoustic and cost to the later
Hyperion set), with the exception of
the E-flat-minor, 30s longer on
Revelation.
The most extreme differences are
in No.6 in B-minor: Prelude 1m
34s/2m 21s; Fugue 3m 31s/7m 12s.
But generally the variation is
between 20s-60s. Nikolayeva
hammers through the works
underlining their Bach-like aspects;
hers is the clearer, more
accomplished playing. Shostakovich
was himself agood pianist, but some
lines are blurred by rushing. (He
seems to confirm Perahia's views on
'thinking too fast' — see interview.)
Yet the wide emotional range of the
pieces is more distinctive.
Introverted, lonely, it sounds very
much more than aBachian
hommage.

Scherzo); and modernist (Canon).
In the excellent notes, Richard
Taruskin quotes Glazunov as prime
model for Op.1, written when
Stravinsky was aprivate pupil of
Rimsky-Korsakov. The composer,
however, recalled Glazunov's
approving coments as a' black
omen'. Pletnev takes this hugely
enjoyable work — one would be
stuck to put acomposer's name to
it, but it's full of good tunes — at
brisker tempi than did Stravinsky
(who lavished enormous care as if
presenting amasterpiece by a
revered colleague), and this helps
bring out the Tchaikovsky-like
qualities of the Largo — specifically
of the quiet music in 1812.
The 1945 revisions to Firebird
were, Stravinsky claimed, as much
acriticism of the whole as anything
he might have put into words. It
adds two numbers and three
«Pantomimes' to the more familiar
1919 selection. Pletnev's orchestra
negotiates the trickier string
glissandi of the ' Introduction' and
later rhythmic intricacies (
eg,
'Infernal Dance') well; Ilike the
preserved flavour of the RNO
horns, and intonation (« Final
Hymn') is good — though winds in
'Lullaby' fall below the strings'
excellence at the finale transition.
Recommended, with a ' star' for
Scherzo àla russe. [
There's more
Stravinsky in ' Reissues', page 91]
Christopher BreurfflialIMICI
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•
SIBELIUS:
Finlandia U Karelia Suite U Swan of
Tuonela U En Saga GI Romance
RPOICollins
Beulah 5PD8

(
57m 40s) mono

®1958

Finlandia U Swan of Tuonela U En
Saga U The Oceanides U Tapiola
Royal Stockholm P0/Davis
Finlandia 0630-15242-2

(
61m 57s)

For all Anthony Collins's formidable
Sibelian credentials, his Beulah
selection ultimately disappoints.
Were the September 1957 HMV
sessions of the happiest, Iwonder?
In his helpful notes, Malcolm
Walker informs us that producer
Victor Olors chosen venue of
Walthamstow Assembly Hall was
little used by the company.
Certainly, if the distressingly limp
Karelia '
Intermezzo' is anything to
go by, Beecham's famed RPO hardly
sound fired up for proceedings, and
much the same goes for the
succeeding ' Ballade' — though at
least things perk up considerably for
the jaunty Villa marcia'. En Saga
takes a little while to settle down
(the introductory measures are
seriously wanting in the necessary
crackling expectancy), while
Finlandia is reasonably rousing and
effective. Collins's ' Swan of
Tuonela' is distinctive —
red-blooded, unlingering yet
atmospheric — and the lovely
Romance in C for strings receives
sonorous, big-hearted treatment.
Overall, however, a release more
of discographical significance rather
than any especial interpretative
distinction. Decently balanced mono
recordings, if inevitably a little
lacking in sheer body.
Similarly, Ifind it hard to raise
much enthusiasm for Andrew
Davis's new Finlandia anthology
with the Royal Stockholm PO.
These are thoughtful, refined
performances which, somehow,
stubbornly refuse to catch fire.
Davis's En Saga is musicianly and
uncomplicated, but at the same time
a touch literal (the coda a case in
point) and unidiomatic — the
awkward broadening at the final
cymbal-topped climax fails to
convince on repeated hearings. The
present ' Swan' is abit too subdued
and cautious for my tastes: Iprefer
bolder outlines, greater light and
shade in this magical evocation;
likewise, Finlandia is no great
shakes. The Oceanides starts
promisingly, with an airy, luminous
beauty about the Stockholm winds'
contribution, but the great climactic
wave is less than awesome. And
96

should Tapiola really sound quite as
'comfortable' as it does here?
Admittedly, Finlandia's distanced,
slightly diffuse engineering doesn't
help matters. Despite some pleasing
touches along the way, not a
front-runner.
Aiidretril'éhezetch

collections

The sound is tolerable, but the
jump in level at track 3 is surely
inexcusable — does no-one at
Revelation actually listen critically to
transfers?

C- D:3-2 B- C:2-3
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS:
Symphony 9 LI Job
BBC SO/Davis
Teldec 4509-98463-2

(79m Ils)

This VW series has so far been in
mostly demonstration-worthy sound,
and this disc is no exception.
Artistically, though, it has been a
patchy affair; and this disc is no
exception either. But don't shoot the
band: their playing is well up with
the best. That alone is a tribute to
Andrew Davis, but he remains
strangely ill-at-ease with some of the
music. Not, it must be said, with
Symphony 9. Here, Davis himself is
well up with the best, particularly
well suited to (ii) — the moderato
sostenuto section starting at 6m 49s is
excellently controlled — and (iv)
where he judges the changes of
metre and tempo most discerningly.
In comparison, job falters. Davis's
ambivalence towards VW returns. Of
course, there are fine, beautiful
moments like the ' Minuet' (Scene 3)
and ' Epilogue', but there is also a
marked reluctance to reach out to
the sheer incandescence of the work.
Such episodes as ` Satan's appeal'
(Scene 1, 5m 21s) and ' God's
command' (track 6, 1m 19s) are
hair-raising, ' Satan's Dance' (Scene
2) menacing. But Davis backs away
from confrontation, his responses
muted. He runs scared and, in his
hands, Job seems only half the great
score it really is.
Nalen Anthoni

A:1-2 Oà';

LEONARD BERNSTEIN'S NEW
YORK
Upshaw1PatinkinlMcDonaldIBlazerl
MuenzlOrch of St Luke's/Stern
Nonesuch 7559 79400 2

Lyricism rather than bright lights
may be the keynote of this
anthology, but there could surely be
a little more showbiz piz7o77 about
it. Ihear other,
more
atmospheric
versions at
many aturn,
many of them
from Tilson
Thomas's
peerless
concertperformance
On the Town
[DG]. That
goes for the
very first track:
fine to allocate
lonely sailor
Gaby's solo to the female voice, but
Hampson and Tilson Thomas
capture the ache, while Upshaw and
Stern don't. Then there are the two
lively show-stoppers — coolly done
here, but where's the kick? — and a
soulless arrangement (one of the few
on the disc not belonging to the
original) of ' Some Other Time',
unappealingly crooned, to my ears,
at least, by Patinkin.
Better — perhaps because there's
less of atradition — are the
'Wonderful Town' songs, where
there's never adull moment lyricswise and we get to hear a discarded
number I'd never heard before,
`Story of my life', in a real torchsong
of aperformance by Judy Blazer.
Together they suggest that this team
might have gone for a complete
recording of awonderful show. This,
on the other hand, feels like a
ragbag: we don't need the West Side
Story numbers — where New York,
in any case, features only in the
background — and the purely
orchestral numbers lack the
necessary spark. (The artificial
balances don't help.) Not quite
lonely or quite wonderful enough,
Bernstein's New York turns out to
be asurprisingly neutral place
according to Stern and company. An
opportunity missed.
David Nice

Andrew Davis puts his feet up.
Above: Leonard Bernstein - his
New York was more gay than grey

British Piano
Trios: for
further details,
write to
The British
Musk
Society, 7
Tudor
Gardens,
Upminster,
Essex
RMI4 3DE

(
55m 09s)

A- B:3-1

BRITISH PIANO TRIOS
by Bridge, Friskin, Ireland & Moeran
Cantamen
British Music Society BMS 418CD (
65m 37s)
The Phantasie Piano Trios by Bridge,
Ireland and Friskin were the top
prizewinners in the 1907 Cobbett
Chamber Music Competition. The
first two — powerfully argued
creations of considerable fluency and
unimpeachable craft — are already
available in compelling versions by
SEPTEMBER 1997
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the Dartington Ensemble [Hyperion]
and the Mordkovitch/Georgian/
Brown Trio [Chandos]. However,
that by james Friskin receives its
world premiere recording here.
Melodious and unpretentious, it
skilfully alternates brooding slower
material with faster, jig-like ideas: a
reminder of the composer's own
Scottish roots.
The 'find' here has to be EJ
Moeran's Trio in D: acomparatively
early work ( 1923-5) which yields a
captivating blend of songful rapture
and infinite wistfulness. Echoes of
his teacher Ireland and (especially in
the scherzo) Ravel surface from time
to time, yet the whole work is shot
through with that uniquely
'personal', open-hearted character
which makes Moeran so profoundly
lovable afigure.
Passionate, accomplished
performances, pleasingly balanced if
within asomewhat claustrophobic
acoustic.
Andrew Achenbach

B-C:1 0

THE KING OF INSTRUMENTS
Works by 15 Bach, Mozart,
Rheinberger, Mendelssohn & Franck
David King (org)
Eye of the Storm EOS 5003
(67m 45s) Dist. Complete Record Co
Ilearned quite recently that David
King (better known to me as the
House Manager at the Wigmore
Hall) is really an organist par
excellence, with recitals at St John's,
Smith Square, to his credit, apart in
the recording of 'Film Music of
Dimitri Tiomkin', aconcert at the
Proms, performances at various
churches and St Paul's Cathedral,
also at degree ceremonies at the
Festival Hall and Central Hall,
Westminster. He's Director of Music
and Organist at St Gabriels, Pimlico.
Producer and engineer Peter
Nicholls suggested to King he should
record live' acouple of his St John's
recitals on its Sainsbury Organ. This
was constructed by Johannes Klais of
Bonn in consultation with Simon
Preston, and is well-suited to the
requirements of French, German and
British repertoire, with its three
manuals, expert tracker system, 48
speaking stops and over 3,500 pipes.
Quite frankly, it does sound
magnificent in this fusion of two
1995 recitals, dominated by Bach's
Toccata in F, Mozart's Fantasia in Fminor, Mendelssohn's Sonata 3and
Cesar Franck's Prelude, Fugue &
Variations and Chorale No.1, with
some shorter pieces.
David's performances are truly
fantastic throughout, and there is
none of the boomy bass overload
found in many organs, but aperfect
fusion of treble and lower registers,
plus the colourings so necessary for
the inner parts. Good entertainment!
Bill Newman
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SEARCHING FOR ROOTS
TUBIN: Symphony 11/
PART: Nekrolog U Symphony 1/
TilUR: Searching for roots U
Insula deserta 3 Zeitraum
Royal Stockholm P011iirvi
Virgin Classics VC 545 2122

'Erkki-Sven
Tüür is the
current
young lion
of Estonian
musk. His
Searching
for Roots
dates from
1990 and
was written
as a 125thbirthday
homage to
Sibelius,.
Both it, and
the even
more

rewarding
Insula
deserto
boast string
writing of
striking
luminosity but is the
former
really the

"great
event in
orchestral
music" the
annotator
claims?'

(
71m 34s)

An enterprising overview of the postwar Estonian music scene. Of the
three generations represented,
Eduard Tubin is the grandfather, so
to speak. The present bracing Allegro
vivace con spirito is all that exists of
the Eleventh Symphony upon which
Tubin was working at the time of
his death ( 1982). A rival account
exists on Koch International from
the Estonian State SO under Arvo
Volmer, but Paavo Jürvi's
interpretation undoubtedly distils the
greater epic power and thrust.
There follow two boldly
uncompromising compositions from
Arvo Part's serial period — Nekrolog
of 1960, his first orchestral piece,
dedicated to all victims of fascism,
and the Symphony 1 ( 1964). Both
works — hard-hitting, intensely
dramatic, yet oddly impersonal —
seem worlds removed from the
austere serenity of this figure's
`tintirniabular' later manner (Part's
own description).
Born in 1959, Erkki-Sven Tüür is
the current young lion of Estonian
music. His Searching for Roots dates
from 1990 and was written as a
125th-birthday homage to Sibelius.
Both it, and the even more
rewarding Insula deserta (1989),
boast string writing of striking
luminosity — but is the former
really the ` great event in orchestral
music' the annotator claims? The
14m Zeitraum (1992), which seems
to progress in fits and starts, strikes
me as altogether less distinctive, less
personable.
járvi fils directs an exemplary set
of performances, finely played by the
admirable Stockholm band, of which
he is now Principal Guest
Conductor. Full-blooded recording,
if slightly too thick and unventilated
for comfort.
Andrew Achenbach

THE LAST NIGHT OF THE
PROMS
Works by Elgar, Ibert, Lambert,
Sullivan etc
Peter Donohoe (pno)IBenjamin
Luzon (bar)/BBC SO & CH &
Singers/Loughran
Canton Classics 15656 91912
(77m 41s) recorded live
This turns out to be an edited
collection from four separate
Loughran-led ' Last Nights' and it
includes the popular, jingoistic(?)
First Pomp & Circumstance, Wood's
British Sea Songs Fantasia, Rule
Brittannia, Jerusalem and Auld Lang
Syne. (
Carlton seems to think a
separate choral conductor was
needed for the last three — but that
no choir took part in Rio Grande!)
Reviewers, with their free copies,
might keep such adisc as a
reminder of some fine attempts at
playing — and, in some of Ibert's
Divertissement and Mackerras's
Pineapple Poll (
which has 1977/84
performances joined in the middle)
keeping up with Loughran — in the
face of aconstant barrage of silly
noises, laughter and whistles. Only
Rio Grande, once settled down, is
free of such disruptions; and it finds
Peter Donohoe in coruscating form.
But this is aCD to avoid
purchasing. No performance ratings
are appropriate.
Christopher Breunig

B-C:?

ROMEO AND JULIET
TCHAIKOVSKY: Fantasy overture
Romeo and Juliet/PROKOFIEV:
Romeo and Juliet - excerpts/
BERNSTEIN: West Side Story Symphonic Dances
Kecmlitt SOIRach1evsky
PopeMusic PM1011-2
(66m 19s) dist. Goldring

This purist recording was made
using two B&K omni-directional
mics onto aNagra digital recorder,
and mastered to CD using
PopeMusic's own special jitterreduction techniques. The sound is
certainly very clean, clear and wideA-B:1 o
ranging. Played back at ahigh
volume level it gives most impressive
u results: natural and honest, yet
spectacular in the big moments.
Some two-microphone recordings
E. can sound recessed and lacking in
detail, but not this one. The deep
2 bass could be atouch fuller,
e*otherwise top marks for sound.
The performances are good too:
clean and honest, without tricks or
drama. Rhythms could be more
crisply sprung at times — those
percussion breaks in the Bernstein
really need the jazzy virtuosity of an
American orchestra. Here the
playing is enthusiastic, but solid and
assured rather than inspired. Even
so, adisc worth hearing.
James M Hughes
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WOODSIDE
Ln Julys edition ot this magazine we reminded you oi our long time favourite Preamp, The
C.A.T. (
Convergent Audio Technology) still our number one and still holding that position

around the world with many Audiophiles and reviewers alike. It is however, alittle out of the
reach of some pockets so as we are always looking for the very best products that we can find
in all price ranges we are very excited to bring to you avery close rival if you are looking for
a state of the art Pre-amp but can not quite afford the best. Some of you may not instantly
recognise the WOODSIDE name but mentioning the pedigree from which this product has
emerged - RADFORD, and you will all understand that it has to be an extremely good
product. No, it is not quite as good as the C.A.T. in its presentation of the whole music scene
but the WOODSIDE SC26 is certainly the best Pre-amp we have encountered at athird of the
price. It is dynamic, detailed, quiet (one of the quietist Phono stages) with atrue to life sound
stage and most of all, very musical. Book an audition today with many of our other top products and of course all our other special deals.
NEW FOR AUGUST: DAC CD Player. Absolutely amazing. A true world beater.
STRATOSPHERE/GRAHAM MK2/TEMPER. In its latest form this incredible turntable
leads the field.

B.A.T. 200/3 Amp and Pre-amp combination. A very welcome newcomer to us. Top
uerformance at amiddle price.
And for the more realistic pocket - TALK ELECTRONICS and ROXSAN. 2great new amplifier
r.:nges to start any system building.
And last but not least. A. VI. POSITRON speakers. We demand aprice increase as they are
worth twice their £895 RRP. Best new speaker under £ 1500.
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A

n English conductor once surprised
by suggesting of Le Sacre du
printemps: Ìf you've got the notes right,
there's not much else'. It's not aview
supported by interpretations on records
as widely contrasted as Bernstein's and
Ansermet's, Karajan's and Boulez's.
Nor is it borne out by a fascinating and
provocative Testament coupling of two
versions, both recorded at Abbey Road
with the Philharmonia Orchestra under
Igor Markevitch [
SBT 1076, 67m 06s,
rec.1951 (mono)/1959 0]. These
readings bring out — with extraordinary
precision — the barbed and cruel nature
of this music. The earlier version compels
by its extraordinary clarity and balances,
and beautifully illustrates the qualities of
the Philharmonia Orchestra at that time;
the stereo (shorter by some 2m+) flows
more smoothly. Both are impressive
examples of EMI tape engineering from
those periods. But detailed comparisons
— surely the whole point of the exercise?
— are to some extent frustrated by a lack
of access points, and can only be done by
fast-forwarding with reference to the
timing displays.
B(H):1* A- B:1
As it happens, EMI have just made
available once more Pathé Marconi's
transfer of that later Rite (
less luminous
than Testament's but also with only one
track each for Parts 1and 2), in a
Prokofiev/Stravinsky package which
contains the most elegant of all versions
of the Divertimento from Le baiser de la
fée, recorded with the French Nat Rad
Orch in 1954 — also the orchestral suite
from Pulcinella and three movts from
Petrouchka, which Stravinsky had isolated
in 1921 in piano-transcription form [CZS
762 6472, 2CDs, 147m 46s, part mono,
rec.1954-59 DJ.
C-B:1-1 •
In terms of presentation of two similar
Stravinsky compilations, DG's wins hands
down compared with RCA's, where all
the production data for couplings of Le
Sacre, Petrouchka, Le baiser de la fée and
the Pulcinella Suite — all RPO/
Temirkanov — is absent (and where the
Adagio/ Variations/Coda from the
Divertimento is merely listed as ' Pas de
deux' and the Petrouchka ballet given as
1919) [
74321 34176 2, 2CDs, 143m 54s,
®1989/90 0].
DG's selection comprises the Firebird
Suite (1919), Le Sacre, Petrouchka (1911),
jeu de cartes and Pulcinella* (1947
revised) — LSO/Abbado, *with Teresa
Berganza/Ryland Davies/John ShirleyQuirk [
453 085-2, 2CDs, 151m 54s,
01975-81 0]. DG's excellent booklet
note is by Paul Griffiths; RCA's
suffers from stilted translation.
As it happens, Le Sacre is the weak
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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musical link in the Abbado set.
Rumoured to be heavily edited, this 1975
production is somewhat damped by the
awkward Fairfield Hall acoustic. Abbado
seems to have asked for translucent,
Ravel-like textures — yet the tam-tam
glissandi spit out agressively in
'Glorification d'élue (as Iremembered
from the LP — although this new CD
transfer is abig improvement over earlier
ones), and Idon't sense much dramatic
cohesion overall. Both of Markevitch's
versions have inexorable and logical
continuity. Petrouchka is also
unsatisfactory: this is ahard-driven,
brilliant account — but where's the
essential humanity? (Listen to Rosbaud,
Monteux or Haitink.) The other items
are good, especially Pulcinella. A-B: 1-3
Temirkanov's players are really on their
mettle for Le Sacre, superbly recorded,
and this certainly justifies purchase of
these reissues, notwithstanding a few
idiosyncratically slow tempi. (Ican't think
of another RPO Rite — were they in
especially determined mood?) Though
keen, the playing in the other works
doesn't bear close scrutiny. The sound is

plum and milk-chocolate liveries suggest
`Yoof market' orientation (but, as Ihave
written on page 85, there's little to tell
the newcomer about the provenence of
these recordings — the annotation's
actually rather dull). In truth, though,
these discs [
CDM 566 3882-3962, 9CDs,
607m 41s, mono — or a 10CD set with
33m bonus disc of Wagner choruses,
CMS 566 4832 [
1] are for the specialist
collector: they represented Legge's
investment for the future, the ' golden
period' Philharmonia/Karajan legacy.
Besides, some of the symphonic
readings — Schubert 9, Beethoven 5 & 8,
Brahms 2 — were to alter considerably,
as Karajan expunged the Toscanini
influence, aterse accentuation at odds
with a certain sugariness of expression
and sentimentality (notably in the
Brahms). But the Tchaikovsky Pathétique
and Mozart 33 should be heard, and
Beethoven 5(i) is certainly exciting in its
forward drive. Thus one finds greater
delight in the shorter pieces: the two
irresistible CDs devoted to the Strauss
family (the utter verve of these
performances is beyond belief, given the
circumstances); Schwarzkopf singing
Puccini; two German Dances by Mozart;
Reznicek's Donna Diana Overture; Maria
Cebotari in Strauss and Mozart excerpts:
a lovely Rosenkavalier 11m ' Silver Rose'
sequence with Seefried and Schwarzkopf.
Incidentally, at the end of the first-movt
of Eine kleine Nachtmusik you can just
catch Karajan's approving interjection as
the playing stops.
Transfer quality

rather artificial, too, in Petrouchka, closemiked and with the timpani far too
prominent.Temirkanov likes, he says, ` to
make a lot of noise', and Isuspect this
may have been asop to this end. He and
the RPO clearly enjoy the Tchaikovskyinspired Divertimento, especially its Swiss
Dances, though he vulgarises the final
Coda, taking it as rustic parody — again,
hear Markevitch! (There's an interesting
Mravinslcy live recording of the whole
work on Russian Disc.)
A-C:2 -3/ 1 ( • )
Karajan: the 1946-49

Vienna recordings

When Karajan died in 1989, EMI issued
three 4CD sets commemorating his work
in Vienna, Berlin and London. Only
Japan had seen (on LP) all the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra recordings done
with Walter Legge immediately after the
end of the Second World War — we had
a 4LP selection in 1985. Now, in a more
comprehensive Edition, which will later
encompass his Philharmonia and
Orchestre de Paris work, EMI have
retransferred those early Vienna 78s,
incorporating some 14m of material never
published before: Chabrier's España,
Strauss's Pizzicato Polka and Leichtes Blut,
and the ` Bei mannern' duet (Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf/Erich Kunz, rec.1947) from
Mozart's Magic Flute.
The burnt orange, turquoise green,

And what of the much-publicised ART
[Abbey Road Technology] transfers? Yes,
they are very smooth, with surface defects
and noise virtually suppressed altogether.
But, for me — and setting apart my
preference, in any case, for the long-gone
analogue versions — the 1989 transfers
were all superior in respect of openness,
dynamic range and fidelity to
instrumental sounds.
It's hard to put into words: in general,
though, it was the earlier transfers where
Iwanted to go on listening longer. There
were curious effects too. Take the
woodwinds at the start of Brahms 2(iii):
to my ears the intonation now sounded
wavery, yet not at every playing. I
definitely thought the sombre orchestral
colouring at the start of the Tchaikovsky
Sixth less realistic, blander, and the
strings in this first-ever recording of
Strauss's Metamorphosen less inviting.
Consequently Idid some A-B testing
on afriend, who consistently declared the
older transfer to be ' the new
improvement', remarking ' why bother
then?' when told which was which. Going
to some LP examples, she said
(unprompted) that this was a different
experience altogether and that it was hard
to believe we were listening to the
identical performances!
Some, however, will undoubtedly hear
the new discs as ' improved'. Frustratingly
for the dedicated Karajan collector,
EMI's new couplings are not as in that
1989 CD box, nor is the entirely new
material gathered on one disc.
H:1-3
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Audio Note cables are designed to interact between components
as part of any high-end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
.0110,01doef [ 1

It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level 'interconnect' transfer
or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
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and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.
Audio Note cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are 'designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
In effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
FURTHER

INFORMATION

IS

AVAILABLE
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Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 ( 0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 ( 0)1273 731498
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jazz REVIEWS
MARIAN MePARTLAND WITH
STRINGS
SILENT POOL
CONCORD JAZZ CCD 47452

(
59m 32s)

Cocktail-piano tinkling out over
Hollywood strings suggests kitsch,
but, as with Sinatra on his classic
recordings, her expressive edge sets
off the luxury of the arrangements
(in this case by Alan Broadbent).
The fad for Easy Listening has
blurred distinctions between
gratification and the cutting edge;
but great jazz has always
avoided watertight
relegation to one or the
other. McPartland's
musicianship — here is
someone who has played
duets with everyone
from Mary- Lou
Williams to Cecil
Taylor -- is decisive
and sensitive. She
avoids the facile
chordal expansion
invited by the
instrument and
achieves a rare,
uncluttered
directness.

'McPartland's
conviction
wins

through.

Resisting the
fallback of
standards,
these are
all her own
tunes, and
excellent too'

BASTA/IN SITU 15 166

SLAM CD222

(
61m 49à)

A set consisting of ' Straight No
Chaser', ' Body and Soul' and ' Softly
As In A Morning Sunrise' does not
bode well. However, the resource
and daring of pianist Howard Riley
make these tunes harmonic
environments rather than lazy
fallbacks. Advocate of the nononsense hard bop blown at venues
like Wakefield Jazz and the Bull's
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

SUMMER 1997

A:1 0

(
58m 44s)

(
68m 36s) mono

Ugly budget issue with minimal
track information presented in the
guise of a ` sleevenote' by Barry
Grove. However, the music —
restored by Cedar to thin brightness
— is superb: early 1940s Ellingtonia
both plush and pumping. ' Take The
"A" Train' and ' Perdido', plus rare
treats like the modernist factorywhistles of Titter Panther Patter'
and the swooning harmonies of
'Moon Mist'. Ray Nance, Cootie
Williams and Johnny Hodges all in
pulsating form.

HO*
Ben Watson

smcm

II LAESEIL
ROL.»
I>LJI Fe

(
65m 25s)

RILEY/THEMEN QUARTET
CLASSICS (LIVE)

Turner at his best will search out his
recordings with John Russell.

EMPRESS RAJCD842

Alan Silva is the Brooklyn-bred
bassist who played with Donald
Byrd, Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra and
Archie Shepp. He moved to France
in the mid- 1970s and now plays
synthesiser. He still thinks in terms
of linear counterpoint rather than as
a keyboardist, and some of his
comping here is outrageous:
simultaneously correct and crazy.
Trombonist Johannes Bauer supplies
the dark, weighty notes for the
bottom end. Roger Turner's agility

JC ON THE SET

A:l•

on percussion is legendary: he locks
with Silva into a feisty,
supermodern, helter-skelter groove.
Bauer may be under orders to
supply an anchor in this storm, but
occasionally his repetitions are
irksome. People wanting to hear

DUKE ELLINGTON
SARATOGA SWING

matter a bit. Fantastic.

ALAN SILVA/JOHANNES
BAUER/ROGER TURNER
IN THE TRADITION

JAMES CARTER QUARTET

Despite a jazz scene polarised
between neocon fraudulence and a
million- and- one ' experimental'
follies, the real thing manages to get
recorded. James Carter plays alto,
tenor and baritone in a sumptuous
and affecting manner. His
amazingly fluid and sparky quartet
comprises Craig Tabor on piano,
Jaribu Shahid on bass and Tani
Tabbal on drums. These musicians
improvise within a superfine iziolyrhythmic mesh, so attuned to their
material they can erupt into ' out'
sequences just for the hell of it.
'Caravan' is utterly reconceived;
Sun Ra's ' Hour Of Parting' is a
triumph. It is so rare to hear an
ensemble with this much unalloyed
punch and swing it will have you
whooping with joy. Yeah!

playing is rooted in the vocal
phrasing and bluesy snorts of
Hawkins and Rollins. The quartet —
Mario Castronari on bass and Trevor
Tomkins on drums — is trenchant
and relaxed. Bypassing decorum and
mere tidiness, this has a garrulous
vibe and burns hot and inventive.
Slightly muddy club sound doesn't

B:1

A:1

DIW/COLUMBIA 476983

Head in Barnes, Themen is oft
characterised as ' quirky'. Devoid of
Berklee-School anonymity, his

S

mall labels are where to find the
most intriguing developments in jazz.
Unfortunately, the floodgates unleashed
by the CD medium mean they are no
longer a guarantee of quality. You need

to be selective. After some unsatisfactory
stabs at neoconceptual works, Anthony
Braxton is back on form with 10

consistently inconsequent music released
on the Rastascan label (one suspects
wannabe avantgardisme by the overprivileged). Pleasant enough duet album
from Joe McPhee ( tenor) and Michael
Bisio ( bass) with Finger Wiggles [
CIMP
#127 ]: McPhee warbles his warm,

Compositions ( Duet) 1995 [
Konnex
KCD5071 ]. Impassioned

Aylerish tenor and Bisio backs him well.
However, it lacks the risk needed to set
this species of free jazz on fire.

improvisations as his many reeds engage
in steely yet heartfelt dialogues with Joe

Blink Of An Eye [
No More Records
No.3 ] is a rigorously modernist duet

Fonda's splendidly sturdy bass. Evan

album by Rob Brown (alto) and Matthew

Parker's back catalogue is being given
digital form with Curran/Parker/

and funk that bass and drums supply,

Centazzo's Real Time One [
New Tone

the high-art tone becomes shrill: Brown

RDC50129 ], inspired textural interplay
from 1977, and Parker/Lytton's Two
Octobers ( 1972-1975) [
Emanem 4009

and Shipp make abstraction a restrictive
agenda.
Norwegian altoist Frode Gjerstad is in

]where fantastically excruciated sounds
produce magical results.

fine company — Kent Carter on bass and
John Stevens on drums — on Last Detail:

Percussionist Paul Lytton reappears on
Parker/Guy/Lytton/Trio's Breaths and

Live At Cafe Sting [
Cadence CJR1068
]. Recorded four months before the
death of the turbulent, inspirational
British drummer, the trio alternate

Heartbeats [
Rastascan BRD019 ],
recorded in 1994; the tension between
the musicians has drained away, and
everything is far too genteel. Hard to
work out the rationale behind the

Shipp ( piano). Unrelieved by the clunk

between haunting harmonics and
melodic vitality. Nice one, Frode.
Ben Watson
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JON BON JOVI
DESTINATION ANYWHERE
Mercury 536011

(
63m)

This was apparently
penned in downtime during the
filming of the
movie The Leading
Man, in which Bon
Jovi stars. It
certainly sounds as if
his mind was
elsewhere at the time. ,
Though adequate, the
songs lack both soul and
originality. Opening tracks
'Queen Of New Orleans' and '
Janie,
Don't Take Your Love To Town'
sum up the kind of superficial
ground here, and even when a
potentially insigh litsong comes
along, like Starin
tYour
Window', it is under-developed,
allowed to fizzle out through
repetition. Disappointing when JBJ
is capable of much more.

Jon Bon Jovi:
Destination
uncertain?

CHEAP TRICK
CHEAP TRICK
Red Ant RAACD 002
(40m 12s)

DEL AMITRI
SOME OTHER SUCKERS PARADE
A&M DELINT 1

(50m 12s)

The customary, impeccably crafted songs, neatly layered
harmonies and awarm production (courtesy of Mark Freegard, who also
worked on Waking Hours) should please long-standing fans, bLt what
always gives a Del Amitri album its bite are he cleverly turned Yrics,
whether in unashamedly romantic mood, on 'Mother Nature's Writing'
('A crooked line of lightning, a silent movie moon/Mother Natures
writing to you'), or scathingly cynical as in ' No Family Man' (' Italk like a
ooy to my baby sometimes/And you talk like a baby when your boy is
crying'). Their most mature album to date, this is consistently satcsfying.
Valerie Potter

A: 1 •

The Sound of Old Scotland. Well, not that old. But the melody- lines,
harmonies and suchlike act as reminders of good times gone by. Which
means that Del Amitri's music is easy to take, and songs such as 'Mother
Nature's Writing' wash over you in the nicest possible way, like warm
waves on a beach The probability is that the charts will receive at least a
couple of visits from spin-off singles — most of the 14 tracks have been
cannily timed around 3m — while those at the musical weeklies will once
more translate their yawns into diatribes. And so it goes.
Fred Dellar

still together
after 20 years

Fred Dellar

A:l

e

•

B: l•

It would save time if Isimply repeated what Val and Fred just said,
but with knobs on. Although Justin Currie's songs sound nothing like
The Beatles, this takes me right back to those mid- 1960s days when
he greatness of an album was measured not by how many times
platinum it was certain to go, but by how many songs it contained
hat you wanted to hear over and over again. Del Amitri have never
looked to the main chance, preferring instead to write and perform
iltelligent, accessible music that conforms only to Currie's impeccably
formed ideas of what constitutes perfect pop. This time, however,
they've exceeded all expectations with an album that is as
unpretentious as it is invigorating. Buy now.
Johnny Black

Cheap Trick:

Still together? Yep.
What, the same
foursome? Exactly
the same —
Zander, Petersson,
Nielsen and Bun E
Carlos. Twenty years on since their
debut, and now on a minor label,
they have to be past it, right? Well,
no. In fact this release, which
sounds amazingly British in
approach, ranks among the best
things the band have released, is full
of solid songs with even acouple of
riffs that the Stones would be glad
to call their own. Come to think of
it, they may have belonged to the
Glimmer Twins in the first place.
No matter, it's easy to understand
why Steve Albini teamed up with
the Trick on Sub Pop and why
Trent Reznor and Billy Corgan
revere them so.

FRIEND & FELLOW
HOME
RUF Records RUF 1011
(51m 24s) Dist. Pinnacle
Don't let aguest spot by
the great Luther Allison —
stickered on the jewel box
— lull you into thinking
that this is even remotely
bluesy. The basically
`uncategorisable' soul-type
Friend & Fellow's

A: 1 •

Home: it's sexy
ultra Euro mood music
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singer Constanze Friend and
guitarist Thomas Fellow have issued
a gorgeous, jazzy set which sounds
like Tuck'n'Patti Unplugged, or
Womack & Womack in minimalist
mode. Essentially, it's sexy, ultraEuro mood music, best exemplified
by the last track on the set; if your
local shop lets customers hear before
buying, F&F's cover of JJ Cale's
Cajun Moon will tell you all you
need to know.
Ken Kessler

threaten to dock their pocket-money
to get it back. By then, Icould hear
them muttering about how boring
the Spice Girls had become, and it
was clear that Hanson had replaced
the girls in their pre-teen affections.
If the chart-topping single
`MMMBop' (with its unexpectedly
philosophical lyrics) was the only
stone killer pop diamond on this
set, it'd be well worth the money,
but the fact is these Oklahoma
teen siblings have delivered a
clutch of others of similar merit.
With the unbridled passion that
only spotty adolescents can ever
truly muster, a track like ' Weird'
become, irresistible when, in a
voice uncannily like the young
Michael Jackson's, they deliver
genuinely thoughtful lyrics. If they
can maintain this quality on
future albums, they'll be around
forever.

A-Ae:1-2 •

3OUD'S THUMB
03.0UD'S THUMB
Roadrunner CDRR 8806 2

(
advance tape)

An impressive debut from a Bostonbased quartet who have written a
clutch of darkly epic anthems.
Frontman Connor's anguished vocals
hold their own against the raging
backing of the band — especially
hectic guitarist Walter Craven — in a
furious melting-pot of seething
power, ranging from the
Zeppelinesque opener 'Together'
through the vaguely commercial ' 29',
to the concluding choppy intensity of
'Jesus Arms', all capably produced
by Fred Maher and Nick Didia
(Pearl Jam, Rage Against The
Machine, etc). Goud's Thumb are
scheduled to play here in the autumn
— if they can reproduce sound like
this, they must be awesome.
Valerie Poner

Of all the comebacks leaked to the
public, none has been more anxietyridden than that of super-guitarist
Peter Green. The ex-Fleetwood Mac
axemeister went abit odd, was the
subject of many Syd Barrett-like
sightings, yet he re-emerged in the
1990s bowed but unbroken.
Whatever anyone tells you, Green's
chops are intact, and this set — two
studio tracks and 10 live from his
recent UK tour — is as lyrically
fluid as anything he released 30
years ago. It's plain, unadorned and
as deliciously purist as any British
blues release can be; the only
caution is in a selection including
least five all-time-great blues
standards — which Green could
play in his sleep. But the worrying
over: Peter Green has survived.

HANSON
MIDDLE OF NOWHERE
Mercury 534 615-2
An old man once said, 'The kids are
all right' and, of course, it's still
true. My lads spirited this one away
from me within minutes of the
postie delivering it, and Ihad to
NHS NEWS & RECORD REV»
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(elm 23s)

Bouncing back after their
indifferently-received 1994 album,
the Crue have re-recruited original
vocalist Vince Neil (sounding
disconcertingly like John Lennon in
places) and engineered a comeback
with the strong melodies and
stronger language we have corne to
expect from them. (The American
version has been expurgated,
apparently.) Kicking off with ' Find
Myself and its jolly singalong
chorus ' I'm a sick mother-f***er',
they plough through 13 densely
packed songs which, taken together,
may not be a total return to form,
but come pretty damn close.
VaTerie Potter

A:I •

Dedicated DEDCD031-7432 14625521
(33m 10s)

Hanson:
(
54m 58s)

Elektra 7559 61901 2

LONG RIVER TRAlh
ARGUMENTS DR DRINKING

A:2 •

PETER OREEN
SPLINTER GROUP
Artisan Recordings SARCD 101

johnro‘ Black

MOTLEY CRUE
GENE iATION SWINE

genuinely
thoughtful
lyrics and a
delivery
uncannily like
the young
"chael

Yet another great hybridiser to join
that school of cult-level Americans
like Crenshaw, Sweet, Stamey,
Holsapple and other one-man music
machines who refuse to compromise
either lyric or melody. Oh, and who
seem ta avoid major record labels...
Long River Train is Sean
Thompson, aNew Yorker who
works in the noble tradition of
singersongwriters, favouring a
coun:1 and showing evidence of
cathôWtastes. Indeed, half this set
sounds like early New Riders of The
Purple Sage during their more
introspective moments, cg, Last
Lonely Eagle. Consider Long River
Train an ideal guest for Jools
Holland's Later.

Motley Crue: pretty damned close to
form in Generation Swine

NO- MAN
DRY CLEANING RAY
3rd Stone STONE 035CD

(37m 36s)

Refugees from One Little Indian
and frequent recipients of ` Single of
the Week' plaudits, No-Man have
never captured the nation's wallets
or appeared on Top Of The Pops.
Perhaps their ultimate destiny is
revealed in the album's title track,
which concludes with the lines ' It's
the same old story, it's the same old
shirt/Thirty years without ahit',
which is something of apity. After
all, despite being very experimental,
they frequently create sounds that
appeal to both the mind and the
feet. They've changed direction over
the years and are currently tougher,
almost industrial, but the early
summation that they equated with
Blue Nile meeting De La Soul still
applies. And Tim Bowness remains
one of the most charismatic singers
Frcd Deilay
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collection of exquisite pop songs. I

RADIOHEAD
OK COMPUTER

expect to love this forever.

Parlophone 7243 855229 2

(
53m 29s)

For about ten minutes, after Isaw
the magnificent video for High And
Dry, Ibecame convinced that
Radiohead was agreat band. Iwas
wrong. It was just a great video. In
the light of the view Ihear
constantly asserted by my musiccritic chums — that Radiohcad are
set to become the biggest band of
the 1990s — Imay be cast away
into the outer darkness for saying
such a thing but, er, Thom Yorke
can't sing. And, if he really is
suffering as much as his tortured
wail suggests, what stops him from
topping himself? And how come the
drum patterns on this album, most
of than machine-generated seem
separated from the rest of the
music? Icould be wrong but I
suspect this is the most arrogantly
pretentious twaddle to have been
foisted onto the nation in the name
of rock music since Rick Wakeman's
King Arthur on ice. If the industry
succeeds in selling vast quantities of
this album — as it almost certainly
will — it will simply be digging itself
deeper into that god-forsaken pit
where image and cool are more
important than music. Now, where
did Iput that Hanson album?

WALTER TROUT BAND
POSITIVELY BEALE STREET
Prorogue PRD 71042
(73m 41s) Dist. Pinnacle

Rodiohead:
pretentious or
what?

_olnen.y Black
TEENAGE FANCLUB
SONGS FROM YORTHERN ERITAIN

Teenage

Creation CRECD 196

Fanclub: after

(
43m 24s)

Its a shock after the high-octane
rush of 1995's Grand Prix to find
the Fannies purveying an entire

Grand Prix,
an album of
mellow rock

opus of mellow countrified rock.
The haunted ambience pervading
this entire album is descended
from just one Flying Burrito
Brothers' tune, ' Cody Cody', often
regarded as a mere filler. The
difference is that while The
Burritos never redly grasped how
poignantly perfect that short and
bittersweet pastiche was, the
Fannies clearly do. The twelve
tunes here are decorated
in impeccable retro style,
from the buzzy guitar in
the back of ' Can't Feel
Mv Soul', perfectly
replicating the sound
Neil Young used on his
first solo album, to the
unexpected burst of
Association harmonies in
`Take The ge
Lorarty
Rnd'.
ou
With its got
tring
arrangement,
lanets' is a standout, but th
ength of the album
lies eels more in its coherence as
an atniospheric whole than in the

Shop owners are going to have to
stop stuffing Trout's CDs in the
blues section. His seventh set is
virtually an Allman Brothers tribute,
or — as with Gary Moore circa
1997 — a simple admission that it's
time to rock. The title refers to the
Memphis studio where this was
recorded, and the liner notes remind
you that it's amusical ' melting pot':
something reflected in every track.
What it does for those who are tiring
of white blues bands — and there
seem to be more around now than
ever there were during the first
boom — is show that Trout and Co
can evolve. But worry not: the
stunning guitar work remains.
Ken Kessler

A:1-2 •

fact that it happens to be a

If you love your R&B, you'd better ,
hcwe £40 plus to spare

Walter Trout Band- Positively

Crescent City Soul

an Allman Brothers tribute

The Sound Of New Orleans 1947 74

[EMI CRESCENT 1 • 1is a set you mus.' own. 117 tracks
spread over four CDs, a 40- page booklet with Mike Ledbitter
grade annotation, artists Aaron Neville, Smiley Lewis, Lloyd
Price, Fats Domino, Irma Thomas, Lee Dorsey: this really is the musical education the

YELLO
POCKET UNIVERSE

press release promised. How good is it Well, Ibought my set...
More specialised is the triple- disc box, Love Peace Understanding [Sequel NXT CD

Inept concept. In the wake of the
big bang, Yello head into the
universe, presumably in search of
the lost killer riff, or maybe just
one of the looney tunes they used
to thrust our way when they were
merely part of the Swiss navy. So
what's out there? Seemingly just an
array of Euro-techno rhythms
zooming around somewhere in the
wake of the Starship Lack Of
Enterprise. Stina Nordenstam is
around to add awispy vocal on 'To
The Sea' and thus provide ahighly
playable single. But what's anice
girl like her doing in aspace like
this? Amt.

286 • j, o 48- track study of Curtis Mayfield's solo period Given that we've been
flooded with Mayfield and Impressions reissues this past year, you'd wonder what
was left, but fans will swoon at all the previously unreleased material, including 17
raw demos. Few artists warrant such archive dredging, but Mayfield is one of the
prime movers in modern soul music. Superfly' comes smack in the middle; what will
dazzle you surrounds it on both sides.
Last up is one of the latest in EMI's '
The Originals' series, which groups together
three (,
Ds from one band, in nifty cardboard miniatures of the original LP sleeves.
The Beach Boys [ Capitol CDOMB 018 .] , above, contains Summer days (And
Summer Nights!!), Today' and Smiley Smile, all of which were reissued on two-onone CDs a few years ago, so this is strictly for completists and packaging freaks

the music remains brillant from start to finish.
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But

Ken Kessler

Mercury 534353-2

(63m 40s)
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rock/pop REISSUES
one CD. These were recorded
during breaks from the Blues
Band and focus as much on
rock as on blues. Throw in a
star for the killer liner notes,
complete with Pete Frame
Family Tree.
A:1

JOAN BAEZ
JOAN
Vanguard/Ace VMD 79240-2'
(44al 06s)

From 1967, Baez's fillth
album, featuring classic
versions of songs from
Paul Simon, Tim Harain,
the Beatles, etc. The
expected crystal-clear
voice and great sound,
more American folk
music from the
Hootenanny era.

FRANKIE LYMON & THE
TEENAGERS
IT'S FRANKIE LYMON & THE
TEENAGERS
Sequel NEDCD287

A: I

BIRTNA
BIRTHIVCAN'T STOP THE
MADNESS

ROKY ERICKSON & THE
ALIENS
ITHINK OF DEMONS

See For Miles SEECD 474

Edsel EDCD528

(
78m 54s)

An early- 1970s all-female
hard-rock act, founded in the
wake of the groundbreaking
Fanny. Better than competent
fuzz-laden metal, but cursed
with being a decade ahead of
its time.
B:1 - 2 •
THE BUZZCOCKS
CHRONOLOGY
EMI CDGO 2073

Wm 49s)

A further 23 previouslyunissued rarities to
complement the earlier box set
and remastered CDs from an
over-documented punk act.
Assembled by bassist Tony
Barber, this features outtakes,
demos and six tracks from
their never-released fourth
album.
A-C:1 - 2 •
CANNED HEAT
STRAIGHT AHEAD
Magnum CDTB 130

t_58m 49s)

Thirteen tracks covering
Canned Heat's early, preLiberty work during 1965-6,
originally issued in 1970/71 as
Vintage Heat and Live At the
Topanga Corral. Part-studio,
part-live, and still good enough
to augur their role as key
players in the blues revival.
A-C:1 - 2 •
FATS DOMINO
THE IMPERIAL SINGLU VOL 2
1953-1956
Ace CDCHD649

inm 03s)

Another disc rendering
Domino's catalogue all neat
and tidy. Fourteen additional
singles with their A and B
sides paired, plus two LP
tracks for a completist's
dream: achronologicallyprogrammed, speed-corrected
30-track definitive set of prime
New Orleans R&B.
A- B: 1-1 ' •
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

(
42m 35s)

From the former 13th Floor
Elevators frontman, his 1980
CBS solo debut, restored with
its original sleeve art, superb
liner notes and two bonus
tracks previously issued only as
B-sides. Weird Texan
psychedelia from a certified
but loveable flutter. B:1 - 2 •
JIMMY GlIJAER & THE
FIREBALLS
SUGAR SHACK/BUDDY'S
BUDDY
Ace CDCED646

(
55m 35s)

Ace's skth Gilmer/Fireballs
release and one for Buddy
Holly collectors, Gilmer (along
with Bobby Vee) laying some
claim to being Holly's
appointed successor. Both
albums were first issued on
Dot, in 1963 and 1965, and
they were recorded in the New
Mexico studios where Holly
recorded his classics. To drive
the point home, Buddy's Buddy
is a Holly homage. A ': 1 -2 •
MISSISSIPPI JOHN
HURT
MEMORIAL ANTHOLOGY VOL 2
Edsel EDCD446

(
64m 32s)

Previously unreleased live
recordings taken from sessions
in aWashington, DC, coffee
house back in 1964. This is
quite the historical document,
nearly half the playing time
being an interview by Pete
Seeger. Hurt was one of the
major rural blurs artists, so
this document is a must for
blues scholars.
A- B: 1 •
THE DAVE KELLY BAND
WAITIN3 FOR EESSIE ' 84-'87
Diamond GEMCD 009

(
77m 35s)

Another in the The Blues
Band Connection' series, two
of Kelly's mid- 1980s solos on

SEPTEMBER 1997

(
2CDs, 150m 43s)

Subtitled ` Essential Recordings
1955-1961', this just about
perfect, 63-track set is said to
contain ` every worthwhile
moment' of this seminal rock
vocal group's output. `Why Do
Fools Fall In Love', the sadlydated but charming ' I'm Not
A Juvenile Delinquent' and
more from those forever-lost
days of teen innocence.
A-B:1 -2 •
RICK NELSON
RICK NELSON & THE STONE
CANYON BAND VOL 2
Edsel EDCD 521

(
71m 51s)

Twenty-one more from
Nelson's country-rock period,
1970-74, this is the kind of set
which helps to make amends:
after hearing this you'll know
Nelson wasn't just a ' teen
idol'. Live and studio tracks,
covers and originals, with only
five repeated from last month's
two-on-one reissue from BGO.
A: 1 •
VARIOUS
ULTRA LOUNGE: ON THE
ROCKS PART ONE
EMI CDEMS 1612

(
78m 12s)

ULTRA LOUNGE: ON THE
ROCKS PART TWO
EMI CDEMS 1613

(
76m 09s)

Two 22-track loungecore sets
loaded with embarrassing
examples of inappropriately

covered chart hits. You really
have to hear Peggy Lee
covering Sly & the Family
Stone's ' Everyday People' or
Julie London singing Bob
Dylan's/Manfred Mann's
'Mighty Quinn' to discover the
truth about the singer and the
song. More fun than any rock
snob can bear.
A': 1-4
GENE PITNEY
THE MANY SIDES OF GENE
PITNEY/ONLY LOVE CAN
BREAK A HEART
Sequel NEMCD 888

(
63m)

YOUNG AND WARM AND
WONDERFUL/JUST ONE SMILE
Sequel NEMCD 895

(
79m 21s)

SINGS BACHARACH, DAVID &
OTHERS/PITNEY TODAY
Sequel NEMCD 896

(
74m 59s)

A further trio of two-on-one
sets restoring Pitney's many
albums to the racks, all with
bonus tracks. This time,
there's a bunch of covers from
the currently hip Bacharach/
David catalogue, the original
`Hello, Mary Lou', an early
Randy Newman track and
more. Write this off as mere
pop at your peril: Pitney was
an innovator.
A:1 A:1-2 A*:2 •
JOSH WHITE
BLUES AND...
Wooded Hill HIL1CD 16

(
37m 52s)

An early example from the
genre of 'A Genuine Visiting
Bluesman's London Sessions',
with the legendary White
backed by British jazzmen in
1956 for the Nixa label. (A
decade later, it would have
been Clapton, McPhee, et al.)
Glossed-up but nevertheless
pure folk blues, still vibrant 40
years on.
As:1
Ken Kessler

FRANK ZAPPA
STRICTLY GENTEEL
Ryko RCD 10578
(67m 07s)

Timely release, or
what? Just as
Zappa's memory is
enhanced by the
performing of a
portion of 'Yellow
Shark' at this year's
Proms, here's an
introduction to his
classical works. The
18 tracks run from
1963 to 1993,
culled from five
albums.
A: 1
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66
G olden

R

Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century

Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage

6.3V

Heater current
1.3A
Anode voltage (DC)
450V
Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
65mA
Anode dissipation
22W
Screen dissipation
3.5W
*Anode+ screen dissipation
26W(max)
*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA!! 8HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed
question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems
and what do they recommend
as their best hi-ft buys?

CHRIS BEECHING
CD PLAYER
Trichord Digital Turntable/Trichord Pulsar
DAC Pulsemaster & Power Supply
TURNTABLE
SME20A
ARM
SME V
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon Rohmann
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Audio Note M3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Note Kit I
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

This regular HFNIRR series assembles and updates current listening
systems and key recommendations from HFNIRR's reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for personal listening systems
(on this page) will be of great interest to all who follow equipment
reviews. Note, though, that the writer's inclusion of agiven product
here does not necessarily constitute ageneral recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers' recommendations proper. For this
feature we have asked each reviewer to list components that they could
personally recommend to consteners on the basis of all-round performance
and value. ( In the case of speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed under each recommended
heading are not necessarily the only ones worth buying, but each one
here does carry apersonal stamp of approval from an experienced
audio critic.

CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

Martin Gems

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic Ill DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-505
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

MARTIN COLLOMS

Dave Berninan

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS 10SE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega R8300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

Eric Braithwaite

ERIC BILAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDD1/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
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CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

u

Perer J. Comeau

Ken Kessler

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD12KI/Marantz -DA12K1
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
ARM
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad I! Reissues
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad KSL 57

PETER J COMEAU

PAUL MILLER

CD PLAYER
AV1 S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AV1 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Hul MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor

me=

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!
CHRIS BEECHING
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW Sonata, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Ruark Swordsman, Tannoy 607
£350-£500 B&W DM603 Epos ES!!
£500-£1000 Impulse Kora, Resolution Quark, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 Audionote J-SPX, Nairn SBL, Resolution Epic
OVER £2000 Quad ESL-63, Electrostatic Research il
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Kenwood DP- 3050
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, NAD 502
£350-£500 Pioneer PD-S901, Ore/le CD480
£500-£1000 Trichord Revelation, Musical Fidelity E600, Naim CD2
£1000-£2000 Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1,
Trichord Digital Turntable & MDCD Pulsar DAC

OVER £2000 Ensemble Transport/Audionote DAC4 Signature,
Nairn CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Denon PMA250 Ill, NAD 310
£200-£350 Denon PMA350 SE,
£350-£500 Naim Nait
£500-£1000 Audionote Kit, Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000 Audionote MI phono kit, Naim 72/140,
Quad 77/707
OVER £2000 Audio Note Ankorou, Audion SCSE Golden
Night, Graaf GM200/Unison Research Mystery

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£ WOO Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

ERIC BFtAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS! 0í, Tannoy 6315E
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£ WOO Mission 753, Tannoy D300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000 BBC LS5/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £2000 Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD-675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD- S901,
Marantz CD-631I KI Signature

£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rotel RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDS10, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
OVER £2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500 Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion,
Sheame Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stemfoort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS1
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! 1, Tannoy 636,
£500-£ WOO ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063-SE, Orelle CD480

Ill)

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity El 0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Sheame Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SIAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD100SE
£500-£1000 OreIle DA I
88

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA! 80
OVER £2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11 A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Mission 731 LE, GLL !magi° 100i,
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Castle Isis, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000 B&W CDMI, Naim Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Martin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio
Teac 3450SE
£200-£350 Cambridge Audio
£350-£500 Marantz CD67SE,

CD PLAYERS
CD4SE, Philips C072 I,
CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
Pioneer PD S505 Precision

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa IX5 Pro
£200-£350 Ruark Icon
£350-£500 TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS3/5A plus AB!
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- ! 0-D

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS I, Tannoy 63! SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX
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£500-£1000 Marantz CD!?', Acurus ACD11, Quad 77,
OreIle CD! 005E, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA288, Meridian 500/563
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350 Denon PMA-4505E, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A-300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £2000 None

£500-£ MOO Marantz CD63SEKi, Roksan Caspian,
Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC,
Marantz CDI6
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300-CD, Theta Data III/Progena,
Mark Levinson No.31/39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS.
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X-Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500 Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity A IFinal Edition
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat
£1000-£2000 Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit,
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Graaf WB Two/50.50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambcla/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum 1A170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

1II

ACCESSORIES CLUB

SPEAKERS CORNERED

M

artin Colloms's epic tome, High Performance Loudspeakers,
is an industry standard. And, 20 years after its first

appearance, the revised and enlarged fifth-edition makes
it better than ever. So many speaker developments have seen over
the past few years that the fourth edition has been looking
increasingly dated. New topics covered in the latest incarnation
include anumber of home-theatre related items ( for example, the
various forms of surrotmd sound and sub-woofer considerations),
the influence of the single-ended triode revival on speaker design
and horn popularity, useful explanations of both the Wilson
Audio and Audio Physic set-up methodologies and,
most importantly, in-depth coverage of the NXT flat
panel driver. It's likely that the need to catch up with
Verity Group's industry shocker is what has held up
publication, given that the book has afeel which suggests
that revisions have been ongoing since the last edition.
Dolby Digital (referred to as AC- 3', though that term is no
longer the official name) and DTS, for example, are given
less prominence than Dolby Pro Logic, which suggests that,
if MC had had the luxury of waiting another six months or so,

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdurnper: The ' magic brick'
•in ablack-ash box
£22.95 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step•up transformer: £ 9.95 Li
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber D steel Li
•
set of 8. inc fixing kit £10.25
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack
£8.951
IHFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
!LP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00 tJ
ICD/cassette unit (40/25) £44.00 0
£49.00
.singles unit (200)
I4-high CD unit
£86.00 E
£96.00 E
•CD 4base unit
IDividets: 25 at £11.25 LP Di CD Li Single E
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twolevel turntable support £59.95 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £ 12.95 D
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 1J
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £ 199 Li ready built machine £369 Ci
Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 EJ
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 E
100, £ 18.95 Li 500 £86.95 ED
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £19.95 Ell 100, £38 Li 500, £180 CI
12in poly bags for LPs Ziptop sealable;
50, £5LI 100, £9D 500, £40 D
CD Jewel Cases:
standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 Li
5in outer £5Li slimline Sin £6.50 LI
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45
5in clear protective sleeve (each) '75p
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.95
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £12.95
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 Li large £ 1.95 Li
Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£ 2.95 Li
Insert Audio banana plugs (pair) £3.95 Li
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 Ci
Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5nun dia
max) £ 11.95pr
large (
12mm) £ 12.95pr
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each
i
..
ryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £ 9.00

Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 0 6L6 £4.50 El
6SN7GT £2.60 Li ECC83 £4.35 El ECC88
£5.35 Li EL84M £6.50 E EF86 £7.95 LI
GZ34 £10.60 E 6550 £15.40 Li KT66
equivalent £6.70 D 300B triode £89.95 D
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each D pre-amp valves £6.00 each G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299
Decca London tone arm
£.
99
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95
NVA transistor amp kit £179.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self £25.00
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan £40.00
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 Li
Tube circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Mullard
£ 17.95 0
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95 D
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 D
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 D
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design

Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95 0
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 D
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 [..7
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 D
Recommended LP f5c CD titles!
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Musical Fidelity XIO-D line buffer £ 129.00 E
HiFi News Test LP
£ 14.95 D
Kontak contact cleaner £ 14.95 0
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 rE
DACon DIA converter kit £ 180.00 E
X-Can valve headphone amp £ 129.00 D
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and
front panel controls £79.90E
batteries/AC
charger, extra £ 4.90 D aluminium case extra
£54.90 D Ready built (w. charger) £475.00 D
Pure Henry (inductor) £27.50 [
1
Radio
Exterminator earth wire ( 5m) £20.00 L7
RATA Reveek CD treatment £ 19.95 LI
Starter pack £ 1.00 HFN'RR024 ToolBox: with tools £99.95
ProGold spray £ 13.95 Li DeoxIT £ 13.95
together £24.95 D
trial pack £7.50

THIS
MONTH'S
*
* **
SPECIAL OFFER

**

High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Colloms £24.95
(hardback) £50.00

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ( caps)
Address

Postcode
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
1-1FN/RR Accessories Club
I
-I
Please charge my AccessNisa/DinersiAmex'

Tel:
(pounds sterling) made payable to

✓LILIrir 1111111EPLJM

My card number is
Expiry date

i

Signature

i

Please send orders to HMV RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YFI. Delivery subj=t to mmilability. All
priers include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postagr. Non- EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Td: ;01234) 741 152 Fax, ' ,Ill
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the surround sound coverage might be different. But that's afringe
topic. NXT's distributed mode panel, which certainly is a core
matter, enjoys a comprehensive 11- page section, bringing this
edition bang up to date.
As for the rest, well, it's exactly what you'd hope for in one
volume. Every viable speaker technology is discussed, and MC
balances the purely scientific with subjective concerns. Also included
are design tips, relevant bibliographies, charts and graphs and plenty
of up-to-date photos.
Omissions are few, although one might have liked a
discussion of some other emerging panel developments.
And it's early days yet regarding the new ' massless' driver
from the USA. Proof-reading could have been better Celestion became ' Clestion', while Robert Harley is
rendered Haxley - but you can live with these. What
you can't live without is a copy - not if you're
fascinated by loudspeakers. Though available as a
paperback, High Performance Loudspeakers is still
re
recommended in hardback form - it's the kind of
book likely to wear out from over-use.
Ken Kessler
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views too

'It is wrong
that
magazines
and dealers
should
propagate
the belief
that there is
only one
correct
method of
arranging
speakers,
and that is
the method
most suited
to rock
music'

READEtS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right te edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Contributions
sent by e-mail
should carry a
postal address.
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

RULES REWRITTEN TO SUllr ROCK
Dear Sir, Iimagine that relatively
few of your readers had the pleasure
of attending the first public
demonstration of stereophonic
sound, held at the first Audio Fair
at the Bloomsbury Hotel, London,
in Ibelieve 1952. LPs, usually
played on Garrard 401s, amused us
with ping-pong balls floating from
left to right speaker, which were
followed by dramatic
demonstrations of Spitfires flying
round the room, with realistic
engine noises, and trains, which
seemed to arrive through the left
wall, thundering across the room
with alarming realism and
vibrations which seemed to threaten
the foundations, to disappear
through the right wall. Despite
having attended numerous
subsequent hi-fi demonstrations, I
have never heard acomparable
example of realism: which ought to
say something about the so-called
`progress' of hi-fi technology.
In those days, the potential
purchasers of specialist equipment,
eg, Quad, Leak and Radford, were
classical music enthusiasts, and the
purpose of stereo was perceived as
the creation in the home of the
illusion of hearing an orchestra in a
concert hall. To that end
loudspeakers were widely separated,
often by as much as 20 feet, and
placed in corners where they were
unobtrusive (and their close
proximity to walls did not cause the
offensive bass noises now often
heard from modern speakers), and
acutely angled inwards to produce
stereo images over an expansive
sound stage in realistic perspective.
All that changed with the
introduction of rock music. The
original concept of stereo was 'reinvented' by those with influence to
suit their own purposes and to
appeal to anew generation of
enthusiasts. The illusion of concerthall spaciousness wos replaced by
one of athree-dimensional image of
asingle performer projected in
almost tangible form onto one's

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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living room carpet. That was the
intention — though whether it was
realised is questionable. This new
concept necessitated afundamental
change, and although it was
intended to facilitate the new ideas
it has become astandard, indeed a
dogma, applied to all music
regardless of it's appropriatensss.
That change was in the placing of
loudspeakers. From being widely
spaced and acutely angled inwards
it was decreed that henceforth they
should be amere 6-9ft apart, their
baffles almost parallel, so that they

and solo performers are in the
middle distance, in natural
perspective, with cellos at extreme
right. Visitors who have more
sophisticated equipment, and
whose speakers are 6-9ft apart,
though they have space for wider
separation, have enjoyed increased
involvement due to an enhanced
sense of realism created by awide
and deep stage, especially the full
use of the stage during operas when
listening to my recordings of live
performances from such diverse
locations as London, Bayreuth and

were directed at the listener instead
of their axes crossing in front and
several feet away from adjacent

New York.
G A Jolly, Essex

walls to avoid bass distortion. It is
interesting to speculate upon the
effect of reproducing those original
recordings through such an
arrangement.
The new system of loudspeaker
placement has become so
entrenched that dealers who have
no knowledge of hi-fi history
adamantly refuse to accommodate a
customer by rearranging
demonstration speakers in amanner
that may be used at home.
The requirements for the
enjoyment of rock and classical

DOMESTIC BLISS
Dear Sir, To the Scot turned rare
Tasmanian breed [`Views' March]:
don't do it! The NVA AP50
amplifier [
HFNIRR Aug ' 96, page
28] can end marriages. As aScot
who also migrated to the Antipodes
(but had enough sense to pick adry
sunny place to live) Ifound the
review of the AP50 interesting
enough to purchase one. Saturday

music are incompatible — even
opposed. The former is small-scale,
even intimate [
Eh? - Mus Ed],
while the latter is primarily largescale and should fill the room with
majestic sound. It is the
responsibility of magazines and
dealers to explain these differences,
and to encourage enthusiasts who
have sufficient space to utilise it to
best advantage — not to dismiss
this argument as of no consequence
because classical music is only a
minority interest. That is hardly the
evidence of the Proms!
One cannot gainsay the wishes of
rock fans who wish to arrange their
speakers in amanner which fully
exploits their music; but it is wrong
that magazines and dealers who do
not have an interest in classical
music should propagate the belief
that there is only one correct
method of arranging loudspeakers,
and that is the method most suited
to rock music.
For what it may be worth, my
own-made 5cu ft, 4-unit speakers
(20-21kHz.) are 20 feet apart, in
room corners within an inch of
adjacent walls, where they provide
clean, undistorted bass, and they
are angled 45° inwards so that their
axes converge approximately 8ft in
front of the base-line wall.
Orchestras occupy all the space
between the speakers and there is
no perception of sound boundaries.
Brass and timpani, being at the
rear, are focused beyond the wall,

night and my wife is settling back to
watch ` Heartbeat' and `The Bill'
(almost as popular as 'Neighbours'
across here) and Iam settling into
my first headphone session and...
disaster. What Ken Kessler didn't
know was that the optional
headphone stage doesn't disconnect
the speakers when plugged in. Iam
sure there is asound reason (!) for
this, but for me it effectively killed
any Sennheiser 545 sessions.
The sound from the AP50 more
than meets my expectations, but it
is in the detail it loses ground. In
addition to the above problem,
NVA has also spoiled the black and
gold finish by adding achrome
headphone socket to the front; and
as for the banana plugs they have all
the cohesion of banana skins...
disturb the cables and you find
them flopping helpless on the floor.
To my rescue came the HFNIRR
Accessories Club, which sold me
the just-released Musical Fidelity
X-Cans headphone amplifier: ajoy
to listen to. After acouple of
months of disharmony Iwas certain
my problems were solved. Saturday
night and 'Iwas settling back with a
nice Shiraz and Van Morrison, and
— you guessed it — another
disaster. The suave Nick Berry had
been replaced by ` Rumpole', and
could Iplay the music through the
speakers please. My solution?
Simple. Settle back with the
Super Cables Cookbook, also
reviewed in your magazine — a
super read which Ican really
recommend to everyone.
George Horne,
Western Australia
113
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Distributors& Consultants for the world's

NORTH WOOD

MICROMEGA MOTH

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1BA
PHONE: 01296

Hearing is Believing

CLINI
FY

138.W
Audlolab
Castle
Meridian
Classe.
Rega
Mar:ant'

30

ETC

years

Technics
Sony .
REL'

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

ESSEX

ARCAM • •

Epos

of Excellence

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

tel/fax chester ( 01244) 401290

L
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consultants

TRICHORDP NEAT

ALPHASON •

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE

EIRE
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AKAI •

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday

B& W, CABLE TALK, CA STLE, CELESTI ON, EPOS, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,
ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHN OLOGY.

CHESHIRE

AVI

EXPOSURE MARANTZ

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

Finest Audio Systems * Export Facilities
23 LANGLEY BROOM, LANGLEY, * Mail Order Facilities
BERKSHIRE, SL3 8NB
*Dealer List Available
*Finance Available
Tel: (01753)542761/(0860) 665662
Fax: (01753) 772 532
(including 0%
subject to status)
Opening Hours:
10.00am-6.00pm Mon-Sat (By Appointment)
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Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
• Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

TDL •

Mission • Copland •
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• JIS

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

CHEADLE

GREATER LONDON

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • TEL: (01799) 523728

DEVON II CORNWALL

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI-FI
• Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Auoio COUNSI L
14 Stockport Road,

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

LONDON

Per

enti(on

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

HEREFORDSHIRE

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
're 0181-567 8703
AUDIOIAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, JPVV, KE
F,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, R
CGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery 8,
installation. Repairs 8 service.
Closed Wednesday.

studio

ENGLISH

audio
****CYRUS CENTRE****
Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, Audion, B&W, Castle.
Celestion, Denon. Exposure, Kef, Marantz,
Micromega, Mission, Nairn, Pink Triangle, Pioneer,
Rd, Rotel, Ruark, John Shearne, SME, Siax.
Systemdek, T.D.L., Yamaha
installation; Credit facilities: Service Dept.

Mon- Sal 9.30 — 5.30
, \\ Ink:cross ILoad. leickusi I-I;2)

ACOUSTIC ENERGYARCAM AURA
BANG & OLuFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA Rom
SONUS FABER YAMAHA
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INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-Fl RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Now in our third tangy year

Friir.1
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BADA BONDED DEALER

0171-924 2040

SI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL.0171 624 8855
FAX:0171 624 5315

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
SEPTEMBER 1997
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Sound 8, Vision
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Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

SeMeeeteete
g co

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities
Open 10-4 every Sunday

xz e

Tel: 01622 676203

Fax: 01622 626723

35 Farlough Road, Newmills, Dungannon,
N. Ireland BT71 4DU. Tel. 01868 - 748632
Fax 748281. Mobile 0410 136130. Belfast Office 01232 - 653861

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS
•MOST MAKES AVAILABLE
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SERIOUS KIT
•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC

•SUGDEN
•AUD1ONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RD, WHITEFIELD, MANCHESTER, MSS 8QP

0161-793-6742
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.0, Pink A, Audio Reseorch, Micromego,
550E. Meridian, Audion, CR Developmenh, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruork, Mortin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonos Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.a. Jamo, Ortofon, Rose .• much more.

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994
Grahams HiFi
... Grahams is the best place to buy quality
hi-ti equipment in London tie £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and Installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

A

GRAHAMS HI- F1
Mail&

Grahams NI-F1 Ltd. Canonbury Yard
100e New North Road London NI 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620
EMAIL toas7o.lasicorneussnii. eom

studio

82

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

HARPENDEN LTD

m

ti Near Norwich, Norfolk
111

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac.
Unison Research and others
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(Choose from

the finest
•Hi Fi

•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

effnes

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
rzr-iri
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604
Excellent Listening Facilities

night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free ParkirV

SUFFOLK
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Bang & Olufsen Centre

gi Viee

ARCAM. ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, Ay), B&O,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC
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hi-fi for grown-ups

Ancdog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267

SURREY

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Slot kisi of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
PleaNe phone for details.

Front End Problems?
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SOUTH COAST

HI- Fl & TV

NORFOLK

I
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TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

82 The High Street

SOUTH EAST LONDON

School Road, Bracon Ash
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EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

The Old School
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10 - 12 CHAPEL PLACE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS. KENT

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES Audio Note. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan.
Wilson Benesch, Auchomeca.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott
Analogue. Lyra, Sumiko, Goldhng, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Orelle, Tnchord.
Roksan, Audiomeca, Primare, Montt, BOW Technology, Audio Alchemy.
Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon, Aura, Moneo, Orelle,
LFD. Campion, Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton. YBA,
Primare, BOW Technology, Electrocompaniet, Anon (valve), Audio Note
(valve). Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note,
Band W, OLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL. Ruark, Impulse. Wilson Benesch,
REL, Totem, Tannoy, Yamamura, Klipsch, Homing, Bravura, Lowther,
Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Lexicon, JBL, REL,
Triangle. Jamo. Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED, Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART, Yamamura,
Sonic Link, Frameworks, Partington, Stands Unique,
Soundstyle.
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•SYTEMS FROM £ 300 - £ 100K • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
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UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

ed

SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE

the!! cotitact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Moth. Hadcock and
Nottingham Analogue,
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

Slockids of: ARCANI • 1/F:NSF:N • EPOS • 1.INN • 1.0EWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM St. DIO • NF:AT • RE( A • ROTE',
•ROY') • SHAHINIAN • TEA(' • YANIA111 & MORE
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indecently good hi-ti

9High &net, Hampton Wick. Kingeton upon
Thames, Surrey ICTI 4IDA Tek 081-943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30em - 7.00pm/Sat 10em - 6pm
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UNMET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
*

*
*
*
*

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
I15

specialist guid
SURREY
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YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE
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URREY HIFI

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled peiformance.

"Home Cinema on Demonstration"

ARCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
BANSTEAD
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
TDL. REF REFERENCE. 1"
DE NON
ROGERS
RED HILL
DODOS
DORKING
MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
EIGATE
THORENS
TARGET
NANAN TO
MICHELL
GATWICK
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
CABLE TALK. BOSE
MILLER & KREISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIOUE. ALPHASON
CRAWL DY

W

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO, TEAC, and many more.
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GODSTONE 01883 744755
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HARBETH

TEAC®

45 High Street. Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

TO ADVERTISE
CA%

IN THIS SECTION

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

PLEASE CONTACT

SCOTLAND

THE HI-FI

PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAINI

AVI •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh

EN&

TEL 0181 686 2599

TDL, SUGOEN, PROAC, ROARK, ALCHEMIST, AUDIO ALCHEMY, ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE, HOLY, TEAC, IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE, CASTLE ACOUSTICS,
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH, HEYBROOK, MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE), SME, UNISON
VALVES, STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES, CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES), ART AUDIO
(VALVES), REL (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS! PROJECT NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE ORTFON,
BEYER. GRADO YAMAHA. & KLE""- ""•:'

Specialist hi fi and advice

72

DAVE WALSH

STUDIOS

Mus ic
INCLUDING

you like to hear more

SIG

EXT 318

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781 387

0131 - 555 3963

WEST SUSSEX

Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

ZeCie/t Hi- Fi

OF QUALITY HI- Fl ON

Nairn Audio and Roksan: Approved Dealer

êe0Weldeee

THE EAST COAST'

Selected agencies include Naim. Roksan. Alchemist, Kef. Trichord, Marantt,
QLN. Tammy, Orelle, Rotel. Teac, Triangle. Infinity. Denser',
Musical Fidelity. Neat. Revox. Apogee. Sennheiser. Stan. Primare, Soundstyle.
Stands Unique, Atacama. Van ilen Hal, Chord Company. MIT, etc.

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
• .\ ppoiniments and honte demonstrations available.

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Regs,
Arran Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other line equipment

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries, Scotland, DG1 1DF.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

TEL: 01482 587397

Telephone:- 01387 267048

WEST MIDLANDS
CETI' 96

EMI

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

152a High Street,

ARCM

AUDIO

LAB

CEORD

MOMS

naine,

PEITMENCI
KENSCOD
MARANTS
EICUELL
SONY
SUNIKO
SYSTOSINK
TAMS? TIM

F—I I —

NAIN
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351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471

ALE0i-ADOLLO

1080013.,.,,.T
TEMP TNCINNOLOOV

Bloxwich,

Walsall

493499/473499
A.T.

AUDIO ALMOOft &OVID

NCRIDIAN NICSINECIA
TAR CNN MIN.
SAMNA

QUEST

RAN

3051

METER

CAMS

• .••,)

DOLBY Ad 3MTN.

• 3 Hi -Fi Studios
• Free Desuonatrationa
• Wane Cinema Theatre
• 2 Year Guarantee
• milhouse Service Department
• Mail order available
• Interest Free Credit

For The Midlands
01922
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TAIS

CHORD

COMPANY

MUM

1085151 MW1 MUSICAL PIDEL/TY 800010031
ORTIMMN
PROJECT
QUAD 10X5051
TV à VCR PECS' MET
= MIA
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Sharing the ASDA Carpal* Mr
Off High Street, Hioawich,
Nr. Vlu11 West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolah, Audioquest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, NEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonus Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

night Friday
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156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968
OPVIING INES:
Closed SsegayMeeley OpeoI1-5.31 Ibriday11-7.18
Seenlay11-111 DiamtratimayAppeitemat

SEPTEMBER 1997

MEREST FREE
Ito Limited NMI API MANI» delis
oe Neese license Creel Inter.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Celestion SI,700 speakers including stands, grey nextel finish, good
condition. carefully

used. £500 Tel: 01843 592542 ( Ramsgate)

(H0610)
Celestion SL600 speakers foundation stands, excellent condition
£350; Quad 606 amplifier £ 250; Meridian Component pre- amp moving coil input £50; Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge, very low use,
£120 Tel: 01277 659650 ( Essex) ( H0686)
Nalm SBL black ash, only six months old, boxed, upgrading to
Martin Logan SL3, cost £ 1,800 will sell for £ 1,195 Tel: 0171 499
3007 ( office) or 0171 221 4461 ( home) ( H0685)
State of the art Ensemble Primadonna Loudspeakers, high sensitivity, superb soundstaging, harmonics, speed and musicality, elegant
took with asmall footprint. latest version is now £ 10,000, £5,750ono
Tel: 0181 340 9941 ( H0684)
Apogee Stage, Mini Grand, 2years old, mahogany and black. vgc,
cost £4.100 accept £ 1,350 Tel: 01604 39835 eves/weekends
(H0683)
Audionote M7 silver sound phonostage £4,500 possible pkx
Highend Tumtable/ami, cash either way; Brightstar Isolation Bases
(4) purpose built for Jadis 500 power amps £225 each Tel: 01235
833185 ( H0681)
Cable Clearout: Balanced; Mandrake 1m £ 275; Siltec MC 565 Im
(2 sets) £ 275; Clearaudio Silverline phono cable for Clearaudio
Cartridges 1 1/2m £295; Various single ended Siltec, Mandrake,
Cogan Hall Interconnect, for details tel: 01235 633181 ( H0682)
Valve Monoblocs matched pair of Raymond Lumley M75 monos
balanced and anttenvated input, recent service documents, test
reports, mint condition £950; Krell KST 100, mint, boxed, recent
service £ 1.700 Tel: Mike, 01246 209578 day, 280755 eves ( H0680)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers, light oak, 6months old, under warranty. as new condition £ 1,650 Tel: 01784 244944 ( H0679)
Quad 44 preamp, grey phono £ 200; 306 power amp £200 both in
good condition with boxes and instructions Tel: 01702 611680
(Southend-on-Sea) ( H0678)
ATC SCM50 Passive 1994 walnut with stands, clean, smooth.
dynamic sound £995 Tel: 01372 465906 ( H0688)
KEF Reference Four; absolutely mint condition, just 12 months
old, KEF's finest speaker to date, cost £3,300 will accept £2,300 ( no
offers), genuine reason for sale - moving overseas Tel: 01204 433698
(H0689)
Linn LP12, Lingo. lhor, MC20 Supreme. perfect condition, wonderful sound, cartridge less than 20 hours use, £ 750ono Tel: 0181
876 6225 ( SW London) ( H0702)
Pioneer Laserdisc Player CLD - 1450 Plus fifty assorted discs, all
excellent condition- alt £400 Tel: 01626 872501 ( H0701)
ATC 50A speakers in walnut aragon 24k pre-amp, diamond myperglitz 3m cable, Tear P500 Transport AVI S2000MD DAC Kimber
silver interconnects Im system deck Yamaha cassette £5.000ono,
may be willing to split Tel: 01223 860744 ( H0700)
Celestion SL6SI + STDS, Brenell 5RR B+0 5000 amp, leak ST30.
Sound Org. wall shelf, Quad 405.1 amp modules. Technics 51-12 TT
Dual 505.2 TT Sanyo Betamax + tapes, WANTED: Revox B71011,
B&W 804S Tel: 01474 326220 ( N Kent) ( H0699)
Acoustic Energy AE3 speakers plus stands, mint, awesome sound,
snip at £675; Beard BB100 MK11 valve amp, mint condition, little
use, brilliant review first £575 Tel: 0151 920 8471 ( H0698)
Nairn NAP160 £285; ATC SCMIO Walnut £595; JVC DD7 3head
cassette £ 100, Wharfedale Active Diamond Plus £90 all vgc, boxed,
manuals, Hi Fi Year Books, other old publications Tel: 01268
753974 ( Essex) ( H0697)
Garrard 401 Transcription turntable. SME 3009 series

11

improved arm ( detachable head shell) SME Style plinth, MSB-1
Absorbers. Shure V15 Type Ill cartridge, VN35 MR stylus,
£250ono Tel: James Betts. 01477 532972 ( H0696)
Classic HiFi Radford STAI5 amplifier SC22 control unit, Thomes
TDI 24 Series 2, Turntable SME 3012 arm. Pair Wharfdale Dove

Croft Mega Micro 2-box preamp, serviced and upgraded by Glen

Krell KSA 250 power amp, mint & boxed £2,250; Krell CD DSP

Croft Kimber wired latest caps, superb phono and line imputs £ 1,000

balanced CD player, £ 1,800; Krell KBL fully balanced pre-amp with

Tel: Paul, 01305 853618 ( Dorset) ( H0706)
Krell MDI SBP64X £5,400ono; KPS20i REF64 £ 13,000;KRSBP
REF pre-amp ( six comps) £4,250; KRS200 REF monos £8,900

separate PSU, £ 1,650; All equipment is mint, boxed and with manuals, genuine reason for sale - moving overseas. Tel: 01204 433698

(£24.000); Meridian 200 plus 203 and Cond Cobraic £650; All excellent with boxes, Tel: 0181 882 4287 (eves) ( H0598)
Monitor Audio Studio speakers, different models available, also
Michell Engineering Alecto Argo amps, all brand new, boxed
upopened guaranteed 25% off list prices Tel for details: 01793
542573 ( Answer-phone) ( H0603)
Naim NAC42S £ 100; Denon PMA920 180 WRMS £215; Alf am
Alpha 3 £ 140; Sony CDP101 Quality £ 150; KEF Corina 11's £ 150;
SME 3009 £75; Deltec LBII Dac £ 195; Linn LP12 £295; AT100511
Arm £ 35; Technics 50 WRMS Amp, black £75; WANTED: Marantz
CD Stan Tel: 01206 510392 ( H0615)
Spendor BC! speakers with stands in Teak 50W upgrade model. as
new, offers around £ 250 Tel: 01226 292491 ( H0624)
Kenwood M85 System CM-7ES rear CS-6 centre SW700. sub
speakers, manuals, remotes, little used, good condition, cost £ 1,600
consists of: Deck tuner, graphic/spectrum analyser, amp, single play
CD, twin cassette deck, may sell cabinets + £ Mil sell £ 825ono Tel:
01582 560630 ( Luton) ( H0638)
McIntosh MC275 power amp and C22 pre- special edition, mint,

(H0670)
Musical Fidelity FI6 mark two stereo power amplifier, factory
upgraded, box still sealed, genuine reason for sale,mint condition
£1,100 Tel: 01793 481532 ( Swindon) ( H0673)
Arcam Delta 170 transport and Deltec PDM2 DAC, ( selling
because of upgrading) available invidually or complete for £400 Tel:
01932 866700 ( H0677)
Speakers: JBL Century IOUs, superb original west coast sound,
perfect working order but no grille sponges, offers? Tel: 01303
248900 ( Folkstone) ( H0676)
Tannoy Canterbury Speaker, Garrard record player with Tannoy
Cartridge 78/UP Stylii Tannoy HG IS amp, Chapman 3band tuner.
£250 wood split Tel: 0181 467 2751 ( N/W Kent) ( H0713)
Quad 34/306 Grey, MC/MM Boards £295. Good mans Module 150
£35. Rogers Valve Tuner £25. Wanted service information fro
Cambridge C1000 and Hitachi HMA9600 Mk2 Power Amp:
Nottingham 0115 9372109.

FOR SALE - TRADE
Mkromega Stage One, ex-display (£550) our price £299. save over

with boxes and all, £5,500 Tel: 00 46 54 565227 ( Sweden) ( H0642)
Spendor BC1s £150; Quad AM3 Tuner, rare, offers; Quad 303

£300; Proac Response One "S". new £749; New shop opening soon,

power amp £ 75; Armstrong 127 valve tuner amp, faulty £ 25; SME
3009 detach h/shell £60; Rotel RX 150A £ 25 Tel: 01634 855534

426647 ( H0687)

(H0645)
Celestion SL600S speakers, Celestion System 6000 subwoofers
with out- board crossover; Celestion Digital loudspeaker processor.

Tower Centre, Hoddesdon, Hens Tel: Objective Audio, 01279
Revox B231 amp: B261 tuner, B225 CD: all housed in matching
cabinet plus Rebox B77 10" R-TOR tape recorder: plus Ipair Quad
Electrostatic ESL63 speakers, all in excellent condition £ 2,750 the

months old, Audio Innovations S800 Anniversary £ 1,000; KEF
L53/5A ( RW) £500; Audio Alchemy V I / I ( siver) £220; Proac

lot Tel: 01253 739444 Working hours. not Wednesday PM Studio
Quality ( I-10693)
ATC SCM20 very little use, immaculate. boxed, £900 ( 1992) Tel:
01453 765682 ( H0708)
Ex demo stock in as new condition: Audio Synthesis Dax II £ 1.650;
Electrocompaniet EC I2 amplifier £750; Electroconpaniet "cube"

Tablette 50 signature with RI stand £850, all boxed and under man-

speakers £900; LED Integrated Zero amp £400; All products boxed

Supra lOmm speaker cable 6x1Orn £ 1,500 Tel: 01253 692356
(H0647)
Musical Fidelity F22 F15 £2,000; Teac VRDSIOSE £600 both 6

ufacturers guarantee Tel: 0171 237 5302 ( H0646)

with warranty, Tel: 0121 445 5057 eves ( H0606)

Dichord Pulsar DAC + PSU £950; Audiomeca Kreatura Transport

Cartridges; Up to 45% off rep. Ialso supply turntables, toneanns.
CD cassette decks, minidisc, reel- reel. amplifierai uners. loudspeak-

£650: Meridian 518 Anti-Jitmer + DSP £500 Tel: 01604 766124
(H0653)
ATC SCM20 in rosewood plus stands, mint condition £995ono; AVI

ers, CDR. DAT, headphones, hi-fi furniture, cables, accessories, test
cassettes, test CD's, Tel: Ian Harrison Hi Fi, 01283 702875 ( H0628)

2000MP preamp plus remote, mint condition, £650ono; AVI

WANTED

2000MT tuner, unused, mint condition £425ono Tel: 01242 575717
evenings ( H0654)
New 2x Quad 67 £450 each; 66pre remote £450; 2x606 £ 330 each;
44 pre + MM/MC boards, best example £250; The lot £ 2.000 split
66/67/606 £ 1,250 44/67/606 £ 850 inc. p&p; New YBA Integre with
mm/ph £995 best integrated in the world? Tel: 01482 842740 most
evenings ( H0657)
Quad ESL63 speakers, complete with Amid stands £ 1,700 Tel:
0181 546 2881 evenings ( H0659)
Mark Levinson ML1 preamp £695; Exact Tonearm (£ 1.800) £950
or exchange Breuer, Airtangent; Studer A725 Professional CD £950;
Neat Petite II £ 350; Rivelin Eclipse £495; WANTED: Wel tempered
arm Tel: 01642 649702 ( H0662)
Krell KPS20i/L integrated CD player. digital volume control. optical and electrical 1/D, Linestage, remote. reference performance,
mint. boxed, 1year old, rare opportunity. bargain £7,450 (£ 11,000
new) Tel: 0860 850786 ( H0661)
Krell KSA3005 boxed, remote, manual, immaculate, bargain
(£4,750); SHUN MOOK CD Clamp, ultimate upgrade for toploading transport (£450); Audiolab 8000C preamp, very good phono
stage, mint (£200) Tel: 0131 668 3389 ( H0663)
ProAc Super Tower Speakers £575; LFD LS2/PA I £ 1,150; Castle
Conway 3 speakers £ 250; Standesign 5 shelf stand £95; LED
LSO/PAO £550; Audio Alchemy DD53 + DUB £595; Harmon
Karelian TU9I5 Tuner £95 Tel: 01727 762910 ( H0664)

KEF Concerto's, looks not important, Tel: 01904 626142 ( H0705)
Wanted, Maranta SX72 digital scratch suppressor for vinyl, £ 150
paid Tel or fax: Glen, 0181 951 1071 anytime ( H0591)
Second Hand Mark Levinson No. 36, No 37 two box CD player,
Tel: Graham Gibson, 01467 622720 day or 01224 707622 (eves) or
0802 812729 ( mobile) cash paid, will collect. ( H0593)
Celestion, pair of DL 8 speakers, Tel: ( 0033) 320 35 9119 ( 18.0021.0(1 or weekends) ( H0639)
Audiomeca Kreatura CD Transport Trichord modified. Audio Note
DAC2 valve based D/A converter, beautiful looking units with
superb analogue like sound, both products received excellent
reviews £ 1,400 Tel: 0181 546 2881 evenings ( H0660)
Old Hi-Fi's and Classical LP's wanted! Valve amplifiers: Quad,
Leak, Radford, Rogers, Pye, Lowther; Loudspeakers: Tannoy,
Westrex, Vitavox, Goodmans. JBL, Altec; Turntables: EMT 327,
Garrard 301, Thorens TD- I24. SME 3012, Ortofon 309. Tel/Fax:
0171 625 8966 ( H0667)
Vintage/Valve hi-11 equipment to include: Quad. Leak. Radford,
Tannoy. Garrard 301-401, Thorens 124 and Audio valves etc.
Modern quality equipment and LP seconds also purchased. Tel: 0116
283 5821 T
Wanted: Signet MK3E Cartridge A&R Arcam P77 C77 MG cartridge Kiekiki purple heart cartridge any condition considered Tel:
01200 613733 ( H0712)

Dale speakers, mint condition with original manuals, offers Tel:
01335 370582
DPA PDM2 DAC, mint, boxed, little use, stunning sound, £850

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

(£2,400) Tel: 0121 779 3959 ( H0694)
Grado Wooden Bodied reference cartridge. latest model, rave

Rates: £ 8.00 ( Incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.

reviews, ten hours use, too high output for my amp, big saving at

For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words

£145 Tel: 0181 325 2585 ( H0692)
Kenwood DA V8500 amplifier £3,000; Dual Hi Fi C5415- I £40; 2

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

JBL LX60 loudspeakers £300; Danon TV- 280 Tuner £60; Celestion

Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg Pioneer A400 = two

CSC centre channel loudspeaker £70; 2 Kenwod CMSES speakers
£50; Luxman K- 331W cassette deck £ 150

I

Tel: 01277 655274

(H0691)
Townshend Rock with Alphason Xenon tonearm, vgc, £ 350ono Tel:
01424 425679 ( East Sussex) ( H0690)
Audio Research PHI in mint condition, ideal match for most line
stages in any pre-amp. cost £ 1,695 ayear ago. will accept £995 Tel:
01495 248488 ( H0704)
Jamo 300 Surround speakers ( two pairs) two months old, £ 180 per
pair, £300 the lot; Yamaha DSP E1000 processor, three months old,
superb pro logic, well reviewed, will accept £450; Ixos Scan to Scan
£30 Tel: 01743 249103 anytime ( H0703)
Krell KSA 250, just serviced, mint £2,650; Audio Research LS2B
MKII II months old. £ 1,650, serious bargain Tel: 01623 871950
(H0711)
Meridian DSP5000 active loudspeaker system, rosewood with
MSR, 12 month old, immaculate. boxed £2,450ono Tel: 01454
250193 after 6pm or fax: 0117 935 4115 ( H0710)
E.A.R 85g integrated valve amplifier, factory made, £ 1,100;
Monarchy 22B DAC, 4 months old. £900; Linn KARIK Transport
only, remote £450; XL0 Digital Interconnect type 4. BNC to phono

Please publish the above advertisernent for
0 FOR SALE
El WANTED
Boo number required
El yes
ono.
Cheque/postal order enclosed fore

(Birmingham) ( H0707)

Please indicate which
SEPTFJ9BER 1997

(pounds ironing) made payable so Link House Magazines ph

111111111111111
Expaxt (data)

Same
Address

OR Please charge my Acute / Visa/ Diners /Anse Card Number

£50 Tel: 0161 291 9331 ( H0709)
Diamond Gold 3 tape switch £30; QED 2tape switch £20; QED 2
phono switch £20; QED Discsaver £ 20 Tel: 0121 743 7814

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

insertions' under the )ieadme

Signature
'No reimbursements will be due fee *p.a..e of mbANsfat lmbffsf.

Daytone telephone number
Cut out your advertisement (or photocopy) and
send to, Classified Advertising, HiFi Net.
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
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AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
GREAT NEWS!! AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.

The controversy surrounffing whal to use with the low power SE Mode amplrfrees ts not solved well the speaker krt, so we save somettnng else up our sleeve for
later as well, watch this space!!!

Audio Note UK Ltd is proud and happy to announce aMint venture vnth Mr Aleta Van of MT in the Czech Repubfieunder the agreement reached
Mesa Vans company el be makeng arange of directly heated Modes for small signal, delver and output stages exclusively for Audio Note. Tres will
with Orne allow us to explore thee uncharted terntory in the field of Single- Ended Audio Amplifier design, by putting us In apositron to design
and manufacture nodes specifically for apen purpose, something which has not been within our reach in the past, where we have always had to
settle for the best amplifying devices evadable. but which good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes. So Iam very ended
about the potential for improvements and prospects of raising the game to the highest level.
Initially, we will only have aSuper Linear version of the 30013 evadable. dubbed the Audio Note AV300B SL ewill be available in limited numbered
samples at USS 425.00 each either single or matched pairs We will follow thy fairly quickly ranew very powerful power node, the new Audio Note
AV628 SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class A in smote-ended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available, at
an expected price of US$ 750 00 each. It will help advance the case for SE operation despite the deplorable Inefficiency of the most modern loudspeakers!!
For those of you who have already expenenced the Vaic Valve VV308 and VV52B it will enterest you to know that an Audio Note AV5213 SL and AV32B
SL will be introduced when we have solved the problems of cathode crystallisation that the Vaic Valve VV308 and VV528 suffer from. The expected
cost of the AV32B SL will be USS 550.00 each and the AV528 SL US$ 650.00 each
All Audio Note Triodes are available in Corbel! blue. Ruby Red, Silver or Gold glass on request at an additional USS 125 00 per valve. delivery normal.
ly about 90 days as aspecial order
All
discussion
Audio ootrerlAtli;;Y.fteeeeggáti'o'nlschasr-e7saargeaagi0s0táreedssg one year
Audio Note distributors.
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We have now settled en our new factory unit and dis already turning out to be too small, such is Me, In amarket where large parts of the specialist
tfife industry is falling on harder limes (especially the high power • low efficiency crowd: what can say. It could not happen to more deserving people!) Audio Note is finding our market is growing ever more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply, so, as with most things good. You
sometimes have to wait, which is not what any of us are particularly good at having been brought up in asociety that favours " restant gratification"
above all else.
In this society context, rt is therefore very gratifying to see how
amplifiers, speakers etc, lust another example of how society is
greatest new " super amplefier" large numbers of our customers
fire simple truth that the Single- Ended Triode output stage rules

many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits at "do-it-yourself"
changing, in this case definitely for the better, rather than passively buying the latest
are now building better amphhers themselves, learning to understand and appreciate
supreme where music reproduction is concerned.

Participation is the name of the game and Audio Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits, output and mains transformers, chokes.
paper in Oil. aluminium, tin, copper or silver foil signal capacitors, Black Gate. Cerallne or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum, carbon and
metal film resistors, silver wires. Interstage and driver transformers, sweches, balance controls, potentiometers, affenuators, chassrs's and fittings for
the quality oriented DIY'er whether you are abeginner or hardened experimenter, male or female, we have the best ( and not always most expensrve)
pans for most projects
Ihave commented on this before, dis most interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existing valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the virtues of high power ( and who still mainly make thee living selling them, for how es agood question') valve amplifiers,
as many of them now embrace the low power single-ended node amplifier as if they had never said anything to the opposite or even more interestingly. as one valve manufacturer, lamous for the stainless steel chassis and very high power amplifiers says, "we only make SE amplifiers because
people want them, we do not believe this is the best solution ' Interesting statement is it not? This is what happens when allthe manufacturers do is
follow the lead of the market instead of taking the lead themselves, which is why the socalled " High End" ( lovely Amencan term for something that
cannot reproduce music) but also quite sad, fortunately this is not an accusation that can be thrown at Audio Note, as we were first to introduce SE
amplifiers into the worldwide commercial specialist market, and we el lead the way.
The virtual flood of SE amplifiers that has appeared on the market over the past 3years is no doubt confusing to most of you, Ocertainly seems to
have bewildered most of the press and their reviewers, agreat many of whom have yet to really understand what is happening, especially the fact
that the grassroot support for SE Mode amplifiers, is so deep rooted and strong, seems to have bypassed the men in their ivory towers. most of who
still believe that this is fad that will die away, as soon as the next great " achievement" of the traditional " High End" has been released. Oh. how little
do they comprehend that the move away from the traditionally favoured high power • inefficient speaker technologies most of them have supported
(and in many ways helped bring about, remember the rave reviews of the Apogee Scintilla or latest high power MI_ ARC or Krell?) are now serious
unwell and may well die over the next foe years, already now the second hand values of the products taht contain these technologies are seriously
and still feng, consider that if any of youstIll own one of these dinosaurs, unless of course you like collecting historical artifacts.
Anemias to make SE technology conlorm to current lechnologrcal measurement dogma have so lar failed ( thanks in no small part to many of you brave and permstent people out there who have for yourselves expertenced what hareems lo nie sound of agood SE amplffier when you Sick 2413 or more Medback across the cor •
cud and interesting, not to mention enlightening expenence that clearly demonstrates tal low state distortion us not the 'cure air that the transistor and high power
brigade would have us believer. and whilst attempts are beret made to " upgrade" semi conductor circuitry with aSingle- Ended flavour ( how truly single-ended this
really is, is highly questionable. since the transrstor can only amphly one half ol the waveform and needs apartner On come?, II certainly sounds that wary to wholly
moldy the signal, semi conductor means what re says HALF. and thee what you gel, half the signal. Sail the sound! Some people are sainted eh pseudo-sob.
tiers, line current High End - is no excephon!
But as Isaid, the rs all changing for the better. and if we can do anyMing to help we certainly shall. which is why we are introducing anumber of new parts on the
list, ranch well include line muchwanted very soon to be avertable, pre-amphher kit, bol equally Importantly, aloudspeaker krt, sorry no parts for the caffinel. only the
drawing, and the individual tested drivers, wrth ether copper or silver voce cols, the speaker kit is modelled on our ONE speakers, whey rate at about 93 94dB
ellicrency, wrth avery benign load behaviour. niel are developed on SE-Inode amplrfters and are highly suited to the low- power oc triode ampldrers that most of you
have or are contemplafing

The price is two speakers, of anyone wants mono only then hat* the price, the speakers in question are similar to the AN-610 which are close to 94 dB efficient in acabinet 80x36x28 centimeters, and are designed to stand close to rear and side walls.
Work es going on on afull range dual cone drrver for quarter or half wave horn applications, so
keep your eyes out tor future announcements
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
Apart from the kits all the prices in the list are *duffing UK Vat at 17.50%. which, of you live
inside the EEC, UK Vat will be added to your purchase, after the addition of postage and packing
costs. if you live outside the EEC the price you see is the price you pay.
We are introducing acompletely computensed system asfrom September 1, 1996, ( it [ernes to
be seen whether this es abenefit or not. Ipersonally have my doubts!, which should in theory
reduce the lead times, mimmese mistakes and allow us to quote prices to you quickly over the
phone, plus make stock control more consistent. To help us help yourself we have now Incorporated aproduct ordenng code no. which we strongly recommend you use for all future orders,
not using it will cause delays in processing your order. especially In afew months time when the
system is fully operahonal.
We accept VIM. Mastercard. Access. Diem. and Ames, to pay this way, we will need your
address, card no with start and expiry dates, please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods to an address that is deferent from the cardholders address, this is to protect you from
fraudulent use of your card etc You can also pay by bankers draft, Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account

g

er"emrYeisiterirriioatbsotiodci,l4atdtahyestlimroemorreocletnot cleared funds. but please allow up to 60 days

ITEMS SOUGHT.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which contain information relevant to
the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others, please let us know
either by fax or telephone. there es an award ol £20.00 ( payable in valves or other bits. posdree)
to anybody who sends us abook which contains useful Information about valve amender design
or theory.
Likewise. Iam 'oolong for anumber of old valves to experiment with, so if you have any PX4's
PX25's. DA30S. AD1 s, or any of the old triodes. Iwill be happy to buy or swap at agood price,
likewise anyone of you know where to find old studio tape recorders, STUDER. TELERJNKEN or
AMPEREX or the like, record curet], plating, processing or pressing equipment. or have books
or information about building microphones. recording technique. LP-manufacture. then it will all
be gratefully received AUDIO NOTE has the intention over the nee 2'3 years to set up recording and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite alot of rnformatron, much more is
needed.
Çlrculls. Vdu data A Basic Technical Inlormalion
If you would like some suggestions which lo base afuture project around, then we shall be
happy to provide you with acircuit pack contemn good circuits like ONGAKU, KEGOWKASSAI,
NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power ampler mu* and the M7Tube pm-amplifier,
which is the best pre-amplefier circuit we have come across Just send astamped self addressed
A4- size envelope. together with 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live
outside the UK US 51915.00 in U bills will do. please do not send Bankers Drafts in 05$.
International Response Coupons or International money orders, as they cost more to cash than
their value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits of the AUDIO NOTE UK- made amplifiers. like
OTO Phono SE, MI Phono, MEISHU. SORO etc., and since we ( unlike the menty of our talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help
extend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned field. we shall be happy to send you or
any *need or prospective competitor, one or more circuit deagrams,they cost f500 each, or
you can buy for example all phonotntegrated amplifiers, for E30.00 ($50.00). or all Line-integrated amMiliers for £25.00. all pre-amplefiers for I20.00 (135 00), or simply acomplete circuit
pack for f50.00, ($80.00) All can he paid either by credit card. cash. bankers draft or cheque
drawn on aUK bank, the cost includes postage.

The Increase In Interest in all things engleended, especially the Mode non- feedback varety, is now so great miar even the mainstream valve manufacturers are
about to follow sue, so if you are looking for asingle-ended product beware ol the false prophet, who speaks of Mules he does not berme m, unfit it becomes
financially expedient or downright necessary to have asingleended amplifier in the, product program So whether you are building asingle-ended amplder loon.
sen, or looking to buy amanufactured single-ended product please remember that rt eras AUDIO NOTE. who in the face ol Ile usual Industry hype about continual
'progress', brought this technology to the altenhon 01 press, puble and general mirk° industry alike. not because dwould lend aquick buck to the purse. but
because we firmly believe thal it is asuperior way olampIrtymg any music signal and thereffire deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology for anyone
who want the genuine aesthetes and beauty of real muse reproduced in thed home
Now that we stand on the boundary of Mrs, the brave ' new" world of 1920S mrcudry. we note elm Interest the number of manufacturers who have manufactured
valve amplifiers for many years, but who only now have 'discovered' the benefits ol the single-ended stage, and who in the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents of the high power ' high quality' valve amphhec watch them. as they now. for commercial gain embrace the world of high loudspeaker elt.
cency and mngleended Mode amphleation and then draw your own conclusions about their sincerity, the, commement market strategy and general competence
in overall knowledge of Me technology of Audio AUDIO NOTE were the first and will remain the last word in sonic quality il you appreciate music propel repro.
duo nit
As expected ( and peened in the above paragraphs)* are now seeng aflood of smote- ended ampere appearing on the market some are good, many are roll
Ills Important to remember Mal Me hardest Iffing to achieve is weedy man Is acomplicalmg bend ( lust look at our tax systemfn and woe World War Two we
have been led to believe that complicabon equals technology not true. especially not in music reproduchon equomenl. here winery is a (11511001,1101110
ended amplificahon requires an understanding of the necessity for moiety that is very rare. another common fallacy is that the SE power supply needs to have
very large capacitance or storage, also eel correct you want as fast and responsive an SE.power supply as you can get so asmall acne power supply sounds
much bette man abig slow one, valve rechficabon rs amust chokes are good Oui not mandatory rl cost is aproblem a large reset°, will do il is most important
to remember that in ano- feedback single-ended amplifier the circuit and power supply must have the same time constants to lunchon correctly, so simple and
small is beautiful
Another Interesting aspect ol the SE-revoluten e the attempt to Incorporate tenes of current technological dogma and beefs mho the SE performance envelope, we
are already seen low distorton SE. sefficancelling SE. transrslor SE. soon to be Jweed by "'ugh current SE" and ' ffiliph power SE". don't be duped by these slogans. clams that you can gel 55 watts SE Class Afront one VT-4C/21I are utter nonsense. likevirse 15 watts from asingle 30013 these kinds ot power specific.,
lens are no good unless they are accompane by adrstortron 1pure at the rated power To give you an illustration ol this. at 55 watts Class ASE a21 thas about
50% harmone detortem, one has lo question the sonic quake of any signal at that distortion level Ionly the magannes spent as much tune and energy on exposIng he charlatans whose unmstiliable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting pee. as they do hying to explain the benefits of OCC and whatever other new non.
sense technology is being messed Into service as amuse carnet. we would have acleaner and more rust market where being correct and truthful would rol be a
marketing disadvantage
Back to the subject matter, all this talk about rushee and correctness would be vanity if not backed by action so in order to enhance your ability to design and manufacture your own specal versron of any 01 the singe- ended mrcuris being discussed, whether old or new. we will continue to expand on what is already Me most
extensive range of ultra high Ovally components that the decerning'do.d-yourser valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended on (
shame on
your) push pull ampere whether triode or pentode All of these parts are used rn various modes of tte manufactured line of the AUDIO 001E amplifiers these
components include mosey specialty made items like ceramic valve bases with either silver or gold plated pins paper in cri aluminium fol signal capacnon. copper
serer foil signal capacdors, Black Gale graphite electrolyte capacitors amdcorrosweffee silver soPer, copper and silver wired audio output transformers, nonmagnetic tantalum reselors, non.magnelic RCA and speaker lemma'n. valves and many other uselul bits and pieces Ion upgrading old or construcfing new valve
amphfies
AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS A KITS
We shall be °term° the speaker duvets that we use in our own loudspeakers tor general sale from now o, you can buy the drivers inderqually or together «0 a
package that shows Me crossover configuration and cabinet drawings, logeMer wall apair of ports
We have spent far more time loolung at the efferency/speaker load issues in relahonsep to the low power SE tnode amplders than anyone else and Ireleve that
our solutions are both original and elective unfortunate/ nature Is as cruel as she e kind, when It comes to efficiency, bandwrdth. see and price
We otter cul drwe units wIth both copper and serer speechcods, the measured ddterence is nealeibie, out the deference in sound between the Iwo is very great
indeed which again begs the question what rl is we measure m relation to what we hear
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All our speaker cabine sare made front ddlerent matenes, fronl batter is ether lywood or soft chipboard. Me wrap is dense MU and the back is again ether ply.
wood 01 MAIM chipboard no damping materials are appled lo any part of the taboret Mast we use some bracing lo OrsInbute the cabinet resonances Do Ihear
ones of ' cabinet colourahon'” Despde what you mphl Iffink the per lee star lure of our cabinets greatly enhances efficiency dynamics and sparkle.
We also use only arno line amount of waddIng and rt he lo be aspecific type, preferably well cleaned sleeps wool. position is ordeal and here experrmenta.
iron us recommended. Iyou build the speakers yourself
We will sell you abase kit of crossover pans acable drawn and aport tube, and then you can overlent with the cabinet reef to your hearts delIght, atterne
tneeN we offer acomplete tested kit of drivers and crossover, acabinet drawrng and the port tube, which Il you follow the directions carefully will make agenuine
Mello Note speaker
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By Me lime you read this SOUND PRACTICES Issue 12 will be HERE. so this should keep you oft
the street over Me next couple of weekends! Buy acopy for £5.00 opostage ( or sed addressed
envelope with order dyou hve In the UK), contains the followmg articles. Audio Note ANKORU
parallel 845SE by designer Andy Grove, Lowther: Another opimon by Marc Walters, Tube Users
Guide by Loden Sibley. Meet the Tube the 50. Herb Reichert on Revevong Perspectives (avery
good creersm of the current reviewing and measuring practices) and much more!! Much good
and ' reformat* reading as usual. again £5.00 . A4 size. stamped see addressed envelope dyou
live in Me UK or US$ 10.00 and asell addressed envelope rf you live abroad.
Vacuum Tube Valley.
Now Ibet you have never heard of this one before, but demonstrating the strength of the revisal
mn everything that has to do weh valves, whether single-ended. push-pull or just old and good.
Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarterly, high quality print and read each issue focuses on aUS brand
of yester-year in the curled issue ( Issue 2Volume One) Heath* is dealt with extensively There
Is along article by Eric Barbour about the ELM ( not afavourite of mine any longer, but avery
popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overview of available and vintage types. The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplification budding, very prachcal and useful.
Cathode bias, agreat article about how to bias the VV521 and basing and tube* in general.
Tube matcheng ( valve matching to us Brits') and much more. 111s nice to see amagazine that
takes aastorelEperspechve. Well worth aread, avertable from us at£8 50 acopy or directly
from VW 1095, . Duane Ave Suele 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086. USA, $ 35.00 for foreign subscribers. 4 Issues now available
POSITIVE FEEDBACK.
This is one type of feedback that we are not entirely agarnstl Positive Feedback is the club maga'
rtne for the Oregon bode Society with aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 19705.11 es aquarterly publication of zany. controversial commentary.
by in-house writers, members. as well as venous industry doyens on the subjects of music.
audio. technology and the quest for musIcal sallstacteon. Ifor one, think rt is an excellent read
and provides agood alternaleve view to most of the established press, which tends to yeew the
world in the context of what new products is available net now, without giving much perspective backwards We have several back issues available of Positive Feedback and thin latest issue is
rust off the press and all are evadable at £ 7.00 per Issue. Yours truly Is aregular contributor to
PF, what better reason to subscribe?

The Audio Adventure.
Another good alternative to the eslablished magazines, shll developing and nol afraid to lake
aconlroversial stance, has hvo of my favourite writers on boil staff. Milks Astor ond Doyno
8olh• Hill Hussy, so get acopy and see for yourself.
COMPLETE KITS,
KIT ONE 30013 smgle-enttett 9watts Class k stereo chassis cost£799 00 roof Vat Order Code
AN•KIT-001
KIT TWO 6550 single-ended 15 walls Class A, on astereo chassis, cost E59900 incl. Vat. Order
Code AN-KIT-002
KIT THREE 30013 parallel single-ended, mono chassis, 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1,550.00 incl
Vat. Order Code
AN-KIT-003
KIT FOUR 606 push pull, 10 watts Class A, stereo chassis, cost £ 279.00 Inct Vat, Order Code
AN-KIT-004
KIT FIVE * II be resperyfed, It fries proven impossible to reHase a211/845 kit due to the high voltage
problems
KIT SIX 3008 single-ended. 7/8 mete Class A. stereo chassis, espected cost £ 449 00 including valves
and Vat, this well be our "entripoent£ or £gatewayf to single-ended node bliss or rock and roll, if you
prefer. Expected available October 1996.
PRE-AMPLIFIER KIT Hard wired circuet boards, design loosely bases on the Audio Note M7 Tube
Avadable In 3versions the complete kit, version 3costs £299.00 mec UK VAT 0, 17.5%.

Since nothing really exists web goes areasonable background to the subject of valve amplifier
circuit design. Guy Adams and Ihave * Men and assembled anumber of arteles and extracts
from old books which give some background to the sue:elect, do not expect to become an Instant
expert but it will serve as auseful reference, for the beginner as well as the more advanced, we
have expanded this rio pack to include even more useful information, so if you have already
bought the Old pack, lust send £2.00 or US 55.00. For the full pack asmall charge is required,
this time £7.00. in small denomination stamps with astamped self addressed envelope, or outside the UK. please send US 525.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterfin,q tor the above charges as well, lust
convert the US$ amounts to Stereo al $ 1.70 to the Pound, otter you have rounded up to nearest 500

If you are in doubt asto whether akit prect is suetable for you, we suggest you spend f10.00 on buymg the enstructens for Me KIT ONE, single 3008 ampler, this will give you agood idea whether akit
project es for you, el you deade lo baya kit then the £ 102 will be refunded afgamst the cost of the
kit. As the other lots become available thee enstruction manuals will also be available at £ 10 00 each
We have the Kit One instructions available In English. German and Italian, please spicily when () Mere

SOUND PRACTICES.

)Mrd•prece range web are the output transformers already on offer. we have made acouple of
additions lo this range, since the last list
C.) High Our* range, Ms will be arange oh double C-core outputs for rtngle-ended arcuits exclusive.
no push-pull outputs will be offered. unless demand requires rt. Agam 3offerings *bey
D ) Super MO (*al* range, all- silver weed outputs of the best posely quality, when bsay best possible. Ido not mean to say lhat these silver outputs war be as good as the silver output transformers
handwound by Awe Note In Japan, they won't, but then again they do not carry the price tag either!

AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRNISFORMERS.
We are in Me process of building up tour separate ranges of Audio Not output transformers, morder to
offer the beg posele outputs at different preceponts, they will fall unto four categones.
09 Economy range, where the mu/quality relationship is carefully calculated lo ensure audio quality mr
acompact package inelly we will only be (Mere 3single-ended output transformers en this range,
push-pull outputs are under development as well.

The quality creern for group Aare 20Hz to 20KHz - 1to . 1.5dB. they are IE cored with silicon steel
laminations and are suppled with frames and solder tags, whech will allow good audio quality at the
cost The main cost sung being the use ol asmaller core, speared to the exact power level required,
rather than overspeceng by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group B. the wending quality and copper wire
is the same.
Group Bare typically 2011010 40KHz menus 1 501 IE coned mOl hIgh quality silicon steel laminations.
wound eh oxygen•free copper were and supplied we either bell-ends or frames always *th flying
leads.

371.00

Group Care typically 16Hz to 50KHz menus 1 . 503, stnpwoun double C-cores made Irom the best
available silicon steel Mention, these outputs will compare more than favourably well the best available types from days gone by and from other current sources ike Partridge. Tange Tamura etc.
Group Duse Areho Not. seer * re. need Isay more71
Specifications.
PP . Push•Pull PPP « Parallel Push- Pull SE . Single-ended PSI = egleended Parallel. UL signifies 43% uneaten*, taps, as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of UL-taps, as we conme
these detriment to sound qualify " Dynaco replacement
All primary impedances are calculated for Class Aoperahon, with the main consIderaten goven to
maximum dyname power transfer abet* and *mum destorhon, rather than meamngless steady
state sine or squarewave conditions
All our wore-ended output transformers are aegapped and the Maximum standmg current allowed
before saturation is shown in column 5.
All our output translOrmers are tested to insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts. all 211/R45 outputs are Insulated to 5* hash, every transformer n tested to ties level of insulation
We generally overspecify our transformers by 50% power In Posh•Pull ( when means that atransformer gated as 25 watts will allow about 35.38 waff peaks, our single-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100%, which means that they will Instantaneously allow peaks of double the pen
maximum power through undistorted, this rs necessary due to the better cluing behaviour of the
single-ended stage
We do not give any further technecalInformaten on our output transformers, as we do not wish to
take Win technical competitions our products are deli oned to criteria wad are and will be underslood once they are listened tol
le addition to the output transformers offered below, we offer adesign service, where we can
supply almost any requirement for wideband transformers, whether for microphones, moving
cod cartridges, rune input, phase spier, mterstages, driver or power output, we design and
manufacture protorypes ineuse, the cost for the paper design is £200.00. prototype cost is
calculated on aper case basis We can also produce production guantibes
TeteUe010
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LISTENER MAGAZINE.
Here is areview based music and hill magazene that Ireally enjoy reading (to.gether with F7 and
Auden' Adventurer), the mere reviews are amongst the very best in the business the equipment
reviews not far behind. This is worthwhile and muting addition to the available opinions on
music and equepment and at only £4.00 per copy agood Investment The Listener is apocket
sized quarterly publication. 4issues are avaelable at the moment
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We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves. ECC82.
ECC88/6922, 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WA/ECC83, 65N7, 300B, 211NI4C, 845, EL34/6CA1,
2A3, 604, 5U4G, 9034/50R4, EL84/68C15, 6V6GT. SLOG, 5881/616WGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped self addressed A4 envelope together with 1400 in small denomination stamps or il outside the UK another US $ 15.00 will suffice.

Il you are seriously interested rn the sublet of valve antplMer design. without the usual preconceived notens of what is " good" amplifier design and technology (the traditional view, which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor amide, has obviously disqualified *elf quite monumentally!) then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazine to react here you will find articles about
design parameters, DIY articles for ampldrers and speakers, reviews of new and old, in other
words the very subjects that none of the sedserveng, advertising led traditional press will touch
as they do not enhance the business of their normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £5.00 per copy (there are currently 11 issues available) or by subscription
from SOUND PRACTICES P.O. Box 180562, Austin, TX 78718, USA. A regular modern world bargain, and there are practically none of those in Audio today. With enough subscription support
SOUND PRACTICES may lust bring about the "sound practices" that he hifi industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscription!! Our friend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC, so convenience is at hand at long last! CAII or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 with your
card no, if you want adirect subscriphon.
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AUDIO NOTE SELF TOO AUDIO VA VES
Our valves are se ted horn the best available sources adare tested to the same stnngent standards that we apply in the producton el our own ampleers. they fall into two catargo es, standard
production lema adrare. mostly NOS New Old Stock) elves which are no longer in productor
We have complied special list ol NOS items. Mph is aarlable against astamped self addressed
envelope. it you kv outside the UK, send USE 2.00 You Could be aware that the valves are on Mrs
list are NOT cheap, but we have stock of onginal GE. RCA and Untied Electronics 211, both standard
versions and refuted anode type for the US enforce, 845 Westtnghouse. VT2511W10Y,
VT62/80114. WE300B. STC43MA, Mullard G234/C01377. Tungsol 5U4G Fbest souneg 5U4G flave
ever heard!). Chatham 504WGY and many others
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Please note. our 3008's are manutactured in Gee by Golddragon!Shuguang. but are taled - house under
real working Condit ont to parameters somewhat more stringent than ri otherwise clone No they do no
sound gee as good as original Western Electric or RCA 3008 -sor S7C4300A -snor oo rney carry the same
premium price, please consider fin followmg, unless you have absolutely tons ol money Or yuhappen o
have them in your tfic, do not consider oreal 300Bs, it is in most cases far better to iraes the incoe
more permanent features of the amputer project Ilee better output translormers, better stone caps or t e
like, valves wear ot, better quality passive components last much longer. Apan of anginal WE 300B scst
at least 01.200 00. on agood day, so instead of being obsessed by geftmg the best vaNes al ny price.
think in terms of a overall pnce compromise. you can tel some Fabulous sounding passes compone s
for the ddlerence icost between apair of Chinese or Russian 300B's and the original WES, nd with th
Audio Note • VIAC AV300BS which in most muds sound much better than even the oldest WES it
becomes even less advantageous Ill use °steal output vaines Sc for Me sake of 'mostly. fist look to
improve the perm ent site of your amplifie tIven invest in the best valves available in current supply, and
then if you vun the ottery revalue vnth cri inals if you are truly desperate to find out whal one sounds like!
One thing is guara teed, the best WE 300 '5mill contnbute, always consider Mat when you plan your project or revalue your erushno amphlrer
Resistors
We endeavour to soak the entire 012 range of all the efferent resistors that we stock except the lowest
ohmec values. we are extremely costly, as arule we do not stock values below 100HMs or above 3M3
Whilst we always try to have every smote 012 value In sloc. this cannot be guaranteed delnery, especially
on the Holcos and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed, however since most are used in our
production of hashed products there will generally be stock available wren 4weeks
Beyublip
We offer three Coal ty levels of resistor party all are
stereo with the Beyschlag metalte which are
slronthi motet lacre the vast merey of other makes at metal film resistors). but nonetheless very
good souneg, as sed in all our UK-made ampfitiers, up to and Including quality Level 3. the
MEISHU/P8rP4. 300E no•leedback triode amplifiers.
Beyschlag 1watt 1la resistors up to 500KOhm. £ 011. above 500Olirn£0 13 each
Haco
Better sound qualny can be achieved we, they/ 1watt 1°, nontnagnelic resistors, well we regard as
the best "IndusInal grade -metate resistors evadable. They have one small drawback, as they are quite
fragile, and require carel handkno. do not bend the legs to close to tee body. HOLCO resistors are sensli
true cleatures and become noisy very easily The HOLCO resistors values in stock are 100. 10RO. 12R.
1514. 11314, 220. 270, 330, 390, 470. 50R, 560, 68R, 820, 100R, 1200. 1500, 180R. 2200, 270R, 2300.
3900, 4300. 47011, 510R, 560R. 6001a, 680R. 8200, 1K0.1K2, 1K5, 1K01, 2K2. 21(7. 3K3. 3K9, 31(92. 4K7,
5K6. 008. 81(2. 101(12K. 15K, 18K, 22K, 27K 331( 39K. 44K.47K. 56K. 68K, 82K, 100K. 120N. 15e.
180K. 220K. 270K. 300K. 330K. 390K. 392K, 470K, 500K, 560K. 620X 680K. 820K. IMO. 105. 303
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You have lo specify when you order, whether you want chess s2for pre- amp her or powe
weder use. the oreamplder has inputs on dm side of the top cover, ire power amMdrer has
many more ventilation holes, lop and see If you want aPCB yoth the input sockets included
with the preamplifier cover. add 19.75 to he cosl of the chassis and remember to seemly
this when you order Please note lhat no copper pre-amplder lid is currently available for
Chassis 2
From time to tone we MI have more damaged or uratched chassis's, 11 you are not bothered
about the frnrsh or general appearance, or you intend to refinish the chasms anyway, you can
have one of the. for 50%, of the above prees, lust thought you should know, so mgruim athis
is & Interest
As mentioned ea., we are developing arange of complete kits, to grve those of you who
have he ablity, but do not have the time to develop aproject from the ground, so to speak.
lnorder to be able to offer the best possible quality - pite relationship the kW we offer will be
good base arcuds, voth no-lolls power supplies and components. all kits haw input volume
control lo allow use of ason.ge source, like CD- player direct m
Based around the justly braces 30013 directly heated node, we see this kd as the Introduction
lo real Audio Amphhcaten as dcovers all the important aspects of design necessary, Single.
Ended, No- Feedback. Class A. Directly Heated Triode to become amember of this exclusioe
club of amplders
Ka One has one 3008 per channel running at 020 volts .11 75mA current giving 9/10 watts of
the cleanest power you will dyer hear, the mputstage consists of a6SN7GT with a5687 double node dnver stage running in SRPP. The powersupply is acapacdorehoke-capacdor with a
5UaG HT rectifier, the heaters are AC heated Component quality is similar to our Level 2finished products. AUDIO NOTE paper in Oil see capacurs. Beyschleg 1watt 1 metedam
resistors, good qualdy electrolytes ( sorry NO Black Gates') and asimple. attractioe stereo
chassis in grey parntwork Protecting cover is extra We have several upgrade kits available for
Kit One, ask for details
Price£799 IX) Ind Vat, whIch includes all valves ¡ yes. also Me 2x300E1 needed) but not
postage/packing wheh to UK customers ts E 12 00. topcover£99 00 extra Kit One is also
available wdh apolished chrome chassis and chromed translomler bellends, this makes the
Kit One areal 'stunned' Add 1200 00. to total£99A00 The Kit One is available now.
KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN-KIT- 001
The Kit One has recently been awarded the title 'The Greatest Audio Bargain of the Twentieth
Centunj by Dek Olsher rex-Stereophder in areview on the Internet. not badl

Price E599 00 nut Vat, inctudes valves, but not postagerpacking, cover is extra at C99 CIO
Wrth polished chrome chassis and chromed bell ends on the trandormers. £ 79900.
KR TWO ORDER CODE: AN-KR-002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
Ka Three features 2x30013 per channel running in single- ended parallel yielding 16/17 watts
in pure Class A. this lot is on two mono chassis' wdh valve rectified HT supplies, no signal
teedback, il uses a6SN7GT double Inode as input valve and apad of 5587 double tnodes
running in SRPP as dnvers The KIT THREE is essentially amono version of the KIT ONE
With double the power. the same component choices and on two chassie Instead ol one
The KIT THREE costs 1.55aoo and is avertable now Cover is C99.00 extra per chassis IC
198.00 for two). Polished chrome chassis and belt- ends is also available at£400 00 extra.
Several upgrade kits are available lor Ka Three as well. ask for derails

The Audio Note Pre-Amplifier Kit,
The KIT FOUR is realty our introduction to valve amplifier krt building, Mee and power supply
mounted on one single pnnted circuit board, With two OTO type push-pull output transformers. all mounted In asmall PI SE type chassis, covering everything, so nobody will be able to
see that you have succumb to the lure of the vaNe amplifier, when is sweeping the world. The
circuit consists of Ne 6V6GT tetrodes running in Push- Pull Class A. yielding about 10 wens.
doyen by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage. Easy to build, even tor lye Wormer
Akit loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube preamplifier circuit is now available, «telly
we offer et in 3versions, with the base version. Versen One consisting of only the instructen
manual. Me trackless PC boards lot harchrunng the mud, the mains transformer and the
choke cosfing£99 00 Indus. 01 UK Val The trackless PC Boards are available a049 95
Version Two, includes version one wall the addeon of asel of base components. Beyschlag
resistors. Roedersten Polyester signal caps, standard electrolytes. standard valve bases but
no valves. Noble frame volume and balance controls with PCB. input sockets wth PCB, output
sockets wolh PCB, but no chases, al acost of £ t99.00.
Version Three, adds the valves 131 ECC83. 27 ECC82 and 1x6%51 and the chassis A
complete preamplifier kit of the highest quality at £299.00 webs. of UK Vat al 17.5%
Versions ottenng more soplut.ted components will be introduced when we have enough
pads in sluk to suppon them, the most obwous upgrade would be to replace the Roederstem
polyester with Audio Note paperm.el caps ether aluminium foil or copper foil and combene
that with Audio Nol tantalum him resistors. Audio Note sWer reeve wire, change the RIBA
valves to 6072/V12AY7's or use 6SN7WGTA Spy.. ¡ Phew/ECG) instead 011. ECC823
(please note that you need aefferent line board for this), further improvements can be ontroducal wnh Coralinas or Black Gates, elver signal caps copper chassis etc
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BELGIUM please contact. Tube Aude Plulosophy BVBA. Konteksesteenweg 101.2630 Aartselear.
Belgium Tel 03 458 4848 fm 03 457 8520
CANADA. ONTARIO please contact, Barry Falcon, Falcon Audio Election.. 7723 Yonge Street. owe
Thornhill. Ont Canada. L3T 361 Tel 905 881 5290. Fax 905 731 9708
GERMANY please contact Vorght Audio Systeme. Menke. Stresse 20. D 65779 Kellemmis
Germany, Tel 06195 61003. Fax 06195 64870
YUGOSLAVIA please contact. KORATO Systems, Kumanovske 25. 11000 Belgrade Yugoslavo 111440
011 439976
MALAYSIA, please contact. 50k Aude SON 8HD, First Floor, F118, City Square Centre. Jalan Tun Ratak.
50400 Kuala Lumpur. MaLeyso Tel 03 264 8180, Fax. 03 264 8193
PO. 18. 11. 1996
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate, Dillon, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 Fax: 01732 848289

World Class Sounds
Don't Have to Come From Boring Black Boxes.
High Quality Audio Products •••
Mail Order
Finance •••
(Good Looks Thrown in FREE)
OEE specialise in the supply of quality audio components and enhancement products that not only sound out of this
World, but also happen to look stunning !!. Our comprehensive and entertaining product guide and full price list are
available FREE on request. We appreciate that real quality and style costs money, so offer you the facility to own the
products that you really want with our flexible 0%, defe:red and low rate finance plans. All products are despatched
carriage free within mainland UK.
CALL FOR EXTRA SPECIAL SUMMER OFFERS AND PROMOTIONS.

Sonic Frontiers

Totem

New Townshend SSS

Sonneteer

Audiomeca

,e

mUSICA, reanY
41.

New Musical Fidelity

Nets Mistral

7de Plipste SOcOte

i
lert

.. .
Arion ,

LFD

Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiomeca, Audiocarpet, Audiophile BASE,

Bose, Ergo, Grado, Jecklin Float, Kabelwerk, LFD, Mistral, MIT, Monrio, Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington,
Precious Metals, Ringmat, Sennheiser, Sequence, Shure, Silver Sounds, Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer,
Sound Organisation, Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Stax, Totem, Townshend, Triangle, UKD, WBT

classifie
MADISOUND

Lintone Audio

PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

SELECTED LSE!) FOL IPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier
lux dem) £699.00
Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated St) CD Player ( used) £39500
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier ( SSP £749) ( new) £299.95
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifie
(
ex dem) £699.00
Audio Innovations 80CC/200 Amplifiers ( used) £375.00
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier ( used) £375.00
Audio Alchemy DDS3 Transpon
(
ex dem) £599.00
Audio Alchemy DDE V/3 Power station 4
(ex dem) £599.00
Creek CAS 4040/3 Amplifier
( used) £ 140.00
Creek CAS 4140/S2 Amplifier ( used) £ 160.00
Deltec PDM 1/2 DAC
( used) £340.00
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white)
(
oued)
£450.00
KEF 107/2 Speakers
used) £ 1900.00
KEF 105/3 Speakers
( used) £ 1200.00
Linn LP12/Ittok/Karma Turntable
( used) £500.00
Linn LPI2 Lingo Power supply
( used) £400.00
Linn Sara Speakers/Stands ( used) £250.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier (ex dem) £200.00
Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier
(
oued)
£47540
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC
ex dem) £595.00
Meridian 602/603 CD DAC/Transpon
ex dem) £2000.00
Micromega Stage One CD Player
( ex dem) £329.00
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
( used) £250.00
Nakamichi DR3 Cassette Deck
( used) £300.00
Nakamichi CDP2A CD Player
( used) £220.00
Maim MAC 92 Pre Amplifier
(
oued)
£320.00
Maim MAC 62 Pre Amplifier
( used) £295.00
Naim MAC 72 Pre Amplifier
( used) £495.00
Nairn MAC 12 Pre- amplifier
( used) £95.00
Maim Nap 140 Power Amplifier ( used) £540.00
Maim MAC 12/Snaps/250 Amplifiers
( used) £650.00
Maim IBL Loudspeakers
( used) £495.00
Pioneer PDS703 CD Player
(
oued)
£170.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
ex dem) £59940
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier
(
oued)
£595.09
Roark Paladin Speakers
( ex dem) £799.00
Rega ELA Speakers
( used) £320.00
Rega XEL Loudspeaker
( ex dem) £700.00
Sony CDP557ESD CD Player
( used) £ 350.00
Status 500 Pre- Power Amplifier ( used) £600.00

Visit our web site at http://www.linetone.co.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead,
Tyne & Wear NES
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771
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ACOUSTIC PANELS
Careless

cable

choices

can

strangle

your

excellent system. The Cable
Company
database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

fUrfitl.
v

SLEDGEHAMMER

iirá

U FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 50.
In 48 brands, 238 cable
Ill FREE

of

products.

LEAP

all US taxes.

SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND
ADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 537444283 U.S.A.

le I
Ih

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundeib.com
Web Page: http:hetwidecom/madisound
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HIGH END AUDIO

4"12(711C1

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

met £3995

s/h £ 7990

red £ 1995
met £1295

Ph £4450
ekl
01685

mint £595

aid £995

mint
01695
mint £2500

s/h £2572
sir £4000

Audeolab 8000 CON transpon . 8000 DAC
Accupease 80811 trans/DAC 99851 el rare

niel

£ 1695

Ph £2300

ego £3995

Ph £ 10000.

Accuphase DP70 CD player bal/AT • T

ego £1895
ago £795

e
e

ago £795
met £ 1795
nine £1295

efn £ 1660
Sb £3290
Ph £3900

ont £895
met £ 1595

e £ 1450
sir £3400

met £ 1495

s/h £2500

Well tempered Passe turntable ulver wired arre

met £995

sir 3
£500

Alphason Symphony turntable arm • > supply
Krell ( SL 602 preamp balanced
Krell Pam 1dual mono preamp superb

met £ 1295
mint £ 1295

sh
0700
eh £2300

as new £995

sal £ 1998

Ern MDIO CD ( unable last verse,'
(mi Studio DAC balanced AT • Tect
Median 50E120 TOCO player latest
Mondan 506 Mk2 CD Player
Linn KankNumenc CD/DAC latest
Mrromega 21 CD • Duo Pro 2DAC latest

Mendian 248 CD pawn' phono board MRS
Mendian 200203 CO.DAC Tnchont
Audio Research CDT Itransport
Cal Tempest 2CO player valve
Stax Lantda Signature headphones • valve energiser
Oracle Delphi MO tumtabloSumtko The Arm
Oktord Crystal Reference turntable wall mount rare

met £3500
mint £2395

sh £8000
e £5500

Audio Research LS3(3 Dreamt remote black
Aude Research LS7 preamp skier

met £ 1895

sill £3025

met £ 1295
met £ 1895

sm £ 1698
sib £5350

met £995

e

£2180
£3298

Research SPII Mk2 preamp silver
Audio Research SP8 MIQ preamp sever
Aude Research SP14 pump ever

met £ 1495

e

Lernson 12A preamp npsupply MM/MC
Threshold FED 10E phonolne balanced

ego £995
met £2395

e
f2400
sAl £4920

Threshold FED 10 phoneme • ESuPPIre 4
Bumerster 838/846 Menem chrome bal

met £ 1895
mint £ 1295

s/h £4250
sfri £3250

Cary CAD 5500 CD (ream analogue pro

mint £595
met £4795

Sb
e

£ 1200
£7987

met £3500
met £3295

e
e

£5843
£6600

ago £ 1695
ment £ 1195

srn £3450
e £ 1660

vgc £2295

Ph £5250

met £ 1995

sh £5150

ago £ 595

e

ego £3500
met £895
met £ 1995

e £8500
sh £ 1495
s/h £4400

Krell ESA 2000 power amp Warred
Krell ESA 1000 power amp balanced
Krell (SA 250 power ant balanced
Krell ( SA 1008 power amp Class A
Audio/ab 8000 mono power ants latest
Rowland Model 5power amp balanced
Golmund Morns 3power amp balanced
Courempont SAD power amp black
Lernson ML3 Dual mono power arm The Best
Cary 283 mode stereo power arre chrome
Aude Research 070 power arnp balanced

e

£ 1200

Aude Research VT60 power amp

ego £ 1495

Lumley ST70 valve power arre ChrOme
Densen Beal et amp
Beard P100 Mk2 power amp KT88 valves

new £ 1485
met £450

£ r645

ego £595

e

Tandberg A300,
3Mk2 power amp mononocks
Som. Faber Guamen Ltd Ed speakers . stands
Sonus Faber Extrema speakers • stands

met £995
met £4495

e
f2195
sA1 £6200

miel

new £2300
eh £650

£3895

sAl £6890
eh £ 10000
MI £3460
erti £10000

met £ 1295
met £3500

Ph £2950
aid £5030

mint £ 1695
m,nt £595

s/h £2400
Or £ 1100

mint £ 1995

Ph £4550

mint £ 1495

s/h £3450

mint £ 1689

sib £3800

Aude Research LS2B Mkt1 mart

met £ 1695

sin

£
3398

PS Audio 46prune
Krell (SA

ment £3950

e

£900

Mendrsn OSP 5000 drivel active speakers
Ensemble Prima Donna speakers superb
Ensemble PA1 speakers
Proac Response 35 Burr Oak latest
None, Aude 200E speakers • plinths Rosewood
Heybrook Sextet speaker Rosewood
Martin Logan CLS 2Z speakers . stands
Apogee Stage speakers estands
Alm 4

ers Black

£ 1400

TALISMAN II ( OAK)

£ 350

TALISMAN ll ( MAH)

£ 400
£ 800

DALI SILVER SPEAKERS ( BARGAIN)

£ 200

ROKSAN ATTESSA + DAC + P/SUPPLY
£ 1400

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 300 MKII

£ 270

lOorn-6pm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 SOG

AlhigArafflOaDeffdlefi'S

GREEN. BUCKS HP 15 6"
(01494) 714058 8 FAX

BANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers Urds ot musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE A ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £. 00 STAMP

Lockwood Audio
THE
AUTHORISED TAMITX

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

e

men' £995
rent £995

£
2500
sal £ 1800

iMe Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
..".à..•»

e

Ph £3277
new £ 1799

new £495
nest
f695

ne«
£820
en £ 1000

TNT Mk2 turntable/Air Tangent 26 auto arm estand

mint £3995

e

Koetsu Red Signature carIndge
Une Achrire cartndge

ego £695
ago £495
mint
U295

e £1555
sal £1000
srn £4995

nol £ 150
ore £495

sir £230
e
£1000

on £2995
mist £ 1095

Sb £8595
Sb £4400

Hales Srgnalure 2speakers Rosewood superb
Muse 18 aceve sutwooter Walnut

met £2500

Sb £6600

By

ego £ 1595

Sb

wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will

Primers 201P/202 pre/power amps s'steel rare

Met £5995
met £1595

led £13800
Sb £4400

met £595

Sb £ 1750

£9000

Disappointed in the small improvements
offered by new Hi Fi equipment ?

SUMER CLEARANCE

Spender SP2 2speakers . State stands
Snell 63 loudspeakers Walnut ( stones)
Adcom GFAS65 mono power amps balanced

Sb
Sb
Sb

rm

tads
£850

net £3295
Sb £6995
met £995 £2000

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am • 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade it!
improving

the quality of crucial

components and

astound you.. and for a fraction of the cost of buying a
•new model.
Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the
WorldY best

Hi Fi components.

Our Upgrade Kits provide instructions on how to carry
out a vast range of upgrades.
Our Unique after-sales technical support ensures you
have access to our expertise should you have any queries.

We'll restore your faith,
and your sound quality!
To receive our latest information and upgrading adwi
-just mail, phone or fax the following address:
Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal, Westmorland,
LAO RAS England. Tel) 01539 823247
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£350

£9,912... £4,450
£899

£5.980... £2.450

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute l•niounds qualified engineers can now repast,
!noddy or Es -il gin any high- end vquirmoilt

Ut. can

undertakt• rebuilds Is Ith ‘ t•leCtt•ki dtkliopluls• p,r,idt•
Contront•nl,

Call .11 ,‘, 01

••••t•r%

pea only

d Ndi% s'
lk..t

Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

atv

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
HiFi VCR's
Valves tested

=}

rrint £1395
new £995

ego £500
ego £ 1500
ego £395

£ 1875 ... £850

Tannoy Cheviots

01372 456921 .

Celeseon SL600S1 speakers • stands
TOI Studio IN speakers • stands ( Rosewood)

Rock °ogee' table (ram)
Wharfedale Option 1ace. speakers (very rare)

£ 1800 ... £999

Shohinian Arc skr

Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

£3450

Sb £ 1500

• • •

R.E.L.Stenter sub (e/d)

LEATHERHEAD •

(el 1082 Rayrnond Cook special edition speakers

esre

£ 1050

ATV SERVICES

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

met £ 1395

£295

PO.A

PS Audio Delta 103 power amp (etc!) ... £1600

(
e/d) (r/c)

Absolute Sounds

e
f2000
Ph £3400
e £3280

ego

£ 1150

Near skrs. new + e/d

matching

met £ 1495
mint £2495
met £2495

ago

£800

...

Frontiers, Triangle speakers, Trilogy Volve Amps. Van der Hul

e
e
e

Cambodge CD1 CD player ( sell great)

£1679

speakers. Kronos, Monarchy. Odeon, Pink Triangle, Pro.iect T- T, SOIIIC

met £ 1995
mel £ 1495
morn £4500

Sole Cosmos Vacuum turntable ONE anboard
Audeptan (oncen speakers Black
Ben Duncan Amp 01 preamp balanced ( gneaway)

Linn Isobariks skrs (inc stands)

Stockist for- Alchemist, Audiomeca, Audion Valve amps, cadence

Burmerster 850 rnono power amps rare
Burmeister 838/846 phono/lune gold plated

f4000

£1395 ... £850
£2500 ... £ 1800

MOST EQUIPMENT OFFERED INCLUDES FULL WARRANTY

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 1WE

Apogee SAX rover

Krell Kav 300 int. amp

Jadis JA30's

Callers welcome by appointment

Apogee Men, Grand speakers stand subwoolers

(high end surround processor)

Audio Plan Kontrast Speakers Rosewood

£2.600

kltromega Duo 3CD transpon

£2818 ... £ 1795

Counter Point HC-808E

Jadis JA 80's Mono Blocks

e

Snell 82 loudspeakers Walnut
Arcam Alpha 7tuner AleM tuner 6weeks

£749 .... £524

Counter Point SA 1000 pre (e/d)

Macintosh MC7100 power

geere,e

£3503 ... 30% off
£1110 ... £777

Chario's spks Hyper 2's

Macintosh 712 pre (e/d) (r/c)

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES
?ENFOLD LANE HOLMER

£649

£ 1250 ... £450

Counter Point SA 100 power

NAKAMICHI DRAGON

srn £5600

Nakano'', PA7 poweramp (Threshold 200 wee)
Mane Logan Sequel 2speakers trwire

£849

Burmester 838 phonostage
Charlas spks Hyper 3's (e/d)

MERIDIAN 203 DAC

£2228 • • • £ 16CO
£579 .... PO.A

£1300 . £650

A.V.I. SZO3 M.P (r/c)

Cadence ES spks (e/d) 5 year wart

met £2750

e

Audiolab C & P

£ 650

met £ 1195

Nalarticht CA7 preamp remote

Alchemist Forseti pre + power (e/d)
Alchemist Kraken Class A Int. amp

£ 300

Anchor stands lull hoods stunning sound Black

Nairn 82 preen n2HiCaps (6weeks old)
Earn 135 mono power arts (3weeks old)
(red Pam 3preamp

£ 700

SUE

£
950 . £350

AUDIOLAB 8000A

El•W 801 Man Mk2 speakers Maughan rovers Sound

Krell KRC HR remote preamp latest
Raen CD2 CD player (6weeks old)

uS.I
Acoustat Spectre Il

DPA 200 PRE POWER

NEW THIS MONTH

£5350
£3500
£6949

Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

£ 250

AUDIOLAB CI PRE + 2 MONO'S

£ 1430

woo £ 5500
as new £2550
vgc £3500

B.W 800 Mates speakers Blackest' rare

AUDIO M ATTERS
New,

0131 - 555 3963

(ERWIN VEGA VS- 10

DA CAPO DAC
£ 1665

Gryphon Loner' Edna' memo No 1
Gryphon XT preamp

Andin

t.

Music Mill
Hi Fi advice that's always wards listening to.

Fax: 01539 823317

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
Incorporating:

I. anon Find num.,. liaonsdn Sound

Tapped Inductors
0-10mH in Im14 & 0-ImH in 0.1mH steps

New and updated FOCAL 'State of the Art' Kits
JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 630v Polypropylene
capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS:- Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors
+ Falcon Custom-wound Inductors.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
I.oudspeaker Design Cookbook S. Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in Pli.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available, from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Mitey Mic Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for the Audiosuite or AIRR
Electronic crossover & Sub-bass booklet 3- Ed.
Send for our FREE price list PL26: Just send alarge
SAE. (38p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas,
Europe USSI bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 8.IT
Tel: (0)1508 578272
123

for sale trade
THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
FOR

SALE
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ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

Wilmslow
Audio Y
and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder

•
»
Addi 46

12-1

Thomas Transducers
White House Hall, Hadlow Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN11 ON, UK
T +44 (0)1732 851408 F: +44 (
0)1732 850315

Contact
COMMUNICATIONS

Promoting: • Recording Studios
•Performing Arts • Musicians • Bands • Orchestras
•Audio Manufacturers • Sound Engineers
•Record Producers • Designers and Stylists

making sound business

•Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Phone for your free catalogue

Street

Leicester

_

PR service dedicated to audio
Colee
électroacovetle
Limited

•Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors,
• Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams,

LE9 6RD

°"••••••

The only award-winning marketing and

A range of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £ 40 - £ 3800 on demonstration
•Crossover design and supply

Main

_

MARKETING & MEDIA IN MUSIC

morel

t
og Lowther VISATnik

Boughton Astley

-

forIMPACT call

The name in Loudspeakers for over 30 years
We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units

50

111
1101
1101
111
100

Bravura speakers are designed and manufactured by

PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER.

Wilmslow Audio Ltd

1110
1100
1100
(ISO
(1100
1100
(Ile
(IN

"...breathtaking speed and
transparency at low
frequencies are quite a
prize, and lend the speaker
asuperb sense of timing
and the ability to play
bass-heavy material with
delightful agility...
.the Virtuoso Gold play%
middle frequencies quite
spectacularly. But in thiN
case, high and low
frequencies come across
with equal aplomb.
Instead, my attention was
drawn to the fine dynamics
on display...
"With the finesse of an
electrostatic and the
timing of aRehdeko, the
Bravura Virtuoso Gold
repays searching out." -Jason Kennedy, Hi-Fi Choice, June 1997

...horn technology"

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.

BENNIC
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Bravura

•Best entry overall '
PR Means Business'
Awards 1997
•Institute of Public Relations Best
Consultancy Award 1997
CONTACT COMMUNICATIONS

Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605

PO box 117. Sevenoaks. Kent, England TNI5 6ZY

TEL/FAX 01732 780364
SEPTEMBER 1997

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

NEW

EX-DEM

JJ
CASH

USED

ri:r-J -1
1

PART - EXCHANGE

SELLING OR CHANGING YOUR HI-FI?
You will want to know that
THE HI- FI COMPANY
has the most flexible approach to
ensure you get your best price - quickly.

JI;1(1ii -ill
We always require top-quality hi-fi
and can offer INSTANT CASH for your
carefully used equipment.
Currently we have customers waiting to
purchase the following items:
YAMAHA CT7000 Tuner, VALVE amps,
NAIM amps & power supplies, REVOX tape
decks, all ELECTROSTATIC loudspeakers,
NAKAMICHI, SEQUERRA, all MICHELL
Turntables, QUAD FM3 / FM4 / 67CD / 66 Series
QUAD owners note: Extra Special Upgrade
p/x allowances to latest QUAD 77 Series
TRADE ENQUIRES VERY WELCOME

(1'1
Difficulty selling your specialist hi-fi?
Then, allow us to sell it for you on a
commission basis.
And, for mint condition items, boxed, or
with owner history, we can advance up
to 50% of agreed selling price, with
balance payable ( less commission)
immediately on sale of goods.

Looking for something specific?
New or used, there's agood chance vie
can obtain what you want, at the best
price - and we can always find anew
home for your old equipment too!

We promise UNBEATABLE allowances
against items from our extensive range
of NEW and USED hi-fi equipment.
Use your P/X as the DEPOSIT on ary
purchase. of NEW or USED hi-fi
(All available on INTEREST FREE CREDIT)
ALL USED EQUIPMENT IS FULLY TESTED
AND SOLD WITH WARRANTY.

CALL FOR UP-TO-DATE LIST.

CREDIT CARD CALLERS
NEXT DAY DELIVERY GUARANTEED

VINTAGE

fJ•J_I..Ji

COMMISSION SALES

TURNTABLES / ARMS
Grado Tonearm / Signature 2 ( both Unused) £ 1000 £498
Linn LP12 (Blk) / Ekos / Lingo / K9
£3500 £ 1298
Linn LP12 (Afr) / Zeta / Koetsu Silver Onyx £2500 £995
Linn Axis / Black Pearl cartridge £595 £295
Manticore Mantra / Magician / MB6 with
power supply and Onofon MC3000
£3200 £1198
Roksan Xerxes (Black) / Rega RB300 £1175 £595
Slate Audio 401 ( Never used) Cut for SME 309 £ 1600 £750
Trio L07D Direst Drive ( Extremely rare) £2250 £758
Voyd Valdi Helms
£ 1050 £ 728
CASSETTE DECKS / REEL TO REEL / TUNERS MM
Audiolab 8000T (Ex show stock)
£799 £650
Nakamichi BX1
£295 £175
£495
£1750
Nakamichi 700 Tri Tracer
£395
£795
Pioneer CT9la ( Reference)
£695
£2500
Revox B77 1/2 track
£595
£795
Revox B760
£95
Sugden T48
AMPLIFIERS
£525
Albarry APS1 / PSU / DMP 1 / M408
£ 1400
£375
Amcron Crown DC300A ( Power)
£ 1500
£745
Arcam Delta 110 / 120 Pre-power
£ 1250
£875
Arion Electra (New) Integrated £ 1400
£695
Audio Innovations 1st Audio (7.5 watt Triode) £1700
£249
Audio Innovations P1 Phono amp
£369
£1125
Audiolab 8000M ( X2) Ex-show stock £ 1600
£468
Audion Sterling ( Silver wired power) £599
£698
Audio Note Oto ( 10watt Valve Integrated) £ 1500
£995
Audio Research LS3 ( Blk) Pre
£2000
£1995
Audio Research SP11Mk1(Pre) Re-Vakiecnerviced £4995
£699
AVI 52000M1 ( Ex-dem)
£899
BGW Model 202 (Control Pre)
£ 1200
£275
£695
Burmester 846 Line stage pre.
£ 1495
£695
Concordant Excelsior
£ 1295
£575
Exposure 7 Pre / 8 Power
£ 1100
£828
Finestra EC (Pre inc mains filter) £1650
£995
Grant G100 (3 box; MC/Pre/Power 50watt Valve) £2200
£698
Harmon Kardon Citation 16 ( Power)
c.£2500
£428
Incatech Claymore ( Finished in Gold) Unused £575
£3995
Krell KMA100 (monoblocks) £5700
£4995
Krell Ref KRS BP (6comp. bal. pre) £ 11,500
£195
Lindsey Hood 75 Powertran
£395
Linn Majik 1 ( Inc MM Phono stage)
£890
£1798
Marantz MA6 Monoblocks (Handbuilt by K.I.) £795
Meridian 562 Pre ( Ex-dem)
£995
£2350
Meridian 565 AC3 / 519
£3150
£175
Mission Cyrus 2
£395
£298
Naim Nail 2
£495
£495
Naim 32 / 160 (Scratched)
£1495
£650
Naim 160 ( X2) (Modified)
£595
Pioneer A91D ( Reference)
£1250
£649
Quad 77 (Inc remote - New)
£849
£495
Quad 34 / 306
£715
£295
PS Audio IV / HCPS ( Pre-amp)
£695
£395
Rappaport Pre-2 (Pre-amp)
£595
£495
Conrad Johnson Sonographe FET (
Pre) £ 1250
£498
Sugden A21a Integrated amp
£695
£995
Sumo Athena (Pre) + 9 (Power)
£1900
£1950
Threshold S300 Power amp
£5500
£878
YBA 2 Pre
£ 1700
CD PLAYERS
£675
Arcam Delta 70 Black Box 3
£ 1100
£248
Arcam Black Box 3
£450
£1500
Audiolab 8000 Transport & DAC ( Ex-show) £2200
£998
Audio Note DAC3
£ 1795
£295
Carver TL3220
£500
£1298
Linn Karik 3 (As new)
£ 1850
£395
Meridian 206B Delta Sigma
£795
£598
MicroMega Stage 3
£900
£195
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
£395
£528
Parasound D/AC-1000 DAC
£795
£275
Pioneer PDS901
£450
£650
Quad 77 CD ( unused)
£850
Teac VRDS10
£ 800
£595
LOUDSPEAKERS
£2295
Acoustat Model X ( Inc valve power amps) £3500
£549
Acoustic Energy AE1
£799
£648
Apogee Centaurus Minor (Hybrid Ribbon) £ 1460
£1698
Audiostatic ES100 (Line Source Electrostatics) £2850
£1698
Bose Lifestyle 12 (6 months old)
£2495
£650
Celestion SL700
£ 1495
£478
Epos ES14 (New)
£675
£598
Harbeth HLP3
£799
£1698
Horning Agathon Signature Bronze £2850
£878
Impulse H6 (Horns)
£ 1495
£495
KEF LS5/1A (BBC Monitors - 1960's)
£148
Leak Sandwich (Original)
£295
Linn Sara (Teak)
£700
£578
Meridian M30 (Active)
£ 1000
£1198
Mission 754 (Oak) Ex-dem
£1498
£1298
Polk SDL 2TL Signature Series Monoliths £3500
£325
Quad ESL57 ( Black)
£ 1500
£1695
Quad ESL63 ( Rosewood)
£3500
£995
REL Sentour
£ 1800
Spendor BC3
£949 £495
Spica TC50 (Inc external Xovers)
Offers over £395
Tannoy Lancaster 12" Gold (Circa 1960)
£1399 £695
Yamaha NS1000 (Black) Ex-studio
£1999 £895
Yamaha NS1000 ( Ebony) Very rare

WHAT'S
NEW?
Most of the hi-fi bargains you'll see

listed on the left have come into stock
when customers have chosen to
up-grade components or systems at
The HiFi Company. Generous trade-in
allowances are just one of the benefits
enjoyed by our customers because we really want your old hi-fi equipment!
And, most importantly, we back up our

Easy Up-Grade facility with the most
appetising stock of hi-fi equipment at
any price level.
As well as virtually every justifiably
'award winning' component and system
featured in the serious hi-fi press, we
always keep awide range of equipment
which we consider to have outstanding
or unique qualities and characteristics,
regardless of budgetary constraints or
that invidious 'sound for your pound'
journalese espoused by ' popular' hi-fi
magazines, and which so demeans the
aspirations of more discriminating
enthusiasts!
In fact it is obvious to us that most of
our customers have quite individual and
specific expections, often not met by the
'vanilla' favourites of the popular press!
For them (and hopefully, you) we keep
right up-to-date with the very latest, and
most interesting hi-fi components and
systems available for your assessment.
Amongst several exciting new
products that have found favour in our
demonstration studios in the last few
weeks are the following:
• SONUS FABER
Concerto Grand

Piano £2299

• MICHELL ORBE with
SME Series IV / Lyra Lydian

£3445

• AUDIOLAB
8000 CD Player

£1000

• NAIM Credo
Loudspeakers

£1060

• KRELL KAV 250 P/A
Pre and power

£5280

• COPLAND CDA 277
CD Player

£1799

• MERIDIAN 565 ( 7.1)
DTS/AC3 Dig. Processor

£2850

• M&K 150 TFIX (5.1)
Studio Monitor Spkr System

£5000

• QUAD 77 Remote Control
CD / Tuner/Amp system

£2250

• YAMAHA DDP-2
AC3 Processor

• MAGNEPLANAR
MG -0.6 SE Speakers

£350
£1370

• MARTIN LOGAN CLS II/
Full Range Electrostatics

£4555

Please phone now for
our latest NEWSLETTER
with full details of all these
fabulous new products.

PLEASE CALL
We are open 9.30am - 5.30pm
Tuesdays - Saturdays ( Inc)
CLOSED MONDAYS
Answerphone all other times

TRADING STATION
35-42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PEI 1
tZ BUYING OR SELLING : ( 01733) 555514 'WHAT'S NEW': ( 01733) 341755 FAX: ( 01733) 358141

classified
;

HEA1HERDALE PRE- OWNED

SELECT AUDIO

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
KRELL Ex Dem KRC 3Pre-amp MINT (£3250)
f2750
KRELL KA 200B Balanced Power Amplifier £2750
RESEARCH Dual Mono Phono Stage £1495
SME VGoldplated Ex-Dem MINT/BOXED
£1500
VOTO Standard Turntable MINT
£1500
MARK LEVINSON 28 2-box pre-amp with phono
£
2495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm £995
LEVINSON ML3 200 Watt Dual Mono Amp £3195
KRELL ORS Reference six box pre-amp £3995
PIONEER PD-77 CD Player MINT/BOXED £695
HELIUS Orion Tonearm BOXED
£395
MARK

AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU
£
2750
LUXMAN D-5000s CD Player M1NT/BOXED.(£3495) £1795
SHELL KLoudspeakers with stands £295
NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck - BOW Serviced £2195
AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono
MARANT7 CD50 Remote CD Player
MERIDIAN 203 DAC Good Condition
RUARK Swordsman Plus Loudspeakers
SUDDEN AU51 Pre/Power with phono (£2100)

£
165
£110
£295
£175
£795

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SAM 40 Stereo Power Amp
STUDER A807 Pro tape recorder MINT

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £495
SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 0.6mtr set

£175

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15'st. pair £1595
GENESIS Model Ill speakers MINT

ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash

£350

SPENDOR SP1 Loudspeakers £250
STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused £95

GUM) 34 Pre-Amp Ex Dem MINT/BOXED (£388

£1500

MERIDIAN 200/203 CD/DAC
APOGEE Stage 8Stands
AUDIONOTE Soro SE
RESTER Fable lot Amp

£350

Musical Fidelity FCD

£ 1,100 £ 1,500
£200

£500
£300

£900

Musical Fidelity E601

QUAD 77 Integrated Amplifier Ex Dem (£699) £595

SPECIAL OFFER

Musical Fidelity E101

Musical Fidelity FX-FX2

£275

WAS

£1,100 . £ 1,500

Musical Fidelity E10

LUMLEY 120 Valve Mono Power Amps (NEW) £2795
LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers (NEW) £250

KEF 164 Loudspeakers
ORELLE CD160 CD Player BOXED
AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp
SONOS FABER Ex-Dem Minuettis (£898)

£350

£ 1,300
£500

(Plus free delivery)

All brand new factory sealed cartons,

£
695
£1695
£895
Ç:495

with two year warranty Limited stock so hurry

VARIOUS EX-DEM 8PRE-OWNED CABLE AVAILABLE

We also stock

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

HEILOS CD PLAYERS, VPI, CLEARAUDIO,

FOR AN- UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
htlp://m embers. aol . com/h eatherda Uheatherd.htm

JEFF ROWLAND, SHAKTI, MARK LEVINSON,

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

SONUS FABER, ALL MUSICAL FIDELITY, GENESIS DIGITAL

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

LENS, CHARIO, PRIMARE SYSTEMS, ROCKPORT,

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR cAs,
e-mallheatherclalOaoLcom
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 680001. FAX 01903 872234

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell KSA 3005
mint s/11
Krell KSA 250
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research 0125 balanced
mint s/h
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
mint s/h
Jett Rowland Model 3monoblocks
mint s/h
Lumley.
Ref 120 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research D200
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
mint s/h
Audio Research VT 60
mint s/h
Unison Research Smart 845
mint s/h
Jadis DA30 integrated
mint s/h
Audio Innovations 2ND Audio
mint s/h
Art Audio Quintet
mint s/h
Albarry PP1
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson Prem 8a
mint s/h
Boulder 500 AE
mint s/h
Melos 402 Monoblocks
as new
LFD PA1/LS1
mint s/h
Audio Research D79/SP10 mk11
mint s/h
Krell KSA 50 S
mint s/h
Mark Levinson No 27
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus II + psx
mint s/h
Audio Research 0400
mint sill
Jadis JA30 [6550) Monoblocks
mint s/h
x2 Musical Fidelity F15 each or
mint s/h
Bridged Monoblocks ( pair)
Beard P35
mint gh
Naim 72, Hicap, 140
mint eh
PRE AMPLIFIERS

£5995
£3250
£5500
£1995
£4995
£7995
£2395
£1695
£1995
£1995
£1695
£2250
£2500
£1395
£995
£295
£7995
£3295
£4950
£895
EPOA
£2495
£2250
£395
£3495
£2995
£1095
£2095
£595
£1350

Audio Research LS3 Silver
MC Cormack TLC-1
Tesserac Tala
Jett Rowland Consumate & Phono
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
DNM 3 & 6Pack
Boulder L5AE
Linn Wokanda
Michell Argo HR/HERA
Audio Research LS7
Naim 42.5 Avondale
Conrad Johnson Prem 78
Linn Kairn pre/phono
Audio Research SP9 mk II
Exposure IX professional power supply
Exposure VActive xover
Nairn NAC 52 & Supercap
Audio Research LSIIB Mark II
SPEAKERS

mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£1195
£695
£795
£4995
£850
£995
£2250
£495
£895
£1395
£250
£5995
£795
£895
£795
£495
£3495
£2250

Apogee Diva + Dax
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Ensemble PAI Silver-bi wire
Tannoy 0700 ( Definition Rosewood)
Quad ESL 63 (Rosewood) &Stands
Duntech Crown Princes
BOW Silver sig & stands
Apogee Caliper
Alon IV mk11
Ruark Icon & Stands

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint eh
mint s/h

£3995
£4995
£895
£1995
£1495
£1795
£1995
£3995
£795
£2495
£295

126

Musical Fidelity A1000

LUXMAN MO 3600 788
£ stereo power amplifier £1295

PRO-AC 2Loudspeakers 2-way Teak £395
AUDIO NOTE <
assai Silver Amplifier£19995
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250

VISA

NOW

£2495

QUAD 34 Pre-amp BOXED
£235
JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT
£3695
PRO-AC Tablette 50 ( rosewood) £550

£195

LUXMAN T-4 Accutouch CIL AM/FM Tune
£450
ARCM Delta Black Box 11 DAC BOXED £195
VOYD Reference Turntable ( Large Motors) £4695
AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers silvenvired £4000
AUDIO NOTE DAC 4Mint/Boxed £3995
BOW 808 Loudspeakers £1995
ION SYSTEMS Nexus SP1 pre 8X-PAK 2pou
with

SECISATIOnAL
SUMMER O FFERS

HEYBROOK Quartets 8stands Ex Dem (£840) £595
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre (£3398) £2195
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands £650

TECHNICS SL030 Turntable
KISEKI Blackheart UNUSED/BOXED (C1995)

£450
£95
£
7000
£
750

(LonDon)

£
595
£
3750

Musical Fidelity MC5
Wilson System V
Snell JII's
Sonos Minima Amators & Ironwood stds
Martin Logan CLS II & Kinergetic
Subwoofer
Magneplanar SMG 3
AMC B1-20 Subwoofer
Dalquist D012
Sonus Faber Extrema + stands
Magneplanar SMG CSE
Shahinian Arc
ATC SCM 100A
Mission 753
Martin Logan Aerius
Spendor SP2/2

TARGET, TICE CABLES, SILTECH CABLES

TEL :0181 986 8788
mint
mint
mint
mint
mint

s/h
s/h
sib
s/h
s/h

£395
£11995
£695
£1395
£5995

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
rflint s/h

£895
£350
£595
£4250
£695
£895
£3695
£450
£1095
£395

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Wadia 16
11511
Krell Studio 2
mint s/h
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
mint silt
Roksan DP-1Transport
mint s/h
Krell SOP 64X
mint s/h
RS, Audio Ultralink
mint s/h
MC Cormack DAC-1
mint s/h
Wadia 22/26
as new
EAD 9000 Series III HDCD
mint s/h
Balanced/Gold
Acuphase DP70
mint s/h
Aura CD100
mint s/h
Acuphase DP90/91
mint s/h
Mark Levinson 30.5/31.5
mint s/h
Krell 30 I
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk Il
mint s/h
Forsell Air Ref dac
Wadia 8Transport
mint s/h
Wadia x64.4 duc
mint s/h
Linn Numeric
mint s/h
Mark Levinson no 31.5 + 30.5
mint s/h
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Battery Power supply
mint s/h
TURNTABLES ANALOGUE VARIOUS
Basis Ovation
as new
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
mint s/h
Audio Note AN-S1
mint sth
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
mint s/h
Koetsu Urushi
mint s/h
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
mint s/h
Lynx Tuner
mint s/h
VPI TNT Wheaton III
mint s/11
Piere Lurne JUSowther Mk III
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity TI Tuner
mint s/h
Sony Tuner STS 261
mint s/h
AR Cambridge Cassette RD06
mint s/11
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
mint s/h
Audio Technica ART 1
mint s/h
Stax SR Omega and Stax SRM T1W
mint s/h
Valve Energiser
Transparent Music Link Ultra 1mtr Bal
grir
as
iten
,
Rega Planar 3/RB 300
Clear Audio Gamma 24 CT Gold Coil
as new
Sony TCD 07 DAT/RM.D3K
as new

£4750
£1795
£595
£695
£3500
£895
£695
P.O.A
£4500
£2250
£295
£9950
£14995
£3495
£8995
£1895
£1995
£795
£14995
£1595
£3495
£2250
£150
£795
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£150
£495
£595
£1995
£1200
£295
£495
£450

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XLO,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TOTEM, GRAHAM, C.A.T.,
TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
All credit cards incl Amex.
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

E-Mail: Choice-Hi Fieimsn.com
SEPTEMBER 0997

HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

Premium

1'
Discs,

Audio

Equipment

&

Accessories

AA 006 ARGENTA BOX SET from ALTO
Six records in original sleeves + bonus 45, book and
super quality presentation box.
Rodrigo, Falla, Breto, De Falla etc. £160
MCA JIM! HENDRIX (US Imports)
First Rays of the New Rising Sun (2LP) f32.00
Electric Lady/and (2LP) f32.00
Axis- Bold As Love
f22.00
Are You Experienced (2LP) f32.00

egite-.
e?'

Oscar Peterson Trio-We Get Requests £20

omelgE"

Art Pepper- New York Album,So in Love, Intimate £15 All 3for f40
Decca SXL 2027 Ansermet / OSR - Dukas - La Peri DebussyJeux f20
Decca SXL 6136-Kertesz / LSO - Kodaly - Harry Janos Dances Of Galanta f20

We stock ahuge range of audiophile vinyl, including the excellent NEW releases from Absolute Analogue!
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS REVIVAL • AUDIOQUEST » UK BLUE NOTE « CARDAS RECORDS - 180 gm
HQ » CLASSIC RECORDS - RCA LIVING STEREO • DCC » DECCA SXL / LONDON CS - 1809m HQ
EMI CLASSICAL - 180 GM HQ » FONE - 180 gm HQ - 2LP BOX SETS' GRAPEVINE • IMPLUSE JAZZ - 180 gm
HQ NEW RELEASEKING SUPER ANALOGUE • LINN RECORDS - JAZZ / ROCK • MCA - 180 gm HQ
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS • PROPRIUS « RCA « SHEFFIELD LABS

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
New to the UK, The Revolutionary CD players from Helios.
These machines look and feel totally different to the opposition.
They sound better too.
On the outside aMetacrylite front panel and Stainless Steel
controls combine with aheavily damped chassis to produce
areassuring sense of solidity.
Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt transport system
(Model 1 & 2) with extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and proprietry
digital electronics, all upgradable between models.
The results speak for themselves. Effortless bass dynamics and
a wide open sound stage give music a tremendous sense
of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From £6S0 to £ 1250

VPI HW 19 fr / R8300 £599

VPI HW 16.5
Record cleaning machine £399

A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers unbelievable
performance for the money. Fully suspended and featuring a solid acrylic

The HW16.5 has been the benchmark

platter, the Jr represents unprecedented value - even more so because it

record cleaner since its introduction.

can be fully upgraded into the Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling

Stereophile's Analogue accessory of the year

analogue front end in the US

f
or more years than ican remember,

This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell it direct
to you for £ 599.
HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost

the 16.5 is much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your valuable investment
in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest in vinyl
record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock afull compliment of spares
and accessories, as well as the professional
grade HW 17F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well as analogue replay systems
and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and etiudloplan.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL1) and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (VOL2)

***** What Hi -Fi July 1997

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 FordIngbrIdge SP6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND ®
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.
"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, HI-FI
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports " David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News RIA.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, HI-FI Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: U UUUU Malcolm Steward Hi-F1 Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper,
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it, Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

Wade«, dew-9e leite et detuneued

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUAR7Z REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUAR7Z REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE W1711 SPEED ADJUSTMENT
STORMFORCE DEIASTA7ING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS . BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS@ ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
THORENS T0124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RE1309, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 (
1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

BE BRAVE

FACE YOUR FEARS

LIVE YOUR DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429 'e—albi
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WIN Denon's top CD player!
O

ur cover story for October offers an
exclusive unveiling of Linn's specialedition Linn Silver Anniversary LP12 turntable
and, in aspecial blind listening test, compares
the current LP12 with a1972 model! So in case
you ever wondered just what were the real
sonic benefits of Linn's myriad improvements
over the last quarter century, all will now be
revealed... October's main group test compares
the pick of the new season's most promising
under-£500 CD players (
from Sony,
Technics, Pioneer, Yamaha and other key

k
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brands) to brings you
the verdict on best
sound and best value. Speaker tests cover new
Heybroolc, KEF and Celestion babies, and
there's an exclusive on the all- new Kelly highefficiency speaker, which looks like a
conventional floorstanding box speaker but
claims 95dB/1W/lm. Amplifier tests cover
solid-state and integrated and pre- power
options from Shearne Audio as well as the
latest Audio Research valve pre-amplifier.
October's music section offers abumper crop of
CD reviews including audiophile releases.
Last but not least, don't miss your chance
to win asuperb Denon CD player in a
special £2000 free-entry competition. The
October issue goes on sale Friday, 5
September. Don't miss it!
I.2,)

finale

With Frank Sinatra's
recording career virtually
complete, aneglected
phase in the 1940s, when
he recorded for Columbia,
is ripe for rediscovery

IF

rank's luck was out. It was 1943
and, at last, he'd got Tommy Dorsey
off his back. Singing for Dorsey's big
band between
1940-42, he had
established a reputation but hardly a
substantial bank balance. He'd broken
free and had his own solo contract with
Columbia. The end of 1942 had seen him
guesting with Benny Goodman at the
New York Paramount. Bottom of the bill,
behind two novelty acts, Sinatra stopped
the show every time — and there were six
shows a day. The bobby-soxers queued
four deep around the block. He was
potentially the biggest record seller in
America. But his luck was out: the
Musicians' Union had gone on strike.
So Frank's first dozen sides for his new
label came without orchestral backing, his
only accompaniment being supplied by
the Bobby Tucker Singers. In the interim,
Columbia put out a record Sinatra had
made while a rookie
vocalist with the
Harry James band
in 1939. Titled

All Or Nothing At All, it was already dated.
But the singer's teenage fans bought it
by the bucketful and the record
immediately headed for the top of the
charts. Amazingly, it also went Top 10 in
America's Black Music charts. With the
strike continuing, the vocal- only sides
were released, again with amazing success.
All six singles charted in the Top 15.
So began a solo recording career for
Columbia that lasted until late 1952 and
garnered just short of 90 major hits. In
contrast, Frank logged around two dozen
US Top 30 hits for Capitol over a nineyear period.
One fallacy is that Sinatra first recorded
LPs with Capitol. In truth, he recorded a
concept affair for Columbia as early as
1949, when Frank and A&R man Mitch
Miller opted to piece together Sing And
Dance With Frank Sinatra, an uptempo
forerunner of Songs For Swingin' Lovers,
arranged by George Siravo.
Sinatra had made concept albums
(multiple packages of 78 rpm releases)
before, and some of these were placed on
vinyl
after
the
introduction
of
microgroove. The Voice, a marvellous
collection of romantic songs, meticulously
orchestrated by Frank's long-term
arranger Axel Stordahl, and recorded in
1945, is considered by many to be the first
pop LP ever released: arriving in vinyl
form in 1948.
Not that every side made by Sinatra
during his sojourn at Columbia was
worthy of his reputation as an interpreter
of lyrics. His 1947 ' Duff! Dot Song', a
ditty about acharacter who couldn't speak
because his mouth was full of gum,
represented a remarkable lack of taste —
Frank delivered such immortal lines as
'Die doot da denny in the dum dot'! In
the wake of yet another Musicians' strike
in 1948, Sinatra returned to the studio
with ' Sunflower', a piece of pure hillbilly
cornball that was adopted as the official
state song of Kansas. With the benefit of
hindsight, perhaps it wasn't all that bad —
the same tune later turned up as the title
song to the Jerry Herman Broadway
musical Hello Dolly!.
In some ways, such a diversion was no
bad thing.
Constantly switching
approaches kept Sinatra ahead of the
game. He even moved into aroots-of-rock
area during 1949, recording the R&B
classic ' The Hucklebuck', which, oddly
enough, was based on a bebop standard,
Charlie Parker's `Now's The Time'. Two
years later, Sinatra again teamed with old
boss Harry James to record ' Castle Rock',
in which Frank related that he and his
chosen one ' rocked around the
clock'. Bill Haley was, at this
particular time, still heading The
Saddlemen, acountry-jive band.
Conducting? Somehow or another
Frank had the nous to head a studio
orchestra for the album Frank Sinatra
Smiling after his move to Capitol:
01' Blue eyes in classic pose

Conducts The Music Of Alex Wilder during
1946, though how he managed to read the
score, only the musicians present knew.
And the players applauded him at the
session's close.
Jazz? Sinatra could handle it. A
Metronome poll- winner in 1946, he
recorded in the company of Ellington's
Lawrence Brown, Johnny Hodges and
Harry Carney, along with trumpet star
Charlie Shavers, drummer Buddy Rich
and pianist Nat Cole. Anti-racism? Frank
was at the starting blocks with ' The
House I Live In', an anthem that
stemmed from a film short dealing with
racial prejudice, shot in two days during
1945. It won Sinatra a special Oscar.
'Lost In The Stars', a song about
apartheid, was recorded by Sinatra in
1946 — at least three years before Kurt
Weill and his co-writers supposedly wrote
it for a musical about the son of a black
preacher accused of murdering a white
man in South Africa. Not released until
1949, Sinatra's version ended up as the Bside to the chirpy ' Old Master Painter',
one of Frank's nine hits that year.
During the whole of his Columbia
career, Sinatra continued to make chart
singles. Certainly his quota of successes
eventually diminished, but there was
never the nadir that most books refer to,
the period when the singer supposedly
couldn't give records away.
But as the hit ratio declined, and Frank
looked around for solutions, he focused
on the label's A&R supremo Mitch
Mitchell. In truth, Mitchell had reestablished Columbia as amajor pop label
following a slump in the label's fortunes,
producing multi-million sellers for Tony
Bennett, Frankie Laine, Rosemary
Clooney, Johnny Ray and Guy Mitchell
— the latter becoming astar by recording
material that Sinatra had turned down.
The clincher, according to Frank, was
`Mama Will Bark', a duet with buxom
blonde Dagmar. Basically a conversation
in song between two dogs, it had Sinatra
woofing like a hound in heat. ' The only
good it did me,' Frank later claimed, 'was
with dogs'. Not so. The record was ahit.
But Sinatra wouldn't credit Miller with
anything other than disaster.
The twosome proving incompatible,
Sinatra had to move on, eventually signing
for Capitol. But before he went, he
recorded ' Why Try To Change Me
Now?', which ranks among his finest
ballads. The first song of any consequence
penned by Cy Coleman, it served as a
final nose-thumb in the direction of Mitch
Miller.
Those years at Columbia had been
among the most career- shaping of
Sinatra's life, a period during which he'd
outpaced Bing Crosby to become the
most renowned popular singer in America
and a performer who could seemingly
excel at anything he put his mind to. The
way was open to that final accolade of a
Congressional Gold medal.
Fred Della,.
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THETA Digital was founded nine years ago with amission to put back

the musical emotion many listeners found lacking in Compact Disc

MEML
CASABLANCA is the most exciting hanm•

entertainment p-oduc: ever— it is Id t.‘
future of audiophile audio/video. A
modular deign means Casablanca can be
anything :iota want ar audiophile
analogue ?reamp, ahigh performance
digital preamp, ahome cinema proœssor,
ahigh fidelity video switcher or sur-ound

player reproduction.
Successive generations of Theta products have been recognised
by the world press as the most musically involving CD replay systems
available. Theta feels it is now approaching the true frontier of digital
audio and has introduced the DS Pro Generation V converters. The
radical Generation V converter features Theta's first ever fully
discrete Class-A analogue section and acompletely new power
supply. For audiophiles wondering if digital audio has truly arrived in
the ' high end' this is the product to hear.

ATTRACTIN
Consider also the DS Pro Prime II: atwin DAC per channel

converter with balanced connections as standard and aprogrammable

sound processor. You pick the processing:

digital filter section for more accurate reconstitution of the music signal.

Dolby Prologiicn4,Dolby Digital AC3TM

The signal emerging from the oversampling section is phase, time and

or DTS Coherent Acoustic.

frequency accurate to preserve the reality of quality stereo recordings.

Casablanca can be conf gured -o
control up to nine sould char nels with

The programmable digital filter is one reason behind the all- involving,
'alive' character to the sound of aTheta processor. For those seeking

balanced or single ended inputs. It : an I),

Prime II quality on atighter budget check out the Pro Basic III, newly

chosen with remote control and is

upgraded, with single ended inputs and balanced outputs and now

programmed

capable of accepting aTheta link optical input.

hrough

either .18 LEDs or

The Data Basic II CD transport is based on asuperb
Philips drive backed by proprietary Theta signal
processing and ultra- low jitter re-clocking circuits. The
new Theta optical Laser link betters the AT&T optical
system (AT&T connectors are still offered for compatibility). We feel the Pro Basic III and Data Basic II make
amagical combination, providing atrue state-of-the art,
high value CD player/DAC combination at under £5500.
High-value high-end products from Theta include the
Chroma and the curiously named TLC. The Chroma D/A
converter is available with or without HDCD and offers
unbelievable performance for under £ 1000. The TLC —
Timebase Linque Conditioner — is astaggering antivia on-screen display on your TV.

jitter bargain at just £ 199. This tiny box reclocks the optical output of a

Open-archi:ecture means you need
never

fear 0.7.901e scence whatever system

the fast-moving Lome entertainment
market throws at you. Buy it st abasic
system and later add ' the works'. You
won't have to worry about trading in outof-date home cinema kit. Cam blanca lets
you add and expand, growing with your
needs and new standards. And from Theta
you know build quality is exceptional.
But where this product Eands apart
:
.
'rom the rest of ideo componentry sin
ts faithful handling of music ignals.
Casablanca canforns to listerung
standards oeyond the reach oil
all conventional audicivideo
components. Or as they say at
Theta: " now audiophiles can
enjoy the moves. too -,
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CD player or transport for ajitter- free feed to aD/A converter. "The

Absolute Sounds Ltd

TLC will treat you, regardless of the calihre of your playback system, to a

58 Durham Road

reduction in glare and harshness" — (
Ken Kessler, HiFi News April 1995).
Attracted? Contact Absolute Sounds for more information about
Theta products and for full details of dealers where
you can hear Thetal Attraction
in action.
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